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South Afica, at war with its own people,
at the same time has been waging an
undeclared war against its neighbours -
the independent black-ruled stares which
have the geographical misfortune to
share its borders. nflhile the international
community has argued about whether
apartheid represents a threat ro
international peace and securit/, the
inhabitants of the region have had to
mobilize their defenses. As the wodd has
debated sancrions against South Africa,
South Afica has imposed economic
sanctions against the region. Thc
economic cost has been enormous, thc
direct and indirect loss of life so largc
as to be unquanrifiable, and the social
cost incalcuiable.

"Tbis publication is of a nbuersiue nature and
has been raled prejudicial to the safety of tbe
state", Banning order, Governmcnt of
South Affica.

.A chilling anthohgt that slnuld be slnttud to
tbe umld - fact apon fact aboat the awfal
pice being pail by the pnph of eigh countriu
of natben 4i* f* rte nazcd icatb-tbnes
of tbc apanhcid ryrtem, Tbe guih fw tbis
destructiu plicT lies not only uith itt
pdpetrators in Prctoria bat also wilb tbeir

fcllow- tratcllers abmad, and " Fmntlinc
Sowlam 4tica" tww tbc uarchligbt apn
calfrtr and colkbmator alihe",
- Dondd lVoods.
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FOREWORD

When is war not a war? Apparently when it is waged by the

stronger against the weaker as a'pre-emptive strike.'When is

t.rrorir- not terrorism? Apparently when it is committed by a

more powerful government against those at home and abroad

who are weaker than itself and whom it regards as a potential

threat or even as insufficiently supportive of its own obiectives.

Those are the only conclusions one can draw in the light of

the current widespread condemnation of aggression and teror-
ism, side by side with the ability of certain nations to attack

others with impunity, and to organise murder, kidnapping and

massive destruction with the support of some pennanent

members of the united Nations security council. south Africa
is such a country.

The people of South Africa have been fighting against racial

oppr"rrior,-for most of this century. Their petitions, peaceful

piocessions and demonstrations, and even their campargns of

civil disobediencg have been met with ever increasing repres-

sion and violence. But their humanity will not be denied. while
the organized nationalist movements have in recent years suc'

ceeded-at tremendous human cost to themselves-in carrying

out some sabotage of military targets, the massnof the people

are spontaneously reiecting the laws and instruments of apar'

theid by the sheer force of their will and their numbers' The
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daily death toll does not stop them. Nor does the torture from
which they suffer when detained or imprisoned. They are chal-
lenging the guns of apartheid with their own blood and with
stones picked up from the streets.

At the same time, the people of Namibia are also fighting for
freedom from domination by the apartheid government of
South Africa. In legal terms they at least have won the whole
world to their side. But their nation continues to be occupied
illegally, and the most powerful states of the world prevent any
serious external action from being taken against the occupier-
or gven side with the oppressor. So the Namibian people's

freedom struggle, and the armed struggle, continue under the
leadership of SWAPO.

The intensification of the freedom struggle within South
Africa during recent years does owe something to the advance

of African liberation to the borders of that country. For Mozam-
bique, Angola and Zimbabwe had to win political freedom by
an armed struggle against racist administrations; their success

renewed the hope and self-confidence of the South Alrican
people. Tied to South Africa by inherited economic and com'
munication links as these countries were-and are-they ete e

beacon of freedom clearly visible from the towns of the apar'

theid state, and even from the Bantustans to which millions of
South Africans have been banished.

It is that beacon of freedom which the apartheid state seeks

to put out by its direct aggression, or by organizing arming and

unleashing dissidents and mercenaries, and by using its un-
doubted strength to exert economic pressures on its neryh-

bours. Its obiective in all cases is so to destabilise those young
nations that their leaders are forced to become puppets of the
South African governmeng and to act on its behalf in the sup-

pression of the African liberation movement. And in the pro-

cess of trying to achieve this, South Africa is happy if it is able

to cause such misery and suffering emong the people of the free
states that their governments get a reputation of incompetence
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and incapacity which dims the clear light of freedom shining
ecross their borders.

All the neighboring stateslend some further away-have
fallen victim to this aggressive South African policy. Botswana,

Lesotho and Swaziland have not been exempted because bf
their geographically determined inability to do more tlien
speak against apartheid and give a first haven for refugees from

South Africa. Zambia has not been left alone on the grounds

that it does not have a border with the apartheid state. Zim'
babwe, which has from the beginning of its independence de-

clared its inability to allow the South African liberation move'
ments to operate from its territory has still been subiected to
South African sabotage of its economic and military facilities
and to systematic murder campaigns against its citizens-both
white and black. Mozambique and Angola, however, have been

the foci of very special and sustained attack. They have been

subfected to all the miseries of continuing aggressive war since

the moment of their birth as independent states-or in the case

of Angola, before that. Their declared philosophy of Mamism-
Leninism, and their border on the Atlantic or Indian Ocearl
caused them to be of special interest both to South Africa itself
and to those who believe they have a right to control those

oceans.
This book, Frcntline Southem Afuica, indicates something of

the nature and the meaning of the aggression to which the
victim states have been subiected. It provides in each case what
I believe to be incontrovertible evidence of South African re-

sponsibility for the forms of this attack. And thirdly, it shows

the involvement of the United States of America, both in the
\. sggr€ssion against Angola, and in support of what President

Reagan once described as'our ally,'South Africa.
The cost to the Front Line States has been immense. In

financial terms, one estimate is 30 billion US dollars worth of

damage done to the infrastructure and the economies of

SADCC members. All are poor countries whose resources are in
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any cese inadequate to provide the minimum of essential ser-

vices to their people and to invest in future development.
Further, this estimate takes no account of the peoples of the

border states. The total number killed is not known; the larger

number who have been wounded in South African-inspired
attacks is uncounted-especially as many of these have no

ready access to medical facilities despite the efforts of their
governments. The people who have lost their homes, who have

been terrorised against working in their fields, who have been

bereaved or left to care for disabled family members, whose

food has been destroyed-all this suffering is uncounted. And
when widespread drought was added to the problems of the
Mozambique government, the food convoys were attacked so

that relief could not get through although sufficient food had

been mobilized. Very many thousands of people died as a result.

The victim countries have received no compensation or
special assistance in the tight of these attacks. They have been

left to carry the burden virtually unassisted. Sometimes even

verbal support is denied them, as the United States of America
and some European powers respond to a direct South African
attack by mealy-mouthed condemnation of violence'on both
sides.'And when the victims of aggtession seek military assis-

tance from the only countries which will supply it-Cuba and

the USSR and its allies-they are accused of falling into the
'soviet sphere of influence.'

Despite all this, the beacon of freedom is kept alight in
southern Africa. The struggle goes on. The condemnation of
epartheid continues to be expressed with commitment by the
free nations bordering South Africa even as they bury their
dead from the latest raid.

Of course there have been set-backs in the struggle. The
Nkomati Accord was forced on the government of Mozambique

by the overwhelming pressure of innumerable murderous at-

tacks from South African forces and the South African suno-
gates, combined with'mediation' and'assurances' from Ameri-
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can and British diplomats and conditional promises from the
South Africans. So the ceremony took place, the Mozambicans

breathed a sigh of relief in the expectation of an end to the
attacks on them, and P. W. Botha went off on a tour of Europe as

'a reasonable man.'
But the South African support for MNR continued unabated.

The attacks on the people of Mozambique intensified and

spread more widely; so did the attacks on SADCC communica-

tions facilities within Mozambique. And those Western coun-

tries which urged the need for peace on Mozambique-which
had never wanted war-have done nothing and said nothing. A
car bomb outside civilian residences in Maputo, where South

Africa's responsibility is undisputable, is met by silence from
the same powers which call upon the Third World to condemn

terrorism.
Mozambique is non-aligned poor, weak, and after 24 years of

war is held together only by the commitment and will-power of
its government and people; for the West, South Africa is 'our

ally.'So terrorism stops being terrorism; agglession stops being

aggression; solemn and signed commitments undertaken by the
strong and'mediated by the stronger, stop being international
commitments.

Lesotho, too, can with impunity be economically strangled

to death by South Africa until its defiant prime minister is

overthrown and a new military government accedes to South

Africa's political demands. The Western world does nothing
and says nothing. Even after that, a South African refugee,

quatified in Lesotho and working in the legal system of lrso'
tho, is subiected to 15 minutes armed attack on his house and

probcrty (which he and his wife fortunately survivedf. Nothing
will be said by the great campaigners against terrorism; the
govemment from which the attacks emenete will not even be

subiected to an orchestrated media campaign of abuse'

And on Swaziland what can be said? At a time of great

national trauma arising from the death of King Sobhuza it was
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in the way of South African ambitions. But there ere still
people, including some in prominent positions, who struggle to
make a reality of Swaziland's independence.

Yet despite all this suffering and some set-backs, the strug-
gle against apartheid continues. For it is pre-eminently an inter-
nal struggle, supported morally, politically and diplomatically
by South Africa's neighbours to the utmost of their capacity-
severally and iointly. But these countries are incapable of sup-
pofting a military attack against their southern neighbour even
if they wished to do so-as South Africa knows.

The greatest upsurge of internal opposition to apartheid
began after Nkomati. It finds expression in all the maior urban
areas of South Africa and even in the Bantustans; incidents of
sabotage take place as far south as Cape Town. Yet there are no
guenilla invasions across the borders of South Africa. The few
freedom fighters who do return home sneak across the long
borders despite all the attempts of the South African guards to
patrol thousands of miles of bush land: and if the hryhly
equipped South Africans cannot stop these valiant people how
could their poorer and weaker neighbours be expected to do so?

Those naturally concentrate such limited border defence power
as they possess on trying to stop incursions from South
Africa-and even on that the record shows little success.

The real offence of Angol4 Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique,
Swaziland Z*mbia and Zimbabwe-and any other countries
within reach of South African power-is their existence as

proudly independent African states. As such they have the
temerity to back up the demand of the Organisation of African
Unity for an end to apartheid. They dare to demand world
action against the cancer of apartheid and to succor those who
flee from its persecutions. Through SADCC they try to loosen
the economic and communications bonds which tie them to
South Africa, and to increase their self-reliance through re-
gional co-operation.
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In addition, these countries proclaim thag being no longer

colonies of Western Bloc nations, they intenfuo follow a policy
of non-alignment. In so doing they compound the offence of

their existence. For the West is accustomed to regarding Africa
as its 'sphere of influence,' end regards with suspicion any

African country which looks at the world and determines its
policies without the prism of Western-slanted spectacles.

An American diplomat once urged upon me the threat to
African independence constituted by Cuban troops in Angola.

When I asked why Cuban troops were more of a danger to
Africa's freedom than French troops elsewhere in the continent,
he replied "France is a Western country and we are the leaders

of the Western world." south Africa too is regarded as part of
the "Western world."

So genuine non-alignment lin the case of Angola even the
prospect of it!, and especially the acceptance of help against

South African attacks, condemns South Africa's external vic'
tims to being iust that-victims. And on occasion, particularly
in the case of Angola, there is irrefutable evidence-some of it
quoted in this book-of active US involvement in the attacks

on independent African nations. Instead of being restrained by
those whom they regard as their friends and who themselves

claim to be upholders of the integrity of nations, the South

African eggressors are encouraged or even ioined in making the
attacks.

In the light of so much hypocrisy, so much duplicity, and so

much indifference to the sufferings of southern Africa, why
write and publish this book?

There ?re those who are ignorant because they are wilfully
blind and those who are ignorant because they have lacked an

opportunity to know. It surely is not possible that the adminis-

tration of the United States of Americ4 and the governments of
major European powers, do not know the facts and the effects of
the economic and military attacks against the free states which
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share a border with South Africa or Namibia. Apart from every-
thing else, the Great Powers have satellites covering the whole
of southern Africa. ln some instances our infrastructure is so
poor thet it is likely that these external powers know about the
event end the problem before the home government. Nor is it
possible for the Superpowers to be uneware that South Africa is
the instigator, the organizer, the financier and supplier for
virtually all the attacks which purport to be made by rebels-
apert, that is, from the ones initiated by South Africa directly or
by the US itself. The maior Western powers are therg in South
Africa, and they have a privileged position in that racist state.

Yet perhaps we do an iniustice to presidents and prime
ministers; for they cannot know everything which is dong or
not done, in their names. Perhaps the evidence does need to be

s€t out so that those who know the real sincerity of these
leaders'opposition to terrorism dnd to aggression can draw to
their attention what is happening in southern Africa? If sq this
book should help.

But in any case it is quite certain that millions of people,

including many in leading or responsible positions in demo-
cratic Western countries, ere unawere of what has been hap-
pening-and what is still happening-in southern Africa. Some

of them may genuinely not know that the apartheid regime
they abhor is threatening the very existence of the states whose
independence they welcomed so short a time ago. Some may
not realize that the identification of South Africa with anticom-
munism is the most powerful propaganda for communism
which exists in southern Africa. They may not understand the
pressures in favor of an anti-Western alignment which are

being exerted on the non-aligned stetes by the attacks from the
West's friend and ally, albeit one which is acknowledged to
have an unpleasant racist domestic philosophy. And other gen-

uine people may have come to believe that the South African
president's talk of 'reform'really meens a change of heart on the
part of apartheid's leaders.
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For such people this book is intended. The evidence is col-
lected and summarized; the maior themes are extensively docu-
mented. The reality behind the "nationalist" arl-<l "democratic"
claims of Unita and MNR is made'clear. So are the facts about
the sequence of events in Angola which has led to Cuban
troops serving in that African country for more than 12 yeers.
And so on. The economic espects of the struggle are not forgot-
ten, and the argument about sanctions is re-examined.

This book will be equally valuable and is equally intended
for all those who, in numerous official and unofficial fora, have
tried for years to draw attention to the dangers to world peace

which exist in southern Africa. Its approach is openly and
unapologetically political; it states the case for those indepen-
dent nations and people under attack because of their opposi-
tion to apertheid. But the book is factual; it can therefore be an
instrument for freedom. For Knowledge is Power; in particular
it can be power for those who fight for justicg for human
dignity and for human equality.

I congratulate all those who have contributed to this book.
But most of all I offer, with great humility, my congratulations
and my good wishes to all the people and governments of the
victim states. They have kept the beacon of freedom alight by
their endurance, their courage, and their absolute commitment
to Africa's liberation. I salute them.

fuuus K. NvnRsnr
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INTRODUCTION

South Africa, at war with its own people, at the same time is
waging an undeclared war against its neighbors-the indepen-
dent black-ruled states which have the geographical misfortune
to share its borders. This war is part of South Africa's "total
strategy" policy which involves the mobilization of all forces*
political, economic, diplomatic, and military-in defense of
apartheid. The regional objective is to create and maintain a

dependence that will be economically lucrative and politically
submissive-and will serve as a bulwark against the imposition
of international sanctions.

The combination of tactics used against neighboring coun-
tries has varied from state to state depending on its political,
economic, and military vulnerabilities. Some countries have

been subiected to direct attacks, or even occupatio& by the
South African Defence Force (SADFI. Surrogates are trained and

armed by the SADF to enrer some countries to murder, maim,
rape, and destroy on its behalf. These military tactics mask
economic and political goals, but the primary targets are invari-
ably economic. At the heart of the "total strategy" policy is the
regional system of transportation and communications which
has been regularly sabotaged to ensure that trade flows through
South Africa.

rflW



Xrii INTRODUCTION

Pretoria has threatened retaliatory sanctions against the in-

dependent states of the region in the event that international
sanctions are imposed against South Africa. But what hirs

emerged clearly from our study is that Pretoria is already im'
posing sanctions against the other stetes in southern Africa.

Sanctions are defined as "economic or military action to
coerce a state to conform." The immediate.obiective of sanc-

tions is to restrict or prevent access and increase costs. There is

ample evidence that South Africa has already adopted both

economic and military meens to coerce its neighbors, restrict-

ing their access to trade routes and vastly increasing their
transportation costs.

The cost to neighboring countries of South Africa's destabili
zetion and sanctions against them is estimated at US $30 bil'
lion since 1980.r Given other circumstances, this money would

have been used for develoPment.
The death toll from South Africa's regional wars is approach-

ing one million, either caused directly by the war or war related

through the destruction of rural medical clinics and emergency

food supplies. Most of the dead are children 2 a disaster United
Nations Children's Fund (Unicef| representetives describe as a

'trolocaust.t
The South African euthorities have effectively censored in-

temetionel access to information about the escalating violence

within the country thereby reducing the horror of the interna-

tional community and, to some exten! the pressure to end

apertheid. They cannot directly stifle news of the devastetion

they have wrought elsewhere in the region, but some elements

in the medie and certain international organizations ignore

South Africa's role, preferring to present it as an internal met'
ter, what the International Committee of the Red Cross deli.

cately calls "civil $trife."
This attitude prevails emong Sovernment officials in some

Western countries despite the hard historical evidence of

South Africa's deliberate creetion of a force of destruction in
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Mozambique and Pretoria's admission of its involvement prior
to 1984.4 Since 1984 there has been document4ry and other
evidence of its orders to surrogates to destroy communications
routes and other economic targets in Mozambique.s The same

attitude applies to acts of sabotage, invasion, and destruction in
Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland Tembie, and Zimbabwe.

South Africa further escalated its wars against neighboring
states in 1987; and the patterns that emerged have serious and
long-term consequences for the region. This aggression against
its neighbors proves beyond doubt that South Africa is a "threat
to international peace and security," the prerequisite for sanc-

tions in the terminology of the United Nations (UNl. Yet this
action remains elusive.

Pretoria's regional policy until the middle 1970s concerned
itself with attempts to thwart activities by liberation move-
ments which were growing in strength in neighboring coun-
tries, as well as et home. South Africa was shielded in this by a
ring of buffer states that included the Portuguese colonies of
Mozambique and Angola, as well as the British rebel colony of
Southern Rhodesi4 and by its own occupation of Namibia.
Regional policy was directed toward reinforcing this barrier of
states through various economig political, and military alli
ances.

After the coup d'6tat in Portugal inl974, the face of southern
Africa altered dramatically, with the independence of Mozam-
bique and Angola the followingyeet, and of Zimbabwe in 1980.

This was not achieved wittrout considerable bloodshed; -and
many of the defeated colonizers retreated into apartheid's
laager.

During these liberation wars, the Portuguese and the Rhode-
sians created or co-opted groups to use as surogates against the
nationelist parties.In Angola, there were three such groups, of
which one remains relevant today: the National Union for the

ft
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Total Independence of Angola {Unital led by fonas Savimbi.
Letters and documents that have been published elsewhere
reveal that when Unita was supposedly fighting against Portu-
guese colonialisrq it was in reality an adjunct of the Portuguese
armed forces.6

During the course of this study, the editors visited Portugal
on three occasions to interview the commanders of the Portu-
guese army who were in Angola in the early 1970s. None of
them could be described as radicals seeking to belittle Unita.
Yet, they have confirmed that the documents are authentic.
They say that there was a "gentleman's agreement" to provide
ammunition, medical and other assistance to Unita, a move-
ment that purported to be anti-Poftuguese when presenting
itself to international forums. One of Unita's main tactics,
which it uses to this day, was the disruption of the Benguela
Railway, a main artery not only for the Angolan interior but for
trade from Tambia andZaire.

On the other side of the continent, the Mozambique Na-
tional Resistance {MNR or Renamo} is fighting against the
Mozambican government and disrupting the main trade routes
to the sea for the landlocked African hinterland. The MNR was

created by the Rhodesian Central Intelligence Organization

{CIOI in Rhodesia in 1975. The authors have spent many hours
interviewing the men who trained, armed administered and
paid the MNR on behalf of Rhodesia and then handed these
forces over to South Africa in 1980.

After the fall of the Portuguese colonial empire and then
Rhodesia, both the MNR and Unita were inherited by South
Africa. They are now used as proxies, not only in the "destabili-
zation" of the region but also in the sanctions that South Africa
is imposing on its neighbors.

The collapse of Portuguese colonialism gave rise to a hasty
reformulation of South Africa's regional strategy. Military ca-
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pacity was expande4 while then Prime Minister B. f. Vorster
launched his diplomatic detente initiative, vaguely defined as a
"constellation" of independent states presenting a united front
against common enemies. This was coupled with minor inter-
nal changes such as the removal of some forms of "petty apar-
theid." However, the detente initiative began to crumble with
the invasion of Angola in 1975 and the eventual expulsion of
South African forces by Angolan and Cuban troops in March
1975. Any impetus to maintain dialogue was crushed by the
brutal repression of the Soweto uprising a few months later.

By the end of 1975, South Africa's regional policy had col-
lapsed and the regime faced a growing internal crisis. Top
military strategists, including the defense minister, p. W.
Botha, began to flesh out the "total strategy" which they had
proposed as early es 1973. This was laid out in the 1977 De-
fence White Paper which identified the need to "maintain a
solid military balance relative to neighbouring states," while
advocating economic and other "action in relation to transport
services, distribution and telecommunications," with the pur-
pose of promoting "political and economic collaboration" in the
region.

After P. W. Botha became prime minister in 1978, he adopted
"total strategy" as the official policy.T He reorganized the secu-
rity structures, reflecting a desire for long-term planning to
replace the kind of ad hoc decision making that had caused the
embarrassing withdrawal from Angola in 1976, and a reaction
to the kind of power wielded by individuals in the Vorster
administration. Botha also resurrected the proposal for a "con-
stellation of southern African states" dominated by South
Africa. Rhodesia, commanding access to the regional hinter-
land was seen as a vital component if a malleable government
could be put in power when it became Zimbabwe.

Pretoria's hopes for implementation of this plan were shat-
tered by two related events in the space of 27 days in early
1980. The first was the 4 March announcement of the results of

*
i:
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the Zimbabwean independence election in which Robert Mu-

gabe's party won an outright mafority. The second occurred on

i eprii when leaders from nine countries in the region-in-
cluding Malawi but excluding South Africa-formed the South-

ern Afiican Development Coordination Conference (SADCC1

with the stated aim of reducing the region's dependence on the

apartheid regime.

Central t; SADCC's creation was the development of the

regional transportation system to reduce dependence on south

Afiica, a new option for the contig'ous states that Pretoria set

out to destroy. The savagery of the attacks unleashed on Mo-

zambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana, and Lesotho, and the escala-

tion oi the war'in Angola and Namibia using military eco-

nomic and political weapons are documented in the first half of

this book.

South Africa has sought to divert attention from the root cause

of the growing conllagration within its borders by presenting it
as a "Iotal onslaughi" organized outside the country by the

soviet union .ttd by representing itself as the last line of

defense in protecting western interests in the region. This

argument, used previously by Rhodesia and Portugal in defense

of-the indefensiblg has been appropriated by Pretoria to iustify
violation of neighboring territories as "hot pursuit" against

"terrorists" of the African National Congress (ANCI'

This representation found favor in washington after Ronald

Reagan took offi". in 1981. The Reagan administrations inabil-

ity to distinguish between its hostility toward the soviet union
and the ,""1 irroe in southern Africa firmly allied it with

apartheid and admirably suited Pretoria's intentions'
Historically, southern Africa is a British sphere of influence,

not an American or soviet one. Most of South Africa's neigh-

bors are members of the commonwealth, an informal grouping

of former British colonies, and have good relations, military and
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otherwise, with Britain. The "red" peril is a red herring. But
created in whose interests?

The hypocrisy of the US position in condemning apartheid
while supporting South Africa's regional terrorism is most evi-
dent in the US military support of South Africa's surogetes
bent on overthrowing the Angolan govemment. In Washing-
ton, it is convenient to ignore the well-documented fact that
South Africa invaded Angola in 1975 from Namibie, which it
occupies illegally. In contrast, the Cuban presence in Angola-
which was a response to the South A.frican invasion at the
request of the sovereign government-is legal in international
law. Angola, a State Department official candidly admitted,
offered Washington an opportunity to give the Soviets a
"bloody nose." To this end the United States actively encour-
ages, or certainly does not discourage, South African aggression
and has resumed arming its African "contras" to try to over-
throw the Angolan government. US policy allies Washington
firmly with apartheid a system it publicly opposes.

The US diplomatic response during the massive destruction of
the region has been a policy called "constructive engagement"
which has sought, through an unending shuttle by State Depart-
ment negotiators, to give the appearance of positive motion
where there was none, and in reality, while gaining time.

The US engagement in southern Africa has been anything
but "constructive": its "linkage" policy offers South Africa ex-
cuses for delaying Namibia's independence; it is now directly
involved in trying to overthrow the Angolan government; its
"mediation" in Mozambique,did not prevent the escalation of
the war; and it has introduced the specter of superpower con-
flict and nuclear war into a region that craves nothing more
than peace and development. The US administration backed a
World Bank loan to South Africa; yet it gives no bilateral aid to
Mozambique and has suspended aid to Zimbabwe.

Analysis of South Africa's military and nuclear power, the
state of its economy and that of the region, and the role of the

ru
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Reagan administration's "destructive engagement," make up

the second half of this studY.

As the protective colonial barrier around south Africa s borders

was coiapsing from 1974 through 1980, a new set of Afrikaner
administrators with military experience was taking power in
Pretoria. Using the new anay of. circumstances th4t have ap-

peared since 1980, they have begun to construct a different

Lirrd of laager which has grown out of the dynamics of conflict

within different sectors of their administration. This new

laager is based like the old one, on regional economic coopera'

tion, mutual security, and a resistance to external pressure, but

it uses military force beyond its borders to achieve political and

economic obfectives.
Since that time, different sectors of the leadership have

drawn conflicting conclusions from their experiences of inter-

national and regional contacts. Diplomats involved in negotia-

tions in Europe, the United States, and closer to home have

learned that South Africa cannot rely totally on Western gov-

ernments for support-and that delays can be used to build up

economie and military strength to dominate the region' They

have a better understanding of economic pressures used by and

against South Africa, and more knowledge about their- imme-

diate neighbors. Military leaders have learned from their re-

gional wars and acts of sabotage that although south Africa is

ihe military power in the region, the enemy hits back, and

financial and human losses may be heavier than expected'

There is also a hardline security sector which, reinforced by

its experience in Namibia, still believes that suppression of

blacklpposition remains the most effective tactic on South

Africa's borders, as well as at home, and that preparation must

be made for a conventional military attack from the north'

South African policy in the region is an amalgam derived

from these points of view. Although still evolving it is based
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on the belief that although in the long run economic control is
cheaper and more effective than military domination, the latter
must be used to achieve the former. In 1985, the then SADF
chief General Constand Vilioen predicted that this dependence
on the efficacy of the security forces would last for the "next
few years, maybe even the next decade."

The weakness of this integrated approach is that any "fail-
ure"-in the Namibian war, in regional diplomacy, in the South
African economy, or in coping with urban black unrest-might
bring about perceptible basic divergences emont the system's
power brokers. "Failures," therefore, must be balanced by "suc-

cesses," which are most easily achieved through high-profile
cross-border attacks. Thus, in May 1985, when there was in-
tense pressure on South Africa to concede to the initiative of
the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group, the predictable
response was the attack on three Commonwealth capitals in
the region.

Another pillar of South Africa's regional policy is the belief
that economic and security cooperation with neighboring
states will rebuild the lost colonial buffer in a neocolonial
form. In additioq Pretoria wishes to destroy any belief in social-
ism as a development strategy for the continent and to try to
show that chaos is the result of maiority rule. Another major
goal is to limit the role and political influence of outside
powers-including the West-in the region. In Namibi4 for
example, Pretoria has tried with some success to minimize UN
involvement and limit the US role as broker, while creating an
infrastructure for long-term military and economic control.

Throughout their history, the Afrikaners have shown a

strong instinct for survival. The Dutch forebears of today's
Afrikaners, the Voortrekkers, were first to appreciate the geo-

political and strategic importance of Mozambique to the hin-
terland. On I fuly 1891, the first train to enter Mozambique
steamed across the border from the northern Transvaal at Res-

sano Garcia heading for the Mozambican poft of Maputo, then

,,:
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called Delagoa Bay. The Voortrekkers had been driven into the
landlocked north of today's South Africa by the British. If they

were to secure their independence, they needed the alternative
routes to the sea. Today, the routes through Mozambique hold

the same strategic importance for the independent states of the
region, but this time Britain is helping to keep them opeq and

South Africa is trying to close them.
The last few years have reminded Pretoria of the vulnerabil-

ity of its own economic dependences: internationalln on over-

seas financial markets for the price of gold and the exchangB

rate of the rand; regionalln on its neighbors for security, trade,

and mutually lucrative business arrangements; internally, on

the maiority of its population to whom it has denied basic

human rights, whom it has forced to live in appalling social

conditions, and on whom it is ultimately most reliant for
prosperity and security.

The reaction of most European political and financial lead'

ers to P. W. Botha's tour in the middle of 1984 during which he

sought investment and development assistance, confirmed that
destabilization is bad for business and that South Africa is an

embarrassing ally for capitalism because in restricting the ma'

iority of its population on the basis of color, it cannot claim to
have a'Tree market" system. Botha did however, on that tlip
secure agfeement to purchase sophisticated German submarine
plans despite the international arms embargo.

The Afrikaners have also had the opportunity to scrutinize

the power of the United States, their clogest ally. This power,

which was uged both to suppoft and pressure them, is a power

they would like to emulate-as a regional superpower' In late

1983, when Soviet officials summoned their South African
counterparts et the UN to an unprecedented meeting to warn

them that "aggreesion cannot be left unpunished," South Africe
took it as recognition of this role as regional superpower. Inter-

netionel acceptence of such status would prolong the survival

of the epertheid system through military and economic doqi'
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nation, and would enhance South Africa's future ability to
resist pressurg even from its allies. South Africa's view of its
role as regional power broker has been further reinforced by
contacts with the Soviet Union in late 1987 and early 1988.

In this period Pretoria has become more brazen in its actions
against the Frontline states and the ANC. A massive SADF
exercise on the Botswana border in May 1987, described by the
British publication lane's Defence WeeHy as the largest South
African airborne exercise to date, demonstrated its ability to
strike deep into the heart of neighboring states. The Iron Eagle
exercise, in which 14 transport planes dropped five hundred
men and 50 tons of equipment, suggested short- or long-term
plans to occupy neighboring countries if necessary'coinciding
as it did with the infiltration of large groups of armed men into
southern Mozambique, the offensive in southern Angol4 infil-
trations across Zimbabwe's eastern border and, to a lesser ex-
tent, across Zambia's.

In addition to rapidly escalating the war in Angola and
conducting proxy wars in Mozambique and Zimbabwe, South
Africa has carried out attacks in several cities in neighboring
states and initiated a campaign of political assassinations, in
most cases against "soft" targets.

In early 1988, South African terror tactics against cities in
the region included a blast caused by a vehicle loaded with
explosives in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe's second largest city; a com-
mando attack on a house in Gaborone, capital of Botswana; the
fatal shooting of a wounded ANC member in his hospital bed in
Maseru, capital of Lesotho; and a car bomb in Maputo, capital
of Mozambique, that maimed the South African writer and
lawyer Albie Sachs.

These strikes followed similar acions in 1987: A heliborne
commando raid into Livingstone, Tambia; a bomb in a televi-
sion set that exploded in the Harare home of a senior ANC
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exile killing his Zimbabwean wifel a commando raid in Maputo
in which a Mozambican couple were shot dead in front of their
two-year-old child a predawn rocket attack on an ANC house
in Harare; the murder of a member of ANC's netionel executive
committee, in Swaziland; and a car bomb explosion in a subur-
ban Harare shopping center. There were fatal casualties in
almost all of these attacks, and almost all of those killed were
nationals of the country where the attacks occurred.

The campaign of political assassination has been stepped up
inside and outside South Africa in a terror campaign extending
as far away as Europe. The assassination of the ANC representa-
tive Dulcie September in Fr4nce, the defused bomb at ANC
offices in Belgium, and the exlnsure of a plot to kidnap ANC
officials in Britain are part of this campaign, as is the murder of
Sicelo Dlomo in a South African township, a few weeks after
the teen-ager wes interviewed on a CBS television program
about his torture in detention et the hands of the South African
police. There are many other ceses that have received less
publicity because the victims are less well known internation-
ally or because South Africa's comprehensive censorship laws
have suppressed them.

Conventional military strikes as far afield as Tanzania on
the east African coast no longer seem implausible in an atmos-
phere where external attack is the response to electoral back-
lash at home ,nd where growing support for a neo-Nazi pety
further polarizes opinion. The entire escalation of violence
across southern Africa can be seen as a South African "signd"
demonstrating their capacity to destroy, or at least dominatg
the region.

The specter of a hostile nuclear neighbor haunts the region
as South Africa improves its capability in that field. $ince
purchasing its first nuclear research reector almost 30 years
agq $outh Africa has constnrcted its own fuel enrichnent
plant and now fits the profile of a state likely to use nuclear
weapono.r
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The Reagan administration authorized the sale of several
maior pieces of nuclear-related equipment with dual end uses,
including a computer powerful enough to design a nuclear
explosion and other testing devices. By l9gl, et the latest,
South Africa had all the necessary components to produce
nuclear weapons and may have been stockpiling enriched ura-
nium.

Creeping sanctions passed by the US Congress and Common-
wealth countries have so far only given the South Africans a
taste of what to expect and time to prepare alternatives, in
Africa and elsewhere. By opposing most forms of sanctions, the
British prime minister Margaret Thatcher in some ways
usurped the policy of "constructive engagement,, sending as
ambassador to Pretoria a skilled negotiator who had played a
key role in the Zimbabwe negotiations. Although thi South
African finance minister has admitted that sanctions hurt, and
oil is costing well above market pricg the international arms
embargo needs tighter monitoring and adherencE perticulerly
in the sphere of military technology.

'Ihe financial daily newspaper in Britain the Financj alTimes
carried an article recently concluding that the West must get
serious about arming the Frontline states. The article, titled
"Constructing a Cage for South Ntica," says: "While it may not
be possible to browbeat President Botha into changing his do-
mestic policies, it surely would be possible to deter his incur-
sions into neighboring countries if he knew that they could
count on Western military aid."r

There are not many alternatives. Despite the contacts and
maneuvers of an outgoing US administration, there seems little
hope for successful implementation of any new accords, given
South Africa's past record. The Lusaka Accord with Angola and
the Nkomati Accord with Mozambique were solemnly signed
in early 1984, during another US presidential election year, but
for South Africa these accords merely allowed breathing space.
The Commonwealth Eminent persons Group report confirmed
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that "South Africa violated both these Accords from the very
outset, giving the region further proof that it could not be
trusted to honour even solemn Treaty obligations."to

There are two spurious arguments which must finally be ad-
dressed. The first is that some elements in South Africq partic-
ularly the military are out of line with government policy.
Given the authoritarian nature of the South African regime,
such an argument is ill-informed. At another level, it may be
disinformation. While the politicians may not be aware of all
details of military operations, the military officers are certainly
aware of the details of government policy. They sit on the
highest councils of state and formulate that policy. Further-
more, as occurred in the case of Mozambique in 1985, when
they were caught breaching publicly enunciated policy, they
were not disciplined-they were promoted. Such promotion
can only suggest that they followed official policy to the letter.
Although there may be some disagreements over tactics to
employ in specific situations, the policy of "total strategy"-
which originated from the military-is accepted by all institu-
tions of the regime, right down to the grassroots vigilantes
operating through local committees of the regional foint Man-
agement Centers (lMCl.

The second misconception is that the sovereign govern-
ments of the contiguous states must politically accommodate
South Africa's surrogates to end the wars in their countries.
Although none of the contiguous states have attacked South
Africa, nor do any of them pose such a threat, South Africa has
attacked its neighbors, both directly and through surrogates.
Thus, in recognition that Pretoria-and not its surrogates-
makes both the policies and the wars, those states have talked
to South Africa.

The international excuse that sanctions will harm South
Africa's neighbors is reiected by all of them. The harsh reality is
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that destabilization and economic sanctions are already a fact
of life in the region and will be as long as epaftheid exists.
Botswana's Vice-President Peter Mmusi has said, "The abolition
of apartheid could be the greatest single contribution which
could be made to the economic development of the region."

Prryu.rs foxxsox and Deno Mennn
18 Apri|1988
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Victims
of Apartheid

In the early evening of 24 ApriI 1974, in an office on Rua
Antdnio Maria Cardoso insulated from the hubbub of Lisbon's
traffic, two men sat quietly talking over glasses of vintage port.
The office belonged to Major Silva Pais, head of Portugal's
feared secret police, commonly known as the International
Police for the Defense of the State {PIDEI.

Silva Pais, his visitor later recalled, seemed depressed and
distracted as if preoccupied by a major problem. The visitor's
mood was exactly the opposite.In the few days he had been in
Lisbon he had concluded the details of an agreement he had
been trying to reach for almost five years. It was an agreement
which would profoundly affect events in southern A-frica well
beyond the next decade.

The visitor left for Lisbon's Portela Airport to board a Portu-
guese Air Transport Boeing 707 bound for the Rhodesian capi-
tal, Salisbury. It was the last flight allowed to take off from
Lisbon that night.

During a transit stop in the Angolan capital, Luand4 he

thought it a little odd that passengers were told to remain on
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board. The explanation for this-and for Silva Pais's preoccupa-
tion-came on arrival at Salisbury airport there had been a
military coup d'Atat in Lisbon during the night, and the civilian
dictatorship of Marcello Caetano had been overthrown.

The following day a squad of Portuguese marines, led by
Lieutenant Commander Martins Cavalheiro, broke into Silva
Pais's office. The partially empty port bottle and two glasses on
the ornate central table were of no significance to them. But
they were to an organization several thousand miles away. On
4 May a photograph of the room showing the bottle and glasses
appeared in the Portuguese magazine O Seculo lllusuado.l

The visitoy's deputy had the picture rephotographed from
the magazine and drew a bold arrow pointing to one of the
glasses, adding a new caption in English: "X' Marks Exhibit
'A'-Port glasses with K. F.'s fingerprints!"

The visitor, K. F., was Ken Flower, the director general of
Rhodesia's Central Intelligence Organization {CIO|.z

The deal Flower had put together had its origins in the
colonial war that Portugal had been fithting since l9d4 in
Mozambique on Rhodesia's eastern border. Flower was con-
cerned about the ability of the largely conscript Portuguese
ermy to contain the guerrillas of the Mozambique Liberation
Front lFrelimol, and he was convinced that it wes necessary to
operate a clandestine intelligence movement inside Mozam-

*bique to monitor infiltration by Zimbabwean nationalist guer-
rillas.s

In September 197I, and again in August l97f Flower had
travelled to Lisbon to meet Caetano, under instructions from
his own prime minister, Ian Smith, to discuss "co-operation in
dissident sponsorship. We offered to develop an internal resis-
tence movement in Mozambique." In lete April1974, he trav-
elled to Lisbon to finalize the logistical details with Silva pais

and the Poftuguese military commanders.
Flowe/s initial reaction to the coup d'Etat in Lisbon, and the

ensuing confusion, was that his plan would not get off the
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ground. But, on the contrary, these events were to play into his
hands.

On 2 fune, the first group of disgruntled portuguese intelli-
gence and military men, black and white, numbering about 4e
crossed the border from Mozambique into Rhodesia and offered
their services. Their commander was Maior Oscar Cardoso,
who had also served in Angola.

Of the individuals and groups who crossed into Rhodesia in
that period, the Cardoso group was regarded as the most prom-
ising because they were largely ex-servicemen with combat
experience. They were taken to an old military camp in the
northern part of Rhodesia. "We located them at Makuti because
the Rhodesian government was pretending friendship with the
Frelimo [transitional]government and we wanted Frelimo oppo-
nents well out of the public eye," a senior CIO officer said later.a

However, within e year. Cardoso and most of his men left for
Zaire where they joined Holden Roberto's National Front for
the Liberation of Angola (FNLAI. The FNtAu backed by plenti
ful funds from the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA|, could
afford to pay mercenaries better wages than the CIO.s After
several of these early failures, the CIO decided to stop trying to
use white Portuguese opponents of Frelimo and concentrate on
recruiting black Africans.

Former CIO officers say a turning point came in fune 1975
with the arrival of Andrd Matade Matsangaiza. He had been in
the Frelimo forces fuom 1972 to 1974 and after independence
had worked in the quartermaster's stores at Dondo, near Beira.
He was convicted of the theft of a Mercedes car and sent to the
Sacuze "reeducation center" in Sofala province.e From there he
escaped to Rhodesia to become the first leader of what later
became known as the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR
or Renamof.T

After Matsangaiza's arrival, the CIO decided to establish a
permanent training camp. The site chosen was a tobacco farm
iust outside the small farming settlement of Odzi in eastern
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Rhodesia near the city of Umtali (now Mutare|. The trainees
came under the control of the CIO operations desk headed by
Eric "Ricky" May and were looked after by a senior instructor,
three other instructors and a paymaster-administrator.s

They equipped their groups of saboteurs with captured wea-
pons and supplied all basic requirements, such as food. Ordi-
nary recruits were paid $20 per month. Matsangaiza received
$75 per month and his deputy, Afonso Dhlakam4 who had
served in the Portuguese colonial army, was paid $65. "[ always
consulted Andr€ on everything" the senior instructor said, "and

if I didn't agree with him I'd say, 'No, we don't do that."'
Senior officers involved in early training subsequently de-

scribed their strategy in this period: "To start off with, it was
sabotage, to disrupt the population and disrupt the economy
. . . The obiectives were essentially to perpetuate or creete
instability in areas of Mozambique . . . The MNR gave a cover
for Rhodesian operations and, from initial intelligence-gather-
ing moved on to getting recruits and then on to the offensive,
disrupting road and rail links."

Such a cover was provided for an attack on the Beira oil
storage tanks in March 1979, when a Rhodesian sabotage unit
was landed from a South African submarine. This was claimed
es an MNR operatior! but Flower and the CIO instructors
confirm it was carried out by regular Rhodesian forces. This
attack cost Mozambique $2 million. A simultaneous joint
Rhodesian-South A-frican attempt to blow up the Maputo refin-
ery failed because dinghies taking the sabotage unit ashore
were swamped in rough seas and the mission had to be aborted.e

It is noteworthy that they can recall only one major incident
in that period involving the MNR: the sabotage of a generator
supplying electricity to Beira, an operation commanded by
Rhodesian Speeial Air Service {SASI men which did not halt
Beira's supply.

Evo Fernandes, a Portuguese national who became the voice
of the MNR in Europe and then, briefly, its secretary-general
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before his murder in Lisbon in early 1988, admitted that in
Matsangaiza the Rhodesians at last had a tool they could use:
"He went back and recruited his family. But mostly the Rhode-
sians wanted information. It was an organization without a
name. It was a fifth column among Rhodesian forces.,,ro

Although Fernandes admitted that the MNR was no more
than a Rhodesian fifth column, he claimed that six people who
met at the suburban Salisbury home of a former pIDE agent,
Orlando Cristina, on I May 1977 wereresponsible for choosing
the name. He said the six were Cristin4 Matsangaiza, Dhla-
kama, Armando Khembo dos Santos, Leo Milas and himself.
The CIO instructors insist that Matsangaiza and Dhlakama
could not have been present without their knowledgg but
concede the possibility that the other four attended a meeting
where the name MNR was proposed.

The backgrounds of these four provide some insight into
those who came together in the MN& if not in the CIO phasg
then certainly after March 1980. Cristina, like Fernandes, had
worked for forge fardim, who had extensive business interests
in Mozambique, where he was Malawi's consul general in Beir4
and who was a godson of the portuguese fascist dictator
Ant6nio Salazar. A-fter the portuguese coup d'ttat, Cristina
moved to Malawi and then to Rhodesi4 where he worked
behind the scenes on the CIO-MNR radio station, Voz da Africa
Liwe, which first broadcast on 5 fuly 1975 to beam propaganda
into Mozambique.

Fernandes, of Goan parentage and a lawyer by training had
worked for the Portuguese iudicial police in Beira during the
colonial era. He fled to Portugal on 28 September 19T6 and,
briefly ioined the Mozambique United Front (Fumo) led by
Domingos Arouca, a Mozambican lawyer who had been de-
tained in the Portuguese colonial period. "In the beginning our
idea was to have a political wing led by Arouca and a military
wing led by Andr6," Fernandes said. "But we soon realized that it
was not possible to work with Arouca."
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Arouca tells the story differently. Cristina and Fernandes, he
said, tried to use his namg well known in Mozambique, to gain
political respectability. "I declined . . . They only wanted me to
be a puppet outside to gain international acceptance. I decided
not to be used."ll

Armando Khembo dos Santos is the leest known of the
group. Briefly a member of Frelimo around the time of its
formation in 1962, he disappeared for a lengthy period before
resurfacing in Fumo. Fernandes claimed dos Santos is the MNR
representative for Africa based in the Kenyan capital, Nairobi.

The final member of the group is the most intriguing. Var-
iously known as Leo Clinton Aldridge, fr., Leo-Aldridge Milas
and Leo Milas, he had been elected the Frelimo secretary for
information in 1962. When Frelimo's first leader, Eduardo
Mondlane, was away for some months, Milas was effectively
head of the movement. He expelled a number of senior officials
and became secretary for defense and security. Milas excused
the fact that he spoke no Mozambican language and poor portu-
guese by saying he had left the country as a child and had been
educated in the United States.

When Mondlane was told that Milas was not a Mozambican
at all but a black American, he went to the United States to
investigate personally, where he met Milas's parents. He learned
that the name Milas was using in Frelimo wes an amalgam of his
fathe/s name,Ieo Clinton Aldridge, Sr., and his mothels maiden
name, Catherine Bell Miles; and that Milas had been bom in
Pittsburg a small town in northeast Texas. The Frelimo central
committee expelled Milas on 25 August l964.tz

The Rhodesian MNR suffered two serious blows in the last
quarter of 1979. Matsangaiza was killed on lZ October in a
foolhardy attack on a well-fortified Mozambican anny position.
The radio message received at the Odzi base said, "your Sunray
got it." "Sunray" is a military code name for commander.rl

Command was transferred to Matsangaiza's deputy, Dhla-
kam4 although the CIO instructors had little respect for him.,,I
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thought he was a weak character," the senior instructor said.
"I don't think he liked going across. He was a chap who on'ops'I
wouldn't trust, someone who would come back and say he had
done things he hadn't done. It was automatic that he should
take over. But all the men realized he was by no means the
same calibre as Andr€. He had not got leadership qualities
really."

Even by Dhlakama's own subsequent admission he was far
from accepted. In documents captured when Mozambican for-
ces ovenan the MNR Garagua base in eastern Manica province
on 5 December 1981, he is recorded as saying in a report given
on 9 November 1980, "Many fighters died this year including
commanders and other heads, and others were maimed and
crippled*all because of a power struggle." There are several
unexplained assassinations, such es that of Cristina in South
Africa, the subsequent disappearance of the Bomba brothers,
the death of two senior MNR officials in a "car accident" in
Malawi and the murder of Fernandes in Lisbon.ra

The second, and potentially most damaging blow to the
MNR came on 2l December 1979. At Lancaster House in Lon-
don the Zimbabwean netionalists and the Rhodesian rebels
were forced to accept a constitution and cease-fire paving the
wey to elections and Zimbabwe's independence on 18 April
1980. The announcement on 4 March that Robert Mugabe's
part, the Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front

{Zanu-PFf, had won the eleetion came as a shock to white
Rhodesia and the MNR.

The senior instructor recalled that Flower gave us "72 hours
to get out of the country. . . . I was told to get as many blokes
ecross the border into Mozambique as I could. So I shoved
across everybody except for about 250. I must have put across

300 to 400, bringing the total inside to about 2,W.'Two other
instructors felt the figure was "getting up to l,80Q" but Flower
put the MNR strength at this point at less than 1,000. Which-
ever of these figures is true the MNR was then comparatively
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small and stripped of its Rhodesian rear base and support
should have been relatively easy for the Mozambican army to
eliminate.

Soon after the announcement of Zanu-PFs victory at the polls,
Flower began to put long-range contingency plans into opera-
tion. He had been trying since 1975 to persuade his South
African colleagues to support his clandestine movement in
Mozambique. His overtures were through General Hendrick
van den Bergh, head of the Bureau of State Security (BOSS|, to
South Africa's then Prime Minister B.|. Vorster. But Vorster
refused to get involved saying this would be contrary to his
policy of detente with the independent black-ruled states of
Africa.

However, late in 1978, first van den Bergh and then Vorster
fell from office in the wake of the "Muldergate" information
scandal. Vorster was leplaced as prime minister by the minister
of defensg P. W. Botha, and the army commander, General
Magnus Malan, became minister of defense. The power of BOSS

was dramatically reduced, and the vacuum was filled to a large
extent by the Military Intelligence Directorate {MIDI, headed

by General Pieter van der Westhuizen. In his move from de-

fense minister to prime minister, Botha had taken the military
men with him into key positions of civilian power. In effect,
there had been a constitutional military coup d'6tat.

Flower pressed the new South African government to sup-
port the MNR. The response was immediate and positive, al-

though initially limited. The South Africans began to supply
some weapons and vehicles. Colonel Charles van Niekerk,
whose name becomes much more prominent later in the MNR
story became the MID liaison officer and visited the Odzi base

on e number of occasions during 1979. According to the senior
instructor, the South African government committed Rl mil-
lion {then worth more than US $1 million} in 1980.t5
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The South African connection, thereforg had been firmly
established in the 12 months or so preceding Zimbabwe's inde-
pendence. And with the Rhodesian military openly admitting
they could not defeat the Zimbabween nationalist guerrillas,
Malan and his Rhodesian counterpart, General PeterWallq, had
reached an agreement. In the event of the collapse of "white"
Rhodesi4 "compromised" units and individuals, such as the
Selous Scouts and the MNR, whom the Rhodesians feared
would be subiect to reprisals for the atrocities they had com-
mitted would be transferred to South Africa. This was the
contingency plan now implemented for the remnants of the
MNR still in Rhodesia.

Dealing through Malan, van der Westhuizen and van Nie-
kerk, Flower arranged the transfer of the MN& their equipment
and vehicles, and the personnel of Voz da Africa Livre, to South
Africa. Van den Bergh, he said, had told him that the South
African Defense Force (SADFI"might be stupid enough" to take
over the MNR. The transfer wes "solely my responsibility,"
Flower said later. Bu! in fact, Flower was not solely responsible.
When the transfer occurred Rhodesia had reverted from its
former illegal status to thet of a legal British colony, with a

British governor supposedly in charge. Furthermore, the
transfer occurred at a historic watershed in relations between
Britain and Mozambique. Machel had played the most signifi-
cant role of any outsider in the Lancaster House agreement the
previous December. He had pressured Zanu's leadership into
accepting the agreement despite their strong opposition to cer-
tain clauses, threatening that if they did not they might lose
their rear base in Mozambique. British Prime Minister Mar-
garet Thatcher had acknowledged her considerable debt to Ma-
chel, and relations between the two governments had reached
an unprecedented high level.

In the period between the Lancaster agreement and the an-
nouncement of election results, Mozambique had pressed Brit-
ain to stop the activities of the MNR. Flower said that Sir
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Anthony Duff-deputy to the governot Lord Soames, and later
head of British internal intelligencg Ml5-raised the issue
with him on a number of occasions. Flower says that after he
made arrangements for the transfer of the MNR to South
Africa, he informed Duff or another of Lord Soames's staff
Robin Renwick, then head of the Rhodesia desk in the Foreigri
Office and now British ambassador to South Africa. Thus, the
British knew about the impending transfer of the MNR to
South Africa and acquiesced. Had Flower not informed them,
they would have known enyway. Members of the Common-
wealth military monitoring force, which came under Soames's
command were present at all main Rhodesian army and air
force bases. Their task was to monitor and report to the gover-
no/s office. They could not have missed the shuttle of South
African air force C-130s landing at a Rhodesian base to airlift
the MNR personnel.

It would appear that Britain's repayment of its debt to Ma-
chel was churlish in the extreme. But, debts notwithstanding
there are other considerations to bear in mind. In the first placg
as one of Soames's staff frankly put it, "we had responsibility
without power." Although Soames was nominally in charge, the
reality of power in the dangerous weeks of the transition lay
with the old Rhodesian structures: the army, air forcg police,
civil service and so on. A wrong move-such as trying to detain
the MNR personnel and as Mozambique wanted handing them
over-could have ignited a very unstable powder keg. Further-
more, given the daily crisis management involved in guiding
the country to elections, the MNR was "a very minor issue
meriting only passing attention " accofding to one of Soames's
etaff who said he had known of the transfer. Finally, it was a
problem that the British authorities were glad to leave to some-
one else to resolve. If the MNR members were handed over to
Mozambique, the British were uncertain of their fate; and if
they remained in Zimbabwe after independence, the Mugabe
government would certainly hand them over. Flowe/s formula
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offered the best solution to e potentially thorny problem-and
et this point no one foresaw the consequences.

The transfer to South Africa was carried out in three phases.

The first group to be moved were the staff of Voz da Africa Livre
who, unconvincingly, announced they would be off the air for
some time while they transferred their "mobile transmitter to a
new location in Mozambique." A South African air force C-130
landed at the Fylde air base in central Rhodesia to fly them out
with their equipment. They landed at the Waterkloof military
based on the outskirts of Pretoria.

The CIO officer who had accompanied them returned to
Rhodesia to take charge of the next stege of the transfer. This
consisted of a team of SAS personnel driving the seven MNR
vehicles from the Odzi base to the Voortrekkerhoogte military
barracks in Pretoria.lr

The third phase of the transfer was the largest and most
important. Over a period of one day and one night a shuttle of
South African air force C-130s landed at the Grand Reef air base
in eastern Rhodesia near Odzi. They airlifted out about 250
MNR personnel and their armaments, accompanied by two CIO
officers. They landed at Phalaborwa in the eastern Transvaal
where they were met by a lieutenant commander. From there
they were moved in a convoy of trucks to the edge of the
Lutabo River, about one kilometer from the Kruger National
Park. On the way to what was to become their new base, they
passed through a large camp undei construction for the Fifth
Reconnaissance Regiment, a new SADF "special forces" unit
initially set up for former SAS, Selous Scouts and members of
other Rhodesian units who had fled south.

The new MNR base on the banks of the Lutabo had been a

hunting camp and consisted of only a few broken-down huts.
Within l0 days the South Africans began supplying equipment,
ammunition, morters and webbin!; and it was immediately
epperent that Pretoria intended to continue using the MNR.
Nexg the senior instructor was called to a meeting at the SADF
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headquarters in Pretoria and asked to outline his plans for
future operations. He told them there were only t*o *.ys to
get into Mozambique: by foot through the Kruger park or by air.
Infiltration through Kruger was ruled out on the grounds that
uniformed men might atl''act the attention of the tourists who
frequent the park. Flights into Mozambiqug at this iuncturg
were adiudged too risky. The south Africans said infiltration
must be through Mapai and the bottom of Kruger near Komati-
poort. "They wanted me to carry on reinforcing the MNR and
take out certain targets, opportunity targets. Basically we were
to proceed with my plan of cutting Mozambique in three,,,the
senior instructor said.

The MNR was to come under the three South African intelli-
gence services from the army, navy and special forces, a com-
mand situation which the senior instructor protested was un-
workable. But it was clear, he said that van Niekerk was really
in charge of the operation. After about a month, dissatisfied
with conditions and having learned that there was little likeli
hood of their being victimized by the Mugabe government for
their role in the MN& the CIO instructors returned to Zim-
babwe.rz

Mozambican officials now frankly admit that Zimbabwe,s inde-
pendence brought two distinct responses from the Frelimo lead-
ership. There was a heady feeling of victory and that they could
take on and defeat anyone. Frelimo, normally a movement that
carefully considers all major matters of policy and strategy,
neglected on this occasion to discuss and decide a most ob-
viously fundamental issue: what support, if. any, it could afford
to give the African National Congress (ANCI of South Africa.
What it did was to turn a blind eye to the activities of the ANC
infiltrating through Mozambique inro South Africa. For Mo-
zambique in l98Q this omission was ill considered given the
price it had already paid for supporring Zimbabwe and the level
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at that time of the South African struggle within the context of
the changes in Pretoria that had brought the militarists to
power. If criticism is to be made of Frelimo's actions, then it
must begin over the failure to weigh the inherent risks of
indecision at that point rather than the ugly decisions it was

subsequently forced to make.
The second point to be borne in mind about Mozambique's

response to Zimbabwe's independence is economic. In the colo-

nial period the Portuguese had developed Mozambique es a

service country for the landlocked African hinterland and for
the northern Transvaal of South Africa. The Mozambican go-

vernment's decision, on 3 March I976, to close its border with
Rhodesia had deprived it of about one-third of its foreign cur-

rency revenue earned through rail and port charges. Mozam-

bique had been subiected to continual Rhodesian attacks, and

many of the targets had been economic, not military. South
Africa had reduced its usage of Maputo's port, stopped the
agteement under which a percentage of mineworkers' salaries

was paid in gold at preferential rates, and reduced the number
of Mozambican migrant workers in the country. The total cost

to Mozambique in the four years preceding Zimbabwe's inde-
pendence is put at US $555 million, but the price was certainly
much higher.rs Mozambique's economy in April 1980 was on

the verge of bankruptcy, and its government could not afford to
take anyone on.

The headiness of this period was increased by the dramatic
upturn in the Mozambican economy in 1980 and 1981. After
two wars-its own national liberation struggle from 1954 to
1974 endthen Zimbabwe's until 1980-Frelimo at last felt in a
position to offer its people the rewards of sacrifice and struggle.
The 1980 and 1981 economic statistics show the first signs of
Mozambique's recovery following the devastation of the
Rhodesian war. Production figures for some of Mozambique's
most important exports reveal what occurred in this period.

Cashew nut production in 1981 was 90,100 tons, the highest
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figure since 1977. lBy l98a it had fallen to 25,300 tons.| Cotton
production in l98l was 73,700 tons, the highest figure since

independence in 1975. (In 1984 production was only 19,7N
tons. Sugar production fell from I77,2N tons to 39,300 tons in
the same period coking coal from 157,000 tons to 23,500 tons.|

In 1981, expofts reached almost l0 billion meticais {$250 mil-
lion|, the highest level since independence. (In 1984 exports
were down by 50 percent to just over four billion meticais [$100
millionl. In 1985 and again in 1985, exports totalled only $80
million and the anticipated total for 1987 was $85 million.tel

Two other developments in the region in this period had an

important bearing on the actions the South Africans began to
take. The first was the creation of the Southern African Devel-
opment Coordination Conference (SADCC! on 1 April 1980.

This brought together nine countries in a loose regional eco-

nomic grouping: Angola, Botswana, Lesothq Malawi, Mozam-
bique, Swaziland, T enzania, Tambia, and Zimbabwe.

The second development arose from the efforts of the Mu-
gabe government to reduce dependence on South Africa by
resuming use of traditional trade routes through Mozambique.
Zimbabwe's trade through these routes was virtually nonexist-
ent at independence in 1980 because the border had been

closed for four years. But by 1983 trade through Mozambique
had increased to just over half of Zimbabwe's total traffic.m

P. W. Botha, in one of his first speeches after becoming South
Africa's prime minister, had emphasized his wish to see the
creation of a southern African "constellation of states," which
would be dominated by Pretoria. SADCC was such a grouping

without Pretoria, although its leaders in turn emphasized that
the creation of their organization was not a declaration of war
on South Africa. [t was rather an attempt to coordinate their
development and make themselves less dependent on their
powerful neighbor. That was exactly what the South African
government did not want. The reopening of the Mozambican
trade routes to Zrfue, Zambia, and zimbabwe meant those
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countries could become increasingly independent of South
Africa.

Thus, while the activities of the ANC infiltrating across the
border from Mozambique geve South Africa's militarists the
excuse to pull the trigger, this was not the sole reason for what
followed. Pretoria was determined to enforce continued de'
pendence, and the significance of this factor is borne out by the
strategic economic havoc it began to wreak in Mozambique.

The military situation in 1980 began on a positive note for
Frelimo. Not only had the Rhodesian raids been ended by the
Lancaster agreement but government forces carried out a suc-

cessful offensive against the MNR and in late February reestab-

lished control in the Gorongosa area. Sitatonga became the
temporary MNR stronghold until it was also overun in Opera-

tion Leopard at the end of fune 1980. Evidence that the South
Africans were already supplying the MNR was found at Sita'
tonga in the form of ammunition boxes, equipment, and para-

chutes.
An officer in Zimbabwe military intelligence reported that

strong South African backing for the MNR began in 1980. Until
mid-1979, he sai4 the MNR "had little other than nuisance

value." In a report dated 26 fune 1981, Captain Arthur Eastwood

said, "By December 1980 MNR had between 5,000 and 7,000

fully armed men with an estimated 2,000 recruits in the pipe-

line. Trained reinforcements were airlifted in from South Africa
and by February l98l total strength was in the region of
lQ0gg."zt It was in this period that farmers in southeestern
Zimbabwe reported seeing what they described es "an armada

of helicopters passing overhead" from South Africa heading

toward Mozambique. One airlift alonq it was estimated, could
have ferried as many as one thousand MNR members and their
equipment. On the night of 2l-22 October l98Q eight helicop-

ters heading into Mozambique were seen between Mabalauta
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and the Save-Rhunde confluence in southeastern Zimbabwe; an
official protest was made to Pretoria about the violation of
Zimbabwe's air space.

tl On 5 December 1981, when government forces overran the

I large MNR base at Garagua in Manica province, important

I documents were captured which revealed South Africa's strat-

I egy.r, One aspect was the new way they planned to use the
!mNn.

Whereas the CIO had used the MNR as a clandestine move-
ment with a low profile, Pretoria planned a much more public
profile. At a meeting between the South Africans and the MN&
apparently in September or October 198Q it was decided to
send Dhlakama on a European tour. The obiectives were to
make him and the MNR internationally known and to estab-
lish contacts with would-be supporters among right-wing Euro-
pean governments, political parties, and business circles. He
left South Africq referred to in the documents as "Africa Exter-
nel," on 18 November 1980 to visit Portugal, the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany, and France. In Portugal he met Catholic church-
men, business people, journalists, and a delegation from the
Social Democratic Party. In the Federal Republic of Germany,
according to the Garagua documents, he met delegations from
the two opposition parties, the Christian Democratic Union
and Christian Social Union, the latter led by Franz |osef Strauss.
In France, on 27 November, he met with an adviser of President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing. Soon thereafter the MNR opened of.
fices in Portugal and the Federal Republic of Germany, and
some support followed.

The second part of South Africa's strategy was to expand the
war. On 25 October 1980 Dhlakama had had a meeting at the
main MNR training camp in South Africa at the time, Zoabos-
tad with a South African delegation led by van Nieker( the
MID liaison officer to the CIO-MNR in Rhodesia in 1979. Van
Niekerk said they had now concluded training the recruits
evacuated from Rhodesia in March 1980. He stressed the need

,j
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to open new fronts in Mozambique's southern provinces of
Gaza and lnhambane. In Gazt, the obiective was to creete a
destabilized buffer zone to curb ANC infiltration into South
Africa; while in Inhambane, South Africa could use the cheaper
method of landing supplies by se4 as airdrops were proving too
expensive and "each parachute costs around R 500." They were
also instructed to open an offensive in Maputo province and to
conduct urban terrorism in Beira and Maputo. Finally, at a time
when Zaire, Zambie, and Zimbabwe were reverting to use of
their traditional trade routes through Mozambique and becom-
ing less dependent on South Africa, the MNR were instructed
to sabotage these routes.B

This is the pattern which now emerged. On 12 April 1981,
Dhlakama addressed a meeting in the Gogoi area of Manica
province near the Zimbabwe border. He predicted the over-
throw of Machel by 1985 and promised there would be no
further food shortages because adequate supplies would come
from South Africa. And, he added, the oil pipeline from Beira to
the Feruka refinery in eastern Zimbabwe would be destroyed.2a
A series of sabotages of the pipeline followed. The most serious
was on the night of l0-ll October 1982 when a large MNR
group attacked and destroyed a pumping station at Maforga and
kidnapped three Portuguese technicians, their wives and a five-
year-old child. From the Garagua documents, it appears that the
South Africans were counting on the low-level destabilization
in Zimbabwe's southwestern Matabeleland to ensure that the
Mugabe government would not commit troops to Mozam-
biqus.rs But the Maforga attack had exactly the opposite effect,
and for the first time, members of the Zimbabwe National
Army (ZNAI were deployed to Mozambique to protect the
railway, road and pipeline from the port of Beira to the Zim-
babwe border. The ZNA commirment was initially limited to
the western end of these routes near the Zimbabwean border.
But as the need grew to free Mozambican government forces
from static guard duties for operations against the MN\ the
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ZNA presence also grew. By early 1985, the ZNA contingent
guarding these communications routes had increased to two
thousand men operational at any one time along the pipeline
from the Zimbabwean border to Beira.

Elsewhere, also acting on South African orders, the MNR
escalated their activities and their atrocities against the civil-
ian population. Large groups were observed heading south from
Manica province, crossing the Save River into Gaza. Later,
other groups were seen crossing the Limpopo River, reaching
the South African border, and thereby establishing a link for
northbound supplies. The railway to Zimbabwe was blown up
in.three places on 16 December l98l and thereafter was regu-
larly sabotaged. Communal villages-one with 709 houses,
stores, and schools-were destroyed. Overflights by planes
from South Africa were seen and heard regularly.

By 30 December 1981, intelligence sources had reported the
presence of a large MNR base in Inhambane "to facilitate re-
supply of the movement by sea." Captured MNR members said
one of their targets was National Highway No. l, the road
linking Maputo to Beira. Soon it became unsafe to travel on
much of this road except in armed convoys.

In the northern Niassa provincg a I |uly lggl intelligence
report stated that "large numbers of MNR are entering Mozam-
bique via Dobwe along the border with Malawi. It is as yet
uncertain whether these elements are trained in Malawi, or
whether that country is just a holding area." In Zambezia prov-
incE which provided about 50 percent of Mozambique,s export
earnings, sabotage also began in I981. Next the fighting spread to
neighboring Nampula province, and it was clear that Malawi,
officially or unofficially, at South Africa's behest, was providing a
rear base or transit routes for the MNR into the three provinces
it adioins, Niass4 Tetg and Zambezia.Le In this phase only Cabo
Delgado, in the extreme north-east, remained unscathed.

The Mozambican government had not expected South Africa
to unleash such an offensive against it. "After independencg
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when we took off our guns, and exchanged our uniforfts for
suits and ties, we made a mistake," Machel told a mass rally in
Maputo on 23 Junp 1982. "Now we're putting our guns on once

morg and we won't make the same mistake this time."27 Thir-
teen months later, opening the SADCC summit in Maputo on

I I fuly 1983, he said, "We are aware that the fundamental aim
of the actions of destabilization against our countries is to
render SADCC non-viable. Our land sea and air frontiers are

regularly violated by the Pretoria regime. Destabilization
through gangs of bandits is complemented by the operations of

special units designed to destroy selected targets that ere vital
for regional co-operation. Our pofts and railways, fuel depots

and pipelines, bridges and roads, communications systems and

other economic development proiects are the targets for this
kind of aggression."ls This was entirely true, as the Garagua

documents prdve, but Frelimo had become aware of the danger

too late; and in some ateas of the country their forces were

outnumbered and poorly equipped.
In addition to training arming and directing their surrogates,

the SADF frequently has been involved in direct actions in
Mozambique. South African troops invaded the country in fan-
uary 1981, killing 13 members of the ANC in the capital,

Maputo. In May 1983 they rocketed a suburb of Maputo killing
six peoplg only one of whom had ANC connections. The prin-

cipal damage was,to a iam factory. In October 1983 a SADF

commando group bombed the ANC office in Meputo, wounding
five people. Maputo was again the target of a commando attack
in late May 1987 in which three Mozambicans were killed,
including a couple executed at home in front of their l8'month-
old daughter.

lt is, however, the third area of military ectio& between -

surogate support and admitted direct ection, which is the most

difficult to detail. Former Rhodesian CIO officers admit South

African pqrticipetion in their attack on Beira's oil storage tanks
in early 1979, and there ie no doubt that the early 1982 Beira
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attach was also South African. But they have been involved
directly in other acts of sabotage inside Mozambique, and the
story of Alan Gingles dramatically illustrates this.

In late October 1981, the SADF headquarters in Pretoria
/announced that a Lieutenant Alan Gingles,27, had been killed
"in action againstffihe "operational
area," a euphemism for the Namibia-Angola frontier area. At
about the same time, Mozambique announced that unidenti-
fied "Boer soldiers" had been killed in a sabotage attempt on
Zimbabwe's transportation route from Beira. Four men had
been blown to pieces by their own explosives when attacked by
a government patrol. Pretoria dismissed the claim as "lying
propaganda."

There the matter'rested until a London Sunday newspape!
the Observe.r, unearthed the truth. The crucial pieces of evi-
dence at the scene of the intended sabotage were fragments of a
handwritten novel. A "Larne Grammar School" and a girl called
"Antrim" were mentioned in the novel. The search took the
newspaper to the town of Larne in the Irish county of Antrim
where they learned a memorial service had been held in a local
church for Gingles. He had attended Sandhursg served in the
British army, and gone to fight for Rhodesia in the Selous
Scouts. When Zimbabwe became independent, Gingles, like
many other embittered white servicemen, moved to South
AJrica becoming an officer in the SADF. He was based at Phala-
borw4 a camp in the eastern Transvaal where MNR members
were being trained. He had not died in the Namibia-Angola
"operational atea," but 1,700 kilometers away on a sabotage
mission in Mozambique.2e

South Africa was undoubtedly encouraged in the policies it
pursued in this period by the election of Ronald Reagan as US
president in late 1980. When Reagan took office early the
following year, his anticommunist rhetoric, and statements
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such as "South Africa is an ally of Western interests in Afric4"
left Pretoria's policy planners in little doubt as to where he
stood. So while the United States pursued Reagan's policy,
enunciated as "constructive engagement " Pretoria pursued its
own policy of a "total national strategy," or "total strategy." But
the latter was to backfire against its instigators when the esca-
lating spiral of violence began to threaten Western interests.

When the assistant secretery of state for Africa Chester
Crocker visited Mozambique in fanuary 1983, he explained the
US perspective.m After Mozambique's expulsion of four alleged
CIA agents in 1981, the Crocker visit was an important mile-
stone. The US concerns were clear. The escalating level of
violence, if left unchecked could force greater Soviet presence
into the region. Mozambique's support for the ANC threatened
Washington's maior ally in the region, South Africa. And Wash-
ington's support for Pretoris was threatening its relations with
independent African states.

In fune the US under secretary for political affairs Lawrence
Eagleburger announced that the Reagan administration now
had what he called a coherent strategy for southern Africa.3r
The Frelimo government interpreted this to mean that South
Africa was no longer the principal axis of Washington's rola-
tions with the region.

Crockey's visit to Maputo had come a month after the first
ministerial-level talks between Mozambique and South Africa
in December 1982 at the border town of Komatipooft. The two
sides met agairi in May 1983. Such was the level of distrust that
nothing substantial emerged from these meetings.

But they met again in December 1983 in the Swazi capital,
Mbabane. Mozambican officials say this meeting wes "as a
result of efforts" of Frank Wisner, then Crocke/s deputy in the
State Department's Africa Bureau.32 Despite a subsequent refer-
ence to "hery" exchanges, the Mozambicans felt there wes a
new etmosphere in which South Africa accepted Mozambique's
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"sovereignty, its territorial integrity, and its chosen path for
development." Why then, when South Africa and its surogates
were moving toward destroying the economic and social fabric
of Mozambiqug did some of Pretoria's policy makers decide to
include negotiation in the ruthless "total strategy" agenda they
had been pursuing?

Pressure from the United States, against the background of
its regional imperatives spelled out by Crocker, played an im-
portant part. So did pressure from European nations. But a
critical factor lay in the very nature of the MN& for it re-
mained without alternative policies or alternative leaders. If
Pretoria intended to remove the Frelimo government, then the
MNR could not do it. Despite the massive South Africa-MNR
offensive of l98l-83, they had come no nearer to removing
Machel and his government. South AJrica would have to play a
far greater and thereforg public role, and this was a price
Pretoria could not afford, politically or economically.

At the Mbabane meeting the two delegations outlined the
principles upon which an agreement must be based. When they
met again in Pretoria on 16 fanuary 1984, Mozambique laid out
a seven-point basis for an agreement which included respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity; respect of borders; nonag-
gression; neither party to resort to the threat of force against
the other; no support or establishment of bases for hostile
forces; and no broadcasting facilities for such forces.3ir

Machel's statement after the Mbabane meeting that Mozam-
bique would continue to give political, moral and diplomatjc
support to the ANC troubled officials in pretoria. That he was
no longer including the word "material" was too fine a distinc-
tion for them and their constituency.

On 20 February a South African delegatiorl led by Foreign
Minister Roelof "Pik" Botha and including Defense Minister
Malan, flew to Maputo. For the first time Machel entered di-
rectly into the talks when he met the South African ministers
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to receive a message from P. W. Botha. During the meeting,
Machel described the atrocities being committed by the MNR.
"Are these soldiersl" he demanded of Malan. The South African
general, outranked by Machel who was a marshal, snapped to
attention and replied, "No, Sir!"

At the Maputo meeting the South Africans continued to
piess for total elimination of the ANC in Mozambique. The
draft agreement they proposed "went so far that it would have
meant we could not even have Miriam Makeba in Mozambique
to give a concert," a Frelimo official said.

The final significant meeting in the sequence occurred in
Cape Town on 2-3 March 1984 when the amended Mozambican
draft was accepted with minimal change. Frelimo won its argu-
ment to prevent the total removal of ANC personnel from
Mozambique and to retain an ANC office in Maputo with a staff
limited to l0 people. In addition ANC members with full-time
iobs in various sectors in Mozambique would not be affected.

On 15 March on their common border, Machel and p. W.
Botha signed the 'Agreement on Non-Aggression and Good
Neighbourliness," known thereafter as the Nkomati Accord (for
full text, see appendix I !. Included in the agreement was the
establishment of a foint Security Commission (JSCI to consider
alleged infringements.

The ANC National Executive Committee condemned South
Africa's "diplomatic, political and propaganda counter-offensivg',
adding that South Africa "sought ro reduce the independent
countries of our region to the level of its Bantustan creations.,&

Although his organization had not been consulted on the
agreement, ANC President Oliver Tambo received two brief-
ings, one from Machel and the other by Security Minister
Mariano Matsinhe, in late February. At a press conference in
London, Tambo struck a conciliatory note:

lm not sure that in their position I'd have gone quite so
far, but it must be accepted that the South African regime
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had decided to desrroy Mozambique, to kill it as a state,
and the leadership was forced to decide between life
and death. So if it meant hugging the hyena, they had
to do it.

- The rest of us, we must accept that position, but we
also had to defend our position.

He added that if Mozambique had received adequate political
and material support, it would not have had to do what it hated
doing.rs

In fanuary 1984, two months before Nkomati and with the
otjective of getting its gl.4 billion foreign debt rescheduled
the government of Mozambique had issued an economic report
compiled by its National Planning Commission. Table l.l,
showing South African imports and exports through Maputo
for a decade from 1973, starkly illustrates the vulnerabiliiy of
Mozambique's captive economy.s6

From table l.l, it is possible to see how South Africa system_
atically reduced its traffic through Maputo after the portuguese
coup d' Atat, deliberately undermining Mozambique,s economy.
By 1983 South Africa had reduced this traffic to 21.5 percent of
the 1973 level. Similar direct actions of economiC sabotage
occurred elsewhere in this period such as a reduction in high-
tariff cargoes sent through Maputo. These policies reduced
foreign exchange earnings. An independent study for the Ma-
zambican government in 1985 put the direct and indirect losses
to Mozambique's ports and railways at well over $l billion from
1980 to 1985 inclusive.az

A similar trend in the case of Mozambican migrant workers
occurred between 1975 and l98B when south Africa reduced
their numbers from I18,080 to 45,49l.That led to a loss of $56g
million in income remitted home by the miners. The figures
spiral upwards, with the total cost from l9g0 to 19g6, inclu-
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Table 1.1

South Afilcan imports and exports thtougftthe port of Maputo
Percentage

relative to 1973
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ing meeting are not expected to pay attention to details such as

human suffering. But here again statistics, such as those on
education shown in table 1.2, reveal an unbelievable magnitude
of social disruption. The impact of the current disruption on
Mozambican society in the years to come cannot be measured.

One of the most basic requirements for a largely rural popu-
lation is a good network of rural stores selling basic commodi-
ties and other consumer goods. Since l97l the population-per-
store ratio has dramatically decreased, for three main reasons:

Traffic/thousand tons

t973
t974
1975

t975
t977
1978

1979

1980

l98l
1982
1983

1984

5,823.5

5,565.1

5,638.5
4,974.4

4,248.2
4,064.9

4,155.2

3,428.0

3,023.9
2,216.9

1,467.5

1,122.5

lm
83
82.6

72.9

62.3

s9,.5

60.9

50.2

44.3

32.s

21.5

15.5

l4.l

Table
Disruption to education system

t.2
before and after Nkomati

1985 962.6
Source: Mozambique Pons and Railways.

sive of withholding cargo from the port of Maputo and direct
or surrogate actions, estimated at well over $6 billion. High as
it is, this figure is still incomplete. In 1985, for example, de-
fense and security accounted for 43 percent of Mozambique's
budget and 58 percent of government receipts as a result
of South Africa's undeclared war. And these figures do not
include the yet unasceftained amount of money diverted from
development and social seryices to military hardware and
construction.

In 1980, Mozambique had a small balance of payments defi-
cit. By 1986, the Paris meeting of the consultative group on
Mozambique known as the Paris club was told that the current
account deficit before transfers was $500 million. The foreign
debg including accumulated arrears, stood at $4.4 billion, with
a debt-service ratio of 275 percent.

What economic reports do not cover, or only skim over, is
the social cost. Hard-nosed bankers attending a debt-reschedul-

Source: Minstry of Educaiion.
Note: Under each headiry the figures on the left are those for 14 November
1983, four months before Nkomati. Those on the right are for 3l December
1985, revealing how the situation deteriorated after Nkomati.
8In the case of Cabo Delgado and Niassa provinces, no statistics appear in the
1983 report. Bandit activity had not begun in Cabo Delgado at that time; for
Niassa, it is unclear whether that province did not make returns or whether no
schools were affected at that point.

Province Schools closed
Pupils

displaced
Teachers
displaced

Cabo Delgado
Qeza

Inhambane
Manica
Maputo prov.

Nampula
Niassa
Sofala
Tete
Zambezia

Before After

98
247

98

123

230
e lg3

186 228
18 164

r77 453

98

43

Before After
r 5,713

13,374 12,288

55,131 55,775

9,553 18,328

3,532 15,061

5,454 36,273r 19,330

31,539 39,197
2,239 22,092

30,766 89,709

Before
I

2t9
752
145

82

95
e

495

39

s69

After
9l

1n2
807
257

258

608

354
s97
434

1,384

Total 840 1,863 152,688 313,766 2,396 4,992
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the flight of the Portuguese settlers in 1974-75, population
growth, and bandit activity. In 1985, for example, MNR activity
was responsible for the destruction of some nine hundred
stores and the closure of an indeterminate number of others.ee
Health clinics, larger health centers, and rural hospitals have
been destroyed on a large scale: 102 in 1982, I l0 in 19g5.

Livestock are another basic need of most people in the rural
areas. From 1980 to 1985, the national herd, 50 percent of
which belonged to peasant farmers, was reduced from 1,50e000
c4ttle to 900,000.3e No stratum of the society has remained
untouched by South Africa's "total strategy": schools for chil-
dren, access to medical care, local stores, livestock, and
markets have all been destroyed.

Nkomati was a high-risk gamble for Frelimo arising from
their harsh-and painful-assessment of Mozambique's reality.
Mechel initially hailed it as a "victory," a description many
people found easier to understand from a South African per-
spective than a Mozambican one, by which he meant that it
reduced the dangerous isolation of his country. In addition, the
aggressor, South Africa, had been forced, on paper at least, to
commit itself to nonaggression, a tacit admission that it had
been the aggressor.

The two immediate questions arising from Nkomati were
whether South Africa would honor the agreement and whether
it would bring a cease-fire in the debilitating war.

In the prelude to Nkomati, and in the months thereafter, the
Mozambican government pursued a strategy that was diplo-
matic as well as military. Machel's visit to six European coun-
tries in October 1983 was one of the opening moves in the
diplomatic offensive. Pik Botha followed a month later on a
European tour which received a generally frosty welcome. The
message he received was that destabilization was bad for busi-
ness.
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Within a month of Nkomati, a steady shuttle of officials
began to ply between Pretoria and Maputo. The Mozambican
government's foremost obiective was to bring an end to the
violence, and it was decided that a Mozambican envoy should
meet MNR spokesman Fernandes in Europe. The meeting took
place in a Frankfurt hotel on 29 May, and the envoy gave
Fernandes a newspaper of the previous day containing his go-

vernment's amnesty offer.
On 30 |une, Machel again met Pik Botha and MID head

van der Westhuizen in Maputo. He spoke of Portuguese ties to
the MNR which he described as saudosi smo colonialista (colon-
ialist nostalgiaf. Eleven days later, van der Westhuizen was
again in Mozambique proposing another meeting with Fer-
nandes. This took place in Pretoria three days later, and again it
was unproductive. Increasingly, the question arose as to
whether Fernandes was speaking on behalf of Mozambicans or
on behalf of Portuguese political and business interests op-
posed to the Frelimo government.

Discussions continued in Pretoria on 27-29 September and
again on l-3 October, with Pik Botha as the go-between. The
latter meeting culminated in a joint "declaration on a cessation
of armed activity and conflict." The Mozambican govemment
delegation obtained the two most important points they sought:
recognition of President Machel and therefore, his government
and agreement in principle on an unconditional cease-fire. The
?retoria Declaration" established a commission to work toward
implementation of the agreement and requested South Africa to
"consider playing a role in the implementation.'h

Two days later, South African Deputy Foreign Minister
Louis Nel flew to Maputo where he discussed the modalities
and timetable of a cease-fire. But Fernandes had already begun
demanding political corlditions which had previously been re-

iected.
The Mozambican government delegation was under no illu-

sions when its members returned to Pretoria on 8 October.
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Their objective was to fix the date for a cease-fire and to refuse
to be drawn into any further discussion until there was a total
cessation of violence. The meeting dragged on for four days, but
by the night of l l October agreement appeared imminent. A
total cessation of violence was to occur 45 days after agree-
ment in the |SC.

Then Fernandes asked for a one-week suspension of the
meeting. This request came after he took a telephone call
which he said came from Lisbon, from Carlos Mota Pinto, the
deputy prime minister and minister of defense in the Soares
coalition government in Portugal. Fernandes claimed that he
had been told not to reach any agreement before going to
Lisbon for discussions and that the head of the Mozambique
government delegation, the minister of state in the president's
Office for Economic Affairs facinto Valoso, should accompany
him.ar

Mota Pinto was named
journalists who were accompanying their delegation and by
others who were present when Fernandes concluded the tele-
phone call. As far as the authors are aware, he has not denied
these reports. However, two other possibilities have been sug-
gested as to who really called Fernandes. One is that it was
Manuel Bulhosa, a rich businessman and Fernandes's em-
ployer.az The other is that it was faked by the MID which
opposed the Nkomati Accord and was intent upon blocking a
cease-fire. In the light of subsequent evidence, particularly that
contained in the Gorongosa documents, this last explanation is
the most plausible.

Whether that telephone call sabotaged possible agreement is
difficult to determine, but Fernandes's previous behavibr had
already led the Mozambican delegation to suspect that he, or
whoever was giving him instructions, had always intended to
demand impossible concessions. Thereafter, the Mozambique
government kept the diplomatic option open, but there were no
further meetings with Fernandes.

press reports by Mozambican

i
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In this period of intensive negotiations and thereafter, the
government in Maputo frequently protested to South Africa
about violations of the Nkomati Accord. In Cape Town in
|anuary 1984, it had raised the point that the Rhodesians had

infiltrated many men in the interim period between the Lancas-

ter House agreement and Zimbabwe's independence. The South
Africans had replied that they were not Rhodesians whose
government was on the point of collapse and would not resort
to such measures. But that was exactly what they did. In the
weeks before the ceremony at Nkomati, supplies were moved
into Mozambique by air and sea to cover MNR requirements
for many months. A large number of trained men were pushed

across the border from South Africa into southern Maputo
province. Attacks began to occur near the capital, and road

travel in the area became hazardous. In the north, operations
were escalated dramatically from Malawi into Niassa, Nam'
pula, Tete and Zambezia provinces.

In fune 1985, Machel, Mugabe and Tanzanian President |u-
lius Nyerere met in the Zimbabwean capital of Harare, where
Mozambique's two closest neighbors agreed to increase their
military support. Tanzania, under almost as great an economic
constraint as Mozambique, agreed to train Mozambican re-

cruits to defend the three northern provinces of Niassa, Nam-
pula, and Cabo Delgado. Zimbabwe, in the midst of a compara'
tive economic boom and with a well-trained and well-equipped
army, was able to make a greater commitment. The ZNA,
already guarding communications routes to Beira, moved into
the three central provinces of Manica, Sofala, and Tete. In mid-

fuly, Zimbabwe deployed three combat battalions numbering
about three thousand men, backed by a further two thousand
support troops. The Mozambican army undertook defense of
the other four provinces: Gaza, Inhambane and Maputo in the
south, and Zambezia in the north central area.$
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On 28 August 1985, the MNR headquart€rs'ar Gorgngosa in
Sofala province was attacked and overun. psycholoftcaly, it
was an important morale boost in the new joint offensive
against the MN\ and large quantities of arms, ammunition
and supplies were captured. But most important were more
than two-hundred kilograns of documents, which revealed the
extent of South Africa's duplicity before and after Nkomati.{

Extracts from three MNR diaries revealed massive and pre-
meditated violations of the accord. They also revealed the
names of some of the principal persons involved in the viola-
tions: Pik Botha's deputy Nel; the SADF commander General
Constand Viljoen; the head of SADF special forces General
Andr€ Liebenberg; the head of MID, van der Westhuizen; the
MID liaison to the former Rhodesian MNR van Nieker! and
another MID officer, Brigadier van Tonder.

As stated earlier, it had been agreed that in the two months
prior to 

"N.komati, 
no men or equipment would be infiltrated

into Mozambique. Yet on 23 February three weeks before Nko-
mati, Dhlak4ma met van der Westhuizen, who is quoted in the
documents as saying'Wg the military will continue to give
them [MNR] support without the consent of our politiciansin a
massive way so they can win the war." Machef he added would
only fall by the destructiori of his economy and communica-
tions.

Van der Westhuizen guaranteed resupply to the MNR" and
he defined targets: railways, the Cahora Bassa power gn4
foreign-aid workers,as and economic targets such as thosi in-
volving SADCC.It was arranged to rearm and resupply the
MNR before Nkomati to give them autonorny for a six-month
period and one of the diaries records details of innumerable
resupplies by plane and ship in this period. A South African
team was sent to Zambeziaprovince to train one hundred MNR
instructors and two hundred recruits. The phalaborwa training
camp in South Africa was moved to Louis Trichardg and a new

: 
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transmission network was set up between the SADF and the
MNR inside Mozambique. So much for the gentlemen's agree-
ment.

In fune 1984, when Dhlakama reported to 'Triend Com-
mander Charlie" that he was short of ammunition, van Niekerk
instructed him to avoid clashes and concentrate instead on the
destruction of the economy and infrastructure. Dhlakama
pleaded in a radio message that "the enemy is bound to recuper-
ate . . . They will go on chasing us all over thephce." The South
Africans responded by sending in more armaments by air and
sea.a6

In a meeting on 5 September 1984, Viljoen recommended
that the MNR not accept the amnesty which his government
had proposed to Mozambican officials. The general offered to
facilitate contacts with foreign countries especially in Africa,
and told the MNR not to be deceived by Pik Botha "because he
is treacherous.'47 One diary entry records that mic4phones
were to be installed to bug Pik Botha's meetings with Frelimo
and it is clear that the foreign ministey's meeting with senior
Western ambassadors was also recorded. Mozambique govern-
ment military communications were also monitored and all of
this passed on to the MNR.

On l6 September 1985, two weeks before revealing the con-
tents of the Gorongosa documents, Machel summoned Pik
Botha to Maputo and presented him with extracts. According
to officials present at the meeting, Botha was "visibly annoyed"
to find himself described as "treacherous" and to learn that
meetings he thought were private had been bugged by his own
military. Botha said he had not been informed that his deputy,
Nel, had flown to Gorongosa on 8 fune 1985 to meet Dhlakama.

At a news conference in Pretoria on l8 September, limited to
South African journalists, the foreign minister tried to mini-
mize the damage. He admitted that contacts had continued
with the MNR after Nkomati but described the breaches as
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"technical." The South African air force had made supply drops,
he said but he characterized these as ,,mostly humanitarian
aid." He later told parliament that, ,,One can go through all
those entries in the diary . . . the information tallies with the
flights undertaken by the air force. That is true. The times of
our meetings in Pretoria are correct. The times that they indi-
cated I had been present are correct.%s

on 9 october viljoen also admitted that the diaries were
essentially accurate. Pik Botha had not been informed about his
deputy's visit to Gorongosa, Viljoen said, nor had he informed
his minister of defence, General Malan, or p. W. Botha. He
criticized the handling of the negotiations by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs but claimed the sADF accepted their govern-
ment's "change of strategy" toward Mozambique.ag Thelolow-
ing day, P. W. Botha publicly gave Vilioen his total support.so

There were other serious questions arising from the con_
tents of the Gorongosa documents and the apparent contradic-
tions within the south African establishment. why had vilfoen
described Pik Botha as "treacherous,,? Why had his ...tiog,
with Mozambican officials and western ambassadors been
bugged? No one commented on the large number of well-docu-
mented arms drops to the MNR. Nor did anyone comment on
van der westhuizen's remark that the military would continue
to support the MNR irrespective of what the politicians de-
cided to do. The breach of the gentlemen's agreement preceding
Nkomati was ignored as was the fact that the SADF was selectl
ing f9r the MNR specific tarlets to destroy in Mozambique.

Whether or not there were contradictions between *orna
politicians and some soldiers over Nkomati is not the point. In
the final analysis, government must be held responsibli for the
actions of its army and in this case, finally, p. W. Botha as the
head of government. For many years before becoming prime
minister, he had been a very aggressive defense minister, stand_
ing on the political right of the National party (Npf . His career,
in effect, had been made by the military and he had brought ii
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to power with him. By 198a, he was increasingly losing the
support of the right wing of the party over his reform program.
His main constituency at that point was the military.

In all probability, P. W. Botha never wanted Nkomati. But
South Africa, like Mozambique, was confronted in l98B by the
US analysis that the two countries were principal ones respon-
sible for the state of insecurity in the region. If there was to be
peace in the region, then they must establish it. While Mozam-
bique was certainly willing to consider an agreement leading to
peace, this probability looked very slim until the two sides met
in Pretoria on 15 fanuary 1984. Thereafter, the real bargaining
and details took exactly two months before Nkomati was
signed.

P. W. Botha then faced considerable difficulty. He had pub-
licly committed himself in a very high-profile manner at Nko-
mati. To renege on the agreement would undermine his politi-
cal credibility internationally and in South Africa. But, the
Gorongosa documents reveal, senior members of the SADF
were unhappy about Nkomati from the beginning and had no
intention of abiding by it. There can be little doubt that they
were supported in this course of action by their senior political
leaders, including the state president, as most of those named
have since been promoted. Van der Westhuizen was moved
from MID to the powerful post of secretary to the State Security
Council (SSCI. Von Tonder is now head of MID. Nel was re-
moved from his post as foreign affairs deputy to thar of deputy
minister in charge of the state president's information bureau
(responsible, among other things, for foreign media coverage).
Liebenberg was promoted to army commander. Vilioen's retire-
ment had been announced months earlier and had more to do
with Angola than Mozambique.

The timing of the discovery of the Gorongosa documents
could not have been worse for South Africa. Machel was about
to leave for his first official visit to the United States, and by
the time he met Reagan at the White House, the US leader had
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been briefed about the documents. Reagan expressed "shock" at
the South African breaches of the Nkomati Accord and when
the meeting ende4 the two leaders were on a first-name basis
(Machel called Reagan "Ronnie"|. Machel struck the right chord
by briefing Reagan on the situation but asking for nothing.

In Britain, a few days later, Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher expressed similar concern, noting that it is a very
serious matter when armies do not follow the orders of their
governments.sl

Ten months earlier, and eight months after signing Nkomati,
Machel had met Thatcher at the funeral of the assassinated
Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi. During their meeting
according to British officials, the Mozambican leader asked for
military support. Machel was in a strong position to make this
request for two reasons. First, by pressuring Mugabe into ac-
cepting the Lancaster House agreement, Machel had saved Brit-
ain from a potential catastrophe in Rhodesia. His second maior
asset was the signing of the Nkomati Accord.

Thatcher regarded Machel's decision to sign the accord in
the face of considerable criticism, es an act of courage. When
they met at the British prime ministe/s residencg 10 Downing
Street, in September 1985, the Gorongosa documents had just
been published; proving that Mozambique had adhered to the
agreement while South Africa had not.

Four months later, in fanuary 1985, the first contingent of
British soldiers arrived to begin training iunior officers from
Mozambique at the Inyanga Battle Training School in Zim-
babwe's lush eastern highlands. Sixty Mozambicans were in-
ducted into each of four courses oyer the next l5 months,
filling one of the most'pressing needs of the Mozambican anny.

On I May 1987, the number of trainees was increased to 120
officers every four months. Later in the year, the number of
British instructors grew to 13, and they began to train full
combat companies. In addition, places were made available at
the prestigious Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst {which
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Machel had visited in 1985!, and some $400,000 wofth of medi-
cal kits and radio parts were supplied.

Within the same time frame, the ultraright in Washington,
led by organizations such as the Heritage Foundation, were
pressing the Reagan administration to recognize the MNR and
give them material assistance. However, the support for Mo-
zambican government forces from Britain's conservative prime
minister blunted their arguments.

Malawi's military commitment represented a quite different
form of interest. The Malawian government is heavily depen-
dent upon South Africa for trade and financial assistance, and is
the only African country to have formal diplomatic ties with
Pretoria. Their commitment of soldiers to Mozambique-albeit
out of self-interest to guard repair crews on the railway line to
the port of Nacala-indicated a growing recognition in some
quarters in Malawi that it is an integral part of the region.

Historically, Malawi's octogenarian president, Kamuzu
Banda, has never accepted the Frelimo government in Mozam-
bique. When most other African countries agreed in 1965 to
recognize colonial boundaries in order to prevent territorial
claims and conflicts, Banda, encouraged by Portugal and later
South Africa, laid claim to all of Mozambique north of the
Zambezi River as part of a " greater Malawi."

He visited Tanzania in this period, taking with him an old
atlas which he produced as "evidence" that northern Mozam-
bique should be absorbed by Malawi and Tanzania. He urged
President Nyerere to accompany him to a number of African
countries and then to Portugal to present his case. Nyerere
declined. When the Portuguese dictator, Ant6nio Salazar, re-
fused to consider the proposal, Banda began supporting a

number of anti-Frelimo movements, including the now defunct
African National Union of Rombezia which sought to divide
the country in two at the Zambezi River. This movement was
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established by the PIDE in the hope of creating a buffer zone
between Tanzania and southern Mozambique.

Infiltration into Mozambique from Malawi began to increase
dramatically in the early 1980s, and by 1984 there were large-
scale attacks on agricultural complexes near the border.s2 Peo-
ple living in the border area increasingly reported night flights
across the frontier on resupply missions to the MNR. It became
clear that South Africa sought to cover up its flouting of the
Nkomati Accord by infiltrating men and equipment in the
north, far from the South African border; but it was a thin
disguise.

The deteriorating situation between Malawi and Mozam-
bique reached crisis proportions in September 1986. Machel,
Mugabe, and Zambia's President Kenneth Kaunda flew to Ma-
lawi to try to persuade Banda to stop supporting the MNR and
to resume usage of the Mozambican ports of Beira and Nacal4
Malawi's shortest and cheapest routes to the sea. Machel took
with him a dossier containing evidence of Malawi's involve-
ment with the MNR.

The bulging dossier included letters and photocopies of pass-
ports, as well as other information. Among the photocopies
were Malawian passports issued to the MNR chief representa-
tive fimo Phiri in his own name and under an alias.s3

On his return to Maputo after the meeting on I I Septem-
ber, Machel angrily threatened to put missiles along the border
with Malawi and impose an economic blockade, which would
have prevented some 70 trucks a day crossing Tete province
carrying Malawi's trade through Zimbabwe to and from
South African ports. On 26 September, a Malawian government
delegation visited Maputo, and a ioint security commission
was set up.

While officials of both governments were engaged in these
meetings, a massive invasion of Mozambique's north central
provinces of Tete and Zambezia was launched from Malawian
territory. Large groups of armed men, attacking in up to bat-
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talion strength, seized several district capitals and a strategic
bridge over the Tambezi River. Their objective appeared to be

to reach the Indian Ocean to make resupply easier, to separate
the south of the country from the north, and to capture Queli-
mane, the provincial capital of Zambezia. People fleeing from
the district of Mutarara in Tete province said the bandit groups

were commanded by "white soldiers."
In August 1985, seven Commonwealth leaders had met in

London to endorse a limited package of economic sanctions
against South Africa. Similar measures were adopted a few
weeks later by the US Congress, but vetoed by President Rea-
gan. The Zimbabwean authorities had received information
soon after the minisummit that as sanctions were tightened,
South Africa would increase its hostile actions against Mozam-
bique. In a message conveyed through intelligence channels,
the South Africans threatened to instruct their surrogates in
Mozambique to disrupt road and rail traffic along the Beira

corridor, capture towns and hold them, and make the country
ungovernable. The subsequent events of September and Octo-
ber I985 bore out the reliability of this information.sa

On 12 October, leaders of southern Africa's six Frontline
states-Presidents Machel of Mozambique, Kaunda of. Zambia,
Quett Masire of Botswana, fos6 Eduardo dos Santos of Angola,
Ali Hassan Mwinyi of Tanzania, and Prime Minister Mugabe of
Zimbabwe-held an emergency meeting in the Mozambican
capital and issued a statement called the Maputo Declaration,
which condemned "the complicity of the Malawian govern-
ment with the Pretoria authorities":

In its activities, and in express violation of the under-
takings it has given, the South African regime is using the
territory of Malawi to attack the People's Republic of
Mozambique. It thus drags Malawi into a conflict that is
damaging to the interests of its own people, of the peoples
of southern Africa, and to peace in the region.
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The situtation worsened at the end of September. Then
the Malawian government, at the same time that it pro-
posed negotiations with the People's Republic of Mozam-
bique, organised facilitated and set up conditions for ban-
dit gangs to occupy frontier zones in the provinces of
T0te, Sofala and Zambezia, of Mozambique.

Over the last few days Pretoria has unleashed an inces-
sant campaign of accusation and threats against the Peo-
ple's Republic of Mozambique. South African forces are
concentrated along the borders with Mozambique and
Zimbabwe and commando units have been infiltrated to
carry out acts of terrorism in Mozambique.

The Frontline leaders referred to threats that had begun on
2 October. Pik Botha informed a number of US senators by
telephone that if the Senate did not uphold the presidential
veto of the Sanctions Bill passed by Congress, then no US grain
would be transported on South African railways to the inde-
pendent states of the region. In effect, he threetened that South
Africa would impose further sanctions against its neighbors, as

well as against US farmers. This threat was hollow because
South Africa can only block supplies to Lesotho which it to-
tally surrounds; and, in fact, one of its neighbors, Zimbabwg
produces a grain surplus. But it was the beginning of a phase of
mounting tension in the region, and some commentators wrote
that South Africa had shifted tactics and decided to overthrow
Machel's government.ss

On 5 October, a South African military vehicle detonated a
land mine near the border with Mozambique, iniuring the six
occupants. Defense Minister Malan blamed the incident on
Mozambique, saying that, "If President Machel chooses land
mines, South Africa will react accordingly." He warned that
Machel faced a head-on clash with South Africa.

Three days later, Pretoria increased its own economic sanc-
tions by banning the rer:ruitment of Mozambican miners, a
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decision which would have cost Mozambique $50 million a

year had it been fully implemented.
On 1l October, the Mozambican government issued a state-

ment accusing South Africa of preparing a "direct attack against
the city of Maputo," with the aim of ovefthrowing the govern-

ment: "The raids being prepared involve the use of the air force
and of disguised commando groups infiltrated into our coun-
try." The land-mine incident was fabricated by "South African
militarists . . . forming the pretext for launching direct aggres-

sion against our country," the statement said, citing the mas-

sive infiltrations into Tete and Zambezia, as well as into the
southern provinces of Maputo and Gaza, and fresh arms sup-
plies flown into the central province of Manica.

On 15 October, Malan again threatened military action
against the Frontline states, saying they "share the responsibil-
ity" for the ANC's "acts of terror" and "would have to suffer the
consequpnces." On l5 October, the Mozambique News Agency
(AIMI put out a feature story which said, prophetically:

President Samora Machel could be one of the chosen
targets of the South African military hierarchy. . . . Ma-
lan's threats were directed specifically against Samora Ma-
chel rather than against Mozambique or its government in
general.s6

Three days later, Machel was dead killed in a plane crash

iust inside South African territory. He had been returning from
a meeting in northern Zambia in which three Frontline leaders
had met ZaireanPresident Mobutu Sese Seko to discuss reopen-
ing the Benguela Railway through Angola and had asked him
not to allow his country to be used as a conduit for arms to
government opponents in Angola.

A factual report by officials from Mozambique, South Africa,
and the Soviet Union (as manufacturer of the presidential air-
craft) agreed on the technicalities of what had happened and
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where. But they did not agree on the cause of the crash. South
Africa later held its own inquiry which claimed pilot error
caused the crash, but did not address the question of why the
plane had turned off course, or why a massive disinforma-
tion campaign had been mounted as pik Botha subsequently
admitted.

Many other questions remained unanswered. Had a false
radio beacon lured the plane off coursel Why did the South
Africans put out false meteorological charts showing the
weather had been bad when it had not been? Why were there
incisions in the necks of the bodies of the two soviet pilots and
why was the suggestion made, and subsequently withdrawn,
that they had been drinking?

Why, when the plane was on South African radar all the
way from Zambia, was it not warned that it was off course and
why was the Mozambican government not informed of the
crash until almost l0 hours after it occurred? And why were
they first told that the wreckage was in Natal province, south
of Maputo, when it was in Transvaaf to the westl Why was a
South African military tent rapidly removed from the site, and
why were suryivors' cries for help ignored as they later de-
scribed while military personnel searched the wreckage for
documents?

While the investigations were being conducted Mozambi-
can officials maintained a public neutrality, but in late 19g7,
President Chissano began to assert that his predecessor had
been murdered. In February 1988, his vice-president for the first
time publicly blamed Pretoria.sT The death of Machef with 84
officials and staff members,s8 was a shock to Mozambique and
to southern Africa. Frelimo leaders, Mozambicans, and their
friends wept openly at his funeral. But, once they had buried
their president, the Frelimo leadership moved with disciplined
determination to replace him, unenimously electing foaquim
Chissano, the popular prime minister during the transition to
independence and foreign minister for I I years.
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The tragedy, however, galvanized suppoft for Mozambiqug
as was the case after the pIDE assassination of Frelimo's first
president, Eduardo Mondlane. More Tanzanian troops arrived
to augment those involved in training and guarding installa-
tions in the north and north central area. Zimbabwe increased
its contingent to over 10,000 men guarding the Beira corridor
and fighting the MNR in three central provinces.se Algeria,
Ethiopia, India, Nigeria, and yugoslavia were emong thor.
countries which increased their offers of medical supplies,
transportation, uniforms, rations, communications, and other
equiphent. In April 1982, Malawi committed three hundred
soldiers to guarding repair crews on the strategic Nacala Rail-
way, leading to the irony, when the first Malawian nationals
were killed a month later, of Malawi making an official protest
to South Africa.

In Norway, a leading Lutheran bishop called for military aid
for Mozambique, citing as a precedent British military support
for Norway during World War II. In such neutral .ouotri., .,
Holland and Swedeq "non-lethal" military aid came under in-
creasing discussion, and a representative of the canadian gov-
ernment spoke publicly of the possibility of supplying,,boots
and blankers."

Leaders of 48 Commonwealth countries, meeting in Canada
in October 1987, established a technical fund for Mozambique
and committed themselves to further assistance for such rtr"i.-
gic prof ects as upgrading of the Limpopo Railway line. Chissano
visited France, which approved the sale of helicopters and of-
fered other assistancel and in early lggg the West German
chancellor Helmut Kohl called on the president in Maputo and
promised assistance.

Among Western governments, only the United States, as a
result of right-wing pressure, waivered. |ust hours before leav-
ing for France in late september 1982, chissano received the
credentials of the new us ambassador, Melissa wells. she is on
record as having described the MNR as 

,,bandits,,,and 
her con-
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firmation had been held up for almost e yeer by /esse Helms,
Robert Dole, and others who sought administration support for
the MNR against the Mozambican government. Shi visited
seven of Mozambique's 10 provinces in the first weeks after her
accreditation and spoke out against the destruction and brutal-
ity she witnessed, particularly against children.

The administration's flirtation with the MNR had begun
much earlier, during the time of covert dealings with Iran that
led to the lran-contra scandal, but only a handful of senior US
officials knew about it. In August 1985, three MNR officials
from Europe and the US visited the White House for a meeting
with Reagan's then director of comrnunications patrick Bucha-
nan.50 Given the timing of their visit and the large amount of
still unexplained lran-contra money laundered in that period it
is strongly suspected that some of the illicit funds went to the
MNR.

It was not until 15 fuly l9B7,ll months later, that the US
administration finally admitted to any contact with the MNR.
State Department spokesman Charles Redman said that al-
though "low-level" talks had been held, "this meeting does not
mean recognition of the group as a political organization. We
are not changing our policy in any way."er

There were two unrelated reasons for the meeting. On
13 May 1987, the MN& which by then had murdered or kid-
napped over 150 foreign-aid workers in Mozambique including
several nuns and priests, took their first US citizen hostage,.
Kindra Bryan, from a mission station in the center of the coun-
try. One condition for the release of a hostage is direct commu-
nication with the person's government as a form of recognition.
Thus, a hostage deal was part of the reason for the meeting.

The second reason is related to right-wing Capitol Hill oppo-
sition to the appointment of Wells as ambassador to Mozam-
bique. When Helms realized he could not block the appoint.
ment, he settled for official "contact" with the MNR.
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The senator from North Carolina had demanded that Wells
answer 247 questions in writing including "Did you personally
study scientific socialism, Marxist-Leninism or Communism
during your youth in Eastern Europe?" Wells was born in Esto-
nia in l93t when it was still an independent state, and left the
country with her parents at the age of three!

After a Senate vote delayed Wells's confirmation in May
1987, the influential conservative British magazine the
Economist bluntly described the MNR as "a rag-tag anti-
communist force [which] has survived with infusions from
Portuguese exiles, Brazilian malcontents and South African
gun-runners. Its atrocities are well documented." Dole, the mag-
azine said, supported them because "his private anxiety . . . is
that he cannot make a convincing run as a conservative presi-
dential candidate next year if he is seen to be supporting a
Mamist regimg."oz

A president already in office can afford a different stance. That
same month, Secretary of State George Shultz told visiting Mo-
zambican Transport Minister Armando Guebuza that,,both he
and President Reagan were fully committed to the current pol-
icy" of support for the government.e A few weeks later, on ?,/[

fung Assistent Secretary of State Crocker took matters further in
his testimony to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

"No country in southern Africa has worked more consist-
ently than Mozambique with the United States to further the
cause of peace and stability in southern /Jrica," Crocker said.
While Mozambique had adhered to Nkomati, "there is credible
evidence that South Africa remains a reliable supplier of high-
priority items that Renamo is not able to acquire on its own. . . .

Credible reports of Renamo atrocities against the civilian popu-
lation have undercut its popular appeaf as have increasingly
apparent divisions among its military and political leaders.,,6a

Crocker stressed the Thatcher connection, citing military
and economic aid, as well as the visit soon after Machel's death
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of a Sritish warship to Maputo; and he warned against the
dangers for US policy of flying in the face of intirnational
opinion. "We will continue with this Westerry'African consen-
susr" Crocker said.

Early in 1988, it was announced that a US warship would pay
a mid-year visit to the port of Maputo, the first such visit since
Mozambique's independence.

As the struggle continued on Capitol Hilf so did the struggle
on the battlefield in Mozambique. In the north central area,
troops from Mozambique, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe rolled back
the MNR' recapturing towns and areas that had been lost in the
previous year. But these gains led to a new and more vicious
phase of South Africa's surrogate war.

On 8 fuly, the Mozambican newspaper Noticias reported
that passengers on a coastal ship, Chiloanell, had sein an
"unidentified" submarine off the Mozambican coast inside terri-
torial waters. Within days, there were reports that several
hundred newly trained and well-equipped MNR had been
landed by sea in the southern Inhambane province, and mil-
itary parachutes were found in a lake in the area. On lg fuly, a
large MNR contingent attacked the town of Homoine, in.in-
hambane.

The attackers wore new uniforms and were very well
equipped, according to a US Mennonite agronomist, Mark
von Koevering who survived the massacre. ,,Having lived
through this I think it's important for Americans to realize that
this is not a civil war. These people are not fighting for any
ideal. They're fighting to create tertor," he said. ,,This is not a
war to win land or support. It's a war of terror. . . . The bandits
have absolutely no support from any person or group I have
met."55

Four days later, the British newspaper the Guatdian carried a
report about Pretoria's support for the MN& tracing the para-
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chutes to a supply drop at Chitipe, in Inhambane, on g May.55
The 29-metre parachutes of US manufacture can each carry
almost 1,500 kilograms in weight and the only air force in the
region which uses them is that of south Africa. More than four
hundred people were killed at Homoine, including 44 children
and some parients in the local hospital. It was the bloodiest
massacre perpetrated by the MN& but not the last. The nearby
town of Manjacaze was attacked a few days later, and almost
one hundred people lost their lives. Ambushes on commercial
convoyg increased in Maputo province, near the capital. In one
such attack 95 trucks were destroyed; in another, a busload of
people were burned to death inside the vehicle.

More information about South Africa,s involvement is be_
coming available from people who have escaped from MNR
captivity or have surrendered under the government,s amnesty
program, as well as from captured documents and prisoners.
Now detdils of recent support have been exposed by
members of a group, recently released from prison in
Africq who had been collecting information on assistance to
the MNR.67 Another source of inside information was a former
senior official of the MNR in portugal, paulo Oliveira, who
returned to Maputo earlier this year and spoke publicly of
South Africa's involvement. He said visits to MNR training
camps in Mozambique and South Africa enabled him,,to see the
degree of control that the South Africans had over the MNR.',

Oliveira confirmed that South Africa was still giving mate-
rial support to the MNR at the time he resigned in 19g7. He
gave the names of officers whom he dealt with {one of whom he
said gave the order to begin cross-border attacks into Zim-
babwe|, and he said he was told by one of them that the obiec-
tive was "to create massive confusion and difficulty for the
Mozambican government.

One of the most frightening aspects of this surrogate war is
the use of child combatants, some as young as l0 years old.
Alfredo Carlos Mbulo, another ll-year-old saw his family

some
South

,)
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hacked to death with machetes, and less than two weeks later
he was in training with the killers. He was kidnapped aid
trained to use a gun. He said he was afraid of guns, but those
who refused were beaten. Another boy was made to watch
while MNR men first beheaded his grandfather and then pa-
raded the head on a pole. They tord the child that if he crie4
they would do the same to him.

The United Nations Children,s Fund (Uniceff in Maputo has
begun collecting these stories, and a unicef officiai has de-
scribed how some kidnapped boys have been conditioned tokill "First, they kill a pig or a goat as a group. Then they kill as
an individual. Finally, they graduat. to . human prisoner.,,ea

A captured MNR recruit told journalists thai there were
more than five hundred children serving at one base in south-
ern Gaza province. The MNR prefers using children, he said,
because the army "won't shoot children,, and because l,children
do what we want them to do. Adults defect.%e

us Ambassador wells says these children are part of a larger
pattern of abduction and recruitment. She described to lourn-al-
ists what happens when the MNR occupies an area: abducted
civilians are ranged around the network of camps "like a cordon
sanitaire"; children are separated from adults; girls are often
sexually abused; boys are used to carry wood *it.r, food and
looq some serve as scouts and spies, oih.r, train with weapons
and go on combat missions.To

when several MNR bases were overun in Zambezia province
in 1987, dozens of these children were found. They, and many
others found since then, have been given special care. one such
center in Maputo contains 85 children at any one timg under the
c1p of social workers, doctors, and psychologists. When they are
able to leavg to be absorbed into extended family ,r"t*ork, o,
orphanages, others take their place. They teil jragic tales of
brutality, murder, mutiliation, and use of drugs.

The director of Social Welfare in Maputo said ,,you 
can tell

the ones who have killed. When you speak they don,t listen.
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They're always vacant." The director explained that the child is
doing things he doesn't understand: "He is worked like a puppet
by an adult." She added that it is important to ,,noti tlr"i,
conditions and behavior when they come in. Some always have
to have a stick in hand as a weapon. Tantrums and fist-fights
diminish over timg and depression is the long term problem.
All of them are very tired and depressed."

The MNR also uses child mutilation as a signature of its
terror. When its members struck across the border into Chip-
inge, Zimbabwg in November 1982, they killed five children,
abducted 20 and sliced off the right ears of seven more. This is
not uncommon in what the Washington post called,,a chilling
new chapter in a war that has maimed a generation.,,Tr

Some 20Q000 children have lost or been separated from
one or both parents. Mikas, about lL yeers old, is one of
thousands of orphans. He has lived at a school at Costa del
Sol near Maputo for two years, since the train he was travelling
on with his parents was ambushed and they were killed. His
forefinger is all that remains of his left hand, and he lost his
right leg below the knee. His dream is to have shoes and play
soccer.

It is not only children who have suffered. A youth with a
bandage over his left eye steps into the street at a traffic light in
Maputo. As he passes, the realization that he has no ears,lips or
nose is devastating. A young woman sitting on a bench at the
airport has no ears. In the rural areas of the southern provinces,
this is not an uncommon sight.

An Australian doctor, in the southern Inhambane province,
asked if there were any problems she might help with. ,,yes,,,

replied an elderly woman. How could they get the bodies out of
the well where thebandidos armados had thrown them, and get
clean water again?

In Maputo's Central Hospital, a young mother with a muti
lated face wept as she told of an attack on her village in the
northern province of Nampula. Her husband escaped with their
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three children. She tried to run but was caught. Everything was
stolen, including the clothes she wore. She wants to sei her
children, to go back to her village, but she thinks she cannor
live there again.

Another young woman, not out of her teens, walked from
house to house in a Maputo suburb begging milk for the baby
strapped to her back. She had been in a convoy ambushed 60
kilometers north of the capital a few days earlier, and had come
to Maputo to search for her parents.

The human cost of South Africa's undeclared war against
Mozambique is estimared at well over 50e000 dead since 19g0.
According to a Unicef report published in fanuary 19g7, more
than half of those who died were children under the age of five
who, had it not been for the war, would have lived. They have
died from easily preventable diseases such as diarrhea and
measles, deprived of rudimentary health care as a result of the
war, and from the effects of malnutrition.T2 The report pre-
dicted that at least another 14e000 children would die in
Mozambique and Angola in 1987.

Of the total of 5,900,000 people in need of emergency relief,
at least 1,100,000 are displaced within their own couniry and
the remainder have returned without means or have had their
livelihood disrupted by continuing acts of destabirization. In
addition to 2,20Q000 people threatened with starvation in rural
areas of Mozambique are 2,d0e000 urban dwellers who rely on
the market system for their food.73 The number who have fled
to neighboring countries was over 200,000 by April l9gg. A
serious consequence of the present situation is the disruption
of normal commercial trade patterns between the rurai and
urban areas. Although drought has exacerbated the problem in
some areas, it has not been the main cause.

"We are not simply talking about people who are hungry,,,
says Oxfam {UKf representative Rosemary Feith, ,,but about
people who are homeless and destitute. people who have lost
everything." A report from DPCCN, the Sofala province disaster
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control department, says people in the north of the province are
living on wild fruit and roots, and "wearing bits of old sacking."

The number of "displaced" Mozambicans in Malawi doublid
between May 1987 and the end of the year, from 200,000 to
400,000, and reached over 500,000 in early r9gg. Food distribu-
tion must take into account the hunger among the Malawian
population in the area as well. Traditionally, a quantity of their
food was bartered from across the border, r-- ltt. surpruses of
Tete and Zambezia provinces, but now there is none. Coupled
with drought, Malawi is facing irs own food shortage.

A Unicef report which revealed that due to war_related
c€uses, Mozambique has the highest infant mortality rate in
the world, also showed a startlingly high rate of malnutrition
and infant mortality in Malawi, where it is estimated that more
than 50 percent of children under five are malnourished.Ta

The number of Mozambicans arriving in southern Malawi
was running as high as 1,000 a day in early l9gg, according to
an independent report commissioned for the uS state Depart-
ment, which also revealed in some detail the level of UNn
brutality against civilians. The report, by Robert Gersony, said
that many thousands of people are detained against theii will
be such methods as food deprivation so they are too weak to
escape, or through fear after being forced to witness executions.
cersony's findings confirmed a high level of viorence including
rape and other physical abuse, murder and mutilation, abduc_
tions, forced labor in fields and as porters, systematic turning
of villages and looting of possessions. ,That 

the account, 
"r. 

,J
strikingly similar by refugees who have fled from northern,
central and southern Mozambique suggests that the violence is
systematic and coordinated and not a series of spontaneous,
isolated incidents by undisciplined combatants,,, Gersony corr-
cluded. commenting on the report, a state Department oifi.i.l,
Roy Stacey, described the situation in Mozafnbique as 

,,one of
the most brutal holocausts against ordinary human beings
since World War Two."
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If the upward trend in its economy had continued from l9gl,
Mozambique would be comparatively prosperous. Instead, it is
the world's poorest nation. Exports in 1985 of just over gg0
million were not enough to cover the l9g5 cost of oil imports.

Mozambique's mineral wealth is vast and virtually un-
tapped. The country is traversed by many rivers, and drought
and cyclones notwithstanding it has considerable potentiallor
economic growth. However, the destruction of communica-
tions routes has made it virtually impossible for Mozambique
to get its exports to the coast. At Guru€, inZambezia, tea worth
almost $14 million sits deteriorating and factory equipment
has been destroyed.

Production has halted at the Moatize coal mine in Tete
province with a stockpile of high-grade coal worth about $25
million. The railway freight cars that moved the coal and the
trucks that hauled cemenr to build the giant Cahora Bassa Dam
now provide shelter to hundreds of families displaced by the
war.

Nearly all geological mapping and prospecting has been
halted as a result of the security situation, and most mines are
closed.

The destruction of one economic target has a ripple effect
through the entire economy. Cement is one example. A quarry
that supplied the cement factory at Dondo, near Beira, was
forced to close because of the security situation. This led to the
closure of the cement plant itself, then of an asbestos roofing
Iactory, and finally of an asbestos mine.

Mozambique, which had become a significant post-inde_
pendence cement exporter, has been forced to import clinker
from South Africa, spending precious foreign 

"rrrri.r"y 
to pro-

duce any cement at all. Meanwhile, South African .o-p"rri.,
have taken over Mozambique's traditional export markets for
cement.
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In one attack on e successful state farr& $4 million worth of
combine harvesters, tractors, trucks, and workers,housing was
destroyed. In virtually every agricultural sector, production is
at less than one-quarter of its lggl level.

The state agricultural marketing compan, AGRICOM, esti
mates that the grain (maize and ricef marketed in l9g5
amounted to only 40,000 tons, less than one-third of the l9g2
figure, and even lower than the initial estimate of 51,000 tons.
This is the lowest figure in the BO-year recorded history of
agricultural marketing in Mozambique and has put ,rib"r,
dwellers reliant on the market system at risk of hunger.

The Trade Ministry's Food Secruity Department says the
main reason for this collapse in marketing is disruption and
insecurity in rural areas, especially in the main producing pro_
vinces of the north central.

The destruction of maior sugar processing factories caused
national sugar production to fall to a5,000 tons in rggd from
I15,000 tons in 1980. The minimum requirement for internal
sugar consumption in Mozambique is 70,000 tons. In l9gb,
production of vegetable oil fell to 6,000 tons, while the min-
imum supply needed is 15,000.

Statistics, however, do not begin to reflect Mozambique,s
suffering. South Africa's onslaught over the past eight y."r, h.,
affected every sector of the economy and the intiie social
fabric of the country, as well as jeopardizing the region,s trans-
portation routes.

In'southern Mozambique, vicious attacks on all main access
routes have made them unsafe for civilian ttaffic, even in es-
corted convoys, and southern railway lines have been sabo_
taged. These attacks may be aimed at cutting off the main
access roads, making them unsafe for commercial traffic, and
trying to prevent reopening of the Limpopo rail line, with the
overall aim of trying to force negotiation with the MNR. Or
there may be a more ominous plan, strategically reminiscent of
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saigon and salisbury of surrounding the seat of government:
Maputo.

The escalation of activity in southern Mozambique coin-
cided with renewed attacks along the zambezi River,ihe brief
retaking of senq and the apparent regrouping of MNR forces in
the north central area after the successful offensive by Front-
line allies in early 1987. These forces began trying to take
towns as they did in 1986, but were now unable to hold them
against Zimbabwean, Tanzanian and better-trained Mozambi-
can troops.

The MNR managed to hold a few strategic locations, such as
Malanje, on the Malawi border, which remains a key transit
point. They also began cross-border attacks into neighboring
Zimbabwe, on the same pattern as in Mozambique: looting and
blrning, abducting members of the local population to iarry
the loot, killing some, mutilating others, .trd r."ttering posters
of Dhlakama.

At the end of 1987, the Mozambique government passed a law
granting amnesty to those who give themselves up during l9gg.
In october 1987, in a speech reminiscent of the oni a year earlier,
south African Defense Minister Malan had again threatened
Mozambique. opening a new air force base in the northern
Transvaal near the Zimbabwean border, Malan accused Mozam-
bique of supporting the ANC and added menacingly, thag

''when it comes to freedom of action, the point is not whether
i the Frelimo government falls or Renamo t"k., ou., power.,,For
south Africa, he said, whoever provides good neijhborliness
"which promotes and serves our interests,,is acceptaile.

Some Western governments and their diplomats in the re_
gion have argued that the Mozambique government should
negotiate with the MNR. At his first press conference after
taking office in late 1985, president chisiano asked what could
be negotiated with people who inflict this brutality. "Negotiate
with who[m]? What do they want? Will they rule a couitry of
people with no ears/ no noses, no breasts?,,7s
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While the Mozambican government has rejected negotia_
tions with the MNR" it has not reiected a political solution in
favor of a military one. what it has done is to define whom it
should talk to at the political level and whom it must deal with
at the rnilitary level. The distinction was succinctly summed
up by one government official who said,,We talk to the organ_
grinder, not the monkey."

The "organ-grinder" is South Africa, as the trainer, supplier
and director of the MNR. Therefore, it has been necess iry fo,
Mozambique to talk to south Africa-before, during and after
Nkomati. That south Africa acted in bad faith and breached the
Nkomati agreement is now well documented; but this does not
alter the validity of the political solution with south Africa
that had to be sought by Mozambique.

4
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ZIMBABWE
Apartheid's Dilemma

South Africa's destabilization of Zimbabwe can be divided into
seven categories-direct military action including sabotage,
clandestine support for banditry assassination, espionage, eco-
nomic sabotage, propaganda and disinformation. All of these
have been used to varying degrees since Zimbabwe's indepen-
dence on 18 April 1980. Yet Pretoria's policy planners face their
greatest dilemma in just how far to go in destabilizing Zim-
babwe.

The seeds of destabilization were sown in a 45-day period
from 4 March to 18 April 1980 during the country's transition
from colonial Rhodesia to independent Zimbabwe. At 9:00 e.m.
on 4 March, the Rhodesian registrar of elections Eric pope-

Symonds announced the results of Zimbabwe's preindepen-
dence elections in a live radio broadcast to a hushed nation.
The Zimbabwe African National Union-patriotic Front lZanu-
PF| led by Robert Mugabe had won 57 seats, an outright major-
ity in the one-hundred-seat parliament. Only one of those seats
was in Matabeleland bordering on Botswana and South Africa.
The Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African people's Union (pF-
Tapnl led by foshua Nkomo had won 20 seats, 15 of them in
Matabeleland. The United African National Council {UANC)

57
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led by Bishop Abel Muzorewa, prime minister of the short-lived
and discred ited " Zimbabwe-Rhodesia," had won only three. I

The remaining 20 seats, reseryed for whites on a separate
roll, had already gone to the Rhodesian Front (RFf, whose
leader, Ian Smith, had rebelled 15 years earlier against the
British crown to prevent black maiority rule.

Most Zanu-PF leaders had assembled in Mugabe's temporary
home at 3 Quorn Avenue in Salisbury's Mount Pleasant sub-
urb, and as the results were announced province by province,
cheers reverberated through the house. But as the victors cele-
brated, a convoy of Rhodesian armored vehicles moved menec-
ingly down the street outside. The faces of the white soldiers
expressed their bitterness, and their guns were trained on Mu-
gabe's house.

In most white Rhodesian homes there was stunned disbelief.
Mugabq the pariah, the man they had been told was the "arch
terrorist," had won. Some began packing their bags, loading
their cars and heading for South AJrica. Thousands more made
plans to follow. Among those who headed south were members
of "compromised" Rhodesian units such as the all-white Rhode-
sian Light Infantry (RLI|, the Special Air Service (SAS|, and the
Selous Scouts, who feared retribution for actions during the
war. Others who fled included police officers from the Special
Branch (SBf, a handful of officers from the Central Intelligence
Organization (CIO!, members of the Guard Force, district secu-
rity officers and members of Muzorewa's Security Force Auxil-
iaries. In alf some five thousand "compromised" military and
paramilitary went south. Some took with them invaluable in-
telligence and military knowledge; others took actual files.

They were gladly received by South Africa, which had
pumped more than $2 million into a vain attempt to prevent a
Zanu victory subsidizing Muzorqwa's campaign in particular.2
Many of the Rhodesians went into the Fifth Reconnaissance
Regiment, a newly formed specialist unit which was to see
action against independent African governments throughout

the subcontineng particularly in Angola. Others ioined the
Military Intelligence Directorate IMIDI which was to have a
key role in the destabilization of Mozambique and Zimbabwe.
South Africa built its policy of destablizing Zimbabwe upon a
foundation inherited from Rhodesia.

The shock of the election result was equally acute among
the losing black parties; six of them had failed to win a seat and
in most cases had forfeited their deposits. Muzorewa's humilia-
tion was total. In the stage-managed "Zimbabwe-Rhodesia" elec-
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tions of April 1979, in which neither Zanu-pF nor pF_Zapu
participated, he had supposedly won a majority. Lord Chitnis, a
British peer who observed that election, repofted that it ,,was

nothing more than a gigantic confidence trick designed to foist
on a cowed and indoctrinated black electorate a settlement and
a constitution which were formulated without its consent and
which are being implemented without its approval.,,e

The Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole continued to pose as
leader of zanu, but it was clear that he had lost the confidence
of the rank and file. He did not win a single seat in the l9g0
election.a

Among all the contenders in the l9g0 election the severest
humiliation was reserved for Nkomo. He had been active in
nationalist politics for over 20 years and rejoiced in the titles of
"Father of Zimbabwe Nationalism" or,,Father Zimbabwe.,, He
had had himself declared "president for Life,, of Zapu,and defeat
at the hands of Mugabe, whom he referred to as ,,that young
maq" was unthinkable. Now the unthinkable had occurred. 

*

Mugabe was magnanimous in victory advocating a policy of
reconciliation, offering Nkomo the post of constituiional presi
dent and, when he refused giving him the powerful post of
minister of home affairs. The Lancaster House agreement that
led to the elections succeeded because each pariy was certain
that it would win; consequentlt Zanu-pF,s victory left a pleth_
ora of embittered parties and individuals in its wake.

Mugabe displayed considerab.le. statesmanship in trying to
retain the confidence of all groups. In addition to Nkomo he
brought three other members of pF-Zapu into the government.
He also appointed David Smith, who had been d-puty prime
minister in the RF government, as minister of financg .ttd the
head of the white Commercial Farmers Union {CFUI; Dennis
Norman, as minister of agriculture. However, he reiected a
suggestion by Mozambican president Samora Machel that he
include Ian Smithl Remarkably, after 40,000 people had died in
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the liberation war, he retained the services of the Rhodesian
army commander Lieutenant General peter Walls. Walls re-
signed a few months later when Mugabe refused to promote
him to full general. He left for south Africa after disclosing that
he had asked the British prime minister Margaret Thatcher to
annul the election results when he learned that Zanu-pF had
won.

For South Africa the outcome was a bitter blow. It had
invested us $300 million in the Rhodesian war against the
nationalists and also invested heavily in the election campaign
against Zanu-PF. P. w. Botha sought the creation of a constil-
Iation of southern African states (coNsAsl, which south Africa
would economically and technologically dominate. whereas
some of the other election contenders might have been malle-
able, Mugabe certainly would not be, despite his country,s
heavy economic and geographic dependence on south Africa. In
the first place he advocated socialist policies. second, he was an
outspoken critic of apartheid. Thir4 he was determined to
decrease Zimbabwe's dependence on South Alrica and reroute
his country's trade, traditionally through Mozambique. On I
April, l7 days before Zimbabwe became independent, tvtugabe
joined leaders from eight other independent states in the,.!ioo
to establish the southern African Development coordinaiion
Conference (SADCCI. This loose grouping sought greater eco-
nomic independence from South Africa, a policy diametrically
opposed to the subcontinental hegemony pretoria perceived as
its role.

Thus, at the end of the 45 decisive days which embraced the
period between the announcement of the election result and
Zimbabwe's independence, many of the players who would take
part in destabilization had taken their places. But pretoria faced
a dilemma in the case of Zimbabwe, whose geography placed it
beyond south Africa's control. Destroying the communications
routes through Angola to the west and Mozambique to the east
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ensured dependence upon South Africa for the landlocked
countries of the regional hinterland. But Zimbabwe, located to
the immediate north of South Africa, commanded access routes
to Malawi, Zake and. Tambia. Of necessity, the destablization
of Zimbabwe had to be handled differently.

In a broadcast to the nation on rhe night of his victory
Mugabe had tried to allay South African fears. The republic, he
said was a'geographical and historical reality. And our reality
is that we must coexist with South Africa." Future relations, he
said would be conducted on the "basis of a mutual recognition
of the differences which exist between us." Zimbabwe would
not interfere in South Africa's internal affairs and, similarly, it
would expect South A.frica to respect Zimbabwe,s sovereignty.
Coexistence, however, did not mean keeping silent abogt apar-
theid.s In May, a month after independence, he banned a visit
by the British Lions rugby team who were touring South Africa,
and in late June he announced the severing of diplomatic ties
inherited from Rhodesia. Ten days later, the South African
foreign minister Roelof "Pik" Botha announced the withdrawal
of his diplomats from Harare. The diplomatic missions in the
two countries were replaced by trade missions.

On 3 August 1981, |oe Gqabi, representative in Zimbabwe
the African National Congress (ANCI of South Africa, who had
spent many years imprisoned on Robben Island was assassi_
nated outside his Harare house. Three weapons were found
abandoned at the scene: a silenced pistol and two silenced,
Israeli-manufactured, Uzi submachine guns. All had been
issued to the Selous Scouts prior to independence. But none
wasthe murder weapon. They had been left, it would appeer, to
confuse the police investigators. The muqder weepon was never
found. Later it emerged that Gqabi had ieen targetted by the
South Africans and eliminated by a squad sent into Zimbabwe
to do the job.o
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A small cell of strategically placed whites, et the time serv-
ing as members of the CIQ had supplied the vital intelligence
for Gqabi's assassination. The cell was led by Geoffrey Price, a
former Rhodesian intelligence officer who had stayed on after
independence, and he had recruited two of his colleagues, Colin
Evans and Philip Hartlebury. After getting compassionate leave
claiming his "grandmother was dying" Price escaped to Britain
and then South Africa. His flight came only days after Evans
and Hartlebury had been arrested and charged with espionage
and illegal possession of arms. After High Court iudge Mr.
fustice McNally dismissed the cases against them, ruling their
stetements inadmissible as evidence, the two spies were de-
tained under emergency powers legislation.

On l0 February 1983, the minister of state lsecurityf, Emmer-
son Munangagvrg, speaking from a brief prepared by a team of
lawyers, made a lengthy stetement to parliament challenging
Mr. fustice McNally's iudgement and reading extracts from the
statements made by Evans and Hartlebury.T

"Immediately after their arresg" the minister said, "South
Africa approached us through the mediation of their Trade
Mission here in Harare, and admitted that the two spies were
their men. Along with this admission came the request that we
agree to release them and their families in exchange for 115
Angolan prisoners. We reiected that request. That was in fan-
uary 1982. Towards the end of fanuary or in early February the
South Africans came again with a second proposal, this time
offering one Russian spy and the ll5 Angolan prisoners in
exchange for the two spies at a venue of our choice. Again we
rejected that offer." A further approach was made through a
third party. 'They, the third gerty, the Western regime, were
willing to receive them and later pass them on to Pretoria.
Incidentally, the two spies are British." This latter comment
appeared to indicate that the third party was Britain.

Both Evans and Hartlebury had admitted to being recruited
by Price to spy for South Afric4 according to extracrs of their
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statements that the minister read to parliament. Both admitted
to supplying information about Gqabi and said their contact,
named Erasmus, had said only three people knew the details of
the assassination and "it was best if iiremained that way.,,They
believed the killers had come from, and returned ,q so"ir,
Africa.

The next incident occurred on 15 August lggl when a series
of massive explosions ripped through ih. ,r.oory at Inkomo
Barracks near Harare destroying $86 million worth of arma_
ments. A board of inquiry including exprdsives experts from
Britain and Yugoslavia, investigated three possibli causes-
enemy actiorl negligence and accident. They found the explo_
sions were caused by "deliberate enemy action against Zrim-
babwe."8

Police investigations led to the arrest of captain Frank Ge-
ricke, an explosives expert who had served in the Rhodesian
security forces and stayed on in the Zimbabwe National Army
(ZNAI as commander of the corps of engineers. He w"s in
charge of the armory at Inkomo, had an office in the compound
and complete access to the bunkers containing the arma_
ments.e Police investigations and the questionint of Gericke
were continuing when the south Africans made a tacit admis-
sion that they were involved. Frederick varkevisser, a detective
inspector in the police, obtained Gericke,s release ,,ostensibly
to undertake further enquiries." That was the last the Zimbab-
weans saw of either of them. with the net closing in, the south
Africans had opted for what is known in inteilig:en.e p.rl"o.e
rs "a hot extraction." Gericke and varkevisser are believed to
have flown to south Africa in a light plane. Gericke is now in
the South African Defense Force (SlOf1.ro

9" 19 December, a l0-l5 kilogram bomb exploded on the
roof of the Zanu-PF headquarters at gg Manica Road in central
Harare. Six christmas shoppers were killed and more than one
hundred injured. But investigating officers were sure that the
real target was the Zanu-pF leadership. The central committee

had been scheduled ro meer on the third floor "t;ffinr::the time the bomb exploded. Fortunately, the meeting had bien
postponed. Subsequent information obtained by the investiga-
tors suggested the operation was carried out by former
members of the Rhodesian SAS serving in the SADF.

Another major sabotage attempt in this period went unre-
ported. Explosive devices were placed in the fuel,tanks of B0
tank transporters, tanks and armored cars at the ZNA head-
quarters in Harare. The charges had complex, electronically
controlled timing mechanisms with a B3-day delay. But the
fuses became saturated by diesel fuel and the two or three
which detonated caused only minor damage. Had the whole lot
gone off as planned the bulk of the ZNA's armored vehicles
would have been destroyed.

Late |uly 1982 brought two more serious incidents. On 28
fuly six tourists-two Americans, two Australians and two
Britons-were abducted on the road from Bulawayo to Victoria
Falls. It was about two years before their bodies were found and
the publicity generated by the incident seriously undermined
Zimbabwe's tourist industry.

Two days later, on 25 fuly, a quarter of Zimbabwe,s air force
planes were sabotaged on the ground at the Thornhill base near
Gweru in the center of the country. This virtually wiped out
Zimbabwe's strike and jet interception capabilities. Incendiary
devices detonated by a clockwork timing mechanism were
used. The investigators were convinced from information they
received and from the level of expertise required that this was
another South African operation.rr

The most damning evidence of South Africa,s direct activi-
ties against Zimbabwe came on l8 Aucust 19g2. The ZNA.
acting on informarion, ambushefrT}--dGith African
soldiers who had crossed the Limpopo River into Zimbabwe
three days earlier. Three white soldiers in the group were
killed. The remainder, believed to be Africans, escapedacross
the border. The South African government initially denied any
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knowledge of the group. But, under pressure from the solders'
families to secure the return of the bodies, the chief of the
SADF, General Constand Viljoen, held a press conference on 25
August. He identified the three dead men as Staff Sergeant
David Berry and Sergeants fohn Wessels and Robert Beech.
Berry had served in the Rhodesian SAS, Wessels and Beech in
the RLI. All three were believed to have been serving in the
Fifth Reconnaissance Regiment of the SADF special forces, a
unit made up largely of former Rhodesian servicemen. Their
base was at Phalaborwa in the northern Transvaal where dissi-
dents were trained to fight in Mozambique and Zimbabwe.
Vilioen claimed the group crossed into Zimbabwe on an "un-
authorized raid" with the aim of freeing political detainees. He
was unable to explain why one of the dead men was wearing an
Angolan military uniform and another a T-shirt bearing the
slogan of Muzorewa's auxiliaries.rz This incident was acutely
embarrassing for Pretoria.

As the election result had demonstrated Zanu-pFs support lay
primarily among the majority Shona who make up about 80
percent of the country's population of seven million and pF-

Zapu's support was in the southwest of the country among the
minority Ndebele.

Sporadic postindependence incidents between the Zim-
babwe African National Liberation Army lZanlal and the Zim-
babwe People's Revolutionary Army (ZpRAl, the former gue-
rilla forces of Zanu-PF and PF-Zapu, respectivel; spilled over
into large-scale conflict in Bulawayo's eastern suburbs on l0
November 1980. A subsequent enquiry by a High Court iudge
failed to establish exactly what had triggered the fighting. How-
ever, another incideng which occurred in the days immediately
preceding but which was not then publicly known, may have
been directly related to the Bulawayo fighting.
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Before independence, whereas theZanlaforces fought a clas-
sical guerrilla war relying heavily on politicizing and mobiliz-
ing the rural population, ZPRA had been prepared for more
conventional conflict. In September 1979, as the Lancaster
House negotiations began, Rhodesian intelligence estimated
that 70 to 80 percent of Zanla forces were inside Rhodesia.
They also estimated that 70 to 80 percent of ZPRA forces were
in Zambia, which was later confirmed by Zapu officials. In the
last three months of that year, ZPRA infiltration increased
dramatically. Then, when the guerrillas moved from the bush
into assembly points for the cease fire as agreed upon in the
Lancaster House settlement, and right after independence,
Zapu began infiltrating weapons.

Seven trucks which had carried maize north to Zambia, and
which should have returned empty, came south with arma-
ments. These were cached near Assembly Point Pap4 close to
Mushumbi Pools, which contained ZPRA guerrillas.ta Al-
though no announcement was ever made by the government,
these were unearthed and there was a ruling that all annaments
held outside the country must be surrendered to the new ZNA.
Train loads of Zanlaarmements came in from Mozambique and
were escorted to the main national armory at Inkomo Barracks
near Harare. But ZPRA was not willing to surrender its weap-
ons, and this in part may have triggered the Balawayo fighting.

In the first few days of November, immediately prior to the
Bulawayo fighting a number of trains laden with armaments
crossed the Victoria Falls bridge from Zambia into Zimbabwe.
These should have gone to the armory at Brady Barracks in
Bulawayo. But when the trains stopped at Dett siding ZPRA
guerrillas from the nearby Gwaii River Mine assembly point
were waiting. The armaments were unloaded and taken to
Gwaii. The shipments included 571 tons of assorted ammuni-
tion for the standard AK 47 guerrilla weapon, 234 tons of
rockets and grenades,287 tons of light weapons including pis-
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tols, 195 tons of heavy weapons from mortars upwards, 22 tons
of 7.62 ammunition, 39 tons of rockets and rocket launchers, 39
tons of various ammunition up to 145 mm anti-aircreft,
234 tons of diesel fuel, two armored vehicles and ammunition,
273 tons of assorted ammunition and land mines, 234 tons of
small arms, and six heavy guns from 50 mm up to 105 mm and
155 mm. It was certainly more sophisticated weaponry than
Zanle possessed and quite enough to resume the war, this time
against the Mugabe government.rl

There is a clear connection between the arrival of 49 wagon
loads of armaments at Gwaii and the outbreak of fighting in
Bulawayo a few days later. Mugabe said later that the fighting
started when ZPRA began shelling and firing on a Zanla camp
in the western Entumbane suburb of Bulawayo. This was borne
out by a report in The Times of London on 12 November by
Nicholas Ashford, one of the most reliable journalists covering
southern Africa at that time. "fudging by the amount of damage
done, Zanla had suffered the most," he wrote. "Many of thier
huts were riddled with bullet holes and some had been partially
destroyed by mortar and rocket fire. By contrast little apparent
damage was done to the ZPRA camp."

Fighting broke out in Entumbane again on 8 February and on
this occasion, as Mugabe put it, it followed a more "sinister
pattern." ZPRA armored columns from Essexvale camp, 40 ki-
lometers to the southeast of Bulawayo, and Gwaii, 230 kilo-
meters to the northwest, began advancing on Bulawayo. And at
Connemara Barracks, 160 kilometers to the northeast, ZPI{A
troops mutinied, breaking into the armory and killing some
Zanla members of the integrated ZNA battalion in the camp.
Every major access road to Bulawayo was blocked and it seemed
clear that ZPRA intended to try to capture the capital of Mata-
beleland. ;

Faced with this massive threat, Mugabe acted decisively.
With three of his nine integrated army battalions in mutiny, he
called in still-existing, former Rhodesian ground and air units
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to quell the uprising. Seven of the 12 armored cars used by
ZPRA to attack Tanla positions were destroye4 and the Gwaii
column halted near the outskirts of Bulawayo after threats to
bomb it were conveyed by airborne loudspeakers. Entumbane
was a turning point. The mauling ZPRA received in their abor-
tive bid to take Bulawayo, and Mugabe's decisiveness, had
shown that they could not take control of even part of the
country through conventional means.

Mass desertions of ZPRA troops followed from the inte-
grated ZNA battalions and assembly points. Many took their
arms with them. And the vast arms cache at Gwaii began to be
distributed around the country. Nkomo and Zapu had spent
some $20 million buying 52 properties, including farms, around
the country in 1980-81, a number of them on strategic access
routes around Harare.rs The Mugabe government was to dis-
cov'er l0 months later that arms from Gwaii had been recached
on some of these farms.

There was a strategic shift in ZPRA s tactics after Entum-
bane. At Hampton Farm, 50 kilometers southwest of Gweru,
the caches contained enough arms to equip two infantry battal-
ions and enough medical equipment for two or three district
hospitals. At another of the properties, the Castle Arms Motel
in Bulawayo, communications equipment was found, capable of
iamming or monitoring army and police communications
within a range of 100 kilometers. Mugabe announced on 13
February 1982 that enough armaments to equip 20,000 men had
been found. These included a total of 2,051, 424 rounds of
ammunition. The amount was "astounding and stunning." On
17 February he fired Nkomo and three of his colleagues from
the government.

Some defeated ZPRA soldiers and politicians were determined
to continue to try to overthrow the Mugabe govemment. But to
do so, once existing supplies of arms and ammunition had been
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discovered, they needed a source of resupply and a rear base for
training and sanctuary. Only South Africa could offer that.

The isolated acts of banditry which had begun after inde-
pendence increased considerably in Matabeleland after Entum-
bane. But, initially, these do not appear to have been coordi-
nated falling largely into the category of "robbery for personal
gain." In 1982, however, there was a dramatic increase in re-
ported incidents. Between I March and Bl August a total of
1,135 incidents were reported in Matabeleland Midlands, Mas-
vingo and Mashonaland. Sixty-six people died in these six
months, 4l of them civilians and l7 bandits. The others were
members of the security forces. In the same period official
police figures show 175 bandits captured,523 robberies involv-
ing bandits, 305 sightings of bandit groups,45 contacts and,L2
ambushes. Over two-thirds of the incidents, B4T, occurred in
Matabeleland.r6 In late 1982 definite proof was obtained show-
ing that the bandits now had an external source of supply.

On I December seven bandits were involved in a series of
contacts with Zimbabwean security forces at Dorington
Ranch in the Mwenezi area nofth of the South African border.
Five members of the group, a member of the security forces, and
two civilians died. Two others, Benson Dube and Zwelibanza
Nzima, were captured two days later.tz

From this group the security forces recovered five AK 4Z
assault rifles of Bulgarian manufacture and a Soviet RpG 7
rocket launcher. The original make/s numbers had been re-
moved from the exterior and breechblocks of the weapons with
a center punch; and new numbers had been punched onto the
AK barrels and engraved on the RpG barrel with an electric
Dremel-tool. The objective was obviously to obscure the orig!
nal numbers of the weapons which could have been traced io
South Africa or to e third party buying Eastern European wea,
pons on South Africa's behalf.

But what could not be obscured on live ammunition were
the head stamps on the captured 7.52 mm intermediate ammu-
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nition for the AKs. The head stamp, "22-80,'was stamped on
the base of cartridge cases found at the scene. The captured
arms, and live and expended rounds, were given to police ballis-
tics experts for analysis, and their findings confirmed conclu-
sively that the bandits now had an external source of supply.
The first two digits of the head-stamp,"22," indicated the coun-
try of manufacture, Romania; the next two digits the year of
manufacture, 1980. The RPG 7 had been manufactured in 1981.
Further enquiries revealed that Zapu's last supply of arms had
been in September 1979. Thus this weaponry could not have
been among the armaments brought back by Zapu, and the
Zimbabwe government had not received any annaments from
the Warsaw Pact countries.

From captured bandits and other intelligence sources, the
Zimbabwean authorities had ascertained that South Africa was
arming and training the bandits. But proving an external source
of supply and proving that the source was South Africa were
different issues, even when logic dictated no other plausible
explanation.

As soon es the significance of the weapons and ammunition
recovered at Dorrington Ranch was realized instructions went
out that all weaponry recovered at the scene of bandit incidents
must be forwarded to the police armory for analysis. During
1983 a total of 1,403 rounds of. "22-8A' ammunition were re-
covered in 49 incidents with bandits. A total of 25 AK 47 rifles
with their original numbers erased were recovered in these
same incidents.ts

Ironically, the first person to die in 1983 in an incident
where it was known that"22-8D" was used was an RF senator,
Paul Savage. On 4 April, iust before dusk, a group of about 20
bandits attacked the 7&year-old senato/s fahunda Farm in the
Gwanda area about 230 kilometers south of Bulawayo, close to
the South African border. The senator, his 2O-year-old daughter,
Colleen, and a visitor from Britain, Sandra Bennett, were killed.
Mrs. Betty Savage was seriously wounded. Security forces re-
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covered 26 "22-80" cartridges at the scene of the murders. On
I I fune a farmer of Afrikaner extraction, Mr. H. Swaart, was
ambushed at his farm in the Kezi area. Fourteen"L}-g},' car
tridges were found at the scene. Three days later, a Figtree
farmer, Ian Brebner, was killed by a group of eight bandits. Four
"22-80" cartridges were found at the scene. On lB fuly another
RF senator, Max Rosenfels, and his son narrowly escaped death,
and one of his employees died, when their vehicle was am-
bushed in the Figtree area. Six "ZZ-BO" cartridges were found at
the scene.

Further important incidents involving the use of ,LL-hO',

ammunition occurred in Mozambique during this period. The
ZNA had gone into Mozambique in late 1982 to protect the
pipeline, road and railway linking Zimbabwe to the Indian
Ocean port of Beira. In clashes with Mozambique National
Resistance {MNRI bandits inside Mozambiqu e, " LL-g},, ammu-
nition was again found together with weapons whose original
numbers had been obliterated and substituted with false ones.
The source of external supplies for the Zimbabwe bandits and
for the MNR was obviously the same. As the external supplier
of the MNR was already known to be South Africa, arrothe,
piece of circumstantial evidence was added to the mounting
dossier.

Of the two bandits captured at Dorrington Ranch, one, Ben-
son Dube, said he had been trained by the SADF in South
Africa. Dube had been in the Rhodesian farm militia and had
gone south after Tanu's election victory. He said he had been
infiltrated back into Zimbabwe on a reconnaissance and sabo-
tage mission on 20 October lgl?,.te Such statements becam6
increasingly common in this period and details of Dube,s state-
ments, whigh throughly compromised the South Africans, were
given to Pretoria. They admitted he had joined the SADF and
undergone basic training..But, they claimed, he had failed to
meet the required standards and had been discharged. What
had happened to him after that they claimed they did not know,
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a most unlikely claim from a regime which monitors Africans'
movements so closely. But the Zimbabwean authorities did not
expect the South Africans to admit that Dube had been on a
mission for them. It was simply a case of letting Pretoria know
that Zimbabwe knew what they were doing. Early in 1983 the
Zimbabweans handed over e dossier of a further l5 cases. The
South African rebuttal was again predictable.

By this time, resupply and other forms of support from the
external source were causing division within the bandit ranks,
and in 1983 they could be divided into three categories. Some
were bandits purely for personal gain. They had no ideology
and did not pretend to act in the name of any leader or political
party.Until some time in l98t the remainder had been more or
less homogeneous in that they said they supported Nkomo and
Zapu and were committed to the overthrow of the Mugabe
government. Among these were members of the South African-
supported group Super-Zapu.

The point of contention which emerged within the ranks of
this group was not that there was en external source of supply,
but the fact that it was South Africa. Fighting broke out among
the bandits, the fir6t recorded incident of which occurred in the
Gwanda area on 4 September 1983. Another incident occurred
on 29 September in the same aree. At first it was unclear why
they were fighting among themselves. Interrogations of cap-
tured bandits revealed the reason, as well as further evidence of
the South African connection.

One of the earliest detailed stories about conflict in the
bandit ranks came from fudia Ncubq alias George Thebe Dhli
wayo. He had been deported to Zimb3bwe by the Botswana
authorities on 21 May 1983 after being arrested in Francistown
a week earlier. Ncube had been a member of ZPRA since 1974
and had turned to banditry after being demobilized from the
ZNA on 23 March 1982. In |uly he had crossed ro Borswana,
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going to the Dukwe refugee camp where he linked up with
other dissidents. On 3 October, at the Marange Motel in Fran-
cistown, Ncube and another dissideng Peter Ndebele, alias Taf-
ara, met three whites from South Africa. They were Ugt€alk:
W,t former member of the Rhodesian police's special branch,
another named Keith, and a third using an African name, Khu-
malo, whom it was suspected was a former Rhodesian police
inspector,.Al!gn-_Trq-ug$hl9.,_The three said that South Africa
would supply weapons. On 14 October a bandit group met the
whites at the conlluence of the Shashi and Limpopo rivers
where the borders of Zimbabwe, Botswana and South Africa
meet. A total of 20 AK 47 rifles with 80 magazines, 20 boxes,
each containing 720 rounds of AK 7.62mm intermediate am-
munition, 10 land mines and detonators, two RPG 7s and 20
rockets were handed over.

A further meeting occurred in Francistown in December.
This was followed by a delivery of armaments at the Shashi
Limpopo confluence on 2l December. This shipment included
56 AK 47 rifles, 15 AK magazines and 20 boxes containing AK
47 ammunition. On 3 fanuary 1983 a further 35,000 rounds of
AK ammunition were handed over and three days later, money
to buy two vehicles, a Toyota registration number BA 1438 and
a Datsun registration BA 3795. During March 1983, Ncube
said reports began to be received that bandits operating in the
Lupane erea were dissatisfied with their leaders including him-
self, Ndebele and Hillary Vincent Ndhlovu. The Lupane group
said 'They had their own leaders in the operational area and
that they did not like the idea of getting weapons from South
Africa. Instead they preferred to be supplied by [thel USSR since
it used to supply Zapu during the struggle. The bandits sus-
pected South Africa to be using them to promote its own
interests." '*

Following this meeting Ncube said Ndebele sent Jabulani
Moyo, alias Mututuki, to Pretoria to meet Callaway. He was
"tasked to find out from Callaway if the South Africans were
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using the group to further their own intersqls." Callaway's re-
sponse was to supply nine more armed bandits who had been
trained in South Africa. They were deployed in the Gwanda
area, where Senator Savage was murdered the following month.
During the same month, the group operating from Botswana
received e report that three bandits-including one supposed to
have been involved in a |uly 1982 attack on Mugabe's Harere
home-had been killed by the ZPRA group as suspected
members of Super-Zapu, as the South Africa-aligned group was
known. In April 1983, Ncube said the South Africans handed
over the biggest arms shipment to date. This included 50 AK
47s and 240 magazines, 60 light-green kit bags, 60 pairs of ieans,
60 pairs of boots, four bazookas, 12 bazooka shells,30 boxes of
AK ammunition, three boxes of explosives and detonators, and
six Russian Tokarev pistols. These were issued to the gtoups
operating in Lupane and Tsholotsho on 2 Ma1n

The testimony of one captured bandit would not, in itself, be
sufficent to identifu the source of external supply. But the
name Mat Callaway occurred in more and more stetements
from captured bandits, as did details of conflict among the
bandits over receiving supplies from South Africa, training in
South Africa, and the transfer of armaments at the confluence
of the Shashi and Limpopo rivers.

The maior breakthrough, positively identifying the external
source, began on 5 December 1983. On that date, and over the
next two months, the Botswana government expelled 199 7im-
babweans in three groups. Among the 199, inany were expelled
for being in Botswana illegally, but they also included ZPRA
deserters from the ZNA who had been involved in banditry and
some of the top leaders of Super-Zapu.

The most important member of Super-Zapu to be expelled
was Hillary Vincent Ndhlovu, who had been mentioned seven
months earlier in Ncube's statement. He was handed over by
Botswana authorities at Plumtree on 9 December. Like many
young Africans in Rhodesia, he had been forced to stop his
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secondary school education at Form 2 and, after a series of
menial iobs, had left to ioin the guerrilla forces in December
L976. He had ioined Zapu and gone for a series of training
courses in Zambia. He had fought for almost two years in the
Tsholotsho area prior to the cease fire, gone to the Gwaii River
Mine assembly point and thereafter been demobilized.

Frustrated and embittered he linked up with other dissi-
dents in March 1982 "so that the revolution could continue."
Later he was involved in a series of acts of banditry wlth other
former ZPRA members who had deserted the ZNA or.who,like
himself, had not been recruited into the new national army. In
December 1982 he crossed into Botswana.In late December, in
Francistown, he learned from other bandits that they had iust
met three whites, Callaway, Khumalo (an alias| and Carpenter,
at the confluence of the Shashi and Limpopo rivers. They had
been supplied with armaments which included 55 AK 47s. This
was their second supply. These details tallied exactly with
Ncube's earlier statement.

But Ndhlovu was not only to confirm independently what
Ncube had already said; he provided a wealth of new informa-
tion. Ndhlovu, by virtue of the fact that he had been a fighting
ZPRA cadre for two years, had immediately been absorbed into
the dissident group as a senior officer. During fanuary 1983,

Ndhlovu said, he and two other bandits met Callaway and
Carpenter at the Marange Motel outside Francistown. A train-
ing program in South Africa and resupply were discussed. The
next meeting with Carpenter and another white, called Nick, 

-

occurred at the Holiday'Inn in Gaborone toward the end of
April.

Following complaints at this meeting that arms supplies
were insufficient, the bandits received a new shipment which
included six RPG 7s, six RPKs, 88AK 47 folding butt rifles with
approximately 24A rounds per weapon plus four magazines per
weapon and approximately l0 TM 57 land mines. A further
consignment followed in August. This included 10 RPKs, six
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RPG 7s, 30 RPG 7 proiectiles, six TM 57 land mines, plastic
explosives and more AK 47 ammunition.

Dissent about the external source of supply was mounting
among the bandits inside Zimbabwe by this timg Ndhlovu
said. They were demanding to know how their commanders
had become involved in weapons resupply from South Africq
whether their cause was being manipulated by the South Afri-
can government and whether pelm€rrt was being made for the
weaponry. The principal person involved in the contacts with
South A-frica was Tafara Ncube, alias Kanka, another of the
group believed to have been involved in the attack on Mugabe's
home. Ncube, whose title was "chief of operations," and
Ndhlovu were delegated to go into Zimbabwe to explain the
situation. In the Inseza forest in October, they met with about
one hundred bandits, who showed great hostility, particularly
toward Tafara Ncube. At one point he was disarmed and beaten.
The bandits allowed Ndhlovu to leave but insisted on holding
Ncube. He escaped two days later, reporting that they had
become extremely hostile and were threatening to kill him.
Ncube said he no longer wanted to work with the bandits and
Ndhlovu replaced him as "chief of operations" in the "military
high command."

On 13 November they received another consignment of
arms from South Africa. This included I00 l\K 47 rifles, 10
RPKs, five b.elt-fed machine guns, six RPG 7s, 24 RPG 7 proiec-
tiles and 30land mines. The weapons were cached inside Bots-
wana not far from Plumtree in the early hours of 14 November.
On I December, Ndhlovu led a group which attacked a train
inside Zimbabwe near Figtree. He returned to Botswana on 8
December, was arrested the same day and handed over to the
Zimbabwean authorities on 9 December. Ndhlovu and another
bandit handed over at the same timq Kaiser Khumalo, alias
Mercenary who was the "deputy chief of operations," gave the
Zimbabwean investigators the location of arms caches buried
inside Botswana.2r
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Two buried caches of South Africa-supplied arms were dug
up inside Botswana in the Ramokwebana Buthale area and at
Selkirk Mine on l3 and 14 December respectively, as a result of
Ndhlovu and Khumalo indicating their whereabouts. The
caches included 67 AK 47s,253 l\K47 magazines and.27,371
additional rounds of AK 47 ammunition. The caches also in-
cluded a variety of mines, rocket launchers and rockets, other
types of weapons, 285 kilograms of plastic explosives and
20,446 rounds of ammunition for FN rifles of the type taken by
deserters from the ZNA. More significantly, the AK 47 ammu-
nition included'22-80," proving beyond doubt that it could not
have come from armaments brought back from Zambia by
ZPRA and had to have come from an external source after
Zimbabwe's independence. The statements of Ndhlovrr and
other Super-Zapu leaders handed over by Botswana left no
doubt that the external source was South Africa.

On 3 February 1984, Munangagwa, the minister of state (secu-

rity|, announced in Bulawayo that "some of the cream of dissi
dent corhmanders" had been handed over by Botswana and were
in custody.zl His announcement came during a visit to meet
representatives of the Matabeleland branch of the CFU, led by
its presideng Mike Wood. The farmers had presented details of
the deteriorating security situation as a result of bandit activi-
ties. Two white farmers had been killed by bandits in l98l; the
number had risen to 33 in 1983. Some of the murders were
directly traceable to bandits using "22-80" ammunition sup-
plied by South Africa. In addition, they discussed the possibil-
ity of the CFU making representations to the South African
Commercial Farmers Union and asking them to exert pressure
to halt supplies to the bandits.

The Zimbabwe government had by now compiled a dossier
of irrefutable evidence of South African involvement in sup-
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porting Super-Zapu. [t contained details of Callaway's involve-
ment, particularly with Ndhlovu, and his role in supplying
arms to Super-Zapu, dates and places where ennaments were
handed over, the types and quantities of the armaments, vehi-
cles used and where the armaments were taken. In additiog
ballistics details about '22-8U'proved that there wale post-
Zimbabwean independence external source of supply and that
the supplier was South Africa. Finally, details were supplied of
incidents in which '22-8U'had been used with emphasis on
the murders of whites such as Senator Savage.

Two days later, this dossier implicating South Africa in the
destabilization of Matabeleland was given to Maior General

"E_899, of the Srglh African Chief of Staff tntelligence (CS$

fffiii3poken qi,
a regime committed. to apartheid and white supremacy to arm
bandits to slaughter the white population of Zimbabwe?

The South Africans were clearly embarrassed by the amount
of detailed evidence accumulated by the Zimbabweans.B Cal-
lawat the South Africans admitted had ioined the SADF in
1982 on a one-year contract. They claimed his services had
been terminated in |uly 1983 and that thereafter they had
no knowledge of his whereabouts. It was the same story they
had used in the case of Dube, captured at Dorrington Ranch,
and in the case of several people captured in Mozambique.
Denials notwithstanding the message seems to have been
understood. For the next 17 months there was no further evi-
dence of infiltration of bandits or armaments from South
Africa. Although there was concern over possible disruption of
the mid-I985 national elections, infiltration did not resume
until afterwards, in fuly. When the killing of white farmers in
Matabeleland began again in November, after ZNA troops had
gone on the offensive in Mozambique, the obiective seemed to
be to draw ZNA strength from Mozambique back to western
Zimbabwe.
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While, for obvious psychological reasons when dealing with
the South Africans, emphasis had been placed on the number of
whites killed, the catalogue of banditry grew on a scale that few
realized. The police dossier from I February 1982 to lB [anuary
1985 listed a total of 7,313 incidents. By 22 September 1987 the
number of known incidents had risen to 9,852. Many of these
were reported sightings. But the list remained far from com-
plete. A considerable number of people were given stiff prison
sentences for failing to report the presence of bandits. But,
faced with the atrocities being meted out by the bandits against
those whom they described as "sell-outs" {meaning collabora-
tors with the governmentl, many still chose to remain silent
and risk prison sentences rather than be subiected to the sort of
reprisals illustrated by the following list:

I I fuly L9SS,Zabalingwani village, a group of bandits cut off
the ears of 15 villagers;

12 October 1983, Nyamandhlovu, Mbembezi Forest Area,
two armed bandits accused Moment Ncube of being a "sell-out."
They raped his two daughters in his presence and forced his son '
at gunpoint to chop off his father's head;

24 December 1983, Matopo Hills village in Kezi, two girls
aged 13 and 16, returning from Christmas shopping in Bula-
wayo, were stopped by a group of five bandits. The girls were
accused of being army informers and given a sharp knife and
ordered to cut off each other's ears and noses. The l6-year-old
later told the police, "I was terrified, I only scratched my friend's
ears and nose. The dissidents got angry with me and ordered my
friend to chop off both my ears. They then cut off my nose too";

4 fanuary 198d Ruby Ranch, six armed bandits shot Hleki
Nyathi and his wife accusing them of being "sell-outs." They
put their bodies in their house, set it on fire, and cut off the ears
of the couple's two sons;

21 February 1984, Mulelezi school, a $oup of five bandits
accused the teachers of being "sell-outs" for working for the
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government. Five teachers were mutilated. Benson Moyo and
Timotia Chinamatira had both ears and their noses cut off.
David Muhuku had both ears, his nose and upper lip cut off,
Obort Masunda, both ears, and Musa Siwela was stabbed in the
necl

l0 March 1984, two armed bandits accused Bhedu Dube of
being a "sell-out." They chopped off his genitals and ordered his
wife to cook and eat them;

2 April 1984, Matikiti village in Dete communal land, six
bandits alducted Harold Masini, cut off his eyebrows and
burned his genitals before shooting him;

6 April 1984, Mbamba Dam, Gwaranyemba communal land
two brothers abducted and shot their grandmother, Moni Dube,
accusing her of informing the security forces about their
activities.

Tanu-PF officials became a particular target:
5 September 1983, Lupane, the local Zanu chairman, Amos

Mukwananzi, was set on fire, wrapped in plastic, and then
hanged by a group of three bandits;

26 November 1983, Dimpanhiwa school, Mackenzie Mpofu,
a member of the Zanu Youth Brigade, was killed by bandits who
cut one ear off each of two of his friends;

12 fune 1984, Thombe, bandits shot dead the local Zanu
vice-chairman, Celestine fongwe.2a

The similarity between the atrocities committed by the
South Africa-supported bandits in Mozambique and Zimbabwe
is unequivocal.

Two other weapons, nonlethal but nevertheless destabilizing
which South Africa uses against Zimbabwe are propaganda and
disinformation. Zimbabwean monitors first pickel up . ne*
station called Radio Truth on l5 March 1983, not long after the
South Africans are known to have become involved with Super-
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Zepu. The new clandestine station broadcast initially in Nde-
bele and Shona at 7:00 e.m. and 7:30 p.u. daily. Reception was
poor and a change of frequency in fune brought with it the
introduction of broadcasts in English at 5:30,r-u. and 7:00 p.u.

But reception remained poor. A further frequency change im-
proved the quality of the reception of broadcasts in English but
the reception in Ndebele and Shona remained of a poorer
quality.

The South Africans, of course, claimed the station was based
in Matabeleland just as they said the Voz da A-frica Livrg the
propaganda station supporting the MNR" was based in Moz-
ambique. But Zimbabwean communications experts located
the transmitter near |ohannesburg at the Meyerton studios
of the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC|. The
South Africans continued to deny they were responsible for
the broadcasts. But then, on 25 November 1983, they broadcast
evidence of their own involvement when the tapes were ac-
cidentally switched in the SABC studios. The 7:00 A.M. ver-
nacular broadcast of Radio Truth began with the introductory
music of Yoz da Africa Livre. And the Voz da Africa Livre
program began with the introductory music of Radio Truth.
Within a minute the tapes were switched. But by then
Zimbabwe had tape-recorded the evidence that the two sta-
tions were in the same place and not in Mozambique or
Zimbabwe.

If the quality of reception left much to be desired the quality
of content was even more wanting. With almost 80 percent of
the electorate supporting Mugabe and Zanu-PF, personalized
attacks on the prime minister and his party were unlikely to
have much impact on the vast majority of Zimbabweans. Nor
were a people recently liberated from settler colonialism likely
to be impressed by the innumerable broadcasts in defense of
apartheid. The following broadcast on 30 November 1983, il-
lustrates the type of message Radio Truth was trying to get
across: "For the first time in 35 years, South Africa is taking
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steps towards redressing their racial problems. Surely they
should be applauded for abandoning traditional attitudes and
fears and for taking a giant leap forward towards a more equi-
table society. By this step the appellation apafiheidfalls away
and socialist and Marxist Africa has lost one of its big sticks
with which it could beat Pretoria."zs Such claims from Radio
Truth's all-white English language broadcasters hardly tallied
with other news people were hearing.

Even for less sophisticated listeners, Radio Truth had a se-

rious credibility gap. Heaping praise upon Pretoria's friends and
denigrating its perceived enemies was a clear enough indica-
tion where the broadcasts were coming from. Communism
generally, and the Soviet Union and Cuba in particular, were
bad. Radio Truth broadcasters clearly lacked any sophistica-
tion in propaganda. Even the unsophisticated audience in Ma-
tabeleland, the only likely listening group of consequence,
knew that it was the Soviets in particular who had supported
their party, Zapl, during the liberation war. And that the
former ZPRA guerrillas who had turned bandit were arguing for
the continuation of Soviet support. The line Radio Truth was
propagating did not even appeal to Ndebele supporters of.Tapu
who were opposed to the Mugabe governmeng a measure of
their sophistication. Alsb in the bad group was the United
Nations (UNl, a "communist organization," which everyone in
Zimbabwe knew by and large had supported. their struggle. Also
designated "bad," the SADCC, as certainly the knowledgeable
listener knew, had sought to reduce Zimbabwe's dependence on
South Africa.

In contrast, the "goodies" included "our friends" Britain and
the United States. Whitehall's large postindependence aid in-
iections notwithstanding, the highly politicized Zimbabwean
audience was well aware of Britain's role in their history in
doing virtually nothing to prevent Smith's Unilateral Declara-
tion of Independence {UDI), and of the way in which successive
British governments had shown greater affinity toward the
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white settlers than the nationalist leaders. Israel was in the
same group. In a 3 fanuary 1984 broadcast, Radio Truth said
"Of all the countries, Israel has much to offer in the way of
expertise and advice on how to successfully create a new na-
tion." Taiwan and South Korea were also mentioned positively.
On 13 |une 1984, some months before Zimbabwe's first postin-
dependence election, listeners were told: "Remember when our
Zanu-PF leaders use the word'socialism'they mean'commu-
nism.' You will have a chance to vote against this foreign
doctrine in 1985. Prepare now. Let us take a stand against
communism and win a better life as did the people in South
Korea."

In the event/ Zanu increased its number of seats in parlia-
ment from 57 to 63 and its share of the popular vote from 63
percent to 77 percent. Radio Truth had supported Nkomo,
Muzorewa and Sithole during the campaign. The number of
seats won by Nkomo was down from 20 to 15. Muzorewa lost
the three he had held thereafter belatedly retiring from polit-
ics. Due to the personal unpopularity of the Zanu-pF candidate,
however, a relative of Sithole picked up one seat in his home
area.

Apart from reflecting South Africa's policies, Radio Truth
was to play one other important role in Pretoria's overall desta-
bilization of the region. One of the terms of the Nkomati
Accord between Mozambique and South Africa was the termi-
nation of clandestine broadcasts. Voz da Africa Livre fell into
that category, and on the night of 15 March, the day before the
accord was signed, it announced that it was to stop broadcast-
ing for "reorganization." The assumption was that South Africa
had simply shut it down in line with Nkomati and that the
MNR had been deprived of their propaganda station. On 7 fuly
it became apparent that the MNR message would now be broad-
cast by Radio Truth which carried a lengthy item detailing the
history of the organization and arguing that it was not sup-
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ported by South Africa. Thereafter, items clearly in support of
MNR became more frequeng and the South African line more
apparent.

The South African campaign of disinformation against Zim-
babwe has been waged in a number of ways, especially through
unsolicited publications and circulars, a number of them
mailed from Swiss Cottage in London, and attacks on individu-
als through anonyfinous letters. Some of them supplemented
propaganda broadcast by Radio Truth. The earliest case of
disinformation was detected soon after independence when
publications were distributed claiming the formation of a new
paftL Super-Zang in which members of the existing Zanu
leadership were said to be grominent. There was no truth in
this but it caused some confusion.

The disinformation campaign was stepped up in l98B after
the creation of Super-Zapu. Prominent politicians, diplomatic
missions and individuals received a series of letters which
purported to originate from a "|oe Moyo," said to be a member of
the ZPRA high command. One such letter was received by the
manager of the Australian airline, Qantas. It raised doubts
about the safety of an Australian cricket team due to begin a
tour of Zimbabwe. The timing of the letter was significant;
Qantas had iust announced the cancellation of service from
Australia to Johannesburg and that they would be flying direct
to Harare.

A more sinister anonymous letter was circulated to the
prime minister among others, following the assassination in
Harare in March of the leader of the League of Socialists of
Malawi (LESOMAI, Attati Mpakati. It accused two white CIO
officers of being implicated in the killing and the hope was
obviously that the charge would be accepted at face value,
causing suspicion within the CIO. But it was not. Investiga-
tions revealed that South Africa was the source of the disinfor-
mation and that Mpakati was murdered by agents from Malawi.
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After the discovery that South Africa was involved in that
disinformation, a member of its trade mission in Harare was
asked to leave Zimbabwe.

Zimbabwe's geographical and historical ties to South Africq
including the fact that it inherited Pretoria as its largest trading
partner at independence, left it particularly vulnerable to eco-
nomic destabilization. |oining the SADCC 17 days before inde-
pendence was a public statement that it wanted to do some-
thing about this harsh reality. At the same time, from South
Africa's standpoint, it was an unacceptable statement which, if
left unchecked, threatened to reduce dependence on pretoria in
the future.

As Zimbabwe and other independent African countries
sought to divert their trade to the Mozambican routes, all but
one of the routes from Zimbabwe were systematically sabo-
taged. From December 1982, small arms, rockets, explosives
and land mines were used by the bandits in southwestern
Zimbabwe to disrupt the routes through Botswana. In Mozam-
bique, the MNR damaged the routes to Beira and Maputo. In
the eight years after Zimbabwe's independence only one route
to the south or east remained unscathed: the direct railway line
through Rutenga and Beitbridge from Zimbabwe to South
Africa. To the north of Harare the routes carrying South
Africa's trade to Zambia and,Zaire were also untouched. That
was far more than coincidence.

Much the cheapest route to the sea for Zimbabwets bulk
cargo is through Chicualacuala, in the extreme southeast, to
Maputo. This route, known as the Limpopo line, was continu-
ously attacked until it was closed down completely in mid-
1984. As illustrated in table 2.1, the implications of this for
Zimbabwe were that it would have to pay higher tariffs and be
forced to use the South African trade routes, although the
Limpopo route is much shorter and more efficient.
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Table 2.1

Comparative tafiff charyes showing rute pq ton ovu eachtoute

Source: National Railways of Zimabawe.
Note: All figures are in Zimbabwe dollars which at the end of 1985 were
approximately Z $lm to US $60.

Thus, through its surrogates and through direct action, pre-

toria forced Zimbabwe and other land.locked countries to re-
turn to almost total dependence on South Africa's trade routes.
But Zimbabwe's response in committing troops to secure the
Beira route obviously surprised Pretoria. In the second half of
1985, South Africa introduced a new tactic. This was a two-tier
tariff structure, offering lower contract rates than those pub-
lished. The new contract rates undercut the previous Chicuala-
cuala chargeq on four of Zimbabwe's main bulk exports-asbes-
tos, tobacco, ferrochrome and steel. The message was obvious.
Even if the Limpopo line through Chicualacuala was reopened
it would be more costly to return to the traditional Mozam-
bique routes than to use South Africa. Not only was this awey
of further destabilizing Mozambique by denying it foreign cur-
rency earnings, but it also exerted pressure on the Mugabe
government. Given the competitiveness of world markets, and
the fact that the bulk of Zimbabwe's commercial, industrial
and mining sector is in private hands, the desire for greater
independence from South Africa had to be weighed against the

Commodity
Maputo via

Chicualacuala
Maputo via
Komatipoort

Durban via
Beitbridge

Port Elizabeth
via Plumtree

Steel
Sugar {ex
Chiredzi)
Tobacco
lex Hararg
box ratel
let Al

30.6 
i

29.32

806.00
99.15

64.7

44.0t

1,196.,!0
t25.94

86.44

1,365.80
151.74

85.120

1,876.40
t73.47
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greater cost of using the Mozambique routes. The south Afri
can government's decision to offer these contract rates, when
its railway system was already losing mone, and when tir. rr.rn
rates were more favorable than those offered to its own produc-
ers, was obviously a politicar one. Mozambique respotta.a uy
reducing its own rates. In l9gZ, Conservative governments in
Britain and Canada offered US $29 million *A $f S million
respectively to facilitate the reopening of the Limpopo line.

The vulnerability of Zimbabwe 
"trd 

other landll"l.d 
"ourr-tries in the region was further demonstrated within a year of

independence' First, south African Railways began to extend
the turnaround time for railway cars, claiming there was exces_
sive demand for rail transport. Loadings per day, pa.ticutarty ot
diesel tankers, were reduced. Then, in eiril Ddr, souttr etiica
withdrew 25 locomotives previously loaned to the gou.rrr-;rr,
of Rhodesia. It did this on so little notice that the Z-imbabwean
transport network was under severe strain for some time, forc-
ing the loss of orders and stockpiling of maize, steel and sugarfor several weeks. Lost export artttitrgr were estimated at
us $4'2 million a week.ze In september 19g6, as the threat of
sanctions incrEase4 new restrictions on zambianand Zimbab-
wean trade, applied formally and informally respectively,
caused delays of several weeks at the south African border
crossing at Beitbridge.

one of the ironies of Rhodesia's uDI in November 1965 was
thag although it temporarily severed formal ties with giii"i",lt
increasingly reduced the country to the status of a colony or
province of south Africa. The UDI years consolidated south
Africa's dominion of Rhodesia in areas of finance, tt"a., i"u.ri-
ment, military and diplomatic relations. For the Mugabe gov_
ernm€nt, disengagement in the military and diplomatilc sphlre,
could be effected relatively quickly but the ottt., tt rr" ,i.",
posed far greater difficulties.

Insofar as finance is concerned south Africa's investment in
Zimbabwe is larger than in any other country in the region.
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Most new investment during the UDI years came from South
Aflica and during the 1920s the Rhodesian private sector pro-
vided up to US $40 million 

^ 
ye^r in credit loans from South

African banks. In 1970 five out of the l0 largest manufacturing
companies were wholly or partly South African owned,27 and at
independence about 75 percent of the international debt was
owed to South Africa.28 The south Africanization of the Rhode-
sian economy was entrenched in sugar, citrus, timber, paper/
food processing fertilizers, copper/ chromium, nickel, .o.l,lh.
press and financial institutions. The new government was able
to sever diplomatic and sports ties and to end the relay of SABC
broadcasts by the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC).
South African shares in the main newspaper group were pur-
chased by the government, as were those in the country,s larg-
est bank which had been owned previously by the Netherlands
Bank of South Africa. However, these and a few other actions
barely scratched the surface of South Africa,s economic stake
in Zimbabwe. severing the economic umbilical cord will take
many years.

Furthermore, at independence in l98O 19 percent of Zim-
babwe's total trade was with South Africa and 4l percent of all
Zimbabwean manufactured exports went to South Africa. Sixty
percent of these exports were sold under a preferential trading
agreement signed between Rhodesia and South Africa in 1964.
This agreement gave Zimbabwean exporters preferential tariffs
without which they would have been priced out of the South
African market with little likelihood of finding niw markets
elsewhere. Abrogation of that agreement would have caused an
estimated loss of Z $50 million ayeil in foreign currency and a
permanent loss of 5,500 jobs in the manufacturing sector.2e In
recognition of his country's reality, Mugabe said on the eve of
independence, "We must accept that South Africa is a geograph-
ical reality and as such, we must have some minimum relation-
ship with it." Trade had to be included in that minimal relation-
ship. "We would hope that South Africa would reciproiate,,,

il
i

!
l

l

l
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Mugabe went on to say, "and not resort unduly to hostile acts
against us. We are pledged to peaceful coexistence with it. We
are opposed to the politics of South Afric4 but we do not regard
the people of South Africa as our enemies at all."eo He said later
that while his government fully supported the international
community in imposing sanctions against South |,frjce,7im-
babwe's geographical reality was such that it was "not in a

position to implement [theml to the full because of our present
dependence on South Africa.tsr

Fuel is another weapon South Africa has used to destabilize
Zimbabwe. The rehabilitation of the Beira to Mutare oil pipe-
line, owned by the British transnational company Lonrho and
closed during the UDI yeers, was a maior postindependence
priority. The reopening of the line was technically feasible by
the end of l98l but on 29 October the railway bridge over the
Pungwe River, which also carries the pipelinq was damaged in
a sabotage attack and the road bridge was totally destroyed.s2
The MNR claimed responsibility but it was generally believed
to have been carried out by an SADF sabotage squad. Once
atain, the South Africans had demonstrated the vulnerability
of Zimbabwe's hostage economy. In 1982, once fuel was again
flowing through the pipeling it became a frequent terget, caus-
ing considerable fincncial losses to Zimbabwe beceuse no in-
surance compeny was prepared to offer coverage for the lost
fuel. The attack on the fuel storage tanke at Beira by an SADF
squa4 in March 1982, was clearly designed to check Zim-
babwe's decreasing dependence on South Africa.

In December 1982 Zimbabwe suffered en ecute fuel shortage
which almost brought the country to a stendstill and resulted
in lines et tps Btetions that stretched for many kilometers.
With Zimbabwe once again entirely dependent upon South
Africa for fuel slpplies, the authoritiee there limited the fucl
deliveries to Zimbabwe. At one point there was only one day's
supply of gasoline and two days of diesel in the country. The
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revelation that ZNA soldiers had been deployed to guard the
pipeline should have come as no surprise. Official records show
that from 1982 until 1l September 1987 there were 35 attacks
in which the pipeline was ruptured. Fuel losses were recorded
in only 18 cases, but these lgsses {all uninsured and therefore a

direct loss to Zimbabwel totalled over l0 million liters of
gasoline, diesel and iet fuel. On six occasions, the fuel loss from
a single incident was over one million liters.

Official records also show that between 27 February 1985

and 9 September 1987 Zimbabwe's railway to the port of Beira

was sabotaged on average iust over once a week. But these
incidents were more an irritant than a serious economic threat.
Repairs were usually effected within hours, causing minimal
dislocation, and the confidence of regional importers and ex-

porters in the Beira route grew steadily from the second half of
1986. ZNA vehicles and convoys along the Beira road were also

subiect to attack, but the saboteurs, reluctant to become in-
volved in direct confrontations with the well-equipped and

efficient Zimbabwean troops, carried out their ambushes from
a distance and inflicted minimal damage. The presence of the
ZNA in the Beira corridor ensured that one route to the sea,

independent of South Africa, remained open.
South Africa's destabilization in the first eight years'of inde-

pendence cost Zimbabwe millions of dollars in additional im-
port and export tariffs, lost orders, property destroyed, and
investment and tourism discouraged. Even with the Beira corri-
dor open, Zimbabwe's bulk traffic still had to transit South
Africa. By having to use the longer and more expensive South
African routes, Zimbabwe was paying at least an additional
US $50 million a ye^r in freight costs by the end of 1987,

according to Denis Norman, chairman of the private sector
Beira Corridor Group.

Beyond that there was the cost of military operations at
home, the cost of guarding the Beira route and finally, since

[&..
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fuly 1985, the cost of deploying combat units in Mozambique
for a ioint offensive. The price cannot be fully quantified, but a
government official said in September 1987 that some current
estimates are as high as US $1.5 million aday. This figure is
somewhat misleading the official said, because it includes the
salaries of more than 1Q000 soldiers in Mozambique who
would have to be paid whether they were there or not. How-
evet the real factor in this cost equation is Zimbabwe's need to
maintain an army of this size in defense against South African
aggression.

1985, and to a greater degree 1987, brought two worrying but
predictable developments on the war front: a resumption of
direct commando attacks on the capital and a sharp escalation
in surrogate activity along the eastern border.

Although Zimbabwe had committed itself to giving diplo-
matic, moral and political support to South African national-
ists, material support to guerrillas had been ruled out, as had
cross-border operations and transit facilities. However, the
porous nature and the length of Zimbabwe's borders, make
them difficult to police and provide a ready excuse for any
South African action.

Pretoria, in an effort to maintain its pretense that the threat
to apartheid is external, struck deep into Zimbabwe on a
number of occasions. The most daring and deliberate of these
attacks was on 19 May 1986 when a South African commando
group blew up the offices of the ANC in the center of Harare
and, in a quiet suburb, destroyed the house where ANC repre-
sentative Gqabi was assassinated in 1981. On this occasion, the
South African authorities did not hide their involvement.

"I congratulate the security forces and assure the country
that we will do it again when the occasion demands." P. W.
Botha said in a written statement after simultaneous attacks on
the capitals of Botswana,Zambiaand Zimbabwe. The following
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day, he threatened further military action against the Frontline
stetes.33 According to Pretoria's policy planners, such strikes
against neighboring countries have domestic, as well as inter-
national, objectives. Domesticilly, the raids drew a remarkable
degree of praise from a variety of political opponents. Politi-
cians to the right of the Mr. Botha's National Party (NP! gave
"whole-hearted" support, describing the attacks as "necessary
and highly timely." The leader of the "coloured" c-hamber {made
up of South Africans of racially mixed descent, who are desig-
nated "coloured"! in the tricameral parliament said he had "no
criticism" of the action. Zulu Chief Gatsha Buthelezi observed
that neighboring states had been warned that there would be
retaliation for attacks on South Africa, and even the white
liberal Progressive Federal Party, in muted tones, urged the
government only to be "conscious of the grave international
implications."

Despite the support of the pliant domestic laager, these
audacious attacks on three Commonwealth countries indeed
drew sharp criticism internationally. President Reagan's
spokesman, Larry Speakes, in an unusually toughly worded
statement, described the attacks as "outrageous" end "perticu-
larly inexplicable."e These "inexplicable" attacks, however, had
been carefully timed to abort the mission of the seven-nation
Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group (EPGI which was in
South Africa at the time.

The group-co-chaired by the former president of Nigeria
General Olusegun Obasanio and the former prime minister of
Australia Malcolm Fraser-had been established by the leaders
of the 49 Commonwealth nations at their gurnmit in Nassag
Bahamas, in October 1985. Its mandate was to encourage "polit-
ical dialogue aimed at replacing apartheid by popular govern-
ment."3s There was little optimism about the group's chances
for success. This pessimism was borne out by British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher's obstinate refusal to consider
senctions against the South African regime, the mandate thus
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appearing to have been a concession to preserve a facade ol
Commonwealth unity.

Initially, however, the group appeared to be making some
progress. They visited south Africa twice and had a vast array
of meetings, including one with ANC leader Nelson Mandela in
prison, where he had been for almost 25 years. Mandela and
exiled ANC President oliver Tambo had a profound impact
upon the EPG. The group's most conservative member, iord
Barber, the former British chancellor of the Exchequer, told a
startled P. W. Botha that if he were South Africa,s leader, the
first two people he would bring into his government would be
Mandela and Tambo. Ultimately, the appearance of progress
was cosmetic, as is so often the case in south Afric4 and the
attacks on Botswana, Tambia and Zimbabwe were pretoria,s
forthright response.

In early 1987, there were two more south African attacks on
ANC targets in Harare. In the first, on I I May, a young Zimbab-
wean woman, Tsitsi Chiliza, married to an official in the ANC,s
Harare office, died when a new television set exploded as she
switched it on. The south African agent responribl. for carry-
ing the booby-trapped television to the ANC was subsequentfy
lured to Maputo and captured and more information is ex-
pected to be made public at his trial. On l7 May, an ANC house
was rocketed in a Harare suburb. Later in the year, on 13
October, as Commonwealth leaders opened their meeting in
Vancouver, Canada, to review progress since Nassau, halfiay
around the world a car bomb exploded outside a bakery in
suburban Harare. Most seriously hurt among the 17 people
injured was a woman who broadcast south Afri..n liberation
programs on Zimbabwean rddio and her husband.

- Of perhaps greater concern, given its implications, was a new
development in the proxy war waged by south Africa. Zimbab-
wean security officials had long feared that pretoria might use
its MNR surrogates to open up an offensive across Zimbabwe's
eastern border with Mozambique. The dangers of this were not
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lost on the ruling Zanu-PF governmeng whose guerrillas had
easily penetrated the same border prior to Zimbabwe's indepen-
dence.

The first hint that such an offensive might be in the offing
came from Washington. On 17 August 1986, a "Friendship and
Cooperation Agreement" was signed in the US capital by repre-
sentarives of the Reverend Sitholg who is living in exile in
Maryland, and MNR spokesmen from Europe. The agreement
itself exemplified the absence of any substantive political pro-
gram offered by either signatory for example, it calls for a
multiparty system, which already existed in Zimbabwe where
Sithole's cousin was among those holding a seat in parliament
who did not belong to the governing party.

Few people inside or outside Zimbabwe took Sithole se-
riously, his only strength being the external supporr elicited
from his collaboration with apartheid. One of his signatories 1.,fi*-
was a former secondhand-car salesman, Rruce Anderson, who ),,t*-{4.^
rrauuggllaIIcULtruurA'Iluuc$la,o,,,"'offiil,*',.-
tions in Britain for theft, fraud and other offenses. He iumped
bail while awaiting trial, soon after Zimbabwe's independence,
and fled to South Africa where he became involved in a security
firm. On 19 August 1986, Sithole had also signed an agreement
with Anderson in Washington, appointing his firr4 SACp Ser-
vices (Pty) Limited "consultants" on a variety of "proiects" in
southern Africa including "feasibility" of some ventures. The
agreement stated: 1'On completion of these long term studies I
undertake to pay on demand rhe sum of $10e000,0@ Zim-
babwe dollars, . . . . Twenty per cent of the aforementioned sum
shall be paid in such currency and in any bank as may be
directed by SACP Services. . . . This agreement shall be secured
by a bond of US $2.5 million, a copy of which attached hereto."
One of Anderson's "duties," Zimbabwean authorities believe,

-twas a plEnned assassination of Mugabe by three former white
Rhodesian soldiers, one of whom had been involved in the
attempted mercenary coup d'Atat in the Seychelles.
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sithole had been soliciting support for the overthrow of the
Mugabe government since at least 1994. without success he
approached both the US State Department (he saw the Zimbab_
wean dgsk qfficerl and the South Arrican embassy in @-
ton with a shopping list of military requirements.r6 There weie
indications by 1985 that he may have received some financial
support from ultra-right-wing US institutions. But a report,
filed from |ohannesburg in a British newspaper, saying tre naa
raised $20 million was regarded as grossly gxrggerated or thinly
disguised disinformation planted deliberately in south Africa.sT
It is also suspected that both sithole and some MNR members
may have received diverted funds from illegal us arms sales to
Iran.

Although there was no evidence in l9g7 that Sithole posed a
military, or any other kind of threat, to the elected government
in Zimbabwe, the threat from across the border in Mozambique
could not be dismissed lightly. In response to a statement by
Mugabe (after the death of president Machel) that Zimbab_
weans would fight to the last man to prevent a rebel takeover in
Mozambiqug an MNR spokesman issued a statement in Lisbon
on 28 October 1985, formally declaring war on Zimbabwe. In
the statement the MNR threatened to attack economic and
military targers in Zimbabwe from their bases in Mozam-
biqus.ee The MNR declaration came only weeks after Mugabe
had increased the pressure for sanctions against south.ffriJa at
a Commonwealth meeting in London.

cross-border incidents at that time were almost nonexistentl
"about one a quartet" according to security officials in Zim-
babwe. There was an occasional shooting incideng the odd
store robbery or cattle rustling, but these gave no grounds for
concern. Then, on 15 fune 1987, the situation began to escalate
dramatically. On that day, a group numbering about one
hundred crossed the border from Mozambique and penetrated
30 kilometers into Zimbabwe's northeastern Rushinga Districg
burning huts and whole villages, looting stores 
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property. A crippled child was bayonetted in the buttocks and a
woman all over her body, and 70 villagers were abducted. Three
weeks late4 29 of those abducted were found massacred inside
Mozambique, together with l0 Zimbabwean fishermen who
had been abducted nearby.

This initial attack, on the eve of the tenth anniversary of the
bloody Soweto uprising in South Africa, signalled the start of.a
dramatic deterioration of the security situation on Zimbabwe's
eastern border. Between l5 |une and27 September, there were
5l recorded cross-border incursions in which 90 Zimbabweans
were murdered (almost all of them civilians|, 35 wounded se-
riously enough to be hospitalized, l55 civilians abducted and
27 stores robbed. Only two maior economic targets were sabo-
taged in this period-Katiyo Tea Estate in the Honde Valley
and some road-building equipment near Chipinge-but more
economic attacks are expected.er

The cross-border attacks in that three-month period oc-
curred in all four Zimbabwean provinces that border Mozam-
bique, with more than half of them in Sithole's home province
of Manicaland. Thus, his alliance with MNR provided a con-
venient, if transparent, cover under which South Africa could
marshal its Mozambican surrogates against Zimbabwg thus
putting direct pressure on the ZNA to withdraw some forces
from Mozambique to the home front.

In the same period, pressure was increased on Zimbabwe's
defense forces in the southwest of the country as the killing of
white farmers escalated again to a five-year total of 41 by
I October 1987. The previous spates of such attacks had, un-
derstandably, forced farmers to abandon their farms tempo-
rarily, with the result an undermining of confidence and of
the economy. These attacks normally increase during the Octo-
ber planting season. Such incidents in Zimbabwe, coinciding
with the new infiltration into southern Mozambique from
South Africa, are seen as an attempt to force both the Zimbab-
wean and Mozambican armies to withdraw forces from the
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north of the country, where the war has been going badly for
the MNR.

Thus, 1987 ushered in a new and dangerous phase marking a

further escalation of South Africa's strategy to economically
and militarily weaken its black-ruled neighbors, directly and
through surogates. Apart from additional and identifiable di-
rect military and economic costs, future prospects indicate that
more money will have to be diverted from development to
defense as Zimbabwe fights for survival at home and in Mozam-
bique.

Constitutional changes in late L987 , at the end of the seven-
year time limit imposed by the Lancaster House agreement,
strengthened the internal body politic of Zimbabwe with the
removal of the constitutional presidency and of representation
by race. Mugabe was sworn in as executive president and the
non-racial nature of parliament $'as maintained with the ap-
pointment of several white and brown, as well as black, sena-
tors and members to fill the seats previously reserved for
whites. A fundamental aspect of this period was the signing of a
unity agreement with PF-Zapu, which then received several
cabinet positions including a senior ministerial .post for
Nkomo. An amnesty was declared and implemented for ZPRA
ex-combatants still in the bush. One group of 54 armed dissi-
dents who turned themselves in at a remote police camp pre-
sented a list of demands that included education and jobs-and
the withdrawal of Zimbabwean troops from Mozambique. Al-
though the unity agreement removed any cover for South Afri
can operations in southwestern Zimbabwe, the latter point
echoed Pretoria's interests and was a sharp reminder of the
continuing presence of some of their Super-Zapu operatives
should they decide to reactivate them. Even unity is unlikely,
in the near future, to remove that problem. Nor will it remove
South Africa's massive leverage on the Zimbabwean economy
and sustained political and military attempts to keep it eco-
nomically dependent upon South African trade routes.
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Trying to control South Afric4 one Western diplomat said
is like trying to house-train a fully grown gizzly bear. The
indications in 1988 were that the bear was running amok and
that Zimbabwe and the rest of the frontline could expect more
of the same.
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ANCOLA
The Struggle Continues

Among all the independent countries in southern Africa terget-
ted in South Africa's destabilization program, Angola is in
many respects a special case. Many in the West now routinely
ascribe to the Cuban military presence in the country the fulI-
scale war at the time of independencg continued South African
anny attacks, invasions and occupations and perhaps more
significantly, the intense interest shown by the United States
in Angola's destiny. Some historical background is needed to
show that Western, and particularly US, involvement in An-
gola dates back to the start of the independence struggle in the
early 1960s.

Angola is potentially one of the richest countries in south-
ern Africa because of its vast array of minerals and substantial
oil reserves. Geographically situated in both central and south-
ern Africa, its Benguela Railway was, before independence, the
main outlet for copper and other minerals from Zambia and
fromZaire's Province of Shab4 the secessionist Katanga of the
latter country's traumatic independence. It was indeed in the
former Belgian Congo lZairel that the United States for the first
time deeply involved itself in the political life of-a newly
independent African country. After the assassination of Patrice
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Lumumba, on the subsequently acknowledged orders of the
central Intelligence Agency (cIAf, that country bordering on
Angol4 became Washington's main ally in the region.

In the mid 1970s, however, after the fall of fascism in portu-
gal, when the focus of the decolonization process had shifted to
so'thern Africa, south Africa emerged as a far more powerful
ally of the united states. until 1975, washington's choice to
replace Portuguese leadership in Angola had bein the president
of the National Fronr for the Liberation of Angola (FNtAl,
Holden Roberto, who was brought up and based in Zaire. After
the events of. r97s, the firm favoriti became |onas savimbi of
the National union for the Total Indep.ri"r.. of Angola
(Unita|, ever more openly allied with the apartheid regimel

The People's Movement for the Liberation of ,tngolalUlUtf,
formed in Luanda in 1955 from the fusion of several anticolo-
nialist organizations, stated from the outset that its goal was to
unite all Angolan patriots-regardless of ethnig regional or
racial origin-ro win independence. The MPLA put dJwn deep
roots in the main urban centers, the detribalized melting pots
where patriotic resistance took on its most organized formlthe
same phenomenon is more than apparent in South Africa
todayf; but when it began armed rtruggi. in 1961, the bulk of its
guenilla forces came from the peasantry.

As a result of these beginnings, the MpLA retained clandes-
tine networks in urban areas throughout the independence war.
This was not true of the FNLA, formed among Anlolan €migr€s
inzaire around the ruling hierarchy of the formei Kongo King-
dom. Nor was it true of unitq arso tribally based amoni sauiri-
bi's Umbundu people, and created on the Zambian border in
1956. Indeed the various trials of nationalists by the colonial
authorities, particularly the renowned 1950 "Trial of the Fiftyi,
were essentially of MPLA members.r And when the concentia-
tion camps and prisons were opened after the coup il'aut in
Portugal, the well-known persons released were also from the
MPLA.2
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The armed struggle started in the area north of Luanda, in
March 1951, after an abortive attempt by the MpLA on
4 February that year to storm Luanda prisons and police sta-
tions to release political prisoners. This was followed by fero-
cious repression and an estimated 20,000 people were slaught-
ered in the streets of the capital.s Many of the survivors fled
north to the rural areas.a

It was in the Nambuangongo region north of the capital that
the first inexperienced MPLA guerrillas started to organize
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armed struggle in what became their First Milirary Region. The
Luanda events proved a catalyst, leading to uprisings, many of
them unorganized, on settler plantations. Intensifying that ex-
plosive situation, the Union of the people of Angola (UpA, later
renamed FNLAI based in the Zairean capitaf Kinshasa, issued
directives to kill all whites, all people of mixed parentage, all
bearers of identity cards, so-called assimjlcdos or educated An-
golans, and all Umbundu migrant workers from central Angola
employed as slave labor on coffee estates. The people were also
told to await the arrival of 25,@0 armed and trained UpA men,
as well as American forces coming to their aid. None of these
forces materialized.r rhe reference to American forces was not
fortuitous.In 1959 Roberto had worked at the Guinean mission
to the United Nations (UNl in New york, and his CIA links are
believed to date back to that time.

The United States consistently supported portuguese colo-
nialism against Angolan nationalism, both militarily and at the
UN. However, as a result of African reaction to the assassina-
tion of Lumunba, strategists in the Kennedy administration
realized that nationalism was a force to be reckoned with. The
solution was to select African individuals who could be
counted on to serye US interests.6 Roberto, who had close ties
with Cyrille Adoula, a US prot€g6 who headed the first,,govern-
ment of national unity" in Zaire, was the natural choice in
Angola.

Following the FNLA's formation of a "Government of the
Angolan Republic in Exile" (GRAEI, in April l96L,life for the
MPIA in Kinshasa, where they had established an office, be-
came increasingly difficult. Their weapons were seized by the
local genilarmerie who then fined them for possession of the
weapons. Many leaders were arested, refugee relief services
were stopped and in November 196L, the MpLA offices in
Kinshasa were closed down and the movement was expelled
fuomZaite.
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Angola's other borders were with Northern Rhodesia, a Brit-
ish colony later to become Zambia; Namibia, a South African 

'

colony; and the Congo {Brazzaville), from which only Cabinda
was accessible to the liberation movement. Cabinda, the north-
ern enclave cut off from the rest of Angola by a strip of Zaftean
territory became the MPLA's Second Military Region. The
Eastern Front, the Third Military Region bordering on Zambia,
spread from Moxico province to Kuando Kubango in the south-
east, Lunda in the northeast and Bi€ in the central highlands.

When war against colonialism was launched by the MPLA in
the first region, it was UPA/FNLA that appeared as the foreign-
backed force used to obstruct it. In the second region, Cabinda,
a separatist group called the Front for the Liberation of the
Cabinda Enclave (FLECI played the same role. One of the lead-
ers was Alexandre Taty, former "minister of war" in Roberto's
GRAE and then an officer in the Portuguese "special forces"
from which most FLEC members were recruited. In the east, the
group used to undermine the struggle was Unita, formed in
1965 by Savimbi, also a former "minister" in GRAE.

The Portuguese dictator Marcello Caetano wrote in his me-
moirs that: "The opening of the eastern front by the enemy was
tremendously worrying and on assuming the responsibilities
of defending Angola, Costa Gomes [commander-in-chief of the
armed forces in Angolal faced the problem with intelligence
and determination." Bettencourt-Rodrigues was given the iob of
pacifying the region, with quite a lot of autonomy and powers
to coordinate all the authorities in the zone, and this he
achieved; it included coming to an understanding with the
Unita people, an insurgent group headed by Savimbi which was
operating there in disagreement with the MPLA.7

A chameleon in Angolan politics, Savimbi's switches of alle-
giance over the years do not reflect corresponding ideological
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change or development, but appeer to have been dictated by an
overriding ambition to rule Angola.8 He likes to boast of his
alleged friendship with prestigious revolutionary leaders now
dead and unable to set the record straight. These have included
Che Guevara and Amilcar Cabral.In a letter to Basil Davidson,
written in April 1972,Cabrel writes,'Tes, I knew fonas Savimbi
in Lisbon as a faithful servant of the Portuguese colonialists. In
1959 (I no longer remember the exact datel he even made a
speech at the Geographical Society in favour of the portuguese
colonialists and their great work. Later he became a 'national-
ist,'a'minister,"leader of so-called Unita,'etc., but in my opin-
ion he is still serving the Portuguese colonialists. fonas Savimbi
is well aware of my opinion of him, because t told him in Lisbon
as well as in Africa."

Unita's claims about its "anticolonial struggle" in eastern
Angola center on acts of sabotage against the Benguela Rail-
way. These were doubtless intended to cause friction between
the Zambian authorities and the MPLA. The MpLA had given
Zambia assurances that it would not touch the railway, which
transported goods to and from the landlocked country then
virtually surrounded by minority regimes. Neither portuguese
military bulletins nor foreign observers noted any military
activity by Unita which, then as now, was given to dramatic
communiqu€s calculated to exploit the credulity of unin-
formed outsiders.r

The true role of Unita in eastern Angola was revealed after
the Portuguese coup d'Ctat of 25 April 1974, when officers of
the Movement of the Armed Forces (MFAI gained access to the
secret files of the former fascist regime in Lisbon. These con-
tained correspondence between Savimbi and high-ranking por-
tuguese military personnel in Angola. In a letter dated 2d Sep-
tember 1972 to General Luz Cunha, commander in chief in the
colony, Savimbi recommended as a way of ensuring peace in
eastern Angola, "weakening the MPLA forces inside Angola to
the point of liquidating thern " a task which could be fulfilled
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by the combined forces of the Portuguese "military and para-
military forces and Unita forces." He further proposed "liquidat-
ing the MPLA camps in the regions on the border between
Angola and Zambia," pointing out that Unita's lack of political
status made it easy to carry out such actions without being
censured by any international body. Indeed, the Organization
of African Unity (OAUI recognized Unita only after the coup
d'Atat in Portugal.

On 4 November 1972, Lieutenant Colonel Ramires
de Oliveira of the Portuguese Eastern Military Zone command
wrote to Savimbi, agreeing that Unita's clandestine activist
cells in Zambia could be used "to gather information on the
MPLA's activities and on the political situation in Zambia and
other African states" and "to exert pressure on the Zambian
government to make it change its policy towards Portugal." He
writes that "as far as UNITA is concerned the main thing at
this stage is to stay in the Upper Lungu0-Bungo region, far from
the war, and secretly strengthen its cooperation with our
troops. . . . At this stagg therefore," he continues, "the mass
surrender of the population and guerrillas cannot be contem-
plated."

Unita's contact with Portuguese military intelligence was
maintained through settler timber merchants called Duarte
and Oliveira, and also through a Portuguese Benedictine mis-
sionary Padre Ant6nio de Ararlio Oliveira. Costa Gomes and
Bettencourt-Rodrigues have since confirmed that there was a
"gentleman's agreement" with Unita in eastern Angola. This
was, according to Costa Gomes, that "we Portuguese do not
fight Unita and Unita does not fight the Portuguese forces."
There were, he said, "certain areas especially for Unita," for
example, "Lungu€-Bungo . . . an area where we cannot go to
fight, nor can the authorities collect taxes from the indigenous
pBoplg."to

When the files of the previous regime in Portugal were
opened for the inspection of the international press in 1982,
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one British newspaper, theTimes, headlined its article "Secret

files in Lisbon compromise Savimbi." The report said: "In one
dusty file, a telegram from the DGS [new name of PIDE, the
security policel . . . marked Top Secret and dated September 19,

L972, gave an account of a report by Dr. fonas Savimbi, who at
the time was supposed to be fighting the Portuguese. According
to the DGS, Dr. Savimbi said his Unita guerrillas had success-

fully ambushed a 30-man force of the rival MPLA. He now
wanted arms, ammunition, syringes, medicines and a safe pas-

sage for his men through Portuguese Army lines."tr Costa
Gomes estimated that Unita had no more than six hundred
men at the time. In fune 1974 a, Portuguese newspaper, Didrio
de Lisboa, put the figure at "approximately 300 men under
arms."

Copies of these documents and others, including memos and
minutes of meetings of the Timber Working Group set up to
coordinate Operation Timber, the code name for collaboration
tetween the colonial authorities and Unita, are in the posses-

sion of the Angolan government. The Timber Working Group,
chaired by Bettencourt-Rodrigues and including members of
the military and military intelligence, met with the timber
merchants Duarte and Oliveira, acting as intermediaries with
Unita, and reported back to and received instructions from the
colonial authorities in Luanda, who in turn maintained close
contact with Lisbon regarding the operation.r2

Little is known so far of the precise movement when Savimbi
started his collaboration with the Portuguese military in east-

ern Angola. There are indications, however, that it dates back
to well before November 1971, when the first meeting of the
Timber Working Group was held.r3

By 1970, the MPIA had expanded the guerrilla areas to Bi€, the
Fifth Military Region in the center of the country, and to the
Fourth Military Region, Lunda. Costa Gomes admitted as much
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when interviewed in 1984; and countless foreign observers
testified to the advance of the struggle from the liberated areas
in Moxico province, where schools, medical care and elected
local authorities were being established under MPLA leader-
ship.

In a document issued in |anuary 1970, entitled "Western
countries are providing Portugal with arms to fight the Angolan
patriots," the MPLA revealed a list of military aircraft supplied
to Portugal by the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-
nization {Nato}. The list included Thunderiets, Sabers and
Lockheeds made available under the American Military Assist-
ance Program, B-25 bombers provided by the CIA' and other
equipment provided by Britain, Italy, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France and Canada.

Another statement issued two months later announced the
presence of South African troops in eastern Angola, consisting
of "four commando companies equipped with helicopters, ar-
tillery, automatics, bazookas and other types of weapon." The
statement said that the "South African military interventionist
corps" were "quartered in their own private barracks" in Lumege
district of Moxico. "Two of these companies took part in many
of the October*November 1959 enemy operations in the Lunda
region. The remainder carried out criminal acts against popula-
tion centres, crops and our people's fishing areas, even making
incursions into Zambian territory."rr

The MPLA repeatedly denounced the use of napalm by the
Portuguese forces and also of herbicides and defolients of the
types used by the Americans in Vietnam. Chemical warfare
caused the guerrilla struggle severe setbacks. The peasants-
who received from the MPLA such rare essentials as soap and
salt, together with schooling and medical care-were the main
source of foodstuffs to sustain the guerrillas. The destruction of
their crops caused a massive movement of peasants to the
Zambian border, where the MPLA was faced with having to
provide relief for thousands of hungry peasants. This was one of
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the reasons why despite the April 1974 coup d'Atat in Portugal,
the MPLA was in a militarily less favorable position than in the
first years of the decade when it had been advancing from
strength to strength. Another factor was treachery within its
own ranks.

In late 1973 the MPLA revealed that it had foiled a plot to
assassinate then MPLA president, Dr. Agostinho Neto and
other top leaders, As in the case of the murders of Eduardo
Mondlane, president of the Mozambique Liberation Front (Fre-

limof, in 1969, and Amilcar Cabral, the leader of the African
Party for the Independence of Guinea Bissau and Cape Verde
(PAIGCI, in 1973, members of the liberation movement were
instruments in the plot. In the MPLA, Daniel Chipenda, by no
means a military commander as he is often described, but a
diabetic unfit for military activit, used his posr in charge of
logistics to devastating effect.ts Using the tribalist slogans of
his so-called Eastern Rebellioq Chipenda further damaged the
MPLA by inciting attacks on their camps along one section of
the Zambian border. These fratricidal attacks did not lead to
ugly scenes of fighting because of the restraint exercised by the
MPLA, mindful that the aim was to undermine its relations
with the Zambian authorities and the governments of other
countries.l6

Another faction, the so-called Active Revolt, opposed the
MPLA leadership after the coup d'btat in Portugal. This was a
small group of no more than 70 people. The overwhelming
majority of them were intellectuals in exile who had failed to
respond to Neto's appeals to all Angolans to ioin the liberation
struggle, regardless of class or educational background a policy
which had resulted in the relatively large number of university-
educated people among MPLA field commanders. That revolt
had all the earmarks of a bid for power when independence was
already on the horizon. Most members of the group subse-
quently acknowledged their error and hold responsible posts in
Angola today.

ANGOLA III

These were all weakening factors in the crucial months
leading up to the independence process. Yet they.also resulted
in the closing of ranks around the leadership of the MPLA,
particularly behind Neto, whose single-minded determination
and refusal to accept the possibility of anything but victory had
provided a powerful incentive in overcoming obstacle after
obstacle in the course of the struggle.

After the coup in Portugal the funta of National Salvation
headed by General Ant6nio de Spinola still did not recognize
the right of the colonies to independence; and the new demo-
cratic freedoms of Portugal were not extended to the colonies,
where the war continued. The MPLA issued a statement in
Lusaka on I May condemning this and demanding that "all
Angolan prisoners be released, that Angolans be free to orga-
nise themselves politically and that Angolans be given the
right to freedom of expression and assembly in our country."

Then began a struggle in Portugal between the right wing of
the new regime and those determined that the democratic aims
of the MFA should not be betrayed. These internal conflicts
were to influence events in Angola decisively, with Western
powers, and particularly the United States, moving rapidly to
promote their own interests. An MFA representative proposed
that a referendum be held in Angola to decide on independence.
Commenting on this in fune l97d General Costa Gomes said,
"I am convinced that Angola will decide to remain Portuguese.
It should strengthen its relations with South Africa and Rhode-
sia."l7

That same month Unita signed a cease-fire with the Portu-
guese militery authorities-before Portugal had even accepted
the principle of independence for Angola. Padre Oliveira, the
missionary who had already carried messages between Unita
and the Portuguese military acted as guide to the cease-fire
talks in the bush. The Portuguese delegation to Operation
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Dove, as it was called was led by Lieutenant Colonel lernando
Passos Ramos of military intelligence, "a man who already had
Unita's full confidence," according to the padre.r8

The Portuguese clearly attached no military significance to
the cease-fire signed with Unita in |une. In |uly the MPLA
denounced the continued bombing of villages by the Portu-
guese air force and on 8 August 1974, the funta of National
Salvation issued a communique that stated: "Once a cease-fire
agreement has been reached, the Portuguese Government will
set up a provisional government in which all liberation move-
ments will be represented, together with the ethnic groups
most representative of the state of Angola, which will ob-

viously include the white ethnic group."re The MPLA con-
demned this as an attempt to divide and rule by resorting to
tribalism and racism, steting its own position as: "One nation,
one peoplg and no minorities or sectors of the people with
special status."

Although the MPLA sought to iron out the problems with
Chipenda's Eastern Rebellion and the Active Revolt group,

these factions refused all dialogue and lobbied for external
support, internationalizing what the fiercely independent
MPIA regarded as internal affairs. The OAU and neighboring
independent countries first made themselves intermediaries
and then set up a "good offices" commission. Under external
pressure and in the spirit of unity, the MPLA agreed to take part
in a congress held in Zambia in August 1974.ln international
press campaign, meanwhile, announced that Chipenda was
"tipped for leadership."

On I August, a week before the congress, 83 guerrilla com-
manders signed the proclamation of the constitution of the
People's Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola (Faplaf,

which constituted unequivocal support for the movement's
leadership from the commanders fighting in the field.m

The MPLA was obliged to attend the congress with the same

number of delegates as the Eastern Rebellion faction, 155,
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while all 70 members of the Active Revolt were delegates.
During the checking of credentials, l4 of Chipenda's delegates
were found to be FNLA members. These and other anomalies,
including the droves of journalists hovering around what was
supposed to be a gathering held in camera, caused the MPLA
delegation, headed by Neto, to walk out of the congress. Chi-
penda then proclaimed himself president of the MPLA. Some
months later he joined the FNLA. In September, the MPLA held
a conference inside Angola attended by delegates from all the
fighting fronts and from the clandestine networks in urban
areas.

In addition to the efforts to dilute Angola's independence, or
even to exclude the MPLA from the process, there were a
number of schemes to carve up the country.In September 1974,
a meeting on the island of Sal, in Cape Verde, was reported
between the short-lived President Spinola of Portugal and Presi-
dent Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire, also attended by Roberto. The
28 September issue of Horcya, published in Guinea (Conakry|,
reproduced a letter to President S€kou Tour€ from a member of
the Portuguese MFA who wished to remain anonymous. It said
that during the Sal meeting on 14 September, it had been agreed

that Portugal should support Roberto in an Angola shorn of oil-
rich Cabinda province, which would be controlled by the Kin-
shasa-based FLEC separatist group. AZeire-Lngola-Cabinda fed-
eration was then to be formed with Mobutu as president, and
possibly Roberto as vice-president. In exchange, the letter said,
Zaire would help Portugal to obtain diplomatic respectability
in Africa {the OAU had said it would not recognize the new
regime in Lisbon until all the colonies were independentf; to
ensure that "all Portuguese and multinational companies act-
ing under cover of Portugal should for a period of at least
20 years, dispose as they please of the vast naturel resources of
Angola, Cabinda and.Zaire"; and to help Portugal "to recuperate
Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau, either by provoking coups
d'Ctat or by undertaking assassinations by infiltrating merce-
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naries or corrupting certain cadres in the liberation move-
ments."

However, Spinola was forced to resign shortly thereafter. His
successors in Portugal recognized the principle of indepen-
dence for the colonies, and the MPLA was then able to sign a
cease-fire in October. In November, the first official MPLA
delegation arrived in Luanda to a tumultuous welcome.2r

With a view to preventing further hostilities and further
foreign intervention in Angola's affairs, the MPLA went to
Mombasa, in Kenya, where an agreement was reached with
FNLA and Unita delegations to cooperate in all fields and to
start negotiations with the Portuguese government. In |anuary
1975, at e meeting in Alvor, Portugal, an agreement was signed
under which a quadripartite transitional government-made
up of the MPLAV the FNLA, Unita and Portugal-would run the
country until elections in October and independence on
I I November. That same month, when a tenuous platform for
unity was being sought to avoid further bloodshed, the CIA
decided to give $300,000 of military assistance to its own Ango-
lan prot€g€s, the FNLA.2z

Under the terms of the Alvor Agreement, the various move-
ments were to enter Angola legally and without arms. The
MPLA respected this agreement, and Unita was too small a
force at that time to matter; but the FNLA came in heavily
armed. The United States supported them, both directly and
through Zafue; and,Zaire sent troops into Angola. In 1975, the
border between Zaire and Angola was uncontrolled with
troops pouring iq stolen Angolan coffee and other goods pour-
ing out, and the Portuguese army-which was supposed to be
controlling the situation-removed from that area.

Interviewed in Luanda the previous yeat the MFA senior
representative, naval officer fos€ Martins e Silva, referred to an
earlier FNIA plan to invade Angola with Zairean troops, a plan
apparently postponed pending negotiations. He went on to say,
"We are not very worried ebout the guenillas belonging to
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Unita, because they are not strong. . . Organisations like Unita
and FNLA are unwilling to accept peace because they know
they don't represent more than a small number of people in a
small section of the country. The MPLA is different. It is the
only one with sympathisers in all the urban centres of Angola.
The greatest number of them were known before the revolu-
tion. We know that all the black intellectuals are MPLA."B

In the capital, the FNLA was regarded as a foreign force,
speaking mainly French and Lingala {the Kinshasa dialect}, and,
finding it had no political support there, tried to impose itself
by military means. The big onslaught started in March. The
MPIA instructed its army not to respond to provocations. Over
the ensuing months, until fuly when the MPIA started its
counteroffensive, Luanda became a charnel housg with the
FNIA shelling the shanty towns, torturing and killing. The
mortuaries were overflowing and MPLA members and leaders
were hunted down, going into hiding as in colonial times.

Some insight into what the FNLA and Unita offered ro the
Angolan people in ideological terms is found in speeches made
by their leaders in this period. In a radio broadcast in February
1975, Roberto, after dismissing direct democracy as "utopian,"
said, "We are a religious people and our faith is unshakeable.
We are creating our true democracy based on that great faith,
against atheistic materialism which crushes the individual, the
group and the collective in its iron iaws." savimbi was more
complex. In the central highland region of his birth, he sought
to whip up tribal feelings, speaking in Umbundu of the need to
kill whites and people from the north who, he claimed, wanted
to take over the country. Speaking in Portuguese to the most
conservative sector of the settler population, which flocked to
support him, he said that the Angolan people were not ready for
independence. Unita was "in favour of a period of preparation of
the Angolan people to play the democratic game," he said,
according to a report in a Lisbon newspaper/ Difuio de Noticias,
on I 7 |une 197 4. " Nter a period of educating the people," elec-
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tions should be held for a legislative assembly, out of which
would come a government which would "discuss what future
relations between Portugal and Angola should be."

The forces brought together under the Alvor Agreement to
form a transitional government were therefore totally dispa-
rate, making the agreement impracticable from the outset. The
United States, as shown by its aid to the FNIA, was determined
that it should not work. The Soviet Union, in contrast, did not
send any assistance to the MPLA throughout 1974 andthe first
eight months of 1975.2a The Portuguese MFA, rent with inter-
nal contradictions and conflicting views, was unable to take a
clear stand beyond defending what were regarded as Portugal's
interests in Angola.

What actually sounded the death knell of the Alvor Agree-
ment was when the FNLA tried to seize power by force. But, as a

result of the MPLA counteroffensive, the FNLA and Zairean
troops were driven out of the capital in |uly 1975 and, with the
massive support of the population, the MPLA finally brought
peace to Luanda. Without troops to back them up, the FNLA
leaders left Luanda, followed by the Unita officials. Govern-
ment in Angola, only four months before the date set for
independence, was left in the hands of the MPLA and the
Portuguese, the latter due to leave the country in November.
Contrary to propaganda claims, the MPLA was not put into
power by Cuban or any other forces.

The United States reacted swiftly to the new situation and also
in fuly, the CIA and President Ford approved a further US $14
million in covert support for anti-MPLA forces. It was now total
war. Elite troops of two Taireen commando battalions were
pouring in from 7afue and settlers were openly demonstrating
in favor of Unita. Having lost the capital, the FNLA and Unita
sought to establish their own spheres of influence: the FNLA in
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the northern provines of Ulge andZafte, Unita in Huambo, and

Bi€ in the central highlands.
By August the MPIA had established control over 12 of

Angola's then 15 provinces. The CIA stepped up its interfer-
ence. According to fohn Stockwell, then chief of CIA operations
in Angola:

Paramilitary and organizational specialists flew to Kin-
shasa, and the [CIAI task force took form. The.third C-141
flight was launched. And in long working sessions of
CIA paramilitary and logistics officers, the composition of
the shipload of arms was carefully formulated: twelve M-
113 tracked amphibious vehicles; sixty trucks, twenty
trailers; five thousand M-15 rifles; forty thousand rifles of
different caliber; millions of rounds of ammunition;
rockets, mortars, recoilless rifles, etc. . . . Strategic and
tactical radio networks were devised for use by the FNLA
inside Angola. Mobutu's army and air force hauled enough
arms for two infantry battalions and nine Panhard ar-
moured cers to the FNLA base at Ambria seventy miles
north of Luanda.zs

MPLA President Neto appealed to the people to resist and to
ensure national unity. The Zakean invasion from the north
was followed by a far more serious one from the south when a
contingent of South African troops entered Angola in August,
allegedly to protect the Calueque hydroelectric dam near the
Namibian border. This preceded an invasion by motorized
troops which resulted in the occupation of the whole of cenqral

and southern Angola. The foint plan called for the invading
forces from the nofth and south to converge on the capital and

take it before independence on I I November.
"During September and October, the ClA, with remarkable

suppoft from diverse US government and military offices
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around the world, mounted the economy-size war with single-
minded ruthlessness," Stockwell later wrote. He continued:

The lumbering USAF [United States air force] C-l4l jet
transports continued to lift twenty-five-ton loads of obso-
lete US or untraceable foreign weapons from Charleston,
South Carolin4 to Kinshas4 where smaller planes took
them into Angola. The USN American Champion sailed
from Charleston on August 30 with a cargo of arms and
equipment. Any "snags" were handled by a phone call from
the CIA to the White House, Pentagon or State Depart-
ment, and the problem magically disappeared. CIA offi
cers, eventually eighty-three altogether, were dispatched
to the field where they beefed up the Kinshasa, Luanda,
Lusaka and Pretoria stations, and managed the air, ground
maritime, and propaganda branches of the little war. An
additional $10.7 million, authorized by the president on
August 20,I975, for the purchase of more arms, ammuni-
tion, and advisors for Angol4 had brought our total
budget to $24.7 million. The deadline was November 11,

1975, when the Portuguese would relinquish proprietor-
ship of the colony to whichever movement controlled the
capital at that time."

The entire operation was coordinated between Washington
and Pretoria. A South A-frican brigadier, Ben de Wet Rood led
the South African troops who manned the FNLA's artillery in
northern Angola. In a 1984 interview, he said "I was called in to
assist with the formulation of an attack on the capital by the
FNLA, which was operating in the north of the country with
the aid of the CIA, while South Africa and Unita were fighting
in the south." He went on to say that, "after discussions with
Roberto, I put in a request for some 5,5s [140 mm]guns and in
less than 48 hours they were flown in and ready for deploy-
ment. This shook Roberto to the core, because the SADF [South
African Defense Forcelhad complied within hours to what the

CIA could not do in weeks." The brigadier described the battle
at Kifangondo, some 20 kilometers north of Luanda, which took
place on l0 November, the eve of Angola's independence. The
FNLA was routed there, according to him, because of its total
military incompetence. The brigadier and his 25-man SADF
team then decided that diseretion was the better part of valor
and made their way to the port of Ambrizete, where the South
African ship the Prcsident Steyn, secretly lying offshore, picked
them up and carried them back to Walvis Bay in Namibia. The
brigadier then flew north to act as chief of staff, and later of
command, of the South A-frican forces invading Angola from
the South.25

Eyewitness reports that the white troops with Unita were
South Africans found their way into the Western press, but the
South African government continued to deny its involvement
in what was supposed to be a secret war. In mid-December,
however, the Angolan government announced the capture of
four South African soldiers between Cela (now Wako Kungof
and Kibala, 750 kilometers north of the Namibian border. Only
then did South African Defense Minister P. W. Botha acknowl-
edge that his army was deep inside Angola.

fohn Stockwell went into considerable detail about CIA co-

operation with the South African Bureau of State Security
(BOSSI in this phase. He described South African planes meet-
ing US transport flights in Kinshasa to ferry arms into Angola,
and South African planes and trucks turning up "throughout
Angola with iust the gasoline or ammunition needed for an
impending op€ration."27 South African Prime Minister fohn
Vorster was later to admit implicitly that his government re-

ceived a green light from the US administration for its invasion
of Angola.z8

On the eve of independence, there was also an invasion of
the oil-rich Cabinda enclave by a Zefuean force in support of
FLEC. "Seeing his chance in Octobet 1975 to annex the MPLA-
held Cabinda, Mobutu approached the CIA"" Stockwell wrote.
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"We promptly flew in a one-thousand-man arms package for use
in the invasion, and CIA officers of the Kinshasa station began

to visit the FLEC training camps to coordinate."2e Fapla, how-
evet continued to hold Cabinda, with the help of a small group
of recently arrived Cuban instructors.

The purpose of the Washington-Pretoria operation in sup-
port of the FNLA and Unita was not, therefore, to avert an
"impending" Soviet and Cuban takeover, as the propaganda
made out, but to prevent the MPLAfrom proclaiming independ-

tr ence. The first Cuban military personnel arrived in Angola in
ll October 1975:48O instructors to helo train the vast numbers of'til 

yorrrrg peopleffi; t"E-* Fapla. The experienced MPLA
I guerrillas were too busy on the various combat fronts to handle

ll training as well.ao" The South African army, with armored vehicles and heavy
artillery, took the towns of Lubango and MogXmedes (now

Namibe! on 27 October and started to advance on Lobito and
Benguela. South of Benguela was a Fapla training camp where
Cuban and Angolan instructors, armed with nothing more pow-
erful than a 75 mm antitank gun, fought the invaders and were
defeated. Those were the first Cubans to die on Angolan soil.

Independence took place as planned to the sound of the boom
of artillery north of the capital. The celebrations were a moving
event, proud and festive. In the south, the South African ad-

vence was halted about two hundred kilometers from Luanda,
mainly by blowing up bridges on their route.

During the critical period before independence, the MPLA
had appealed to friendly countries for help. Cuba, Guinea-
Bissau and Guinea {Conakry) offered to send troops. Having
just come out of a guerrilla war, Fapla had neither the numbers
of men nor the technology to defend the country against the
conventional forces and sophisticated equipment pouring
across its borders. But neither could the required numbers of

ANCOLA

friendly forces arrive before the 1l November independence
date, as Portugal was still the administering power in Angola.
By this time Zaire was estimated to have 11,200 regular sol-
diers and officers in Angola. The South Africans numbered
about six thousand, a figure which doubled shortly after I I
November when an army brigade moved across the southern
border into Angola. Mercenaries of various nationalities had

ioined the forces in the north, as had an organized group of
Portuguese fascists who called themselves the Portuguese Lib-
eration Army (ELP|, and the FNLA and Unita.3r.

On 5 November, the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Cuba decided to send the first Cuban combat troops to
Angola in response to MPLA requests. Code-named Operation
Carlota, it started with 550 Cubans aboard three old four-engine
planes of Cubana Airlines.32 The Soviet Union supplied arms and
equipment to Fapla as did Yugoslavi4 and Cuba continued to
send men. With this assistance Fapla started to drive out the
invading armies. On 14 November, according to Stockwell, the
40 Committee, which supervises the CtA and which had in-
structed them to "prevent an easy victory by Soviet-backed forces
in Angola," now asked the agency to draw up a program that
would "win the war.'B The South Africans were being pushed
back, and in the north the invading forces had been reduced to a
disorderly rabble, robbing killing and raping as they retreated.
When the FNLA chief of staff, former Portuguese colonial army
colonel Santos e Castro, disappeared to South Afric4 he was
replaced by mercenary Costas Georgiou (the self-styled Colonel
Tony Callan) as the CIA made a last-ditch effort to save the
FNLA.34 The story of the mercenaries captured and put on trial is
well known. They were put on trial before international ob-
seryers and four of them, including one American, were sen-

tenced to death and then executed. The rest, including two
Americans, were given lengthy prison sentences.

In the urban centers they occupied in the south of the
country the South Africans set up a Unita administration; and
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it was under a South African umbrella that the FNLA and Unita
set up what they called a "democratic republic of Angola" in
Huambo, recognized by no government in the world. Fighting
later broke out in Huambo between the FNLA and Unita, with
Huambo radio broadcasting pleas for peace on 22 December
1975. By 23 December the fighting had spread to Benguela.
When Huambo was liberated on 8 February, charnel houses
filled with bodies and mass graves were found. Special targets
had been Umbundu officials of the MPLA. Wherever the FNLA
and Unita had passed, banks, safes and vaults had been broken
into and millions of escudos stolen from the country. Nowhere
had they set up a viable administration.

Members of the US Congress, angered by revelations of clan-
destine operations in Angola and by the lying of CIA officials,
introduced an amendment to the 1976 Arms Export Control
Act, banning all military aid to antigovernment forces in An-
gola without congressional approval. Known as the Clark
amendment, for the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Dick Clark, who proposed it, this became law on
9 February 1975.

Savimbi had already made his headquarters in Kinshas4
from where he had appealed for help. Stockwell recorded that
Savimbi approached the CIA station chief in Kinshasa in early
February and asked what he should do next. "When Washing-
ton finally answered it encouraged Savimbi to continue fight-
ing. On February I I the CIA spokesman promised Savimbi
another million dollars in arms and money. On February 18,
1975, Secretary of. State Kissinger sent the American charg€ in
Kinshasa a cable, instructing him to tell Unita leaders that the
United States would continue to suppott Unita as long as it
demonstrated the capacity for effective resistance to MPI.A."a5
This was after the Clark amendment became law.

The South Africans were finally driven out of Angola on
27 March I976.ln their retrear, they blew up every bridge they
crossed plundering vehicles, machinery pedigree cattle and
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everything they could transport into Namibia. The Angolan
government estimated the quantifiable war damage at US $6.2
billion.35

Military means having failed the united states tried economic
warfare against Angola. Stockwell recalls that ,,CIA and State
Department attorneys repeatedly discussed means of blocking
Gulf [Oil]'s payments to the MptAv and pressure was brought to
bear. . . [but] Gulf could not be persuaded to deliver the money
to Roberto or Savimbi unless they controlled Cabinda. On
December 23II975lGulf compromised and put $125 million in
an escrow bank account."37 The Angolan press reported that on
20 December the US technicians had abandoned Cabinda for
Zafue after closing down all the oil wells.ss The money owed to
Angola and the three-month halt in oil pumping represented a
loss of valuable revenue for both the Angolan government and
the US company. Only in March 1975, when the invading
forces had been defeated, did the US authorities permit Guli
Oil to resume operations in Angola.

The US government again interfered blocking delivery of
two Boeing 737s which, at the time of the transitional govern-
ment, the Angolan airline had purchased from the United
States. But, to quote Stockwell again, "the CIA, the working
group and Henry Kissinger were not about to permit the deliv-
ery of new American jet airliners to Luanda. Why provide the
means for the MPLA to fly their delegations around the world,
drumming up support? In November the State Department
withdrew the export licences for the planes."ec

President Neto spoke about the Boeings in a speech on 26
December. "You know that some planes we bought from the
United States have not been delivered to us up to now, al-
though we have paid for them. They are two big planes, Boe-
ings, and the American state feels that it should not deliver the
planes, which are ours. Obviously, this is pure and simple theft.
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Unless they want to keep the planes and return the money to
us. But they have kept the money and also rhe planes."

The US State Department asked George Wilsorl president of
Boeing to deliver the following telex to the Angolan authoriti$:

THE UNITED STATES CANNOT STAND BY FOR A
SOVIET POWER PIAY TN AFRICA.

IF THE MPLA IS WNLING TO WORK FOR A POLITI.
CAt SOLUTION AND COMPROMTSE WITH ITS RI.
VALS, THE UNITED STATES IS WIIING TO BACK A
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT.

THE MPLA WOULD DO WELI TO HEED OUR AD-
VICE THAT NO GOVERNMENT CAN PLAN THE RE-
CONSTRUCTION IN POSTWAR ANGOTA WITHOUT
UNITED STATES AND WESTERN HELP. NO GOVERN-
MENT CAN OBTAIN THE TECHNICAT AND FINAN-
CIAI RESOURCES TO STIMULATE ECONOMIC DEVEI.
OPMENT WITHOUT AMERICAN CONSENT.IN FACT,
THE UNITED STATES WOUTD BE QUITE RESPONSryE
AND HELPFUL TO A COALITION GOVERNMENT
THAT WAS NOT DEPENDENT ON THE SOVIET
UNION.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IS PREPARED
TO THINK FURTHER ABOUT THE SUPPLY OF BOEING
AIRCRAFT TO ANGOTA AND IS WILLING TO UNDER.
TAKE FURTHER DISCUSSIONS DEPENDING ON THE
COURSE OF EVENTS IN ANGOLA. THIS MESSAGE
SHOULD BE GIVEN TO TUANDAN AUTHORITIES. AS
THE MPLA IS AWARE, ACCESS TO SOPHISTICATED
TECHNOLOCY IS A PRMLEGE; THE PRESENT BOEING
cAsE IS IUST ONE, BUT A GOOD EXAMPIE OF THE
ADVANTAGES OF HAVING ACCESS TO AMERICAN
TECHOLOGY.

However, as with Gulf Oif the course of the war forced the
State Department and CLA to back down over the Boeings. On
29 March, two days after the expulsion of the South African
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army, the Angolan airline took out a full-page advertisement in
the local press announcing the arrival of the Boeings.

The United States, Stockwell records, "launched a major
political effort to embroil and entrap as many countries as it
could into opposition of the MPLA. Secret agents were sent to
third world conferences," including the OAU summit in Addis
Ababa in |anuary 1976 and, the summit of non-aligned leaders
in Sri Lanka in August, with a view to prevent;g Angola,s
membership. US officials based in Africa used "wharever lever-
age they could manage with their host gouertrmetits to preiu-
dice them against the MPLA."ao However, Angola became a full
OAU member in February and the foreign ministers of the
nonaligned movement accepted Angola's admission by accla-
mation even before the summit meeting. In |une that year the
United States vetoed Angola's admission to the UN, and it was
not until after Republican Gerald Ford was defeated by Demo-
crat Jimmy Carter in November that the United States ab-
stained from voting and Angola became a UN member.

Intimations that the Carter administration would recognize
Angola proved illusory. Pursuing a vacilating policy-depend-
ing on whether the doves headed by UN Ambassador Andrew
Young or the hawks personified by Security Adviser Zbigniew
Brzezinski were ascendant-it posed as conditions for recogni-
tion of Angola the withdrawal of the Cuban forces from the
country and power sharing with Unita.

US analysts were certainly not unaware that the Cubans
were in Angola as a result of South African invasion and that
their withdrawal would weaken the country militarily in the
face of the continuing threat from pretori4 although the Cuban
presence was used as an excuse for continued US involvement
in Angola. In April L976,barely a month after the expulsion of
the South Africans, the Angolans and Cubans agreed on a
programmed reduction of Cuban forces and in less than a yeer
they were reduced by more than a third. Renewed South Afri
can aggression, however, stopped the withdrawal. A further
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decision by the two governments, in 1979, to reduce the
number of Cubans was followed by an escalation of SADF
military operations against southem Angola.+t

On 25luJy 1979, the Angolan government presented to the UN
a detailed account of South African acts of aggression against
the country during the period from 26 March 1976 to I I fune
1979. lt described the types of operation, the damage caused
and the estimated losses. The report (UN Document 5/134731
listed 193 armed mine-laying operations, 2l border provoca-
tions, seven bombing raids and one large-scale operation in
which both air and ground forces took part. Special mention
was made of the 4 May massacre at Kassinga in Huila province,
when two hundred SADF paratroopers, assisted by two C-130
troop transport planes, 14 Alouette SA-300 and Puma helicop-
ters, nine Mirage III aircraft and a number of smaller planes,
launched a 516 hour attack on a Namibian refugee camp, indis-
criminately slaughtering the occupants, mainly women and
children. Nerve gas was also used in the attack. The second
Iargest operation of this period was the bombing of a Patriotic
Front training school at Boma, in Moxico province, on 25 Febru-
ary 1979, a combined. operation of the South African and
Rhodesian air forces.

Estimated human losses during this three-year period were
at least 570 killed and 594 wounded among the Angolan popu-
lation, 612 Namibians killed and 5ll wounded, 198 Zimbab-
weans killed and six hundred wounded, three South African
refugees killed and eight wounded. Material losses lvere es-

sessed to be almost US $300 million broken down into the
categories of agriculture and livestock, construction, transport,
machinery and equipment, fisheries, commerce, administration
and public seryices.a2

Unquantifiable losses have resulted from the forced exodus
of people from war areas, intemrption of schooling unemploy-
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ment caused by the destruction of economic targets, war-
related disruptions in social services, serious nutritional and
material shortages. The noncompletion of social and economic
projects has hurt the economy as a whole. Even less quantifia-
ble perhaps are the psychological traumas caused, particularly
to those maimed orphaned and subjected to relentless bomb-
ing.

ln 1977, the five Western members of the UN Security Coun-
cil-then the United States, Britain, Canada, the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany and France-set themselves up as a "contact
group" to negotiate a Namibian settlement. Through shuttle
diplomacy involving the Frontline states, the South West
Africa People's Organization {swapof and South Africa, a Nami-
bian independence plan was agreed upon by all the parties. It
included a cease fire between South Africa and Swapo, the
reduction of South African forces in Namibia to 1,500 confined
to bases supervised by UN forces and the holding of UN-
supervised elections in the territory. Implementation of the
plan was demanded in Security Council Resolution 435 of
r978.

The South African government, repeatedly stating publicly
that it agreed to the plan "in principlg" invented pretext after
pretext for not implementing ig while stepping up its unde-
clared war against Angola. This reached a new peak in 1979,
affecting Huil4 Cunene and Kuando Kubango provinces, with
ground attacks, the bombing and occupation of villages, and
troops landed by helicopter.

South African military escalation continued through early
198Q culminating in fune with Operation Smokeshell. Fapla
put up fierce resistance and the SADF suffered many casualties,
including the pilot of an Alouette helicopter shot down. Losses
during the period from |une 1979 to December 1980 were
estimated as four hundred Angolan civilians killed and 640
wounded, 85 soldiers killed and 95 wounded, and an unknown
number of people kidnapped and missing. Precise figures were
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hard to obtain in semidesert and thinly populated areas. Mate-
rial damage during the same period was estimated to be US
$231 million.€

The UN Geneva conference on Namibia, in fanuary 1981,
was the first attended by delegations from both Swapo and
South Africa. UN sources expressed optimism that the inde-
pendence process might start by March. But South Africa
stalled again, intimating that it was waiting to see what US
President-elect Reagan might do. Having "haggled and delayed
for nearly three years," one American newspaper said Pretoria
"might well believe that a hardline Reagan administration will
relax pressures for the cease-fire and elections" in Namibia.{
South Africa stepped up its aggression against Angola during
the conference.

After the Reagan administration took officg further progress on
Namibia was effectively blocked and the "Namibian problem"
was transformed into the'Angolan problem." The United States,
under Carter, had assumed the leading role in the "contact group"
which had anived at the UN plan for Namibian independence
through its shuttle diplomacy. Because the UN was responsible
for Namibia under international law (after Pretoria's mandate
was ended in 1965 and its occupation of the territory declared
illegal in 19691, the "contact group," made up of the then five
Westem members of the Security Council had a UN mantle but
no UN mandate. By introducing the "linkage" issue-making
Namibia's independence dependent upon the withdrawal of
Cuban troops in Angola-the United States, under Reagan, not
only de facto scrapped the UN plan it had hglped to draw up, but
caused the demise of the "contact goup." France withdrew in
protest over "linkage," and the other members ceased to play any
active role as the United States made itself sole negotiator. Con-
sequently, the pressure on South Africa to end its illegal occupe-
tion of Namibia was replaced by US pressure on Angola to accept
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"linkage." This diplomatic pressure was added to South Africa s

military pressure on the young country, the United States
opEnly allying itself with Pretoria by its suppoft of the South
African-backed Unita group.

Referring to repofts that the new US administration was
actively studying the possibility of providing direct military
aid to Unita, Zimbabwe's prime minister, Robert Mugabg said
"This would be a most hostile act-not only to Angola but
certainly to the African states in this region. Africa would
obviously condemn it. But I can't imagine that the Reagan
regime would be that evil." The lnternational Heruld Tribune
commented on 9 March l98l: "Covert aid to Unita. . . is under
active consideration by the Reagan administration. Has the
situation in Angola so changed that US intervention, a disaster
six years ago, has become an attractive foreign policy option?"

At about this time it was disclosed that a report prepared'Tor
Washington" had recommended that the United States provide
Unita with antitank and anti-eircraft missiles, as well as mil-
itary advisers. US military experts were also reported to have
made clandestine visits to Unita bases.as The US State Depart-
ment revealed at the same time that an assistant secretary of
state, Lannon Walker, had met Savimbi secretly in Rabat,
where the Unita chief has a villa. Speaking at a UN seminar in
Paris on the arms embargo against South Africa, Angola's am-
bassador to France, Luis de Almeida, said "By sending military
experts to the border of Namibia and Angola in order to assess

the needs of the traitors and to study the situation on the
ground, by official statements and secret meetings in Rabat
with fonas Savimbi, and in Washington between the Central
Intelligence Agency and Unita representatives, the Reagan ad-
ministration has shown its enemy face."

The Namibian Windhoek Obsewer, commenting on these
machinations on 4 April 1981, said "The American envoys who
arrived under cover somewhere in the south of Angola but
more or less all the time on South West African soil, are

I
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erroneously under the impression that they have dealt with
Unita; these envoys are to advise Ronald Reagan on the great
force Unita constitutes and they were given the full treatment
so as to give an enthusiestic report."

In May, US customs officials in Houston, Texas, seized a
plane load of arms valued at US $1.2 million destined for South
Africa. A customs offical said at the time that "the Unita forces
in Angola are the obvious place for the final destination."rc

An increasing number of high-level meetings between US
and South African officials indicated that new moves were
probably afoot. Senior South African military intelligence offi-
cers, General van der Westhuizen and Admiral Duplessis, vi-
sited Washington secretly in March 1981, but left hastily when
their identities were revealed. In April the US assistant secre-
tary of state for African affairs, Dr. Chester Crocker, had tilks
in Pretoria with the South African foreign minister, Roelof "pik,,
Botha, and the defense minister, Magnus Malan. pik Botha
visited Washington in May. It was during these latter meetings
that the "linkage" policy was formulated.

Documents on the US-South African talks, leaked to the
New York Tirnes, were given substantial press coverage in fune
1981. Among them was a memorandum on Crocker's talks in
Pretoria on 15 and 16 April which stated: "SAG [South African
Government] sees Savimbi as a buffer for Namibia. SAG be-
lieves Savimbi wants southern Angola. Having supported him
this far, it would damage SAG honor if Savimbi is harmed. . . .

Malan declared SAG view that Angoly'Irlamibia situation is
number one problem in southern Africa. Angola is one place
where US can roll back Soviet/Cuban presence in Africa. Need
to get rid of Cubans, and support Unita. Unita is going from
strength to strength while Swapo grows militarily weaker.',4z

The various pretexts used by Pretoria until then for refusing
to implement Resolution 435-the composition of the pro-
posed UN force (UNTAGI, the alleged partiality of the UN,
etc.-had never included the presence of Cuban troops in An-
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gola. But this was henceforth made the obstacle to further
progress, the added advantage for Pretoria in the appearance
that it was the Angolans who were standing in the way of
Namibian independence. Referring to the leaked documents,
the lnternational HeruId Ttibune of 2 fune described the US-
South African strategy as to "use the prospect of getting South
African troops out of Namibia . . . as leverage on the Soviet-
backed government of Angola [and to] demand from Angola
both a withdrawal of Cuban forces from its territory and a
sharing of power with Savimbi. . . . The Angolans would be told
that Moscow cannot help them economically, that Washington
can, that they can get US diplomatic recognition only by acced-
ing to the two conditions and that Washington would consider
resuming military aid to Savimbi if necessary."

Under Reagan, Carter's two conditions for recognizing An-
gola became conditions for Namibia's independence, Thus, the
solution of the international problem of Namibia was made
subordinate to Washington's Angola policy. Although the US
government presented itself as a mediator, an "honest broker"
in the negotiations, the ioint Washington-pretoria strategy laid
down in l98l has been followed to the letter.

A massive propaganda campaign was needed to gain accep-
tance of the strategy. The apartheid regime was to be dealt with
through "constructive engagement," a curious concept holding
that only the racist minority itself can put an end to minority
rule-and that it will do so only if not subiected to external
pressure. Tension in the region, the reasoning followed
stemmed from an East-West conflicg a Soviet-Cuban threat.
The Reagan administration, totally insensitive to African aspi-
rations, echoed Pretoria's line that those who fought to win or
defend their nationhood were mere pawns in an international
power play. The victims of apartheid x1d eggression were thus
portrayed as the aggressors.

There can be no parallel between the illegal presence of
South African troops in Namibia and the Cuban military pres-
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ence to which Angola is fully entitled under Afticle 5l of the
UN Charter which recognizes "the inherent right of individual
or collective self-defence" of a country under armed attack. No
Cuban or Angolan soldier, for that metter, has crossed into or
threatened any country in the region, whereas the SADF re-
spects no borders and no country's sovereignty. Angola's re-
peated complaints to the Security Council have resulted in
numerous resolutions condemning South African aggression.
Despite its persistent claims of "threats to security" in the
region, Pretoria has not once lodged a formal complaint with
the world body.

The United States took the Namibian negotiations out of
the ambit of the UN (to which the "contact group" had reported
back! and chose the arena of secret bilateral talks. Angol4 in
participating in talks, repeatedly stated that it was prepared to
do so if there was any chance of progress on Namibia's inde-
pendence. It persistenly rejected "linkage" and ruled out talks
with Unita.

The secret talks were accompanied by misleading leaks to
the press, with US officials stating both in public and in private
that Angola was about to accept "linkage" and dismissing as
"rhetoric" official statements to the contrary. It was a way of
making the Cubans the main issue in the regional conflict and
of concentrating more pressure on Angola. In the same disinfor-
mative vein, there were said to be divisions among the Angolan
leaders between "pro-Western pragmatists" favoring US*South
African strategy and "pro-Soviet hardliners" blocking it.
Anyone at all conversant with Angola's policy will know that a
remarkable consistency was maintained when President |os6
Eduardo dos Santos succeeded President Neto and followed all
subsequent party and government reshuffles. Despite all the
speculation, much of it involving libellous attacks on individu-
als and racist insinuations that thinking is determined by de-
gree of pigmentation, the Angolan government has never ac-
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cepted that Namibia's independence should depend on Angola
weakening its defenses in the face of persistent South African
aggression.

There was a marked increase in South African aggression
against Angola after Reagan came to power, leading to the
massive invasion and occupation of part of the south of the
country in August 1981. The United States vetoed a Security
Council resolution condemning South African aggression. The
seeming contradiction of increasing military action against
Angola while caliing for a Cuban withdrawal indicated that
insistence on "linkage" was merely a way of easing pressure on
South Africa to proceed with Namibian decolonization, and
that the Cuban presence in Angola in fact suited both Washing-
ton and Pretoria. Without the Cubans to use as an issue the
United States would find it much mqre difficult to present the
conflict in the region in global East-West terms and to align
itself so completely with the apartheid regime. Equally, for the
South African government, the continued Cuban presence in
Angola provided their country with an opportunity to play the
role of an active ally of the West against the Soviet Union.ae

After a substantial increase in South African reconnaissance
flights over Angola in the first half of 1981 and other military
operations, the Angolan authorities revealed in fuly that about
40,000 South African troops were massed on the southern
border with Namibia.ar Then, on 23 August, the SADF launched
Operation Protea, a massive invasion of southern Angola. Oper-
ation Protea involved about 11,000 men, 35 Centurion M-41
tanks and 70 AML-90 armored cars, two hundred at least ar-
mored personnel carriers, artillery which included the G-5 155

mm gun and 127 mm Kentron surface-to-surface missiles, and
about 90 planes and helicopters. After massive bombing raids
on major urban centers in Cunene province and north into
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Huil4 three South African armored columns entered the coun-
try and moved on the urban centers, where there was fierce
fighting with Angolan forces. But South Africa's superiority in
the air proved decisive.

That invasion resulted in the occupation for more than three
years of about 50,000 square kilometers of Cunene province. It
facilitated ghe infiltration of Unita forces further to the north
of Angola while concentrating the attention of the Angolan
armed forces on the permanent threat from South Africa's regu-
lar army. A full-scale propaganda campaign was now mounted
in support of Unita. In November 1981, while the South Afri-
cans were bombing and killing Angolans from their bases in
occupied Cunene and in Namibia-and at the very moment
when South African commandoes sabotaged the Luanda oil
refineryso-Pretoria's protege |onas Savimbi arrived in the
United States, where he was received by the secretary of state,
Alexander Haig as though he were the leader of a country.

More and more Western iournalists visited Savimbi at his
famba base on the Namibian border (a place not to be found on
Angolan maps) and sometimes after only a few hours in the
bush, wrote enraptured articles in praise of Savimbi, illustrated
with maps showing vast swathes of Angola under Unita con-
trol. Normally skeptical newsmen, particularly where Africa is
concerned seemed prepared to believe anything Savimbi told
them. The selling of the man as a 'Treedom fighter" has been
one of the biggest disinformation campaigns mounted in recent
years.sr Meanwhile, Angolan government and other repofts on
Unita's massacres and mutilations, pafticularly in the central
highlands reputed to be its tribal support base, were largely
ignored as was Savimbi's smuggling activity organized from his
SADF-protected residence in the Caprivi Strip of Namibia.s2

Increased terrorist activity by Unit4 particularly in areas
further nofth where it had not previously operated, added to
the strain on Angola's resources and social services, already
stretched by massive loss of life and by the damage caused by
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the regular South African foites in the south.s3 By 1987, losses
caused by South African aggtession were estimated at more
than US $12 billion, an astronomical figure which because
based on only calculable data might well prove to be a modest
estimate.

The war, disrupting agriculture and transport, led to in-
creased foreign exchange expenditure on food imports. The
cost of maintaining the modern and well-equipped army needed
to face up to the SADF*mobilizing thousands of able-bodied
young men and skilled personnel who, under different circum-
stances, would be crucial to productive activity- was a great
drain on the economy of a young country seeking to rebuild.
Angola was fortunate, until the sharp fall in oil prices in 1985,
in having a thriving oil industry which still provides the bulk
of foreign exchange earnings and crucial fuel for defense. Con-
trary to propaganda claims, however, oil revenue is not used to
pay the Cuban troops, who receive from the Angolans only
their local expenses in Angolan currency, kwanzas.

There are substantial numbers of foreign technicians from
both East and West working in Angola's oil and other indus-
tries. After South Africa's occupation of Cunene province,
Unita started to make them a special target. Previously, foreign-
ers killed by Unita had been missionaries or farmers in remote
areas. The kidnappings of foreign technicians accompanied by
threats against all foreign workers in Angol4 were essentially
publicity-seeking operations and Unita's crude way of seeking
tacit recognition by blackmailing the governments of those
kidnapped into negotiating the release of the hostages. This
happened in the cases of Czech technicians kidnapped in
March 1983 at e peper plant in Alto Catumbela, Benguela
province, and British and other personnel taken hostage in the
diamond-mining Province of Lunda Norte in February 1984.
Czech and British officials were obliged to go to famba to secure
the release of their nationals. US support for Unita, despite its
hostage taking and the public condemnations of terrorism are
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symptomatic of the contradictions in US foreign policy. The
United States raised not a murmur over the death of an Ameri-
can on board a Transamerica plane in Lunda Norte, which
Unita destroyed.

Yet the military situation was substantially changing. The
reorganized Fapla, better equipped and with newly trained com-
mando troops to deal with guerrilla-type subversive action-an
entirely different kind of war than that being waged against the
regular South African army-started an offensive to drive
Unita out of the vantage points gained as a result of South
African occupation. This new impetus was behind the out-
standing victory in the battle of Cangamba in the Province of
Moxico, where an attempt by Unita to take the small town was
prevented in August 1983, and an estimated 1,100 Unita men
killed, many by crossing their own mifiefields. Only hours
later, the South African air force flew in and razed the town,
forcing the Angolan armed forces to withdraw. This was the
first time that the South African military openly intervened to
save Unita.

Fapla's antibandit operations had profound effects within
Unita, the deterioration in their military situation causing
deep rifts and dissent. The Intetnational Herald Ttibune of 25

fanuary 1985 reported that, "the Angolan rebel movement
Unita appears to be overreaching its military capacity and is
showing signs of internal dissent as it intensifies guerrilla and
diplomatic activity to secure a significant role in negotiations
toward a regional peace settlement."

A number of once prominent Unita officials have disap-
peared, among them |orge Sangumba, once foreign affairs secre-

tary, and Samuel Chiwale, former military chief.sa Other disap-
pearances include Ant6nio Vakulukuta, once Unita's secretary
of the interior. A member of the Kwanyama tribe from southern
Angola, he was reportedly arrested by the South Africans at
Unita's request amid internal tribal strife, Umbundus from
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Savimbi's region killing members of other ethnic groups from
the south.ss Unita members in many parts of the country sur-
rendered in response to the Angolan government's policy of
clemency. Large numbers of the long militarily inactive FNLA,
including some senior leaders, have also given themselves up.

The South African armed forces launched a vast military
operation in southern Angola between December 1983 and

|anuary 1984. Cloaked in the usual verbal disguise of.a "hot
pursuit" operation against Swapo guerrillas, Operation Askari
was designed to expand the occupied area. It failed and even
the South African generals were forced to concede that they
had not expected such fierce resistance from Fapla,se making it
the costliest SADF operation in Angol4 in terms of their own
losses, since the 1975-76 invasion. South Africa's air superior-
ity had proved decisive in previous operations, with bombing
and air strikes always preceding the advance of the infantry.
This time Fapla were better prepared to withstand this "soften-
ing up." More than l0 South African aircraft were reported shot
down, the exact number difficult to ascertain because some
crashed across the Namibian border. Once fighting on the
ground began-when the South African air force could no
longer intervene-the Angolan army prored more than a match
for the invaders, breaking through several attempted encircle-
ments as the South Africans became increasingly overex-
tended. Even US business and intelligence sources have con-
firmed that Cuban troops were not only not involved in this
fighting but had not fired on the South Africans since 1975.
The Cubans are primarily a reserve force, garrisoned well to the
north of the area concerned.

The main reasons for the South Africans agreeing to go to
Lusaka on 16 February 1984 and to negotiate the withdrawal of
their troops from Angola are thought to be the failure of Opera-
tion Askari, South Africa's economic crisis to which the war in
Angola was adding an estimated cost of US $4 million a day,s7
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and the Reagan administration's need for at least one foreign
policy victory with presidential elections approaching. Another
factor in Pretoria's decision to use the language of peace, was a
meeting in Moscow on I I |anuary between Angolan, Cuban
and Soviet delegations, at which it was agreed "to help the
People's Republic of Angola to strengthen its defence capability
to safeguard its independence and territorial integrity."

Before the talks in Lusaka, the Angolan government stated
that the South African withdrawal should be followed by imple-
mentation of Security Council Resolution 435 and the start of
the Namibian independence process. It was agreed at Lusaka to
set up a [oint Monitoring Commission (]MC), composed of
Angolan and South African forces, to supervise the South Afri-
can withdrawal from Angola, which was to be completed
within four weeks. US requests to be included in the monitor-
ing activities on Angolan soil were rejected. An Angolan press
comment at the time asked, "why are our enemies now so
interested in monitoring the end of hostilities against us which
they always encouraged and fuelled?"'It was agreed that Angola
would ensure that Swapo forces did not enter the areas vacated
by the SADF during the period of withdrawal. Lieutenant Colo-
nel Alexandre Rodrigues "Kito," leader of the Angolan delega-
tion, stated at a press conference in Luanda on 2l Febru ary,"we
concurred on condition that the restriction of Swapo activities
in our country should lead to conditions being created for the
implementation of 435 . . . otherwise there would be no sense
in Angola restricting S!vapo." Angola also made it clear that
Swapo was consulted at every step of the negotiations and
supported them. It stated that the next stage should be direct
negotiations between Swapo and South Africa, the belligirent
parties in the region.

South Africa, however, neither withdrew its forces from An-
gola nor moved forward on the implementation of Security
Council Resolution 435. Angola continued to use diplomatic
means to seek a peaci:ful solution in the region and further the
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Namibian independence process, showing remarkable flexibil-
ity in the face of South Africa's obvious decision not to end its
aggression against Angola or its colonial occupation of Nami-
bia. There were further meetings between Angolan and Ameri-
can and South African delegations. In early November a
number of articles appeared in the South African press espe-
cially, stating that Angola had accepted "linkage" and put for-
ward a detailed program for the withdrawal of the Cubans.
These reports were distorted versions of the continuing negoti
ations leaked by US and,for South African officials.

President dos Santos detailed Angola's proposals in a letter
dated 17 November 1984 to the UN secretary general, favier
P€rez de Cu€llar, putting an end to all such speculations. The
letter was published as a full page advertisement in the Times
of London on 24 November (see appendix 2f. The proposals
reiected "linkage" and stated as a precondition for any with-
drawal of Cuban troops from Angola that South Africa must
start the implementation of Resolution 435 and withdraw from
Namibia all its troops barring the 1,500 stipulated in the UN
plan {under which they were to be confined to bases in Namibia
supervised by UN forces).

The letter detailed a subsequent proposed withdrawal of
20,000 Cuban troops over a three-year period with the remainder
staying in northem Angola, where South Africa could not claim
they threatened its interests, let alone its borders. South Africa,s
response was to assail Angola for breaking the confidentiality of
talks-despite the fact that the Angolan proposals, albeit dis-
torted had already been published in the South African and US
pressss-and to put forward counterproposals: all the Cubans
must be out of Angola in l2 weeks, the Angolans should provide
detailed lists of Cuban personnel in the country and their with-
drawal should be monitored by a commission to include South
Africans who would be free to move anywhere inside Angola.

Here, most clearly, the "Namibian problem" had been made
the "Angolan problem." Far from contemplating the ending of
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its illegal occupation of Namibia, Pretoria was proposing a

further violation of Angolan sovereignty: monitoring the with'
drawal of Cubans legally in the country to help defend it
against SADF aggression. The immediate US reaction was to
stete that there was no basic difference between the Angolan
and South African positions and that the only problem was to
"bridgg the gap between them." There were, accordingly, press

reports that the difference was a "clash over time limit for pull
out of Cuban troops."sr Angola's proposals, which had gone a

long way toward addressing the puryorted concerns of its ene'
mies, had come up against the brick wall of US and South
African obiectives.

All this diplomatic activity was drawing awlry publicity from
the other aspect of the Washington-Pretoria strategy: Unita. In
early November l98d a goup of 45 iournalists were flown in a
Dakota aircraft from Pretoria to the Namibian border for a

meeting with Savimbi at |amba. There he announced as he had

in 1983, that he would take Luanda by Christmas. His aim was
"to make the inclusion of Unita in the negotietions a precondi-

tion for settling the Namibian issue." He was, however, aware

that his South African friends might not succeed in achieving
this. "Pieter Botha is my friend" he told the fournalists,'but I
know that he has to look after the interests of his country first."
A British newspaper, reporting the event under the headline
"Angolan peace summit soon," quoted diplomatic sources as

saying that a meeting between President dos Santos and Sa-

vimbi was expected to follow the latte/s threat to raid the
capital, a blatantly false rumor.eo Clearly, disinformation had

become systematic.
In April 1985, more than a year after agreeing to withdraw its

troops from Angola, South Africa finally announced that it was

doing so, although it would leave two companies at hydroelec-
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tric plants on the Cunene River, near the Namibian border.
Western press reports presented South Africa as a "peace-
maker," although it was simply doing what it had failed to do
many months earlier. At the seme time, South Africa an-
nounced the installation of a puppet "internal" government in
Namibi4 making it clear that it had no intention of ending its
illegal occupation of Namibia.

A single event served to expose the true facts of the military
diplomatic and propaganda campaign against Angola. On 21

May 1985, a Fapla patrol foiled an attempt by a South African
commando unit to sabotage the Cabinda Gulf Oil complex at
Malongo, in Cabinda province, the most northern part of An-
gola separated from the rest of the country by a strip of Zairean
tenitory. The commander of the unit, SADF Captain Wynand
du Toit, a member of bp..i.l fot."r" b.
Cape provrnce, was captured; two of his men were killed and six
oJhi6escaped. At a press conference in Luanda on 28 MaR du
Toit said that his unit had come from Saldanha Bav in an
Israelibuilt South African destroyer, *tti.ffi
coast about 150 kilometers while they landed at night in inflat-
able boats. Admitting that he had taken part in previous opera-
tions inside Angola, including the sabotage of the Giraril Bridge
in Namibe province, for which Unita claimed responsibility at
the time, he said that in "all or most of the operations that we
usually do, we claim or Unita claims the responsibility." Had
the Cabinda attack succeeded, "then it shows Unita is active
also in the northern part, in the province of Cabinda." Among
the substantial amount of material captured by Fapla was a tin
of paint with which the commandoes had intended to write
"Viva Unita" on the road. This would have been "part of the
deception," du Toit said.

That one event shattered the credibility of "constructive
engagement," destroyed the peacemaking image the apartheid
regime was trying to create for itself, and called into question
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all the Unita claims over the years. The action of that Fapla
patrol averted a crisis in the Angolan economy that could have
been deprived of its main source of foreign exchange and of the
fuel needed to keep everything going including the armed
forces. One can speculate as to what would have been the
reaction of foreign oil companies operating in Angola or the
reactions of their governments, if the Fapla patrol had not
intervened.

South Africa had initially denied that its forces were in
Cabinda, then later amended this by saying that they were
engaged'in intelligence-gathering activities against Swapo and
the African National Congress (ANCI of South Africa, but it no
longer convinced even the most right-wing press. So complete
was the media turnabout that in a dispatch dated 3l May,
Unita-continuing to take credit for Pretoria's military actions
in Angola-accused the British press of "racist sentiments" for
questioning "lJnita's capability to carry out sophisticated sabo-

tage missions."
Meanwhile, the Fapla offensive against Unita was gaining

momentum. Conservative elements in the US Congress suc-
ceeded in repealing the Clark amendment that banned open US
military aid to antigovernment forces in Angola. In the nine
years that the amendment had been in force, Unita, despite
South African backing had failed to overthrow the Angolan
government and was suffering military and propaganda rever-
sals. The State Department, still bent on making the United
States appear an "honest broker" in the region, gave assurances
that the repeal did not mean that the United States would
assist Unita, but events were soon to prove otherwise.

A beleaguered Unita pushed for rapid US support. On 23

August it announced that a Soviet infantry battalion was oper-
ating in Angola, a story to which no serious credence was given.
In early September it claimed that Soviet officers were directing
the Fapla offensive. South Africa said that the new and sophisti-
cated military equipment used-Mig-23s and helicopter gun-
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ships-was piloted by Soviets, referring to intercepted cockpit
conversation in Russian. |ust as Angolan civil aviation pilots
use the internationally prevailing English terms, the military
pilots refer to technical matters in the Russian in which they
learned the advanced technology. The capture of a "Russian-
speaking pilot" was subsequently announced with no mention
that he was Angolan. This new military capability of Fapl4
until then equipped for an essentially defensive war, rang the
alarm bells in Washington and Pretoria. The internal offensive
to restore the Angolan government's sovereignty over its terri-
tory was presented as a "red" threat to the entire region. fohan-
nesburg radio spoke of "the gravity of Unita's position" as Fapla
moved on Unita at Cazombo, in Moxico province, and prepared
to push on to Mavinga, in Kuando Kubango, and then famba, at
the border.

During this period, Christoper Lehman, then special assis-

tant to Reagan on national security affairs, left his White
House post to travel with his new employer, Paul Manafort of
the public relations firm Black, Manafort, Stone & Kelly, to
meet Savimbi at famba. Savimbi reportedly took off time from a
"fierce battle" to consult with them. A week later they returned
to Washington with a "signed $500,000 contract" to sell Sa-

vimbi in Washington and organize a trip there for him.6r
On 16 September, Pretoria announced that its forces had

entered Angola, with air cover, "in pursuit of Swapo." On 17

September, SADF chief Viljoen confirmed Angolan reports that
a South African doctor had been killed in Moxico province. On
l8 September, Unita was driven out of Cazombo in Moxico.
South African intelligence sources were quoted as saying that
"SAAF [South African air force] aircraft flew Unita troops and
equipment to Cazombo between September 2 and September
r6."62

Angola's Ministry of Defense announced that because of
Unita's inability to resist the offensive, the SADF 32nd or
"Buffalo" Battalion, equipped with armored cars, transport vehi-
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cles, artillery and grenade launchers, was advancing on Ma-
vinga from the south and preparing to enter into combat with
the Angolan army, after heavy bombing of Angolan troop posi-
tions the previous day. South African press reports confirmed
this.63

On 20 September, South African Defense Minister Malan
admitted in Parliament that South Africa was helping Unita. In
doing so, he said, "We serye South Africa.and Southern Africa
and the West's interests." That same day, Savimbi gave a press

conference at famba at which he spoke of the possibility of his
base being ovemrir by Fapla and appealed for US intervention.e
Officials from the South African Foreign Affairs Department
were sent to Washington to plead Unita's case.5s

On 7 October, the UN Security Council voted unanimously
to condemn South Africa for its "latest premeditated and unpro-
voked aggression" against Angola. Explaining why his country
had supported the resolution-rather than abstain or veto, as

was its custom-the US ambassador to the UN, Vernon Wal-
ters, said that the United States, in addition to condemning the
raid "welcomes this resolution as an occasion to reiterate our
call for an immediate withdrawal of South African troops from
Angola." Only two days later, a US State Department spokes-
man accused the Soviet Union of fanning violence in Angola.
Meanwhile, bills were tabled in the US Congress to authorize
aid for Unita.

In New York in November, when he addressed the UN
General Assembly, President dos Santos accused the Reagan ad-

ministration of hypocrisy for trying to present the Unita teror-
ists as "freedom fighters." He pointed out that, despite forecasts
by Ford and Kissinger that, under an MPLA governmeng bilateral
economic relations would be impossible, Angola was Washing-
ton's fourth largest trading partner in Africa south of the Sahara
and that financial relations with US banks in the first half of
1985 had amounted to more than US $100 million.
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Also addressing the Ceneral Assembly, President Reagan
announced a new "initietive" on so-called regional conflicts,
naming Angola as one of a number of countries whose wars
were ceused by "Soviet expansionism," which he would raise
with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev at their forthcoming
summit meeting in Geneva.

Two months later, in |anuary 1985, Savimbi made his much-
heralded trip to Washington, where the red carpet was rolled
out on every possible occasion. He was given all the protocol of
a visiting head of state and received by Reagan, among other
dignitaries. While enti-apartheid groups campaigned against
the visit and the congressional Black Caucus refused to meet
him, the State Depaftment dropped any misgivings it had
previously expressed over official support for Unita. Up to then
it had preferred to use the proposed support for Unita as a
threat to make Angola accede to US-South African demands.
Now support was afait accompli. Angola called it a "declaration
of war."

In February Crocker told the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee that the United States had decided to provide military
aid to Unita and that "the process is in motion." Reports indi-
cated $15 million in covert aid-including shoulder-fired sur-
face-air Stinger missiles-which by-passed Congress and did
not require special legislation. Angola suspended all talks with
the United States. .

In the curious reasoning employed by US officials, Angola's
efforts to defend its people against South African*backed ter-
rorism and aggression are described as a "military option " end
US military interference in Angola as aimed at achieving
"peaceful negotiations." What fohn Stockwell said is worth
noting: "Savimbi caused the United States a minor embarrass-
ment in September { 1975}, when he sent feelers to the MPLA for
a negotiated solution. The CIA learned of this move through an
article in the world press, and a Kinshasa station officer
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promptly interrogated Savimbi. We wanted no'soft'allies in our
war against the MPI.A."ee

There were reports that then CIA director William Casey
visited South Africa in mid-March 1986 to meet Savimbi and
assure him that effective anti-aircraft weapons were on the
way.67 Indee4 behind the rhetorical term "freedom fighter" to
refer to Savimbi lies the public knowledge that Unita is an
instrument of the apartheid regime. When the 32nd Battalion-
a mercenary unit officered by South Africans, based in Nami-
bia's Caprivi Strip and operating solely inside Angola*cele-
brated its 10th anniversary on 27 Marc[ the South African
press reported that "top-ranking officials of Angola's Unita
movement were among the guests of honour-and given VIP
treatment-at a special birthday celebration in the operational
area of the crack South African Defence Force unit, 32 Battal-
ion."68 The event was attended by Unita Secretary General
Nzau Pun4 among others.

Despite his powerful friends, Savimbi failed to keep his re-
peated promises to take Luanda by force. Even the South Afri-
can press reported that "the fortunes of war in Angola have
shifted significantly-and now it is Dr. fonas Savimbi's rebels
who are on the defensive and who are being hard pressed by
their enemies."68 Fapla's growing defense capability was reduc-
ing the freedom of action of the SADF itself. In fanuary 1987,
South African Major General George Meiring the officer com-
manding the "territorial" force in Namibia, complained that the
Angolan ai.r force now believed it could challenge South Afri-
can air superiority in southern Angola and that Angolan air
defense systems now extended as far south as Cahama, three
hundred killometers from the Namibian border, although it
was common knowledge that there had been air defense sys-
tems in Cahama for years. The Cape Times commented that
"Angolan MiG-2ls flying regular border patrols for the first
time since independence have served notice that the days of
'easy' incursions-with South Africa enjoying almost auto-
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matic command of the air-are over for good."70 A massive 54
percent increase in budget allocations for South Africa's air
force announced in |une was thought to reflect concern about
Angola's air power.Tr

South African aggression in southern Angola did not dimin-
ish, but the scale of operations did. This was a further blow to
Unita. Grandiose military predictions were thetefore replaced
by US and South African calls for negotiations and "power
sharing" duly echoed by Savimbi's urgent pleas for talks.

Talks with Unita have been consistently ruled out. Speaking
to Italian fournalists in December 1985, President dos Santos
said negotiation would violate a guiding principle of the inter-
national community, since it would accept that any state could
organise a group of terrorists, give them arms and destabilise
another state, and then insist that this state accept the group in
its government."

The heads of state of Angola, Mozambique, Zambia and
Zafte met in April 1987 to agree on the reactivation of the
Benguela Railway, part of the regional program aimed at reduc-
ing the dependence of most countries in the region on South
African railways and ports. A few days before the summit,
Savimbi-obviously informed that it was to take place-an-
nounced that he would permit the line to function.

This was intended to make Unita appear crucial to the
process and to step up the propaganda in favor of negotiations.
US officials in southern Africa were said to be pressing Front-
line countries to give de facto recognition to Unita by accept-
ing Savimbi's offer not to attack the railway. The British
Guardian described it as "the latest effort in a long United
States campaign to undermine the authority of the Angolan
government through Unita."72

The "offer" was also a device to make it appear that Unita
was distancing itself from the apartheid regime. Savimbi was
widely quoted as saying the South Africans were "not happy"
about it. feremias Chitunda, vice-president of Unita, rashly told
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the National press club in washington that south Africa had
stopped sending military aid to unil.ra yet, on 6 fung s."iiui
was warmly welcomed by south A-frican rot ts"';ilrt.t pir
Botha at a dinner at the carlton Hotel in foharinesuoiilort.aby Altron, the aviation electronics division of the south Afri-
cen state-run Armscor weepons industry corporation.zl

Although pressing for nigotiations, tLe uiri,.Jii.tes in nowav abandoned the military option. in the midst;i;i;l;;"-
contra scandaf there rrere repofts of illegal airlifts of ;;;1o
,Sguth Afric4 part of the administration,s coveft military aid to
]J..nita-.?s 

other reports indicated that excess profits from usillegal arms sales to lran went nor only to it. r.iii"r"g"""
contras but to Unita.

The New yorkTimes revealed that the CIA was using anabandoned air base at Kamin4 in Zaire,s Sh.b. ;;;;;; ;"airlift arms to Unita.zc |oint US_Zairean military .*.r.ir., i'the area in April l9g7 were ,..r, 
", . threat io trr. .iiir"southern African regiol. Referring to the base, the itJ;*re

d'affaires in Harare Ed Fugit sai4 "-we aie roor.ing 
"i 

,h;;;rir"
as a superpower needing various options.,,rz Anoiirer discloiuie
was a "military contingency plan,,ieveloped Uy N.to,"fU.it.r*
Command to cover the African coast between the fropic ofCancer and a line west of Luanda_at approximately nine de-grees south of the equator, a region oulside tt. r.r",o iri..
_C_iting 

pressing defense reasons, US Rear Admiral W.rreoi.
Hamm, deputy commander in chief of the rberian ;;i;;ri.Are4 argued that the soviet union had ships ."a 

"ir.r"rt 
L

Angols.ze The l4lashington post wrote of 
" 
,,rd;;;;liG ;;military facilities" in the Azores and Madeira -t*.a 

" 
pr"'"ri-

ing a "viable forward suppoft base,,that could propc;;;pili;
below-the Tropic of cancer and of a r** Nato exercise whichincluded "reecting to simulated scenarios involving 

" ,t *from Angola."Te ro posit an Angol.n ,hr.", to Nato takes coldwar rhetoric into the realm of inationality. Everything poiois
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to a us-south African military encircrement of that country a
situation reminiscent in many ways to that in l97S_76.

In fune 1982, it was announced that the United States was toprovide another $15 million worth of ,,covert,, 
aid to Urrir.,

including anti-aircraft and antitank missiles.
Persisting in its efforts to ensure Namibia,s independence

and peace in the region, Angola agreed, about 
" 

y.", "J" frdf
{tT ig had suspended talks, to iesume discussions witrr itre
united states. After several meetings with us d"teg"tio*,-i'
A1Su9t 1987 Angola presented to South Afric4 ,t rou"gh ti;bS,
a draft agreement to be signed by Angola, Cuba, Soritn efri1"
and Swapo and guaranteed by the fivJpermanent members of
the Security Council. Based on the l9g4 proposals presented to
the u\ it emphasized flexibility on the wiihdrawal of cuban
troops, posing as sine qua non preconditions for this the imme_
diate withdrawal of south Afti""o rroops from Angot., it.
ending of South African aggression against Angol4 the endingof US, South African and other ,rrlport for Unita and th"
implementation of security council ilesolution 4BS on r.rami-
bia's independence. pretoria,s response was to step up its aggres_
sion that seme month, launching air and ground'"rr".,f, lo
Kuando Kubango and Cunene.

Yet events on the battlefield were the main factor whichfinally brought pretoria to the negotiating table to discuss
Aagola's proposals. On 12 November, *or. ih"o thr.. *orrii,
after the start of the invasion, south Alrican Defense Minister
Malan said they had intervened to save savimbil;;;'f*
bccaus.e,-"-r-h. put iq "savimbi cherishes the same u"to., iJ
those held by South Africa.,, Over the ensuing days, pretoria
announced a growing number of (whitef SADF deaths in An_
gola_. SAAF planes were being shot'down. There ,u", ,oourrring
public pressure in south A.frica for an explanation 

"f 
,"h;;;;,

going on in Angola. Even The Citizen,. orrnrp"p"r close to the
regime, wrote that "the sacrifices which our young men have to
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make require that their families-and the South African na-
tion-be told what is going on." Mutinies took place among
Namibian troops in the so-called SWATF (South West African
Territorial Force|, an integral part of the SADF. The South
African WeeHy Mail reported on 20 November that "more than
400 members of l0l Battalion of the SWATF have mutinied by
refusing to fight inside Angola on the side of |onas Savimbi's
Unita movement," adding that members of the unit "were given
Unita uniforms before going into Angola."

The military balance had changed. The right-wing British
newspaper The Sunday Telegtaph, under the headline "Ango-
lans winning in the air," reported on l8 October that 'Tor the
first time black African pilots have been taking on their South
African counterparts in the air-pitting advanced Mig 23s
against the older and slower Mirages which form the backbone
of the South African air force."

On 25 November, the UN Security Council unanimously
adopted a resolution demanding that South Africa immediately
cease its acts of aggression and unconditionally withdraw its
occupying forces from Angola by l0 December. The fact that
even the US voted for the resolution shows that no one took
seriously South African claims of clashes with "soviet and
Cuban forces."

Far from withdrawing, South Africa sought to push deeper
into Angola and using long-range artillery (safer than planesf,
bombarded Kuito Kuanavale, in Kuando Kubango, for months.
Fapla have continued to hold the locality, strategic for its
airstrip. At one point, Unita claimed the fall of Kuito, a folly
quickly retracted. Everything indicates that Pretoria intended
to take it and instal there a Unita "government" announced at
the time. This plan, with the possible partition of Angola,
aimed at providing Unita with a territorial basis for its claim to
be a party to be negotiated with.

In |anuary 1988, Cuban forces ioined the southward push to
drive the invading SADF forces back to the Namibian border.
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Military developments, coupled with the failure of the Rea-
gan administration's policy of "constructive engagement',-the
violence in Angola and South Africa itself having worsened-
and uncertainty as to the outcome of US elections, explain
South Africa's sudden willingness to discuss the implementa-
tion of Resolution 435. It therefore wenr to talks in London
in May attended also by Angola, Cuba and the US. At the time
of writing Angola was still awaiting South Africa,s counter-
propdsals.

t



NAMIBIA
Preparations
for Destabrltzation

Festus Thomas is an ordinary Namibian, one of the many
whose story seldom comes through in the sterile atmosphere of
United Nations {UN} debates and resolutions, international
conferences, speeches and statements about Namibia.

Born in northern Namibia in 1942, he received little formal
education. He married, had six children and in 1978 was a
driver for the South West Africa People's Organization (swapol
in the Namibian capital, Windhoek.

He was arrested by the South African Security Pollce on
10 April 1978 after spending the Easter weekend with his wife
an* children at Ukwaluuthi in northern Namibia. That week-
end, Clemens Kapuuo, a leading South African collaborator,
had been essassinated in Windhoek. But Thomas, as the secu-
rity police could have easily checked, was hundreds of miles
away and could not possibly have been involved.

Nevertheless he was detained and what happened to him
during the next 74 days-verified by doctors who treated his
iniuries after his release-reads like a horror story from the
Nazi era.
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The first 12 days of his detention were relatively "normal,,,
Thomas said later. He was given electric shocks on the genitals
and anus, frequently beaten and hung with his hands manacled
behind his back.

But, on Friday, 2l Aprif the torture took a new and horrify-
ing turn. Four security police officers took him handcuffed
from their headquarters in a blue Chevrolet. First they stopped
to buy beer and meat. Then, after they left town, Thomas was
blindfolded and put in the trunk of the car.

Some 30 kilometers out of town they stopped and when the
blindfold was removed, Thomas found himself standing on a
dried-up river bed. The police officers lit a fire and began cook-
ing meat. Then Thomas was told to lie down, and he realized he
was being measured for a grave.

The officers ordered him to dig his own grave. After he was
forced to lie in ig the officers decided it was too shallow. When
they were finally satisfied that it was deep enoug[ Thomas was
told again to lie in it and given the choice as to whether his
head pointed east or west. Stones were piled on top of him and a
hole was left so he could breathe. After B0 minutes, the officers
excavated him, ramming stones and shovels into his body. As
they did so, they sang "No more Festus," a sadistic version of a
song then sung at nationalist rallies, "No more Vorster," refer-
ring to then South African Prime Minister Vorster.

After a brief respitg Thomas was ordered to clean the grave
and lie in it again. This time he was completely covered and
lost consciousness. When he recovered he found that he had
been dug out again and was lying on the side of the grave with
water being poured on him. Some sort of grenade or firecracker
exploded next to his body. Then Thomas was made to stand
next to a rock while a Sergeant Botha fired a pistol at it, sending
chips into his leg. Finally, as he put out the fire, the officers
stoned him.

Late on 22 April he was admitted to ward four at Katutura
Hospital in Windhoek's African township. Doctors and nurses said

his body was covered with cuts and bruises consistent with his
story. When Swapo learned where he was and instituted enquir-
ies, Thomas was immediately transferred back to police cus-

tody. His medical records were removed from the hospital, and
police officers said he had a fever.

Four days later, the security police took him out again, to a
river on the Okahandia Road. There he was severely beaten and
his head held under water until he lost consciousness. His
shoulder was dislocated and a tooth broken. When he was
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returned to his cell he was so weak that he could not stand.
Finally, on 23 fune, with his wounds healed but the scars very
visible, Thomas was released. He made a sworn statement to
lawyers about his treatment, and they arranged that he should
be medically examined. Three days after his release he told his
story to the press.t

The brutality meted out to Festus Thomas is not unusual.
For decades the torture of Namibians has been documented by
lawyers, churches and by Swapo.z This is the common everyday
experience of thousands of Namibians. Beatings, torture and
"disappearances" following arrest are regular means used by the
Pretoria regime in an attempt to suppress Swapo, the interna-
tionally recognized organization representing the Namibian
people. But the inevitable outcome of South Africa,s continuing
illegal occupation of Namibia goes well beyond the enormous
suffering of the Namibian people. This chapter seeks to illus-
trate how Namibia plays a part in South A_frica,s policy of
regional destabilization.

In Namibia this policy takes a different form from that in
Angola, Mozambique or other southern African states because
Namibia is a South African colonial territory and has been for
over 70 years. However, south Africa has abandoned its earlier
goal of literal incorporation of Namibia as a fifth province, so
the strategy and tactics toward Namibia have become an inte-
gral part of the regional-rather than the domestic-front of
"total strategy."

Domination and exploitation remain central but pretoria,s
tactics have varied-partly as a consequence of deteriorating 

,

results in Namibia, partly because of international constraints
and partly because't-he failure of the S-irh;f\4;;;;;;;r;6;;
preindependence Zimbabwe showed that initial plani for a
neocolonial solution for Namibia would not work. As a result
the details, and even some of the main features, of the present
south Af:ican design for preserving and consolidating iontrol
in Namibia are by no means clear, probably not even to deci-
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sion makers in Pretoria. Further, Angola and Namibia are inter-
locking elements in South A{rica's regional strategy whose
policies in respect to each country are mutually dependent and

mutually determinant.
South Africa's strategy for Namibia turns on the following

elements:
L Political developments in Namibi4 domestic considerations

in South Africa and international efforts being made to se-

cure Namibia's independence
2. Economics relating to the gains and costs of continued occu-

pation and the burden of the war
3. War and repression

Since the late 1970s, South Africa has-with strategic fore-

sight or as a consequence of tactical actions or both-created
an ominous structure for the destabilization of an independent
Namibia without maior direct intervention by regular South
African troops. While not impregnable, that infrastructure for
destabilization will require substantial diversion of resources

and of policy attention by an independent Namibian govern-

ment to limit its impact. Eveh then it will significantly reduce

the room for maneuver open to Namibia at independence, as-

suming that this predates majority rule in South Africa.
The roots of the present South African position on Namibia

go back to its 1915 military occupation of what was then
known as German South West Africa. After the 1914-18 war in
Europe, South Africa sought to annex this former German col-
ony. At the Versailles peace conference in 1919, the king of the
United Kingdom was granted a mandate over Namibia, to be

exercised through the government of the then Union of South
AJrica. This bore the obligation "to promote to the utmost the
material and moral well-being of the inhabitants of the terri'
tory."a

The South African view of this mandate was clear from the
outset. Within two years, South Africa's prime minister,
General Smuts, told a visiting German delegation that "the
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mandate over South West Africa [Namibia] was nothing else
but annexation." In 1925 he told his parliamenc "I do not think
it is necessary for us to annex South West Africa to the Union.
T'he mandate for me is enough and it should be enough for the
Union. It gives the Union such complete sovereigntt not only
administrative but legislative, that we need noi ask for any-
thing more."+

Soon after the UN was set up in 1946, South Africa presented
its case for the annexation of Namibia, which it had long
regarded as a fifth province. Pretoria argued that the territory
was a de facto part of South Africa. The UN Fourth Committee
reiected the argument and the General Assembly, in a resolu-
tion on 14 December 1945, called upon South Africa to place
Namibia under international trusteeship. South Africa rejected
the demand in 1947 and on ten other occasions over the nexr
eight years. Although it had appealed to the UN in the first
instance to annex Namibia, South Africa now questioned the
international organization's competenc,e to take over from the
defunct League of Nations.

The lengthy legal wrangle over Namibia began in 1949. The
following year the International Court of fustice at the Hague,
in an advisory opinion, found that South Africa still exercised
the mandate over the territory and was obliged to submit re-
ports on its administration of the territory to the UN.s South
Africa refused, and the legal wrangle that began in 1949 has
continued since then. Its disregard for UN resolutions and the
opinion of the International Court of fustice ivas further illus-
trated in the early 1960s with rhe establishment of the Oden-
daal Commission. In 1964 the commission reported its recom-
mendations for the bantustanization of Namibia,

Resolution after resolution followed from the UN. In 1955 it
found that South Africa had "disavowed the Mandate" as it had
'Tailed to fulfill its obligations in respect of the mandated
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territory." Therefore, "henceforth South West Africa comes

under the direct responsibility of the United Nations."5

Due to the indifferent attitude of Western powers, the Secu-

rity Council had remained aloof from the debate. But in 1958

they joined the fray, demanding that South Africa stop the trial
of 37 Namibians in Pretoriq release them and repatriate them
to Namibia. Pretoria predictably ignored the demand and in a
display of contempt for the UN authority over Namibi4 pro-

ceeded with a second trial and began implementing its "Bantus-

tan," or "homeland," Policy.t This system sets aside areas,

"homelands ," for aparticular African people, each with its own
chief minister but under the control of Pretoria.

On 20 March 1959 the Security Council declared that South

Africa's continued occupation of Namibia was illegal and con-

trary to the principles and decisions of the UN. Five months
later, it gave Pretoria until 4 October 1969 to withdraw its
administration from Namibia. During that debate the British
representative clearly spelled out the lack of will on the part of
some member states that made the UN powerless to enforce its
decisions over Namibia. The three Western permanent

members of the Security Council (Britain, France and the
United Statesf in practice have acted on the basis of his state-

ment that Britain "could not and would not contemplate an

economic war with South Africa and sanctions against South

Africa under Chapter VII of the Charter," a measure used in
reprisal against a country found to threaten international peace

and security.s
In 1971, the International Court of |ustice delivered a second

advisory opinion. The court upheld the validity of the revoca'

tion of the mandate and, therefore, the illegality of South Afri
ca's continued occupatibn of Namibia. This made it incumbent
on all UN member states to "refrain from any acts" and in
particular "any dealings with the Government of South Africa
implying recognition of the legality of, or lending support or
assistance to, such presence and administration'"e But all at-

'l
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tempts to move South Africa, including a visit in l97'by theUN secretary generaf Dr. Kurt WaiJheim, failed.
This visit initiated a technique ttr"i soutrr Africa has sinceused: to seem to negotiate in good faith while ,i*rr""."rrryproceeding with its own program, no matter how inconsistentwith rvhar is supposedli #"g .reg;ated. south Africa de_clared that ovamboland and E""rt."il"privi would be granted"self-government" in the i-mediaie-i.riur., thus advancing the"Bantustan" division of the "";;;t r.r.r, pretoda appeared tobe_negotiating seriously over urv s..uriry council Resolution435 (l97'l, while at the same ti*" g;irrg ahead with its ownprogram to retain and consolidate control ou.r rv.-il; -'

The Africa Group at the UN, ;;; artempt ro inrroducemore effective pressurg presented a draft ,.rofuiiorr'i"-rfr.Security Council in June 1975 proforiog 
"r, ";;;";;"against South Africa. Ir,w_as blockediy u.ro., cast by Britain,France and the United States. Ho*.u.r, there was growingconcern among the three Western members ,fr., proii"il*

fusal to consider any solutio" .o,la i-.J to treater pressure onthem to impose sanctions.

. 
Ar 1 result, uN security council Resolution 3g5 wasadopted with Wester.n 

:uppoft on 30 fanuary 1976. This de_manded that south Africa withdraw-its administration fromNamibia and that elections be held,;";;, the supervision andcontrol-of the uN, leading to independence for Namibia. In thewake of South Africa,s invasion 9iA;;;i4 tfr. usr..r.t;;;;statg Henry Kissinger, launched his-much-pruir.irJ-iiir"-
matic shuttle in April 1976 in 

"r, 
.ff* to i.n.ci-.o;#;;pressure on the Wes.t gvel developments in South efrt.". irjrlain, France and the United states 

"g.ii"r.a theirvetoes in late1976 to block a mandatory 
"r-r"._l"Lo resolution in theSecurity Council. They found ,fr.*r.iu., in an increasinglyuntenable position as the veto highlighr.d ,h.i,,o1"., i;;;;Africa's protectors.

1

,
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The five western membets of the security council at that
time {Britain, France and the United States, plus rotating
members Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany), began
a series of contacts in 1977. The five, who presented them-
selves as the "contact group," and South Africa, continually
tried to give an impression of forward momentum. In Sep_
tember 1977, Prctoria appointed |ustice Marthinus Steyn ai_
ministrator general of Namibia. He initiated a review of Nami-
bian laws, repealed some elements of apartheid regislation and
streamlined "security" legislation. But the .*"r.irc was cos-
metic, and south Africa's determination to continue to wield
power in Namibia remained undiminished.

However, in retrospect r9T7 did represent a strategic shift.
The mock constitutiorl produced by a gaggle of white and
collaborationist parties, was a blueprint toward indirect South
African rule of a nominally independent, confederal but white-
dominated Namibian state. pretoria tacitly dropped claims of
integrating it as a fifth province, or a set of ,,Bantustans,,, 

and
also of maintaining permanent colonial rirle. At this point,
destabilizing a potentially hostile government was not y.t on
south Africa's agenda because Namibia's neocolonial status
was assumed.

In fanuary 1978, "proximity talks', were held in New york
with members of the "contact group" shuttling between delega-
tions from swapo and south Afric4 who refused to talk directly
with Swapo. As had consistently been the case during the
preceding months of negotiations, Swapo was pressured io ac_
commodate the demands which pretoria continuously made.
The argument was that if Swapo did not make these conces-
sions, then the whole process would break down. The,,proxim_
ity talks" resumed in early February l9Zg, but lasted oniy three
days because South Africa's foreign minister, Roeloi ,,pik,,

Botha, suddenly left New york, warning that aspects of the
proposa.ls "would be totally unacceptable and so dangerous that

,.t
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there is a serious danger of people in the territory being ovemrn
and being governed by a Marxist terrorist organization,"to 6t
which he meant Swapo. What became clear from this and other
statements by Pretoria was that it would under no circum-
tances, accept a Swapo government in Windhoek. It sought to
delay a solution and would only agree to a settlement which
provided the Pretoria regime with a clear opportunity to install
a puppet government with international approval.

A-fter another flurry of "contact group" activitt the South
African government announced on 25 April 1978 that it ac-
cepted the group's proposals for a settlement in Namibia. Nine
days later, in a savage attempt to dissuade Swapo from accept-
ing the proposals, South African forces bombed a Swapo settle-
ment at Kassinga in southern Angola. On 4 May 1978, they
massacred more than six hundred Namibians, almost all of
them noncombatants. The timing of this left little doubt that
South Africa's true motive was to provoke their adversary into
refusing the proposals, but Swapo accepted them on 12 fuly.

Toward the end of that month, the proposals were consid-
ered by the Security Council who instructed the secretary
general to appoint a special representative to take the matter
further. He chose Martti Ahtisaari, a Finnish career diplomat
who was then UN commissioner for Namibia. Within a week,
accompanied by a 50-member UN team, he was in Namibia.

But events, it would seem, were moving too rapidly for Preto-
ria's liking. No sooner had the secretary general reported back
to the Security Council than South Africa raised objections.
Foreign Minister Botha objected to the size of the proposed
military component-7,sOO men to be called the UN Transi-
tional Assistance Group (UNTAGI*and to the inclusion of a
civilian police unit. And he insisted that elections be held
before the end of December.rr This latter point, Botha well
knew, was impossible within the timetable of the "contact
group" proposals and the secretary general's report. In contrast,
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on 9 September, Swapo offered to sign a cease-fire with South

Africa, an offer which was promptly reiected by Pretoria.

Eleven days later, South Africa announced it would go ahead

with its own "internal settlement" elections in December with-
out the UN.t2 The UN responded quickly, adopting Security

Council Resolution 435 on 29 September. This formalized the

acceptance of the secretary general's report and the action plan

for Namibia's independence. {Appendix 3 contains the full text
of Resoiution a35.I

It is clear that Pretoria has never intended to allow genuine

independence for Namibia. But the evidence suggests that the

regime was seriously studying the offer from the "contaet

group." It was, it seems, considering the possibility of Resolu-

tion 435 eventually offering a means of securing continued
domination of Namibia but with the UN out of the way and

Swapo's struggle seriously undermined. To achieve this Preto-

ria believed that more time was needed to build up an alterna-

tive to Swapo and to establish an administration, army and

police which were ostensibly Narnibian but loyal to South

Africa. When independence came, a state apparatus would be

left in place, creating maior difficulties for any incoming gov-

ernment opposed to the South African regime. Time was also

needed to experiment with literally buying out a population

during an election process.' 
This last element took the form of the December 1978 "elec-

tion" in Namibia and the carbon copy of that election in March

1979 in Rhodesia {Zimbabwe}. Swapo boycotted the election as

did both Zimbabwean nationalist pafties. In both cases, lavish

election rallies, with free food and drink, were funded by the

South A-fricans. In both cases there were claims of high voter

registration and voting. And in both cases it was claimed that
internal parties secured an overwhelming maiority. In Namibia
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the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance IDTAI claimed it had won 4l
of the 50 seats. In Rhodesi4 Muzorewa supposedly won the
maiority of seats. Neither result was recognized by any govern-
ment other than South Africa's which had manipulated it.

fudging from the articles which appeared in the press in
South Afric4 Namibia and"Zimbabwe-Rhodesia,, at that time,
Pretoria was working on the theory that the prestige of holding
government office would enhance the puppets,chances of vic-
tory in any later election. Thus when the Lancaster House
settlement was proposed, Pretoria put pressure on Ian Smith
and Abel Muzorewa by threatening the withdrawal of supplies
from South Africa. The South Africans had convinced ihem-
selves that the March 1979 "Zimbabwe-Rhodesia,, election re-
sults could be repeated in the independence elections. The
outcome of Zimbabwe's independence elections, when Muzor-
ewa won only three seats, left pretoria stunned. The lesson was
obvious: a similar fate awaited their puppets in Namibia.

Throughout 1979 and 1980, the South African government
raised one objection after another to Resolution 485. It ob-
iected to the presence of Swapo bases in Namibia and de-
manded the monitoring of Swapo bases in neighboring coun-
tries. It demanded that its internal surrogates be included in
any negotiations and that its external surrogate, the National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola (Unita), also be
included. UN "partiality''was posed as another barrier to imple-
mentation of Resolution 435, and pretoria demanded the ceisa-
tion of UN funding to Swapo.

Pressure was again mounting on the "contact group,, over
South Africa's intransigent position. To deflect this pressure
and to give the appearance of forward momentum, a 

,,pieimple-

mentation" meeting was held in Geneva, in |anuary l9gl, at the
instigation of the group. When the meeting begarl Swapo im-
mediately agreed to cooperate in implementing Resolution 485
and to sign a cease-fire as the first essential step. south Africa
refused and the meeting collapsed.
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There is some considerable significance to the timing of this
meeting and Pretoria's continuing obduracy. Ronald Reagan

had just won the US election and was about to move to the

White House. The South Africans, correctly, expected more

sympathy from the new administration in Washington. Not
long after his inauguration, Reagan confirmed Pretoria's analy-

sis. In a television interview he described South Africa as a

"friendly country" and then, taking up Pretoria's favorite theme,

went on to say that South Africa is "a country that strategically
is essential to the free world in its production of minerals that
we all must have."r3

Five senior South African Defense Force ISADF] officers were

permitted to visit the United States in March-the first known

to have done so in some years-despite the mandatory arms

embargo and Washington's accepted policy of not allowing

such visits. The same month, a DTA delegation and Unita's
leader, |onas Savimbi, visited Washington, and conservative
pressure began to mount for the repeal of the Clark amendment

which forbade support for antigovernment groups in Angola.

Pretoria had read the meaning of Reagan's election well. There

would now be another change of direction in the campaign to

buy more time for South Africa's occupation of Namibia.

In late May 1981, confidential State Department documents

relating to the visit to Washington two weeks earlier by Pik

Botha and the South African defense minister, General Magnus

Malan, were leaked to the American press' The documents

provided an insight into the new approach to the Washington-

Pretoria axis. The State Department appeared to accept South

Africa's proposition that Angola and Namibia afforded the

United States the opportunity of "rolling back Soviet influence

in Africa."ra The approach fitted the cold war scenario that
South Africa sought to proiect in the region and was obviously
appealing to Reagan's own ideological idiosyncracies' Changes

I
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to Resolution 435 were mooted and South Africa,s determina.
tion to prevent Swapo coming to power at eny cost was con-
firmed.

A State Department briefing written for the designated as-
sistant secretary of state for African affairs, Chester Crocker,
referred to a "semantical" problem, saying the alterations being
sought should be referred to as "ettempts to complement rather
than to change 435."rs This briefing referred to these attempts
to undermine Resolution 435 as "strengthening" the resolution.

The argument wes put forward that if the South Africans
were to be persuaded to implement Resolution 485, then their
"concerns" with the resolution and with "regional security,,
would have to be met. There was no question of forcing an
intransigent South Africa to agree to implementation. On the
contrary, the whole direction was toward making the resolu-
tion acceptable to Pretoriq which meant altering it so that it
would be a means of retaining effective control of a nominally
independent Namibia.t5

The logic of this approach was that all concessions would
have to be made by Swapo. Reopening negotiations would also
provide a legitimized delay, which South Africa needed to re-
shape circumstances within Namibia. pretoria,s obiective was
to alter fundamental aspects of Resolution 435 and to lay the
foundations for continued economic and political dominance
or massive destabilization of Namibia.

In |une, the US deputy secretary of state, William Clark,
visited South Africa, accompanied by Crocker. Their policy was
being labelled in Washington as "constructive engagement,,,a
description which infened that all previous attempts to move
South Africa had amounted to "negative engagement.,,The real
motivation was revealed in a memorandum to the secretary of
state, Alexander Haig from Crocker, who proposed that in
return for South Africa's help in reaching a settlement in Nami-
bi4 the United States should work "to end South Africa,s pole-
cat status in the world, and seek to restore its place as a
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legitimate and important regional factor with whom we can co-

operate pragmatically." It was during this visit that the Reagan

administration made public the new condition they had at'
tached to the implementation of Resolution 435: withdrawal of
Cuban troops from Angola, thereafter referred to as "linkage."tz

The South Africans were delighted by the proposal, which
ensured further substantial delay in the Namibian indepen-
dence process.

The other four members of the "contact group" acquiesced to
this, as well as to many points of detail that Washington and

Pretoria now littered in the path of Resolution 435. In the
Security Council, with the United States abstaining a resolu-
tion proposed on behalf of Swapo and the southern African
grouping of Frontline states condemned "linkage."ta But, by
linking South Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia to the
withdrawal of Cuban troops {legally in Angola at the request of
that government in response to Pretoria's 1975 invasion!, the
Reagan administration had placed a seemingly insurmountable
hurdle as a precondition for Namibian independence.

Pretoria still faced the problem of trying to creaie a viable
alternative to Swapo and its president, Sam Nuioma. When the
term of office of South Africa's DTA surrogates expired in
September 1982, Pretoria was confronted by an untenable level
of comrption and chaos-and an excessively expensive bureau-

$acy.Finally, at the beginning of 1983, South Africa was forced
to return the governorship of Namibia to yet another adminis-
trator general. This was followed by a proposed but stillborn
State Council and when this failed to materialize, by the Multi
Party Conference {MPC), a group of eight disparate political
parties including the DTA and Afrikaner nationalist groupings.

But by the end of 1983, two parties-the Damara Council and

the Christian Democratic Party (CDPI-had withdrawn, argu-

ing that the MPC was no more than an anti-Swapo front, anon-
ymously funded by South Africa through a West German
source. Another member of the MPC, the South West African
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National Union (Swanuf, withdrew on similar grounds in
l984.te Once again the attempt to create an internal alternative
to Swapo failed.

Nevertheless, Pretoria continued to pursue the internal op-
tion. The administrator general had said in his New Year's
message that South Africa was "pinning its hopes" on the
MPC.20 Soon thereafter, P. W. Botha called the MPC to Cape
Town to tell them they were to agree to a concrete alternative
to the implementation of Resolution 435.2t

The interminable, often bewildering and invariably Machia-
vellian, twists and turns of Namibian politics now brought the
Zambian president, Kenneth Kaunda, briefly to center stage.
Kaunda, it transpired, had written to P. W. Botha suggesting
that if he were serious about finding a solution he should give
Namibia its independence as a "Christmas gift." The South
African prime minister had replied, indicating a willingness to
arrange talks between Swapo and the MPC and offering a guar-
antee of safety if Swapo would send a delegation to Windhoek.
Swapo's leaders declined to meet the MPC but reirerated their
willingness to hold direct talks with the South African govern-
ment.22

The illusion that something might at last be happening was
maintained for several months. On 30 |anuary l98d a high-
level delegation from SADF military intelligence flew to the
Zambian capitaf Lusak4 for an unpublicized meeting with
Swapo leaders. The delegation included the head of the South
African Military Intelligence Directorate (MIDI, General Pieter
van der Westhuizen, Brigadier van Tonder, and Brigadier Ham-
mon. Swapo took the meeting seriously but found that nothing
more than negotiation with Pretoria's Windhoek puppets was
offered.

The SADF delegation flew home the same day. In parliament,
the following day, P. W. Botha gave further momentum to the
illusion of progress. He announced that the SADF had begun its
withdrawal from Angola as a first step toward a hoped-for cease-
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fire. He went on to say that the cost of retaining Namibia had

become too high, and he urged political leaders to find an

acceptable solution to bring the territory to independence'
"Our determination [to hold Namibia] has exacted a heavy
price-in material, in international condemnation, and in the
lives of our young men," Botha added.F

The release, early'in 1984, of Andimba Toivo fa Toivo and a

number of other Namibian political prisoners, one of the condi
tions of Resolution 435, served to maintain the illusion. On

I I March, P. W. Botha went a step further. South Africa was

willing he said, to take part in a peace conference involving all
Namibian parties, without preconditioris. Swapo had already

indicated its willingness to meet the administrator general if he

was the designated representative of the South African govern-

ment. Kaunda now invited Swapo to meet in Lusaka with a

South African delegation led by the administrator general. The
meeting collapsed when it became clear that South Africa was

trying to lure Swapo away from Resolution 435 and a seven-

month transition to elections, and into protracted constitu'
tional negotiations with the unrepresentative MPC. Swapo

would have to disarm, while South Africa's military forces,

police and administration would remain in place. It was thus
being proposed that Swapo become part of the client adminis'
tration in Windhoek, thereby legitimizing South Africa's con-

tinued illegal occupation. So ended yet another Namibian hope.

South Africa remained as determined as ever to prevent Swapo

from taking power now that it had the open support of Wash'

ington which insisted on linking Namibia's independence to
the presence of Cuban troops in Angola.

Swapo had started its armed struggle on 25 August 1955 di-

rectly as a result of Pretoria's violent suppression of political
activity in Namibia, and the determination of those Western

states with the greatest economic stake in the region to protect
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the Pretoria regime from any form of effective international
ection through the UN. During the first years of the conflict,
responsibility for attempting to contain Swapo guerrillas rested
with the South African police. The military began to take over
in the early 1970s.ln 1974, SADF srrength in Namibia was
15,000 men. By 1976 it had risen to 45,000; by 1980 to 8e000;
and by 1985 to between 100,000 and 11Q000. These figures,
especially in later years, included mercenaries, members of
Unita, "Bantustan" units, and South West Africa {SWAI territor-
ials, which are in fact part of the South African military com-
mand structure. Estimates of 5Q000 and 55,000 appear to refer
to SADF personnel only. Since taking control of Namibia in
1972, the military has continued ioint operations with the
police, referring to both forces as the "security forces." This, in
part, was the increasingly costly burden of holding Namibia to
which P. W. Botha referred.

Behind these cold statistics lurks a sinister objective. Inevi-
tably, sooner or later, South Africa must relinquish its direct,
illegal rule of Namibia. It has tried and failed, to create an
alternative to Swapo.It is still trying to do so; but pretoria must
be fully aware that the likelihood of success is, at besg
minimal. It can, through "linkage," buy time for a while longer,
with the support of the Reagan administration. But, one day, it
must recognize the probability of having to deal with a Swapo
government in Windhoek. Thus, while delaying that day and
trying to find an alternative, it is also building structures
within Namibia to limit the options of an independent country.
These military and political-economic structures are designed
to limit the ability of any Namibian government to rule with-
out South African approval of its policies-and to serve as land
mines to destabilize or destroy such a government if it attempts
to do so.

Force has been the primary vehicle used by South Africa to
retain its domination of Namibia, so it is not surprising that the
first neocolonial structures created were military. Within two

$;
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years of the SADF taking over military responsibilities from the
police, they began forming black "ethnic" units. The first of
these was a San unit, created in 1974 and today known as 20lst
Batallion. Other "ethnic" units followed, recruited from among
the Ovambo, Kavango, Rehoboth, Caprivian, Damara, Nama,
Herero, and Tswana peoples, and "coloured" groups.2a In essence
what South Africa was doing was recruiting Namibians to fight
Namibians in defense of Pretoria's illegal occupation of the
territory. And, in a country where so few people are in salaried
employment, recruitment is not a difficult task, although cer-
tainly it Cows the seeds of disunity both for the present and the
future. The 1980 establishment of the South West Africa Teni-
tory Force (SWATFI, bringing these units together with a

number of SADF units, was an attempt to create a potent force
for the future destabilization of an independent Namibia.

It is important to note that the SWATF was created after the
passage of Resolution 435. This explicitly states that the SADF
would withdraw from Namibia during the transition, with the
exception of 1,500 troops who would remain in two specified
bases. "Ethnic," or tribal, units would be disbanded. By creating
the SWATF the South Africans sought to create the impression
that the "ethnic" units no longer existed and that there was now
a "legitimate" Namibian force not covered by Resolution 435,
which should remain intact and continue to exist as the na-
tional army of an independent Namibia.

The SWATF has been set up as if it were a fully fledged SWA
army, incorporating a command infrastructure (although ranks
used are little different from those in the SADF|, a permanent
force infantry component, a citizen force, a commando network
comprising 26 area force units, a training division, and an ad-
ministrative and logistics component. Distinctive uniforms
give it the outward appearance of a separate force, and military
communiquds in Windhoek are now always issued by the
SWATF. This, however, obfuscates the fact that it remains an
integral part of South Africa's military machine, with Pretoria
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remaining in overall command and retaining control of its
entire operation.2s

In 1982, the officer commanding the SWATF, Maior General
Charles Lloyd spelled out South Africa's view of its position in
the event of the implementation of Resolution 435. Essentially,
what he said was that the territorials would be partially demo-
bilized for a temporary period during implementation but not
fully dismantled.It would retain its command structure, bases,

weapons and capacity to fully mobilize within hourg. Pretoria
clearly hopes to make utternonsense of the fundamental prin-
ciple in Resolution 435 that all South African forces in Nami-
bia must be withdrawn, bar the 1,500 who would remain con-
fined to two bases for the transitional period. Since the SWATF
is an integral part of the South African forces in Namibia,
Pretoria's obvious intention is to have a military force in Nami
bia which is ostensibly Namibian even if it is commanded,
equipped and supplied by Pretoria and owes allegiance to South
Africa. In the longer term, the apartheid regime probably hopes
the SWATF can be locally staffed, largely locally financed, and
backed and run by South Africa less overtly and completely
than at present. The goal was, and is, a neocolonial army for a
neocolonial state.

Apart from the SWATF the Pretoria regime has developed a
motley collection of "special" unconventional units, some of
which are used specifically in Namibia while others are used
more widely. Although they operate in great secrecy, it is
known that the same process of making them ostensibly Nami
bian is in progress.

Koevoet (crowbar) was the most notorious of these units,
responsible for many brutal murders and the extensive use of
torture. Officially "disbanded," it has actually been transferred
from the South African Police {SAP) to the "South West African
Police." Despite the nominal change, it continues the savage
practices of the Koevoet.
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Pretoria's law and order minister, Louis Le Grange, an-

nounced in May 1985 that members of the SAP who are

members of Koevoet or the "security police" would be "sec-

onded or transferred to the South West African Police" and that
the SWATF would expand its "sounter insurgency" function.
Pretoria is using this method to "Namibianize" the names of
their surrogates and further their identification as Namibian
units.

While the "south West African Police" is formally designated a
police unig it is in fact the cutting edge of the South African
military in Namibia: It functions as a military unit and has never
had anything other than a military function; operating in much
the same way as the Selous Scouts did in preindependence Zim-
babwe. In designating it a police unig Pretoria's reasoning at-
tempts to circumvent a fundamental element of Resolution 435

which makes provision for the withdrawalbf all South African
forces from Namibia {baning the 1,500 who would be confined to
two bases for the transition periodl and the total disbanding of all
"ethnic" units. But it also provides for the existing police force to
maintain law and order during the transitional period. Pretoria
can be expected to argue that "south West African Police" units
are "police" units and should remain operational during the tran-'
sition. This type of deception by Pretoria should be firmly dealt
with by the UN. The SWA Special Task Force is also technically
a police unit, presumably for the same reason. It too is a brutal-
ized, professional military unit into which Pretoria has been

transferring members of. Koevoet.
The so-called "reconnaissance commandoesr" the "recces" in

South African military iargon, constitute another element of
Pretoria's army of occupation in Namibia. There are known to be

six such commandoes based at secret locations in South Africa.
They are highly trained troops and operate in great secrect
mainly in destabilization operations in neighboring states.

The 32d Battalion is a very large mercenary force made up of
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the remnants of Unita and the National Front for the Liberation
of Angola (FNLAI, as well as black Mozambican former
members of bortuguese paramilitary units such as the Flecias
(Arrows|. They are led by a white officer corps of South African
permanent force members and mercenaries. It is widely held
that they are"32d. Battalion" while at rear bases or operating in
Namibia and "Unita" while operating in Angola.26 The 44th
Battalion has its origins in the recruitment by South Africa of
members of the Rhodesian Light Infantry (RLIIwhen Zimbabwe
became independent in 1980. It is primarily deployed in so-

called follow-up operations. The SWA Specialists undertake
tracking using San trackers and dogs (including pack hounds).
They make extensive use of scrambler motorcycles and horses
in their operations. It can be expected that any of these units
not yet under the SWATF will be transferred into it within the
next couple of years. Clearly Pretoria's obiective is to impose
military and police structures loyal to South Africa on Namibia
as part of the program to retain effective control of the country
even after Resolution 435 has been implemented.

Although Namibia's economic history has been characterized
by intensive and brutal exploitation of its natural resources
and its people, not until the late 1940s did the country become
relatively economically significant. From then until the late
1970s Namibia's economic importance-and its contribution
to South Africa's coffers-increased dramatically. Throughout
that period and thereafter, Namibia remained a grossly explo-
ited unequal and racist society. The differential between per

capita white income and that of African and "coloured" Namibi-
ans is in the range of 18 or 20 to one, as against a differential in
South Africa itself of 12 or 15 to one and marginally less in
Zimbabwe.2T During the economic halcyon years, foreign enter-
prises and settlers prospered and so did Pretoria. Then the
bubble burst.
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What happened? There are several reasons, by no means all
related to the liberation struggle. They include the post-1975
slump in metal prices, reduced diamond output by De Beers to
try to stabilize world prices, the collapse of the karakul wool
industry overfishing and the semipermanent drought since
1977, which has reduced agricultural output and livestock by
up to 75 percent.ze Not all of these factors were unique to
Namibia and several were shared by other countries in the
region.

Over 1984-85 the economy ceased contracting but did not
recover. With improved diamond and karakul prices offset by
falling uranium oxide and base metal prices, an end to rapid
government expansion and continued net private disinvest-
ment there are no prospects for real recovery.

However special factors affecting the Namibian economy do
relate to the liberation struggle and to the response to it by
other factors:

l. Major enterprise employers raised real wages for and began
to create a stratum of semiskilled wage elite {partly to ie-
duce costs, as white workers were much more expensive, and
partly to secure an African group "loya|" to employers|.

2. A similar policy toward professional and semiprofessional
personnel (especially teachers and nursesl was combined
with a strategy of creating a class of well-paid politicians,
cleiks and home guards, and extending some mobility-both
economically and socially-to selected members of this
group.

3. Massive recurrent and capital expenditure was incurred-on
military camps, cleared border zones and roads-to slow the
advance of the guerrilla war.

4. There was an increase in risks and costs associated with the
war, for example: the need to move fuel by convoy, to use air
passenger and freight transport in the north, to guard
ranches and installations, to repair sabotage damage to

\
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transport and power links {as far south as the main Van Eck
power station in Windhoekf and to build a new power line to
the Cape to supplement the Ruacana Falls Dam supply ren-

dered uncertain by war.
5. This led to an increased exodus of ranchers and other

whites, who had been partly bought off by higher wages and

subsidies.
6. It also led to a collapse of enterprise investment as the

investors calculated the military and political risks of in-
vesting new capital (even out of territorial profits! as too
high until an independence settlement and peace emerged.

These factors account for the explosive rise in the recurrent
budget deficit, met partly by South African transfer increases
(largely for a portion of military and police spendingl and partly
by external commercial borrowing almost all from South Afri
can financial institutions.

By the end of the 1982-83 financial year, South African
government spending on Namibia had risen to about R 900-
955 million. Local revenue plus the analogue to customs and

excise covered R 420-450 million of that figure, South African
transfers R 215 million-of which R 115 million was for "terri-
torial" army and police-and external borrowing (mostly from
South Africa) over R 300 million. Of the approximately R 750

million in recurrent spending R 50 million was for debt service
and R 240 million for "second tier," "representative authority"
or, more bluntly "Bantustan" administration. The latter
transfers were to bodies which even the Pretoria-appointed
Thirion Commission found to be monumentally incompetent,
wasteful and comrpt.ze

In 1984 P. W. Botha restated South Africa's old refrain that it
subsidizes Namibia, but this time from three new angles. He
warned the territory's "internal" leaders that South Africa had

to look out for its own people first, especially in times of
recession and resource scarcity; so Namibians could not expect
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much help. Second he made a plea to Western countries, espe-
cially the "contact group," to take over the financing of the
Namibian deficit from South Africa (that is, take over subsidiz-
ing South Africa's occupation|. The intention was, quite likely,
to cause them to hesitate to take on the costs of a transition to
independence and economic rehabilitation. Third, he gave a

more complete set of cost figures than had been presented
before.

Botha asserted that in 1984-85 the cost to South Africa of
holding Namibia was R 1,143 million (almost US $500 million
at the averege 1985 rate of exchangel. This was asserted to
include R 553 million for defense; R 250 million for customs
and excise transfer; R 318 million in budgetary grants; and R 95
million for the South African Transport Service (SATSI deficit.
Some of these items are hardly'what they purport to be. Cus-
toms and excise represents a purchase of preferential market
access and may well be below what Namibia could get on an
independent customs/excise system, while the SATS figure ap-
pears to combine capital and recunent costs.

A more complex matrix of costs as of 1984-85 shows a

different breakdown and larger total:

l. Defense expenditure in and on Namibia and Angol4 which
is 33 percent of total South African military police, security
spending-R 1,500 million;

2. Budget grents plus external borrowing guaranteed by the
South African treasury and not likely to be accepted as valid
by an independent Namibia-R 500 million;

3. The South African Transport Services (SATSI net cash flow
loss (assuming that capital inclusion and Walvis Bay exclu-
sion cross cancel|-R 90 million.s

That total of close to R 2,100 million was about 9 percent of
the South African government's budget for 1984-85. Even more
striking it is only slightly smaller than the likely 1984 gross
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domestic product (GDPI of Namibia, which is R 2,250 million
when adjusted upward from official data to include Walvis Bay

and subsistence.
Admittedly, R 2,100 million is not a net figure. Profit and

wage remittances plus capital flight to South Africa (offsetting
in part loans in the other direction| may come to R 300-400
million, reducing the net cost to R 1,700-1,800 million' South
Africa still probably ha's a slim external balance gain from
Namibia. But that surplus is now negligible.

As of 1987 the net cost to South Africa has probably esca-

lated, with inflation and military spending surges of about
R 2,200-2,400 million. Borrowing is down-apart from the
"asset purchases" from the Electricity Supply Commission
(Escom), SATS and the South AJrican state development corpo-

ration-but transfers to the territorial budget are up.

Thus from a South African eeonomic perspective, Namibia
no longer pays.3r Recession, drought, military spending and the
costs of manipulating Namibian society and the economy to
create a broader base for the "total strategy" have achieved that
reversal.

In the economic sphere, as in the military, South Africa has

created the infrastructure for destabilizing Namibia-whether
as a strategic preindependence design or as a result of the
tactics of restructuring. This cannot be ignored, nor can one

assume it will not be used, given South Africa's regional strat-
egy of domination and history of destabilization, of which at
least seven elements can be identified.32

First, South Africa has created for Namibia an "external debt"
which by the end of 1983 was of the order of R 500 million,
with interest and debt service of about R 100-120 million a

year and a rate of increase of perhaps R 250-300 million 
^yeat.By mid-1985 it may well have been approaching a R 1,000

million principal (100 percent of export earnings) and R 200*
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250 million annual overall debt service (20-25 percentl.s In
part this represents nominal transfers of railway, power and
selected mining assets from South African entities to the occu-
pation regime, along with parallel debt liabilities to South
Africa for their "purchase." This creates a slightly more plausi-
ble "external debg" as well as raising its level. To accept that
debt would cripple the economy of an independent Namibia.
To repudiate it-despite the l97l International Court of fus-
tice opinion which clearly renders it legally void-might dam-
age Namibia's external financial standing and access to credit.

Second, the debt has made budgetary shambles of both ac-
tual revenue and expenditure, and, even more, by the appear-
ance of total, permanent insolvency. The attempt to cast Nami-
bia as a fiscal "basket casg" not wofth assisting is quite clear in
some of P. W. Botha's statements on the cost of the territory to
South Africa. So is the warning that instant cutoffs of South
African funding before a new tax and expenditure system was
in place could cause a breakdown of governmental ability to
function.s Since 1984 the budgetary position has been stabi-
lized but is still propped up by transfers and by serious cuts in
services such as health and education.

Third, in Namibia's multiple-tiered and racially structured
administration, South Africa has created a bureaucratic mon-
strosity. It is. not merely politically unacceptable as an en-

trenchment of racism; it is corrupt, wasteful and unable to
operate competently for any purpose, as even the South Afri-
cans have admitted. While these functional weaknesses are

now a drawback to South Africa as an occupying power, et
independence they will threaten an independent Namibia with
paralysis. South Africa cen rggravate this paralysis by the sud-
den withdrawal of key technical, professional and administra-
tive staff.

The "Transitional Government of National Unity (TGNUI"
installed in 1985 is neither united, national nor a government;
and there is no indication that it is intended to be transitional
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in any real sense of the word. The South Africans want it and
its "constitution" to gain some semblance of legitimacy by
being in place and to establish a power base in areas which any
new administration would find difficult to change. Despite
high-sounding claims, TGNU has remained subject to the ad-

ministrator general and quite unable to desegregate even one
white school.

Fourth, the flirtation of large companies, and of the occupa-
tion regime, with creating a stable and skilled black labor force
will leave a potential time bomb. The professional, skilled and
semiskilled workers are not politically loyal to South Africa.
However, their pay scales of R 5,000-12,500 aye r pose serious
problems. It is economically impossible to set these income
levels for all workers. Even if it were, the increasing rural-urban
income inequality and siphoning off of resources otherwise
available for rural development would be politically dangerous
to the extreme. To limit these scales to certain posts would
both entrench massive intra-African income inequality and
make expansion of basic public services fiscally impossible. To
sustain them for present African iobholders only, with new
entrants on lower scales, would create great bitterness among
returning liberation war veterans. To cut them-by direct scale
changes or even by a freeze-would at best lead to loss of
morale and resentment that gains "won" from the South African
occupiers were promptly eroded at independence.

The "Bantustan" politician, clerk and home guard pose a

different set of problems. Their "services," unlike those of the
professional and skilled personnel, are not needed. But if they
are fired they will provide the core for a political fifth column
which could provide a focal point for discontent.

Fifth, by remaining in illegal occupation of Walvis Bay-
Namibia's only deep-water port-after independence, South
Africa could ensure that it has a choke point. Until Namibia
creates alternative ports (for examplg by reactivating Swakop-
mund| or gains access to others (via Angola orZambial, South
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Africa at Walvis Bay controls its basic access to the outside
world and can prevent diversification of trade and transport
away from South Afric,a.a5

Sixttr, similar considerations apply to road and rail transport.
Rolling stock is highly mobile and like many of the truck
fleets, is South African owned. Maior repair facilitie3 are in
Upington in South Africa, or Walvis Bay, but not Windhoek.
Roads and rail lines, without trucks and rolling stock, and
without maintenance and repair capacity, do not constitute a

transport system.
Seventh, the sea bastion of South Africa's Orange River line

at Alexander Bay has within mortar or launch range Namibia's
premier economic asset-the Oraniemund diamond complex.
Furthermore, the "boundary" of the Walvis Bay "enclave" has

within its range the alternative port at Swakopmund. Thus,
Namibia's economy is all too vulnerable to South African ag-
gression.

This analysis of the infrastructure for destabilization reveals
two things. The infrastructure established by South Africa is
alarmingly strong and multifaceted but severaf perhaps all, of
its seven elements could be rendered less effective by giving
priority attention to dismantling or neutralizing them.

First, despite South African claims to the contrary most of
the "external debt" seems to be held by South African financial
institutions, and all is fully guaranteed by their government.
Thus, repudiation backed by the International Court of fustice
opinion and precedents for former colonial debts-plus a firm
commitment to honor any debt an independent Namibia would
incur-seems likely to defuse the threat of bankruptcy or of
lack of access to normal credit. This position is upheld by the
1983 Vienna Convention on "succession of States in Respect of
State Property, Archives and Debt" which bans imposition of
colonial debt on a former colony without the newly indepen-
dent government's consent-even when a colonial administra-
tion has been lawful.
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Second and third, financial and administrative reform, plus

training and upgrading Namibians and securing replacement
expatriates, are priorities for independent Namibia. To some

extent these can be planned and programmed before indepen-
dence with the knowledge that an orderly, leisurely transition
{of the type which characterized most British colonies at inde-
pendence| is a luxury Namibia is unlikely to enioy. Similarly,
some professionals will stay if assured of terms and conditions
of service, and some have had initial discussions with Swapo on
such issues.

Fourth, a scaled-down income policy and an approach to
mobilization of professional and skilled Namibians can begin
even before independence. Frank dialogue on constraints is not
hopeless in respect to the middle class with real skills. The
politicians, clerks and home guard are not an economic, but a
conversion or security, problem; buying them off would be an
economically, as well as politically, bankrupting approach.

Fifth, interim port facilities can be available within months,
probably by reactivating Swakopmund by dredging artificial
breakwaters, lighters, among other means, and by road links to
Angola and Zambia created over the same period if the priority
is accepted and planning begun before independence. The di
version of resources would remain a severe cost but less of a
danger and constraint than seeking to operate by using a South
African-held Walvis Bay.

Sixth, similarly, vehicles, rolling stock, and maintenance and
repair equipment can be in place in a limited period of time-if
needs are identified early and priority given.

Finell; action on the economic front cannot prevent cross-

border raids, primarily a diplomatic and security issue. How-
ever, the careful choice of partners {for example, a continuing
De Beers presence at Oranjemund North European technical
partnership at the Rossing mine, Dutch or Scandinavian in-
terim port management at Swakopmundf would raise the costs
to South Africa of random sabotage attacks.
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Thus, although South Africa has a potentially paralyzing
economic destabilization apparatus already in place, there are a

number of obvious measures that can be implemented to re-

duce its potential to do harm. It is also clear that the planning
for this defensive action must begin sooner rather than later.

Resolution 435 is not a perfect solution to the problem of South
Africa's illegal occupation of Namibia. From the outset Swapo

has taken the view that, should the proposals being presented
offer the opportunity for a settlement which would broadly
reflect what the vast maiority of Namibians want, Swapo would
cooperate, even though the proposals made considerable con-

cessions to Pretoria. Swapo has been only too aware of the
numerous political risks resulting from the concessions made
in Pretoria's favor, but has consistently urged early implemen-
tation of Resolution 435. Swapo's flexibility arises from a posi-

tion of strength reflected by its very evideut support among
Namibians.

Namibia is not approaching independence in a vacuum. The
difference between implementing Resolution 435 in 1978 and

at some future date is not simply a matter of time. Pretoria
seeks to undermine the aims of the resolution by changing the
structures within the country and by setting impossible pa-

remeters for implementation. Without great vigilance on the
part of Swapo and the UN-whose responsibility it would be to
ensure fair implementation of Resolution 435-Pretoria could
create a situation where the process would be sabotaged, de-

stroying any possibility of future implementation. They could
attempt to wipe out the Swapo leadership, or create a situation
where the government emerging would find it effectively im-
possible to govern the country. Basically Pretoria is busy laying
the groundwork for a massive destabilization of Namibia in
casg at some point, it is forced to bow to the pressure to
implement Resolution 435. The only circumstances under
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which Pretoria might willingly agree to such implementation
would be those in which it perceives the opportunity of making
gains for itself: by using the process to set up a puppet govd?n-

ment; by trying to destroy Swapo; or by so destabilizing Nami
bia that the government of the newly independent country
would be forced to capitulate to Pretoria's demands. Given the
financial and military cost of holding Namibia, South Africa
may at some point decide it is prudent to pull out, following the
435 process or a simple "truce to withdra#'procedure (analo-
gous to the British evacuation of Aden). South Africa has pre-
pared for this psychologically by gradually distancing itself
from the Namibian administration and making plain that it
does not view Namibia as an integral part of South Africa.

The UN plan makes provision for the South African admin-
istration to organize and run the election with the UN taking
on a role of "supervision and control" of the electoral process.

Originally, no specific provision was made for the nature of the
electoral process. This was superseded by Resolution 539
(19831 which required that Pretoria communicate its choice of
an electoral system. In November 1985, Pretoria informed the
secretary general that it had adopted proportional representa-
tion but gave no further details.

There are numerous ways in which the South African admin-
istration in Namibia may attempt to rig the registration of
voters or the election itself, apd make campaigning difficult for
Swapo. Pretoria may attempt to rush the registration of voters
at a time when a considerable number of Swapo personnel are
out of the country, in the hope of excluding a substantial part
of Swapo's organizational capacity from the process and of
directly disenfranchizing those still outside Namibia. It could
produce misleading information in selected areas, disqualify
candidates, intimidate the population, stuff ballot boxes prior
to the beginning of the election, or insist that illiterate voters
are "assisted" by its own officials. The administration will al-
most certainly create bureaucratic difficulties for Swapo in
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importing the vehicles it has in neighboring states which are

essential for campaigning in Namibia. Likewise it will prevent

or greatly delay campaign materials or paper supplies coming in
from abroad. Similar barriers were put in the way in the Zim'
babwe independence elections.

Today there are few people, even in conservative interna-

tional circles who would deny the mass support that Swapo

enioys in Namibia. Certainly South Africa believes Swapo does

have support-otherwise it would have held less implausible
internal elections or agreed to internationally monitored elec-

tions long ago.

Assuming Swapo wins two-thirds or more of the seats in the

constituent assembly, Pretoria may still seek to impose proce-

dures in the constituent assembly, making progress difficult.
Much would depend on the organizational readiness of Swapo

to cope with these eventualities, the adequate training of

Swapo cadres to provide its own effective monitoring of the
election, the integrity and independence of UNTAG and the
arrangements made by the UN Security Council in its enabling

resolution. For example, if this Security Council action to en-

force changes in South Africa's administration of the election
required a positive vote, it would be subiect to a veto. This
could be avoided by requiring positive approval of the stages in
the process, as proposed by South Africa'

At the end of October 1987, the Security Council passed

Resolution 601 authorizing the secretary general "to proceed to

arrange a cease-fire" between South AJrica and Swapo in order

to undertake the administrative and other practical steps nec'

essary for the emplacement of the UNTAG. This resolution,
which also urged UN members to render all necessary practical

assistance, passed by a vote of t4 in favor (including Britain),
with none against and one abstention (the United States). It
welcomed Swapo's readiness to sign and observe a cease-fire

agreement, paving the way for implementation of Resolution
435. Appendix 4 contains the full text of Resolution 601'
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The mass resistance within South Africa also serves to weaken
the capacity of the regime to maintain its illegal occupation of
Namibia. The regime is forced to commit more and more bf its
troops and police within South Africa; and its violence and
brutality are becoming more evident to the international com-
munity. As a result, South Africa is steadily gaining a reputa-
tion among Western business investors as an area of too great a
risk for their investments. In addition, these investments have
too great a "hassle factor" (in terms of negative image domesti-
cally| to be worthwhile. Coupled with an economy in a state of
deep structural crisis, South A-frica is no longer able to attract
external financing.

For South Africa, as already outlined Namibia is a fiscal and
military personnel drain. The gross cost of holding down Nami-
bia is already l0 percent of South Africa's state budger, about
half of its annual external borrowing and over R 500 per white
South African. That is a heavy cost now and likely to become
more difficult for Pretoria to maintain.

These economic factors are related to the narrowly military
set of issues. South Africa has over half of its front line infantry
tied down in Namibia and Angola. Both logistical and military
considerations make their speedy redeployment to meet
threats to the regime at home virtually impossible. From a
military security point of view, a much smaller force on the
more easily defensible Orange River line and a substantial
home-based tactical force available to meet domestic threats
would clearly make more sense. This is increasingly necessary
if the current level of physical resistance to apartheid is sus-
tained.

Pretoria's attempt to create a Namibian facade for its mil-
itary presence there through the establishment of SWATF has
run into considerabl.e difficulties. The regime's objective is to
establish an army in Namibi4 capable of replacing the official
South African forces, which can claim to be Namibian. To
attain this, the force would have to be largely black, would need
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to be fairly well trained in order to handle the technical sophis-

tication of South African military equipment and would need

to maintain a reasonable level of morale. on all three fronts

Pretoria has problems.
The declared intention of the Pretoria regime is to conscript

all Namibian males between the ages of 15 and 55' The first
attempts-which avoided the northern regions of Namibia,

iudged by Pretoria to be more committed to Swapo-brought
strong opposition from Namibians in the central and southern

regions. itt.y obiected to being drafted into a military force

illigally occupying Namibia and to fighting fellow Namibians.

Many potential conscripts chose to leave Namibia and ioin the

People's Liberation Army of Namibia (Planl. More recent at-

t.-16 to conscript Namibians began with a sudden order that

all males in the Sector l0 area (Tsumeb, Otavi, Grootfonteinl

would have to register within two weeks. In spite of assistance

offered by some companies who forced reluctant workers to

register, Pretoria again seems not to have followed through

*ih th" process. The underlying problem for Pretorii in con-

scripting Namibians is the overwhelming support Swapo has

throughout the country. conscription holds the grave risks for

the regime of having its forces thoroughly infiltrated by Swapo

,y-p"1hi".rs. Minures of a South African military intelligence

conference held in May 1984, released to the press in Britain by

Swapo, recognized that "swapo internally is organized on a wide

terrain on different levels and possesses the infrastructure to

collect information over a wide spectrum."36 They fear that

valuable information could be leaked to Plan or that trained

military personnel might desert to Plan.

To counter this problem it can be expected that SWATF will
retain a very large South African and mercenery component'

This can already be seen in the extensive use of south African

officers to command forces which are otherwise largely indige-

nous. In the transfer of Koevoet from the SAP to the "South

West Africa Police," South African members of Koevoet werc
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also "transferred or seconded" to these supposedly Namibian
forces. The South African regime's presentation of a Namibian
face in its military occupation is not going to reduce costi to
the South African treasury unless, of course, it chooses to
reduce the size of its military machine, an option which would
seriously weaken the current tenuous hold on Namibia.

South Africa's closest allies are finding it harder and harder
to defend the regime, particularly in the case of the United
States. In spite of vigorous support for Pretoria by the Reagan
administration, in 1986 the US Congress passed less than total
but still far-reaching sanctions legislation. The British govern-
ment, while not under the same degree of domestic pressure, is
isolated within the Commonwealth in its refusal to apply sanc-
tions against South Africa.

The period 1986-87 has seen an upsurge of Swapo support
and a collapse of TGNU credibility in Namibia. Despite con-
stant harassment, Swapo has repeatedly held mass demonstra-
tions in major towns.In addition, the Mine and Food and Allied
Workers Unions affiliated with the National Union of Nami-
bian Workers have organized over 15,000 members and held
rallies, negotiations and strikes.sT All maior Namibian organiza-
tions signed the Ai Gams Declaration at Windhoek in 1985,
reaffirming their commitment to national liberation. The maior
churches, Swanu, the CDP, the Damara chiefs, and smaller
bodies joined with Swapo in this declaration. Meanwhile, the
German settler interest group held talks with Swapo in Lusaka
and indicated its commitment to early and full implementation
of Resolution 435.

The TGNU, in contrast, had nothing to show for its claims.
Even its attempt to cobble together a plausible-looking consti-
tution, so as to provide some electoral credibility, was vetoed
by P. W. Botha.

Whatever antics Pretoria may be up to with the intention of
avoiding a Swapo government in Windhoek, the regime will
eventually be forced to capitulate, and then the Namibian
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people, under Swapo's leadership, will achieve the liberation of

their country and genuine national independence. South Afri
ca's occupation of Namibia has reached a dead end on the

economic, political and military fronts. How fast it can be

pushed down the remaining distance-and forced to acc€pt

Namibian independence-depends primarily on the Namibian
people and their liberation movement, but this can be influ-
enced significantly by both domestic and external pressures on

the Pretoria regime.
Similarly, how successful South Africa can be in perpetuat-

ing economic dependence and in destabilizing a genuinely in-

dependent Namibia will depend primarily on alertness, planned

reduction of vulnerability and commitment to continued strug-

sle by the people of Namibia and their government. But this
can be influenced significantly by the price South Africa will
have to pay to continue occupation or to effect subsequent

destabilization.
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LESOTHO,

BOTSWANA,
SWAZILAND
Captive States

ln a quiet valley of aloes, wattle and poplar trees below
Lesotho's parliament lies a curious little graveyard. It has

27 low headstones with the names of the dead and the
blunt epitaph: "Massacred by the SADF [South African
Defense Foice], 9/12/82.'Six newly turned graves along-

side them are unmarked, but when the headstones are

erected they will probably carry a similar statement. . . .

The graveyard is fenced off with barbed wire and sepa-

tated from Maseru's main cemetery by the Seputana River,
/ alittle tributary which runs a few hundred yards into the

Caledon River, the border with South Africa. The separa'

tion from the main cemetery is deliberate. The dead are all
South Africans, members of the African National Con-
gress [ANC]. And the plan is that when "liberation" comes

io South Africa they will be leaving making the trip
across the Caledon to some final resting place, another of
Africa's "heroes acres."

r9l
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In the meantime the graveyard serves as a reminder of
this tiny mountain kingdom's invidious position, caught
between the millstones of white South Africa and black
nationalism, and of its diplomatic dilemma.

A couple of miles down the road at the Maseru border
post a handful of South African police in paramilitary
uniforms make minute examination of vehicles and bag-
gage in search of explosives, guns and ANC desperadoes
which they know will not be found but which provide a
convenient excuse to reduce a puny neighbour to a state
of seige.r

In those four descriptive paragraphs written in Maseru on
14 |anuary 1985, David Beregford encapsulated the dilemma
facing Lesotho in particular, as well as Botswana and Swaziland
(known collectively as BLS or Boleswaf-the captive states of
southern Africa.

LESOTHO

After the ANC was banned in South A-frica in 1950, Lesotho
became one of meny countries where its members and others
sought refuge and shelter. Twenty years later the South African
refugee population in Lesotho had reached 11,5m, mostly refu-
gees from the social system of apartheid-people who left be-

cause of the ban on racially mixed marriages, children escaping
from "Bantu" education (the inferior curriculum available to
Africansl, students looking for university places-and one
hundred new arrivals were registering each month at the Inte.
rior Ministry.

Then, in the early hours of 9 December 1982, the haven for
refugees was turned into a charnel house. SADF commandoes,
supported by helicopters and armored trucks, sped through
border posts on the outskirts of Maseru and shot up several
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residences, slaughtering 42 people, including Lesotho na'

tionals, some of them women and children. The then minister
of information Desmond Sixishe said it was a "treumatic" expe'

rience that "destabilized us psychologically."z The dead in-

cluded 30 South African refugees, and 27 of them now occupy

those marked graves on the banks of the Seputana River.
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The other six graves, as yet unmarked are those of refugees
who died in another attack on Maseru on 19 December 1985.
They were killed while attending a Christmas party.s

Of the three captive states, Lesotho is the most vulnerable. It
is a tiny, impoverished nation of almost 1.5 million peoplg com-
pletely surrounded by South Africa and almost entirely depen-
dent upon the capriciousness of its hostile neighbor. Only
l3 percent of the country's 30,355 square kilometers is suitable
for cultivation. Its economy is essentially a remittance and sub-
sistence one. Although censuses depict 90 percent of the popula-
tion as agriculturaf only 3 percent of rural households are able
to sustain themselves on agricultural production.

About 150,000 people-more than half the adult popula-
tion-are absentee migrants in mines, in industries and on
farms in South Africa. The money they remit accounts for over
half of the national income. Lesotho depends on South Africa
tor 97 percent of its imports and 95 percent of its tourists; and
the bulk of the commercial enterprises are subsidiaries of
South African firms. The only rail link from the capital,
Maseru, to South Africa is owned by South African Railways.

In addition, the country depends on the Southern A-frican
Customs Union (SACUI for 70 percent of government revenue.
Prior to the military coup of |anuary 1986 in Lesotho, South
Africa had consistently attempted to use the f.act of this de-
pendence to force Lesotho to recognize the "Bantustans" and to
be less critical of apartheid policies.

Over the last decade or so, the country has been transformed
into a labor reserve of a single industry-mining. However,
development of technology in the mining industry, and conse-
quently upgrading of training and skills, has stabilized the
labor demands and restricted them to a core of relatively
skilled and semiskilled workers. Thus, since l98Q the number
of Lesotho nationals employed in the mining sector has de-
clined to around 115,000.
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Given the high level of unemployment inside South Africa,
particularly among blacks, and in the "Bantustans," end uncer'

tainties of the political situation throughout the region, new

opportunities for Basotho migrants are markedly on the de-

cline.
To understand the recent coup d'Atat and Pretoria's destabili-

zation of Lesotho, it is necessary to put into perspective the

country's historical evolution and the contradictory forces aris-

ing from this history which gave Pretoria the opportunity to

intervene.

In Lesotho, formerly the British protectorate of Basutoland, the

dominant political pafty prior to independence was the Basuto-

land African Congress {BAC}, formed in 1952 with the assis-

tance of the AJrican National Congress (ANCI of South Africe'
In 1959, it changed its name to the Basutoland Congress Party

(BCPI. Its leader, Clement Ntsu Seiabanana Mokhehle, was a

student at Fort Hare University, where he was also a founding

member of the ANC Youth League'a

Both the British colonial administration and Pretoria were

dissatisfied with the political orientation of the BCP and

sought a moderate political platform to counter it. In these

circumstances, acting through the local agencies of the Catho-

lic Church, Pretoria provided the financial and organizational

support to found a party of the right. Thus the Basutoland

National Party {BNP} of Chief Leabua }onathan Molapo was

formed in 1959 explicitly to counter the radical BCP, with a

"moderatell-political platform to which the British would be-

queath power.
Besides the two main political parties, three smaller ones

emerged during the preindependence period. These were the

Communist Party of Lesotho (CPL!, founded by Basotho and

South African communists; the Marema Tlou Freedom Party

il
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(MFPI, a breakaway from the BCP over the question of the
powers of the king; and the United Democratic Party (UDP) of
Charles Mofeli, also a breakaway from the BCP.

The first constitutional conference, held in London in 1954
resulted in the first preindependence constitution, effective
May 1955. This constitution gave wide executive powers to the
monarchy, including control of the armed forces.

Preindependence elections were held on 29 April 1955 and,
with financial support from Pretoria, the BNP won 42 percent
of the votes and a razor-thin majority of 3l out of 50 seats.
Chief fonathan did not win his seat in parliament, but became
prime minister in fuly 1955 after winning a by-election.

The Basutoland independence conference, held in London in
|une 1955, marked the last stage to independencb but was
shrouded in controversy over constitutional amendments.
Tabled by the ruling BNP, these amendments sought to remove
executive authority from the king. Despite overwhelming op.
position from the delegates, the colonial secretary confirmed
the amendments and independence was finally set for October
1956.

fust three months later, in December, an abortive meeting at
Thaba Bosiu, at which the king intended to demand executive
powers under the 1965 constitution, gave Chief fonathan the
excuse to place him under house arrest. He later went into
exile, only to return after he had accepted his role as a constitu.
tional monarch.

Throughout its first five years of independence, Lesotho very
much resembled a "Bantustan." The ruling BNP pursued a pol-
icy of class links with South African capital. Anton Rupert, a

South African industrialist and , an Afrikaner nationalist, be-

came Chief |onathan's economic adviser and helped to set up
the Lesotho National Development Corporation (LNDC).

Chief |onathan's liberal economic policies opened the door
to South African capital. This led to domination of the econ-
omy by South Africa's commercial capital at the expense of
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small Basotho traders, largely ignored because of their support

for the opposition BcP. Labor force exported to south African

mining and other industries expanded reaching an average

figure of 250,000 per Year.
The extent of South African domination was probably best

demonstreted by their control of the civil service. Key areas of

the bureaucratic establishment-chief iusticq attorney

general, chief electoral officer, pennenent secretaries-were
packed with Afrikaner bureaucrats recruited from south Africa.

it is no wonder that Chief |onathan emerged as the chief expo-

nent of "dialogue" with Pretoria.s

This pro-South Africa policy was to ptove unpopular and

erode much of the BNP's electoral base' The antiBoer (the

Boers were Dutch settlers of the southern tip of Africa) senti-

ment, very much a historical tradition of the Basotho, was

further fuelled by the fact that there was nothing to show for

five years of close collaboration with Pretoria. Despite consid-

erabie financial support from Pretoriq the BNP was unable to

tetain its hairline parliamentary maiority.
According to reliable sources, at the time of the govern-

ment's censorship of election results on29 fanuary 1970, the

figures stood as follows: BCP,35 seats; BNP, 23 seats; and MFP,

I ieat.6 It was then that Chief fonathan declared the election

null and void, suspended the constitution and declared a state

of emergency. Chief fonathan's paramilitary coup was the be-

ginning of a political crisis which spanned the next 15 years'- 
Chief Jonaihan ruled for three years through a personal dic-

tatorship, without any semblance of democratic representation.

In March 1973, following pressure from international donors,

he reintroduced the westminster parliamentary process through

the reconstitution of an 86-member Interim National Assem-

bly, consistlng predominantly of his party and a few hand'

picked opposition elements.
This split the opposition BCP down the middle' The vice'

president, Gerald Ramoreboli, and Phoka Chaolana led a fac-
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tion into the interim assembly, while Secretary-General Ko-
enyama Chakela responded by organizing an abortive uprising
in fanuary L974, in which a number of police stations were
attacked in the northern part of the country. When this failed
the rest of the BCP leadership and many of its members fled
into exile.

Nter 1974, Lesotho's relationship to Pretoria began to undergo
dramatic changes. In fact, as early as I973, Chief fonathan had
told the newly reconstituted Interim National Assembly that
"while still committed to dialogue rather than force in settling
domestic and foreign policy, Lesotho would not cease to give
moral support and any other possible support to our fellow men
in the liberation movement who are still struggling to free
themselves from the yoke of colonialism and racial oppres-
sion."7

Chief fonathan's about-face was influenced by a number of
factors. First, his pro-Pretoria policy and the violence that had
accompanied his paramilitary coup had isolated the ruling BNP
and made it extremely unpopular. By 1973, and particularly
after the abortive uprising Chief fonathan was ruling from a
very narrow political base. Because of traditional hostility to-
ward the Boers, the ruling BNP hoped that by appearing to
distance itself from Pretoria it could undermine the political
influence of the opposition and usurp its mantle of radicalism.

Second, proximity to Pretoria continued to be a source of
embarrassment, particularly to the new social forces which had

ioined the ruling party since independence. After 1970 the
exiled BCP was able to use the role of Pretoria in the 1970 crisis
as a constant source of diplomatic embarrassment to the
Maseru regime, a fact that no doubt isolated Lesotho from the
majority of independent African states. It would seem, there-
fore, that the regime was under pressure to shed its collabora-
tionist tag.

(
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Third from the narrow view of economic self-interest, Leso-

tho did not seem to have reaped any economic benefits from
the collaborationist policy. Pretoria all along showed a lack of

interest in Maseru's economic development obiectives.In 1959,

for example, Pretoria announced sweeping changes in its tax
structure without consulting Maseru and, again in 1971, de-

valued the rand without prior warning to Lesotho. Pretoria's

failure to commit itself to the Oxbow water proiect, an impor-

tant source of foreign currency, probably led to the final realiza-

tion that the fruits of collaboration were not forthcoming.
Furthermore, it seemed that it was in the interest of the new

class forces within the BNP to disengage from Pretori4 so as to

be able to diversify the country's sources of foreign aid. Finally,
it appears that the changing balance of power in the subconti-

nent, particularly the collapse of the Portuguese empire, proba-

bly convinced sections of the ruling party that the future of the

subcontinent did not lie with South A-frica.8

By 1976, Chief |onathan had more or less completed his

about-face. Following the outbreak of the Soweto uprising of

|une 1976, Maseru appealed to Pretoria in a strongly worded

statement, to reconsider its domestic policy, which "was bound

to lead to tragic consequences for both black and white and

unforeseeable consequences for southern Africa . . . ."e Chief

fonathan proceeded to conclude relations with the ANC and

the following year established diplomatic relations with Mo-

zambique. Thereafter, Maseru announced that it would adhere

to the United Nations (UNf protogol and accept and protect

refugees from South Africa.
Pretoria was far from happy with these developments and

predictably began a campaign to "persuade" Lesotho to return to

its orbit. At the same time, the realignment of political forces

in the 1970s had provoked yet another split among the exiled.

Of the two factions, Mokhehle's was prepared "to ride on the

back of thetevil to cross the river." This was to form the basis

upon which Pretoria established the Lesotho Liberation Army
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{Ltll.to Chakela returned to Lesotho under the Amnesty Act of
1980 and, until he was assassinated in 1982, led the progressive
faction of the BCP.

The first LLA attacks took place in May 1979. These were
followed by a spate of bombings across the country. However,
much of the activity between 1979 and 1980 was amateurish,
suggesting that Pretoria initially sought to shake the regime
and "persuede" the chief back to the fold.

In August 1980 a meeting was aranged between the prime
ministers of Lesotho and South Africa at Peka Bridge on the
border of the two countries. After the Peka talks there was a
brief thaw in hostilities, and the LLA activities were broughg to
4 temporary halt. However, the bargains hammered out et Peka
were not honored in the long run.rr

Perhaps much more important considerations were the
events taking place inside South Africa. The second half of
1980 saw the intensification of the armed struggle and resis-
tance against the apaftheid regime. After attacks of Sasolburg
and on police stations at Orlando, Soekmekar, Moroka and at
various other places, Pretoria sought to take its war into the
neighboring countries. It was under these circumstances that
the myth of ANC military bases in Lesotho gained currency. It
is against this background that, following the collapse of the
"Peka Accord," the years l98l-1982 witnessed the intensifica-
tion of LLA activities.

However, continued destabilization failed to bring Chief |on-
athan back to the fold; in fact, it had the opposite effect. Chief
fonathan responded to Pretoria's threat with the only weapon at
his disposal-an appeal for support from the international com-
munity. Consequentln Lesotho moved closer to the socialist
community, which wes prepered to offer political, diplomatic
and material support for Lesotho's effort to resist apartheid
aggression.

This phase of destabilization culminated in the Maseru raid
of December 1982. Concerned that it had so far failed to intimi
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date Lesotho into abandoning its international obligation of

accepting South African refugees, South Africa leunched a bar-

baric attack on Maseru on the night of 9 December 1982, kil'
ling 30 South African refugees and l2 Lesotho nationels.

The raid failed to intimidate Lesotho into submission. In the
historical context of Basotho'Boer relations, it reinforced the
resolve to champion a strong antiapartheid policy and, to a

large degree, strengthened the hand of the anti-Pretoria ele-

ments within Chief |onathan's cabinet. The late minister of

information Desmond Sixishe said the attack "rekindled the
spirit of solidarity against South Africa in this coun-

try . . . [and] it had a tremendous effect on our people in terms

of rallying them together and reminding them of the constant
threat across the border."rz

It was probably this that convinced Chief fonathan to estab-

lish diplomatic relations at ambassadorial level with the Soviet

Union, Cuba, Chin4 Yugoslavia and the Republic of Korqa.

Pretoria seemed to have concluded at this point that Chief

|onathan had to go, but it took another four years to dislodge

him from powel.

The period after the Maseru raid saw further intensification of

the aggression against Lesotho, which had two broad obiectives:

Pretoria sought to overthrow Chief |onathan and replace him
with either a candidate from the extreme right of his own

ruling party or one from the right-wing coalition the Basotho

Democratic Alliance {BDA), which it was in the process of

assembling. Second, after the Nkomati Accord, it sought to
pressure Maseru into signing a nonaggression treaty along sim-

ilar lines.
Particularly important in the postraid period was'Pretoria's

change of strategy and tactics. Probably, because the LLA was

by then in a state of disarray, Pretoria relied less on the military
instrument and more on selective economic threats. These
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included the well-timed manipulation of existing economic
agreements, such as SACU, border restrictions and, of course,
intervention in internal politics by supporting opposition par-

ties.
In May 1983, Pretoria imposed restrictions on the movement

of traffic across the border. Following a ministerial meeting the
embargo was lifted but not before Lesotho had acceded to the
deportation of ANC refugees, many of them resident in Lesotho
for a number of years. Altogether, 60 South African refugees
left the country in what was called "voluntary deportation."

Even this did not seem to satisfy Pretoria, for a similar
embargo was imposed in |uly. This was followed in August by a
two-pronged incursion, one at the Lesotho Paramilitary Force
base at Ongelu's Neck in the south and another at the Roman
Catholic Mission at Pitseng in the north. This state of unde-
clared war continued right into 1984.

At the same time, Pretoria decided to assemble an opposition
grouping against the government. The BDA, formed under the
auspices of the South African minister for foreign affairs Roelof
"Pik" Both4 brought together the dominant right-wing opposi-
tion within the country.ta Its first president, C. D. Molapo, a

former foreign minister and secretary general of the ruling BNP,
had earlier been unsuccessful in ousting Chief fonathan and
had been excluded from the party because of his South African
connections. Phoka Chaolana, its chairman, wes a prominent
figure of the internal BCP and had been expelled from the
interim assembly because of Pretoria connections.

At the beginning of 1984 therefore, the country was faeing
increased pressure from a number of quarters-the BDA" mil-
itary invasion, economic threats and intensification of border
restrictions. Midway through the year, Pretoria refused transit
for an arms consignment, withdrew from the foint Feasibitity
Study of the Highland Water Project and threatened to reduce
Lesotho's quota of migrant workers. Because of the structure
and demands of the mining industry this threat wes to prove
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difficult to implement. Lesotho decided to take its case to the
UN Security Council, whereupon South Africa relented, and by
October it had refoined the joint feasibility study.

President P. W. Botha continued to demand the reduction of
diplomatic representation of socialist countries in Maseru. But
more importantly, Pretoria demanded a pact which would give
it access to South African refugees entering Lesotho, as well as

the right to prohibit the presence in the country of South
Africans it considered "terrorists."

According to the late minister of information Desmond Six-
ishe, the United States was the prime mover behind the South
African demands. In 1984, Sixishe told an interviewer that the
"Americans were behind the whole thing." The United States,

he said, was trying to indicate to Maseru that if Lesotho
resisted any longer, "we might not get assistance from them if
South Africa decided to bash our heads."ra

The intensified destabilization of and continued pressures

on Lesotho, especially during 1982-85, exposed the factional
struggles within the ruling BNP. As indicated earlier, the new
class forces that had ioined the party in the postindependence
period had by the 1970s occupied strategic positions within the
party and the cabinet. Invariably, the members of this group
increasingly used access to state institutions to advance their
economic position.

By 1980, the most prominent and economically powerful of
these was Evaristus Sekhonyana, who held three ministries:
foreign affairs, economic planning and employment. Sekhonya-
na's'rivals in the cabinet consisted of less-propertied col-
leagues. Desmond Sixishe, the minister of information, was a
relatively new appointee. Vincent Mokhi Makhele, party secre-

tary general and minister of cooperatives and rural develop-

ment, and later minister of foreign affairs, was also less proper-

tied.
The factional struggles that ensued were primarily over the

control of state power in the post-|onathan era. However,

---\
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against the backdrop of continued pressures from Pretoria and
the less reactionary foreign policy championed over the pre-

vious five years, these conflicts were bound to be perceived as

ideological and between the left and the right.
The "left" faction, identified with the Makhele-Sixishe camp,

posed as custodians of the progressive anti-South African
stance. Its opportunism notwithstanding this position pro-

vided room for mobilization against South African aggression.
HoweveE this faction's most potent weapon was its control of
the government's information apparatus and the paramilitary
party youth league.

The Sekhonyana faction, partly because of historical ties
with South Africa, tended to favor some form of pact with
Pretoria. According to Sekhonyana, then foreign affairs mini-
ster, he had understood the inevitability of coming to some
form of agreement with South Africa. He was, in his own words,
"trying to push for something at a lower level-at the level of
Security Chiefs." If this was true, then it is probable that the
Sekhonyana faction was not merely pursuing the narrow inter-
ests of its class base, but was probably working in the long-term
interests of the ruling party.

Lesotho's general election, the first in l5 years, was scheduled
for 17 and 18 September 1985. However, on nomination day,

the whole exercise proved a nonevent. The opposition parties
withdrew from the electoral process, thus allowing Chief |ona-
than's BNP to capture all the parliamentary seats without a

single vote being cast.
As already indicated, the ruling BNP had not been able to

establish its political legitimacy or escape the stigma of usurp-
ing power after losing the 1970 elections. By 1983, however, a

number of factors had turned the tide in favor of the govern-

ment, and elections now seemed winnable. First, Lesotho's re-

sistance to Pretoria's aggression had to a large degree discre-
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dited the traditional opposition and earned the ruling BNP
some measure of popularity, as well as boosting the country's
international prestige. Second opposition to the BNP was at its
weakest.

The traditional opposition was at best divided into four
warring factions-the Ramoreboli-Chaolana BCP faction that
had accepted nominations to the Interim National Assembly;
Godfrey Molotsi Kolisang general secretary qf the internal
BCP, led the faction that had reiected the Interim National
Assembly; the Chakela faction, which had dwindled into a

small group since his assassination; and finally the external
BCP, which was itself riven with divisions.

In addition to the BCP factions and the smaller opposition
parties discussed earlier, two new parties had emerged on the
political scene. These were the National Independence Party
(NIP|, led by Anthony Manyeli, a former BNP cabinet minister,
and based in the extreme reactionary sections of the Catholic
Church, and the United Fatherland Front (UFF|, in which a

number of CPL activists were involved. With the exception of
the CPL and the UFF, the other opposition parties were to the
right of the BNP.

The BDA, founded to unite and coordinate the pro-Pretoria
opposition, appeared to have made very little headway. BDA
Ieaders acknowledged South Africa's massive financial backing
with uncharacteristic frankness. BDA Chairman Chaolana told
the Rand Daily MaiI that "we will be getting funds from Preto-
ria. I don't think accepting funds will be irregular . . . . This
money would be shared among political parties within the BDA
for use in their campaigns. These include the Basotho Congress
Party, the United Democratic Party, and the Marama Tlou
Freedom Party. . . ."rs Despite this support, at the beginning of
1985, the BDA had not produced even a manisfesto.

Opinion was unanimous that Chief Ionathan would win the
general election with a comfortable maiority. However, at the
crucial moment the govemment frustrated the electoral process.
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This can probably be explained by the existing balance of
power within the government and the ruling party in the period

prior to the elections. By 1984, the "left" faction had already

captured the ruling party and for all practical purposes, the key
state apparatus; however, its members had little or no political
clout and hardly any political base. They, more than any other
faction, stood to gain in the event of a nonelection.

The outcome of the September electoral process was at best

a recipe for acute instability and coniuncture in the organs of
the state. The country emerged from this crisis acutely divided,

the ruling party in complete disarray. The Makhele "victory"
mirrored in the new cabinet was for all practical purposes

hollow. It could only be sustained by the ruthless brutality of
the party's youth league.

Thus, at a time when South Africa was tightening its noose

around the country, Chief |onathan faced one of the most
serious political situations since his coup of 1970. As early as

October 1985, rumors of a coup began to circulate in Maseru.
The timing of the commando attack on a Christmas party in
December 1985 and the border restrictions that followed imme-
diately were calculated to take maximum advantage of the
political crisis in Lesotho.

Consequently, when, on 20 fahuary 1986, the Paramilitary
Unit staged the coup in the name of their commander, Maior
General fustin Metsing Lekhanyq there was hardly any resis-

tance. The coup marked not only the overthrow of Chief |ona'
than, but also the end of the Molapo dynasty and the reinstitu-
tion of the Letsie dynasty. The coup leaders were the Letsie

brothers, Thaabe and Sekhobe, cousins of the king who are both
colonels in the Lesotho defense forces and who are members of,

and the real power behind the ruling Military Council.
The post-|onathan political dispensation is, in a sense, a

re{lection of the age-old struggles for power between Molapo
and Letsie, the two houses of the ruling Bakoena lineage. The
coup has in a way reestablished the 1955 constitution with full
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executive powers to the king Moshoeshoe II, whose role in
influencing the events of 20 fanuary is still not entirely clear.
Chief fonathan,73, died in Pretoria of stomach cancer in early
1987.

Soon after the coup d'Atug there was a move to expel South
A-fricans with ANC affiliations. Initially, the new military re-
gime promised to transfer refugees to third countries for their
own safety, and leading ANC figures were flown north to Zam-
bia. The situation, it would seem, has deteriorated remarkably
since then. Allegations of interrogation of ANC refugees by
South African secuiity police have been made repeatedly. In
late 1985, the general secretary of the Christian Council of
Lesotho and his wife were deported for reporting these allega-
tions to the press.

'In November 1985, two of Chief |onathan's senior former
ministers were abducted and murdered by what appeared to be

a military-type hit squad. Sixishe and Makhele, former informa-
tion and foreign affairs ministers respectively, were known to
have been sympathizers of the pro-ANC policy. There are re-
ports of harassment and intimidation of other Lesotho na-

tionals known to be sympathetic to ANC, as well as reports of
South African hit squads operating in the country.

Immediately after the coup, Maseru played host to Chief
Kaizer Mantanzima, the Transkei Bantustan's first "president,"
an act which bordered on recognition of South Africa's so-called
independent states. This was one of seveilql developments that
have helped to ingratiate Maseru to Pretoria.

The expulsion of the ANC and the normalization of rela-
tions with Pretoria apparently prepared the ground for approval
of the Highland Water Prof ect. The "water treaty" was signed on
24 October 1986 by Pik Botha and Colonel Thaabe Letsie. The
proiect will take 30 years to complete, and Lesotho's earnings
will be an estimated R 120 million (US $50 million! e yearr

when complete. Total cost of the water prof ect is R 5 billion.t6
It is understood that the agreement included security coopera-
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tion, facilitated through foint Security Committees. In early
1987, South Africa reported that the two countries had signed
an agreement to establish trade missions.rT

Given the historical animosity of the citizens of Lesotho
toward the Boers, however, the incumbents do not have much
room to maneuver if they are to retain a popular base or credi-
bility in the region. A member of the Military Council toured
Frontline states soon after the coup and told leaders that Leso-

tho remains committed to regional cooperation and opposed to
apartheid. But he added that, first and foremost/ Lesotho must
consider economic and geographical realities. The implication
was that while the government would continue to admit refu-
gees from South Africa, they would be moved rapidly north-
ward official ANC presence would be curtailed and the decibel
level of opposition to apartheid would be muted.

BOTSWANA

Gaborone, the capital of Botswana, has the charm of a large,
rather sleepy, village. Its central feature is a colorful broad
shopping mall. There, politicians, civil seryants and cattle
owners rub shoulders, free from racial tension and segregation

although less than l0 kilometers awa, across the border, is

South Africa.
This tranquility was rudely shattered in the early hours of

14 |une 1985, when residents were awakened by bursts of auto-
matic rifle fire, mortars and grenades. Gaborone had become a

victim of the South African government's strategy of armed
attacks on neighboring capitals.

The raid lasted 45 minutes. Ten houses and an office block
in different parts of the city were destroypd. South African
soldiers stormed the houses, spraying bullets as they weng and

residents who came to their doors were gunned down. In all,
l2 people died.
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Later that day in Pretoria, General Constand Vilioen, head of
the SADF, claimed the targets lvere "key" ectivists of the "con-

trol centre of the Transvaal sabotage organization of the ANC."
Every effort had been made, he said, "to get at the enemy, and
not at the Botswana police or members of the public or inno-
cent members of the terrorists'families."r8

But a very different picture emerged as the identities of I I of
the 12 victims became known. The people caught asleep in
their beds were all civilians-a six-year-old boy from Lesotho;
his uncle; a recently arrived computer programmer from Soma-

lia; a young government social worker; her husband; the cou-
ple's friend visiting from South AIrica; a pacifist university
student; two teachers; a typist; and a domestic worker. Four of
the l2 may have had connections with the ANC, but none were
likely candiates for guerrilla training. By no stretch of the
imaginetion could they be construed as "key" ANC activists.rg

The true motives for the attack seemed to be to try to silence
a vocal community of South African exiles, as well as alienat-
ing the exile community from the Botswana community, exert-
ing pressure on the government to expel South African exiles,
and generally boosting morale in South Africa by dramatizing
the attack as e "successful" offensive against "terrorists." Bots-
wana would continue to receive refugees under the Geneva
Convention, a senior official said, confirming that, "there are

conditions which they [refugees] observe and [theyl may not be

expelled from a country without any evidence that they have
contravened such conditions . . . . The only way we could stop
receiving refugees is if they do not come."

The attack on Gaborone was highly embarrassing to the
Reagan administration, coming as it did only three weeks after
the foiled Cabinda raid in Angola, in which a South African
officer was captured and confessed that the mission had been to
destroy US-owned oil installations. The US ambassador in Pre-

toria, Herman Nickel, was recalled "to review the situation."
Nickel observed that the raid made "it virtually impossible for

l{j
!i: i
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President Reagan not to sign" the divestment bill then before

Congress. The State Department called in the South A-frican

ambassador-designate, warning him, "If you [South Africans]
want to bring down the wrath of God on your head, I couldn't
think of a better way of doing it."zo The British Foreign Office
described the attack as "indefensible."

Until that raid Botswana had been left in relative peace by

South Africa. There had been a number of car bombings and

other explosions, killing several ANC members, but, for nearly
20 years, the Botswana government had been able to maintain a

"dignified pattern of independence" and a "good working rela-

tionship with South .Alirica."2r

Botswana gained its independence from Britain on 30 Sep-

tember 1956, having been a British "protectorate" since 1884.

From the following year until independence, the 600,372 square

kilometers of sparsely populated and largely arid territory was

known as Bechuanaland. The first prime minister of independ-

ent Botswana was Seretse Kham4 chief of the Bamangwato'

Under pressure from South Africa, the British colonial adminis-

tration had exiled him for marrying a white woman. But he

returned in 1962, entering the Legislative Council as head of
the Bechuanaland Democratic Party (BDPf, which worked to-

ward a multiparty, democratic, nonracial state and won an

overwhelming maiority in the preindependence elections. He

was later knighted by the British queen.

Despite his conservative traditionalist background, Khama

lvas to play a significant role in southern African politics over

the next 14 years until his death in 1980. He was part of the
Frontline state grouping which also included the leaders of
Angola, Mozambique,Tanzaniaand Zambia, and which played

a prominent role in the Zimbabwean liberation struggle. As

leader of one of the Frontline states, Khama stood in the fore-

front of opposition to apartheid. While his role was more muted
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than that of some of his colleagues-and his country's eco-

nomic and geographic position more difficult-there was no
doubting the principles he stood for.

He was a leading advocate of the Southern African Develop-
ment Coordination Conference (SADCCI, and his country hosts
the SADCC secretariat. On 3 fuly 1979, at a Frontline states
meeting in the northern Tanzanian town of Arusha, called to
discuss plans for establishing SADCC, he made his position
very clear. Political freedom had been won, he said but eco-

nomic liberation remained to be achieved. He called for the
development of the subcontinent as an integrated region
"rather than a cluster of impoverished little chauvinistic enti-
ties," adding that there was a need to improve regional trans-
port facilities, so that the African nations could "lessen their
dependence upon the racist and white minority regime of South
Africa. This economic dependence has in many ways made our
political independence somewhat meaningless."2z

Nine months later, on I April 1980, he chaired the summit
in the Tambian capital, Lusaka, that launched SADCC, and he
sounded an ominous warning. "The struggle for economic liber-
ation will be as bitterly contested as has'been the struggle for
political liberation," he said. But he emphasized that SADCC,
while seeking to lessen its dependence on South Africa for
trade and transport, was not seeking outright confrontation: "It
is not our obiective to plot against anybody or any country but,
on the contrary to lay the foundation for the development of a
new economic order in southern Africa and forge a united
community."23 Pretoriar however, had other plans and embarked
on its program to destabilize the region.

Traditionally, the people of Botswana have held their wealth in
cattle and at independence the pastoral sector was the only
significant foreign exchange earner. The cattle industry still
generates almost l0 percent of export earnings, but is now in

$
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second place, far behind-djamonds and just ahead of copper_nickel matte, which has fallen due to commodity prices.
Fifteen years ago, btsryanA_was one of in. poor.rt .ourrtri.,in sub-saharan Afric;ilat:larsgt;;"se of diamonds, it is

problem ir recycling thEIiS
rmport cover. A major economicre.v!/v''B L's uugc casn surplus, large enough to put

Botswana in the unique position of having to make regular cashcontributions to the International Monetary fund (titf).
since diamond deposits were found in orapa in'195i, Bots-wana has become one of the world,s three iargesi- Jii,,,"raproducers, along with South Africa and the Soviei Unio;;;r-mond sales dominate-export earnings and in rggg-accourrtea

for over 78 percent of visible .*porrl *ni.n ,.".fr.a-i r.."rA
$926.5 million. This helped ,o j.n.r.r. an economic growthrate of 12.4 percent for the fiscal year ended gO Jurre- fqb6.Botswana had its first trade surplus in 19g5, and in 19g6 itsove_rall.balance of payments surplus was $BBi.Z milli;;- "

While Botswana has achjeved rapid economic growth, it stillhas a host of economic problems, inctufing, as Khama realized,its dependence on south Africa. Another fey pr"ur.* i, ii"idue to a colonial legacy lacking in .aeluat, planning for futurJdevelopment, priority mlpt bJgiv.o roirr. .*p.rrj* r"ri.-"rcreating an infrastructuie, to providing education 
"oi-*r.ftraining, and to expansion of productiv-e employment. Third,the drought in the l9g0s has ravaged the country reducing thenational cattle herd by ou., orr.-third and diverting,r;;;];;;

from development to relief projects. w;;;, shoftages and unre-liable rainfall continue to cause serious difficultie"s, *;;h;;ilharvests necessitating large fooa i*porrr.
south Africa likes to give the impression that withholdingfood is a,weapon that ca-n U. ur.J ig.iost its neighbors, that"more and more black states will depeiJ ro ,o-. extent on thiscountry for basic foods,,and that,fuil grain silos will m;rh";we can talk and negotiate from a posi-tion of ,tren$hJ; H;*
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ever, south Africa is actually responsible for the critical short-age of food in some neighboring couniries such 

", 
eigof"lrraMozambiqug where its surrogales have r.Uor"g.a ir*'nrporr"_tion routes, damaging rural infrastructure, and destroying cropsand food relief supplies. Furthermore, Couth Africa,s own weak-ness was exposed during the same period of drought, *t.r, i,was forced to import supplies of the staple food maize meal,from one of its indep.nd.rrt n.igfrUoir, Zimbabwe.

Botswana's economic turnabout has teen based in large partupon the development of its mineral wealth uy ,rr"-"?Li'i"conjunction with largely south African capital. Anglo-American,
a south African trensnationa! and the American Amax corpora-tion have a controlling interest in the copper-nickel mine atselebi'Pikwe. De Beers consolidated Mines, another south Afri-can company linked-to Anglo-American, has joined the Botswanagovernment in the development of the diamond ri.ra, 

"i 
or"p",Letlhakane and fwaneng and De Beers,Central Selling Org;;l;"-tion markets Botswana,s diamonds abroad. fhis le;s il;_na's vital forergn exchange-e.*i"g- *.tor highly a.pJrrrtupon forces outside the gwernmenti control.

In fuly 1987, De Beers agreed to purchase the entire diamondstockpile of Debswana (Di Beers botrr""" Mining CompanyPtyf, accumulated during a ,ecession in the world diamondmarket from 1982-85. DJbswana is ioinity oru".J ly;;;;;,
ln|.lh. Botswana governmenr, each with a so peic"iirl;;;-
holding. The stockpile, with'"n .rri..ted value of $300_500 million, was transferred to o. g.*t for an undisclosed
:lT_ of money and 20 million shares in p. Beers, valued at$380 million, equivalent to just il;;;;;;r;;;i";;;iln,-
!.t Thus, the Botswana gou.rorn.rrt, with an effective2.5 percent interest in De BeJrs, i, tn.Jirrt bfack africl;;;;_ernment to have a stake in the mining company that hasdominated the production and m"rketing of diamonds for mostof ihis century. The transaction will bJost Botswana,s assetsand De Beers'image.zo

$_
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Botswana is also heavily dependent upon South African
transport, and industrial and processing sectors, with more
than 80 percent of its imports passing through or originating in
South Africa. Twenty percent of its electricity comes from the
republic, as does all its oil. Unable to absorb its own growing
labor force and secondary school graduates, Botswana allows
over 25,000 of its nationals to work in South Africa. Only four
times that many are in formal wage employment at home. The
Botswana government receives almost 40 percent of its reve-
nue from the SACU, which has in fact arrested industrial devel-
opment in Botswana. In a much less precarious position than
Lesotho, Botswana is still dependent upon the good will of
South Africa and its corporations to keep its cars and trucks
running its lamps lit, its shelves stocked and its people em-
ployed.

Physically, Botswana is a country of great contrasts. To the
west, the sweeping sands of the Kalahari Desert spill over into
Namibia. To the north, close to the Namibian-Angolan border,
there is the stark beauty of the Okavango Swamps teeming
with wildlife. To the east, the arable lands and ranches with
their long-horned cattle adioin Zimbabwe and South Africa.
Because of its geographic location, Botswana has been sur-
rounded by war for most of the past 20 years. Consequently, it
has become a refuge for people fleeing from Namibia, Rhodesia
(Zimbabwe) and South Africa.

At the end of the war in Rhodesia, there were about 20,000
refugees in Botswana and, on at least one hundred occasions,
Rhodesian troops violated the border. Today, there are less'
than 3,000 Zimbabwean refugees in Botswana, some having
fled the conflict in Matabeleland, others economic refugees
from the drought that ravages that area.

Tension increased along Botswana's northern border in early
1982 when there were a number of overflights by South African
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aircraft near Namibia's Caprivi Strip. At about this time, there
were also a number of attacks on South African exiles in
Gaborone, including the kidnapping of one young man who
was taken back to South Africa. A disinformation campaign
in the South African press claimed there was a build-up of
Soviet personnel in Botswana. Dr. Quett Masire, who suc-

ceeded Khama as president, said this disinformation was used

to provide Pretoria with a pretext to "eliminate enemies" in
Botswana. "I think they're trying to make a Lebanon of us," he

observed.2T

Since that time there has been considerable pressure on
President Masire, as there was on Chief fonathan in Lesotho, to
come to some agreement with Pretoria which would ensure

that the ANC did not use Botswana as a "launching pad" for
operations in South Africa. This pressure has taken at least

three forms-diplomatic, economic and military.
After signing the Nkomati Accord with Mozambique in

March 1984, the South Africans increased pressure on Bots-

wana to sign a similar pact and, at a SACU commission meeting
the same month, they produced "the full draft of a non-aggres-

sion treaty-all ready for signing." A number of points were

discussed including South Africa's demand for the right of "hot
pursuit," the proposal for the "homelands" to ioin the SACU,

and bilateral economic matters. Botswana officials were "ap-

palled" and refused to sign.za

Botswana's government later assured South Africa that "sub-

versive elements" would not be allowed to use its territory, but
maintained its refusal to sign a formal security pact, citing the
Mozambique National Resistance's (MNRI continued infiltra-
tion of Mozambique despite the Nkomati Accord and stating
that it would be "difficult to have confidence in what it [South
Africal says it will do." When President Masire met President
Reagan at the White House in early l98d he asked for Wash-

ington's support to prevent South Africa from forcing him to
sign an agreement.
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British and American pressure behind the scenes was cred.ited with relieving South Afric.o ioJ
ment' Instead there wals 

-an 
asreed rJffn:lj.lf?ttj;ffiithe foreign minister of soutf, *ri." r"ia his government nolonger required Botswana to sign an agreement because it ac-cepted asstrrances that it does n-ot aliow use of its territory as elaunching pad against south erti.". rre said that south Africaalso undertook not to allow it, t.rriiory as a launching padagainst Botswana.,,2e

As opposition to apartheid boiled over in the south Africantownships in late 19g4, pretori., *irhirrg to carry on the cha_rade that the enemy was external but no i""dh;i"g il;;-bique to blame, claimed Botswana-hJ b.ro-. the ,,channel 
forsabotage and refuge_ for saboteurr.;* norr* ana, itargued wasincapable of controlling the activities oi rrr. eNc or preventingwidespread crossings afieq $e Ufo.tlns of Mozambican infiltra_tion routes. Early in the N.* ye.r, witt, pr.torir-il;;"d;,

'hot pursuit," the Botswana f"r.i-i"'*i"ister, Dr. GaositweChiepe, met pik Botha to ger ,oi?-,,pr".tical arrangements,,under way. But Botswana rnaintained its refusal to sign anykind of pact with pretoria.

The most public example of using economic leverage on Bots-wana was South Africa,s vacillation

,'i,'ilil;,Jirjl;150 kilometers north of rt"n.ilGililifrire is a massive dry saltlake containing enough,utt,,oa" 
"ri ."i p","rfr;:;;;j;;:

subcontinent for the next century. However, to make exploita_tion. of the deposits economical, the south African market isneeded. A clause in the SACU 
"gr..*.ir, guaranteeing Bots-wana exclusive marketing rights in t.*to.ie, U.fongirrg-to ii.customs union, meens that South Africa must stop its importa_tion of soda ash from the United S;;;.; and cancel its ownproposed soda ash project. But Botswan. t., U..n ;;;lr;";
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a firm south African commitment, and pik Botha has made itclear why: Botswana will not g.troop.t.tion from south Africa"on certain economic prolecti, withiut firrt .oilrr;;;';;"._
ceptable understanding" regarding security.3r

Other economic pressure has lncluded a threat to renego_tiate the terms of the customs union, in an effort to brirrgBotswana into line with p. W. Botha,s comprehensive regionaldevelopment strategy.,,s2 And, ir, .n-"ffort to dramatize its eco-nomic power and to pressure Botswana into recogniiirrg ."homeland" as ,,independ:nr,1 pr.tori",-i" early 19g5, requiredthat railway crews fiom zimuauwe ana Botswana obtain visasfrom Bophuthatswana. before .r;;i; into south Africa. Atstake was about half the north-rouih r'"il*"y trafric,including
Zambia's metal expofts. By April, ,,quiet diplomacy;;;;;.-
dited with pretoriais.backing dowi. n=riirr.r, in the ,,homeland,,
had been hurt by the slowio*" l" ir.Aq and Botswana hadoutmaneuvered pretoria by building its raiiway rurn.rourra'ri*miles north of the border 

"na 
oti.tiig ioutr, African crews rocollect trains there.

As with the other countries on the frontling Botswana facesdiplomatic and economic pressure from pretori4 as well assabotage, disinforma.tion and -'*;l;tce. withour a surro-gate force to do its dirty work, tr," iouii, African -irir.+ il",had to use its own commandoes and undercover agents todestroy and kill in Botswana. A spate of bombings took place inthe months prior to the massive-iri.lgas raid on Gaborone.Two South African refugees living ii C.Uoror.;.;. i;;'l;February when a bomb eiploded ai tt elome of one, and theyleft Botswana soon after. a f.* *..f.rl.r.r, 
" 
.., bomb killed a

lo:rh African refugee working fo, 
" 

W.rt.rn aid organizationin Botswana. Marius Schoon, a longtime irrti"partheid activistand ANC member who spent rZ y""ri, i, prison for his views,was forced to leave Botswana when the British organization forwhich he worked cancelled trrr port-i" the wake of threatsagainnt his life' He and his family *ou.Jio Angola, where they
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were fotowed by a parcer bomb which kilred his wife and six-year-old daughter.
Botswana has maintained throughout that it has not givenANC activitists sanctu ary upermitted the country to u"""rr.oas an infiltration routg but south efJca creates its own justifications' "we are dealing wi$ a sophisticatea ,.r-iirilrJ;;ir"-

lgl:. . lwhichl is nof perhaps, il;i; experience of a smallThird \{orld country,s 
-i"t.ffig.i.. 

organization and policeforce," Maior craig willi"*ro"" oJ,i.-so,rth A-frican securitypolice stated after the raid in lu"" igis.*
In the early hours gf New Veafs Oay f 9gZ, the lgth victim intwo years was kilred by raiders at Ramotswa near the border. Inmid-April, only hours aft-er a trr*ry uJLa,n.*irs il pili"irr"

fat iaire consequences,, would ,.r.rtiiro* B;;ilil;"#uting the ANC to use.routes through ii..ourrr.y to reach southtrtfo1 and-disrupt the 'whites oity"-.i."tioq a south Africanmicrobus blew uo in Gaboron..'ri. Uf"ri aertroy.;'r;"houses, blew off the ,oof of 
"rrotfr* 

-Jrrd 
,h.rr.red windowsnearby. Five_ people-_were injured and three killed_a woman

"n1j*u9 children, all Botswan" ;";;;.
The Botswana Defense Force (BDFf *", .r."t.d in l97Z in aneffort to combat Rhodesian i"""*i#. ioa"y it numbers about

aS,OO. Uy remains powerless ,o pr.u.i, ,aids into Botswana orto halt the indiscriminate bo*b;;.;;wever, its defense caoa_bilities are being improled notabl"y'iy-t .ti.opters provided iythe united states. And in trr., "pp.r".l'iJ;;.:;rr*""1;"Pretoria to refrain from attacks, ii wa, aonounced in Februarvle85 that e0 members of the sirirh il.i."iAirffi;"Jilf,lrhad arrived in Botswana to assist in miiitary training. A subse-quent visit by a high_level US military deputation conveyed thesame message --"'vlv$ eu\ 
.

Pretoria's response was relayed at the end of May l9g7 when,as paft of an escalation of 
"ciior, "g"i* all of the-rro;rdstates, it staged a massive airborne.limry exercisg called tronEagle, iust south of the no**'"n. 

-uorarr. 
rrr. landing of five

LESOTHO, BOTSWANA, SWAZITAND 2I9hundred men in ajrcraft capable of striking all the way to the
;::r:r- 

showed the vulneraUility 
"i Botsiana and i;J neigh-

SWAZILAND

On Bl March l9g4,.while Botswana and Lesotho continued toresist signing formar re.uritf p".ir *i,rt south Afric4 rhe pres-sure on them took a new ,u*. r*" ,..k";;;i;;t ;;;rr_ments of Mozambique and S"rrt'efri.a had signed the Nko_mati Accord 
"od, 3?* nit norfo'lna frr, counrerparr fromSwaziland, Richard olamini, ;;;l;n*r"ria and announced rheexistence of a two_year-ot4 litt .rio ,..r.r, security agreement.

;:.:1,;ilj:"fiT*, said it r,"a u.* ,,aecided 
to *.k. oriii.

rity Matters.,, 
contents of an Agreement relatirg ,o'Ja.u-

Under the terms.,of the agreement, Swaziland and South
{frica had agreed ,o ,,.o*b.r;;;*..
sionindividu"ny"nacJ-reliliillll"l}'fiTi#f,,,:T,l
upon each for such assistance ;J;.p, as may be deemednecessary or expedient to eliminar. ,ii, evil.,,They undertookto respect each other,s indep.rrJe"..,'lou.r.ignty 

and territo_rial integritt to refrain rr"- ,i.-il-i."t to use force againsreach other and not to alrow ioreign',otitr*o bases or units intheir countries except in self_defeise,-rna ,1.r, ,,only 
after duenotification to the other.,,en 

- ---v"uv, 4r

Unlike the Nkomati agreement, which the Mozambican gov_ernment insisted must be a public Jo..r_.rrr, the agreemenrberween swaziland .tra soutt lq,rli." i]I'r.u.r been made pub-lic, despite the joint satement ,.u*og its existence. Theagreement itself is a series of three l;;;r.The first letter is dated rii.i-".r, risz 
".ra 

was written bvP. W. Botha to the Swazi monar"fr, iir",,obhuza II. Botha be_gins the letter by referring ,o u..iou.-?ir"usriorrs and corre_
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spondence between the foreign ministers of the two countries
which resulted in agreement "that international terrorism, in
all its manifestations, poses a real threat to international peace

and security and that our respective Governments should take
steps to protect our respective states and nationals against this
threat."

To this end, Botha proposed en agreement containing four
articles, the essence of which, with one omission, was con-

tained in the statement issued by Pik Botha and Dlamini two
years later. The deletion is the reference to the UN Charter
giving nations the right to call for foreign military assistance in
the event of their being attacked.

The Swazi prime minister, Mabandla Fred Dlamini, quoted

P. W. Botha's letter verbatim and then signed it, saying that the
exchange of letters would constitute an agreement between
the two governments. His reply was dated l7 February 1982, the
same date that appears on a short note on letterhead over the
signature of Sobhuza II, Ingwenyam4 King of Swazilan4 ad-

dressed to "My Dear Prime Ministeq" authorizing him to sign the
Letter of Understanding on Security Matters between the King-
dom of Swaziland and the Republic of South Africass (see appen-

dix 5).

Inevitably, comparisons have been made between the agree-

ments with South Africa signed by Mozambique and by Swazi
land. But, in a number of important respects, they are different.In
the first place, although a captive state, Swaziland was not con-

fronted with the massive onslaught that the South African au'
thorities were orchestrating against Mozambique, directly or
through surogates. Thus, there is no similarity between the
plight of the two states at the time they signed the agreements.

In February 1982, Swaziland could have resisted an agreement as

Botswana and Lesotho continued to do, but by March 1984

Mozambique almost cettainly could not. Further, Mozambique
insisted on conducting its negotiations with public knowledge
and that the agreement be open to scrutiny. Swaziland chose to
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do so in secrecy and only agreed go making it public-without
publication of the full document-once its actions would be
overshadowed by the attendant post-Nkomati publicity.

There are also fundamental differences in the actual agree-
ments. The agreement with Swaziland gives the South Africans
the right to operate in Swaziland. The Nkomati Accord does
not. In addition, the agreement with Swaziland clearly places
the ANC in the category of "international terrorism." In con-
trast, the Nkomati Accord contains a clear condemnation of
the apartheid system when it refers in the preamble to "the
principle of equal rights of all peoples."

The intricacies of Swaziland's arrangement with South
Africa may never be widely known, but there seems to have
been something in it for everyone, all, of course, advantageous
to the South African administration. Within four months of the
signing of the security agreement, South Africa announced its
intention to formally cede to Swaziland two border regions,
Kangwane and Ingwavum4 to which King Sobhuza laid histori
cal claim, wishing to bring "all his children together" into a
"Greater Swaziland."36 By late 1981, the quid pro quo was ob-
vious, a crackdown on ANC activities in Swaziland in exchange
for land.

Although their peoples are ethnically related to rhe Swazis,
Kangwane on the northern border of Swaziland and Ingwavuma
to the southeast are designated "homelands" in South Africa
(the latter is part of KwaZulu). The "chief minister" of Kang-
wane Enos Mabuza, one of the more forward looking of the
"homeland" leaders, was offered a post as deputy prime minister
of Swaziland, or ambassador to South Africa, in return for his
support of the annexation, but the incentive failed to move
him.37 He and other "homeland" leaders initiated a political and
legal battle to prevent the transfer, keeping the issue in the
cotrrts until long after Sobhuza's death in 1982.

The leaders'argument rested on apartheid legislatiorl which
dictates that before any measure affecting the "homelands" is
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implemented they must be consulted. Since they had not been,
the court upheld their case. Pretoria responded by establishing
a commission of inquiry the Rumpff Commission, which re-
ported that the free will of the people of the two areas could not
be accurately determined and that the leaders of Swaziland and
of the "homelands" ought to deliberate the matter themselves.
South Africa abandoned the plan in fune 1984, three months
after signing Nkomati and making public the security pact
with Swaziland.

The land deal would have given Swaziland an outlet to the
sea at Khosi Bay and would have greatly increased the size of
the tiny kingdom. At the same time, it would have favored
South Africa's ethnic "homeland" policy, enabling it to dispose
of almost one million citizens with the stroke of a pen. The
annexation would have also provided a buffer zone for South
Africa along the southern border of Mozambique. In addition,
the cost of administering the territories would have been trans-
ferred to Swaziland outweighing any economic benefit, perhaps
one reason why the then prime minister Prince Mabandla op-
posed the deal.

Swaziland was already beset by economic problerns which
grew steadily worse through the mid-1980s: falling export earn-
ings, increased costs for imports, the resulting high rate of
inflation, rising unemployment and so on. But Swaziland has
recently placed more emphasis on its industrial sector, and in
so doing has become a beneficiary of the threat by the interna-
tional community to impose senctions on South Africa. From
mid-1985 to the end of 1986, at least 15 new industries had
been set up in the kingdom, and new industrial estetes were
being planned. Although Swazi ministers have denied that the
country will be used as a base for sanctions breaking this
development does offer new investors access to the world
market an4 specifically, to the European Economic Commu-
nity {EECIthrough the Lome Convention. Swaziland has moved
even more firmly into the South African economic orbit since
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late 1984 when, nine months after revealing the existence of
their security pact, the two countries signed an agreement
facilitating the exchange of trade representatives with full dip-
lomatic status.

Swaziland's relations with the Boers have always been different
from those of Botswana and Lesotho. While the latter two
countries fought Boer expansionism in the nineteenth century
the Swazis gave them land in the north and west of their
country in exchange for cattle. Until the 1880s, the Swazis and

the Boers treated each other as equals. Since that time, though,
with the political subjugation of the African kingdoms in the
region by British colonialism and with the development of an

industrial economy centered on the gold mines, South Africa
has dominated the 17,363 square kilometers kingdom.

On 6 September 1968, Swaziland ceased to be a British col-
ony and became an independent state, with King Sobhuza II,
who had been monarch since 1899, at its head and with a

political system based on the British model. Five years later,
Sobhuza abolished the parliamentary system and banned all
political parties, introduced a state of emergency, announced
the formation of a national army and vested all state power in
himself. ln 1979, the king created a new state structure, in
which power remained with him while the Liqoqo, or inner
council, had an advisory role. A council of ministers was

created, inchrding a prime minister, but decision making rested

firmly with King Sobhuza II until his death in 1982.

The power of the royal family rests upon its traditional role
and upon the wealth it controls through the Tibiyo Taka-
Ngwane Fund, created before independence to act as a deposi-

tory of mining royalties. The money has been used to buy land,

most of which is under sugar for export, and to establish ioint
ventures with transnational corporations, many South African.
The fund is exempt from taxes, is not accountable to Parlia-
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ment and revenue accrues to the royal family, not to the nation
as a whole.

The population of Swaziland numbers less than one millio4
the vast maiority peasent farmers living at a subsistence level.
Not surprisingly, South Africa dominates the economy, buying
20 percent of the exports and providing 90 percent of imports.
About 50 percent of government revenue derives from the ioint
customs union. South Africa also provides employmeng and
bec,ause only 30 percent of secondary school graduates are able
to find employment in the local wage economy, the South
African iob option is vital. About 17,000 Swazi nationals work
in South Africa, sending home about R I I million each year
(US $4.5 millionl. More than a third of Swaziland's electricity
comes from South AIrica and all its fuel.

Swaziland is landlocked and therefore reliant on its neigh.
bors for port facilities. Until 1985, about one-third of its trade
went through South Africa and the remainder through Mozam-
bique. However, in February 1986, a new rail link between
Mpaka and Mananga opened, which will tie Swaziland even
more firmly into the South African transport system, instead of
moving away from it as SADCC colleagues would prefer. Its
construction raises questions about Swaziland's-and South
Africa's-future plans for utilizing the port of Maputo. The
cross-country railway is plugged into South African railways at
both ends, carrying traffic from the mining industrial and agri-
cultural areas of the eastern Transvaal to the port of Richard's
Bay in Natal. While revenue from the railway is expected to
boost the Swaziland treesury it will have the parallel effect
(like Lesotho's water proiectf of assisting the local economy
while making it more dependent on South Africa.38

As in the case of Lesotho, political and financial relations with
Pretoria have caused deep divisions within the government of
Swaziland although they have taken a different form. Divisions
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over the security agreement/ the resultant actions against the
ANC, the land deal and other economic considerations have
devgloped into a struggle for supremacy in the post-Sobhuza

era. In 1982, a stron& conservative economic lobby emerged
which hoped to use the death of the king to clamp down on
ANC activities in Swaziland and revitalize relations with South
Africa to great economic advantage; and no doubt South Africa
saw fit to encourage those whom it counted among its allies.

The struggle for power among the financial and political
elite in Swaziland was over the direction of the state, in terms
of socio-economic and political philosophy, as well as personal'
ity. Tli.s-power struggle can be broken down i[to four btoad
phases. The l!p.! deals with the subordination of the prime
minister to the Liqoqo, which was accomplished in early 1983

when Prince Mabandla fled with his family to Bophuthatswana.
His successor, Prince Bhekimpi Dlamini, an ardent sdpporter of
the land deal, was put into office by two powerful members of
the Liqoqo, Dr. George Msibi and Prince Mfanasibili.

The second phase saw the subordination of the qucen regent

to the Liqoqo. This was orchestrated in 1983 when the existing
regent, the "old she elephant" Dzeliwe, was removed and Princess
Ntombi was ensconced. The new queen regent signed an agree-

ment limiting her powers, an agreement her predecessor had

refused to sign. By the end of 1983, power lay with a small clique
within the Liqoqo, a group that supported closer ties with South
Africa. Richard Dlamini, another leading proponent of the land
deal, was appointed minister of foreign affairs. But it was not long
before there was a falling out among the power brokers.

A multi-million-rand customs fraud involving the SACU
caused considerable political, as well as financial, damage when
it came to light in mid-I984. The finance minister, Dr. Sishayi
Nxumalo, revealed that the customs union had been defrauded

of about R l3 million (US $5.5 million), depriving the member
countries-Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and South Africa-of
that revenue,
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The fraud involving South African businessmen, consisted
of the importation of textiles, electronic equipment and other
goods worth about R 50 million {US $21 millionf. The goods
were dutiable and were released by customs at the South ^Mri-can port of Durban only because they were consigned to a
bonded SACU warehouse in Swaziland where duties would be
paid when the goods were released. However, pepers had been
falsified the bonded warehouse did not exist, and the goods
remained in South Africa where they were sold without duty
being paid.

Dr. Nxumalo announced e thorough investigation, which he
expected would unmask people in "high places,,in Swaziland.
within days he was erested and charged with treason. several
of his associates were also detained or removed from office
including Richard Dlamini.

In early 1985 a number of other officials were forced into
'bompulsory retirement " while others were arrested and
charged with sedition. Among the latter were the commis-
sioner of police and his white deputy, both of whom were
regarded as highly professional policemen. They had antagon-
ized Mfanasibili when they were involved in Mabandla,s at-
tempt to detain him. Shortly after this errest, the Liqoqo leader_
ship claimed that there were plans for 

^ coup ditit Ied by
relatives of the men in detention, but none materialized.

A commission of inquiry was set up to investigate the cus_
toms fraud headed by the ombudsman, Robert Mabila, who was
also secretary to the Liqoqo. His report concluded that l7 south
African companies were among the 2l involved and that ,,the

architects of the customs union fraud are largely, if not entirely,
South Africans." The remaining four companies were re$stered
in Swaziland. The ombudsman's report recommended ligal ac_
tion against the companies and persons implicated.as

During the second half of 1985, the power struggle reached
itt$-ph"tathen the queen regent moved to rlassert her
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authority and that of the monarchy, and ordered the arrest of
some of those who had put her in power. A group of disgruntled
members of the royal family led a march on parliament, in
opposition to the excessive powers of the Liqoqo, which they
said had been "hiiacked" by Msibi and Mfanasibili. The two
were removed from the Liqoqo in October, and their hand-
picked police commissioner was dismissed. Within a few
weeks, the former finance and foreign ministers, Sishaye Nxu-
malo and Richard Dlamini, were released, as were the senior
police officers arrested earlier for treason.

The political crisis in Swaziland led to the early coronation
of the teenage king Mswati III, in April 1985. This fqu4hthase
has been marked by a reassertion of royal authorfiGiiF
acting measures taken since Sobhuza's death to subordinate the
monarchy to the power of the Liqoqo. Immediately after his
accession to power, King Mswati dissolved the Liqoqo, while
resisting pressure to halt legal proceedings against Mfanasabili
who, with his associates, was given a long prison sentence for
producing fraudulent evidence against politicians in detention.
Prince Bhekimpi was replaced as prime minister by Sotja Dla-
mini, one of the senior police officers ousted in the 1983 purge
and a man who remained loyal to Queen Regent Dzeliwe
throughout.

In early 1987, rumors surfaced of a plot to assassinate the
new prime minister and others; and l2 leading figures, includ-
ing members of the royal family, were detained. Mswati III set
up a tribunal to hear evidence about the political turmoil that
followed his father's death. The young ruler seems well on his
way to consolidating his power, and his closest associates seem
to be those who favor a foreign policy less hostile to the ANC.
There is little indication, however, that the new king will be in
a position to initiate any major changes in the economic or
political structures of Swaziland or fundamentally change Swa-
ziland's policies toward Pretoria.
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The growth and activities of the ANC provide some under-
standing of the development of relations between South Africa
and Swaziland. Since the early 1980s, Umkhonto we Sizwe, the
military wing of the ANC, has stepped up its actions against
apartheid. The South African authorities claim that the
number of incidents of ANC armed attacks rose from four in
1976 to 12 in 1979, then increased significantly in l98l to 60.
According to their figures, the number decreased in 1982 to 39,
but rose again the following year to 56. For some months after
the signing at Nkomati, the incidents of ANC attacks de-

creased but, by the end of 1984, the ANC had made up for lost
time and has been escalating their struggle ever since.

South African military forces, which invaded Angola in
1975, began violating the sovereignty of other neighbors in the
early 1980s, on the pretense that there was an external threat!
despite the evidence of increasing and sustained internal resis-
tance to apartheid. In late l98l there were a series of raids on
ANC residences in Swaziland, the ANC representative was
detained, and there was a shoot out near the Mozambican
border. The South African defense minister, General Malan,
threatened to open a "second front," and South African authori-
ties warned Swaziland privately that it would be turned into an
"operational area" if it did not take action against the ANC.€

There were some arrests and harassment of ANC members
whom the Swazi authorities claimed were "violating the terms
of their exile." Tough, new legislation was introduced, to re-
strict opponents of the government as much as to restrain
members of the ANC, but relations in the country long a safe
way station for refugees from South Africa remained "politely
tolerant" until about the time the security agreement with
Pretoria was made public at the end of March 1984.

In early April, a bomb exploded in the South African coastal
city of Durban, killing three people. The bombing and the
influx of ANC members from Mozambique, led to strong South
African pressure on Swaziland to fulfill its commitment under
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the agreement. The government of Swazil4nd responded by
ordering police to round up and jail ANC members who crossed
the border. A few weeks later, Swazi police claimed that several
ANC members had stormed a police station, releasing four of
their colleagues. The ANC denied this and insisted that the
guerrillas had been handed over to the South African police.
Within weeks, more than one hundred ANC members had been
flown out to a safer haven farther north.

ANC members interviewed later said four of their number
had been turned over to the South Africans and another six
wqr€. unaccounted for. "Whites in camouflage uniforms were
seen art all the big raids," they said, statin& "It seems clear that
most of the whites were South Africans and that they actually
directed an assault on a house in Manzini which led to a seven-
hour gun battle, and killed at least two men."4r

The situation continued to deteriorate, and late in 1984

students demonstrated at the university campus against the
deportation of a student leader to South Africa. Then the dep-N

uty chief of the Swaziland security police was murdered, andl
the government alleged that the killer was an "ANC hit man," al[
claim the ANC denied. But the murder was used to justify
another crackdown on the ANC, resulting in several arrests, as

well as a deportation order for the ANC representative. More
than three hundred ANC members were deported from Swazi-
land in 1984, and 23 others were threatened with deportation if
they did not surrender to police.

Early in the next year, an ANC member was shot and killed
by police and seven others "vanished" from the Mbabane police
station, following threats that they would be handed over to
the South Africans. The Swazi police claimed there had been
another ANC break-in to free the missing men, a claim the
ANC again denied. The ANC blamed South African agents/
calling the whole aff.air a Pretoria-inspired provocation aimed
at sabotaging ANC talks with Swaziland. Relations deteriorated
further in 1985 with the expulsion of students and academics
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belonging to the ANC.42 South African forces often crossed the,
border in "hot pursuit," raiding villages and threatening villag-
ers to report any ANC presence.

In an effort to ensure that Swaziland would not be raided as

Botswana and Lesotho had been, deportations of ANC person-
nel continued throughout 1985. But this policy was a failure,
for South A-frican commandoes raided refugees'homes and offi-
ces, and abducted ANC members, taking them back to South
Africa. In mid-December 1986, five people were kidnapped in
two raids, one of them Ismail Ebrahim, a leading ANC member.
The commanding officer of the Northern Transvaal Security
Eranch claimed that the South

!ffiittis kidnapping but Pik Botha told a differenistory.He
claimed that he knew of the raid before it took place, but that
the Swazi government had not. "We have done them a favour by
not involving them," he said. After that incident, the Swazi
police again took the initiative, raiding "safe houses," arresting
ANC members and deporting them north.

The security situation deteriorated again in mid-1987, appar-
ently as part of a broader South African strategy to assassinate
specific opposition leaders inside and outside the country. An
ANC member and two Swazi nationals were killed in May in a

suburb of Mbabane when their car was stopped by a group of men
who opened fire on the occupants. Then, in fuly, a member of the
ANC's National Executive Committee, Cassius Make, another
senior party official and a Mozambican woman died in a hail of
bullets when their taxi was forced off the road between Matsapha
Airport and Mbabane by a South African-registered vehicle con-
taining three white men. The Swazi police commissioner said the
armed men came from a "neighbouring country.'4

South Africa's relations wtih Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland
have been based primarily upon their geographical proximity
and almost total economic dependence-and dominated by
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South Africa's overwhelming military strength and its willing-
ness to use it against it weakest neighbors. Each of the three
states has a different relationship with Pretoria, depending on
its political structures and composition of government.

As long es there is apartheid there will be destabilization,
not just for these countries but for all of the independent black-
ruled states of southern Africa. They are caught in apartheid's
cross fire and, until the shooting stops in the republic, they will
be victims of the whims and excesses of the last colonial
bastion of white supremacy.

Perhaps the best summation of what the future holds for the
three captive states was given by Botswana's foreign minister,
Dr. Chiepe, when she said the "sole source of tension is apart-
heid policy . . . . Until apartheid is dismantled lock, stock and
barrel, the confusion which this vile system generates inside
South Africa will continue to spill over across the borders and
threaten the peace and stability of the regio11.'4+



The Namibe railway in southern Angola, wherc 15 meters of track
werc destroyed an4_another 20 meters mined by South African troops
transported by helicopter. South Africa's sabotage of regional trans-
portation routes is one example of its economic sanctions against the
region, keeping its neighbors dependent upon trade routes through
South Africa. Photo: Department of Information, Angola

A burnt out truck in Manica province of Mozambique. As many
as 100,000 people died of stamation in Mozambique in 1983-84 be-
cause food relief trucks werc destroyed by bandits trained and supplied
by South Afuica. Photo: Paul Fouvet, AIM

A block of flats in the Mozambique capital, Maputo, damaged
when a powerful car bomb exploded near the centq of the city on

I

April21, 1986. Photo: Alfredo Mueche, AIM



These photos were taken minutes after a car bomb exploded on a
main sfteet in Maputo, iniuring well known South Afuican writer and
Iawyer, Albie Sachs. Sacfts lost his right arm in the blast on April 7,
1988. Photo: |ose Cabral

Captain Wynand du Toit, commander of a SADF Special Forces
unit, captured in the far north of Angola on May 21, 1985 while
attempting to sabotage an oil installation belonging to Cabinda Gulf,
partly owned by the IJS transnational Gulf Oi]. Du Toit admitted
that the action was to be claimed by Unita. Photo: COSAWR

A bridge on the Serra da Leba Highway in Huilo ptovince,
Angola, sabotaged by South African troops landed by helicopter.

Photo: Department of Information, Angola



Defeated South African troops re-
treating from Angola in March 197 6,

several months after their unsuc-
cessful invasion aimed at ptevent-
ing the MPLA fronl proclaiming
independence. Photo: IDAF
inseft ldentity card ol Rifleman
Smit, one of many young South
Aftican soldiers killed in Angola.

Photo: Department of Informatipn,
Anfola

One of many mass gtaves of Na-
mibian refugees murdered by the
South Afuican anny. This one, at
Kassinga in southem Angola, was
photographed on May 4, 1978.

Photo: Department of Information,
Angola



The town of Ngiva, eapital of Cunene province in southern
Angola, burns after a South Afuican bombing raid.

Photo: Department of Information, Angola

Angolan govemment soldier guarding Soviet-made anti-aircraft
battery in the southem Angolan town of Cuito Cuanavale, held by
govemment forces in early L988 in the face of a massive South Afuican
attack aimed at taking the town and its sftategic afu sttip.

Photo: Agence France Press

The tenor tactics of South Aftican
proxy forces are similar in each coun'
ty wherc they op erute, including mw'
der, maiming and raqe, as well as

destruction of the economic infr asttuc'
ture. These photogr aphs show two vic'
tims of MNR mutilations in twal
Mozambique.
top This woman had her ear cut off
in Manica province in 1985.
and T?ris man, loaquim MaPinda, a

teacher in Sofala province, had his
ear and his nose cut off . His nose has
since b een r econstructed surgically.

Photo: Anders Nilsson



rO THE P€OPLE OF ZIMBABWE

SOUTH AFRICAI{ TROOPS HAVE CARRIEO OUT AI{ ATTACK AGAIIiST
OFFICES AIID HOUSTS USED BY AIIC GANGSTERS II{ YOUR COUIITRY

THESE GAIiGSTER5 INFITTRATE INTO OUR COUI{TRY TO I.IURDER

INI{OCEIIT }IOhEI{ AI{D CHILDREII OF ALL RACES.

XE REGARD THE PEOPLE OF ZIMEABIIE AS OUR FRIEI{DS AI{D

NEIGHBOURS. I{E IIAVE NO FIGHT I.IITH YOU, AI{D !'T IIISN TO

LIVE II{ PTACE I{ITf OUR IiEIGHBOURS.

UNFORIUI{ATELY, YOUR GOVERilqNT ATLOUS THESE ANC GAI{GSTERS

TO TERRORISE II{I{OCEI{T PEOPIE II{ OUR COUNTRY. FOR YOUR

OI,III SAFETY YOU SHOUTD NOT ALLO!i ANC GAhGSTERS TO OC.
cuPY H0usEs AllD 0FFtCES lt{ y0uR c0uNTRy, FR0H r,iHERE

rHEY CAN PLAIi THESt VICI0US, C0XAR0Ly ACTS AGAII{ST Iil-
NOCENT PTOPLE IN OUR COUNTRY.

IF THIS HAPPEI{S IT IS OUR RIGHT TO SIEK OUT AND DESTROY

THESE AI{C GANGSTERS IIHEREVER THTY I.IAY !E. SEI-F DEFEI{CE

I5 I'IOT OIiLY OUR RIGHT, IT IS OUR DUTY.

top left The house in a suburb of the Zimbabwean capital, Hararc,
where the ANC representative, loe Gqabi, was asscssinated in 1981.
The house was later destroyed in a South African attack in the early
hours of May L0, 1986. Photo: The Herald
and President Roben Mugabe, then Pfime Minister, outside the ANC
offices in centtal Hararc which were destoyed in the same attack. The
South Afticans hired cars from a local touring company for theit early
moming attack and escaped by helicopter from a rendezvous point
outside the city. photo: Alexander foe
above One of the leaflets scattered in Hararc during the South African
attack. The simuhaneous raids on three Commonwealth capitals-
Gaborone, Harare and Lusaka-were condemned worldwide as an act
of " international teuofism. "



A South Afuican-supplied AK 47 fifle captured from bandits
operating in Zimbabwe's Matabeleland province. The setial numbers
have been obliterated in an attempt to make it difficult to fiace these

weapons to South Aftica.

An AK 47 rcund stamped ^22'80," captured from bandits in
Matabeleland. South African-supplied ammunition of this trye was
used in the murder of Rhodesian Front senator, PauI Savage, and othet
white farmers in Matabeleland.

Bwning cars at a popular suburban shopping centu in Harcre
after a car bomb explosion the morning of October 13, 1987, while
Commonwealth leaders were meeting in Canada. Three people werc
seriously iniuted, all Zimbabweans. Photo: The Herald

Police and troops of the occupying South African forces break
up a SWAPO rally in Windhoek, Namibia. The South Africans have
constructed a military and economic infrastructure in Namibia in
pr ep arution f or futur e destabilization. Photo: IDAF
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ANC President Olivu Tambo pays his rcspects at the coffins of some

of the 42 people massacred by South African soldiers in Maseru, lesotho,
on Decembq 9, 1982.
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MNR representatives inside and outside the White House in Washing-
ton, DC in August 1986.
top MNR rcpresentatives from the United States and Europe met
with then White House Dfuector of Communications, Pat Buchanan,
in August 1986 in their effort to gain recognition.
and MNR rcpresentatives from Portugal and Federal Republic of
Germany outside the White House on the same occasion, with uniden-
tified liaison.
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SOUTH AFRICA'S

MILITARY
BUILD.UP
The Region at War

In the ornate assembly halls of the United Nations in New
York, the Security Council continues to debate whether South
Africa constitutes a "threat to international peace and secu-

rity." In southern Africa, there is no doubt. Every day people are

dying-or are maimed, injured or displaced-as a result of
South African military actions. The apartheid regime is at war
with its neighbors, as well as with its own population.

Despite a UN arms embargo, the regime has built up an

arsenal of sophisticated weaponry that includes nuclear arma-
ments. The defense budget has more than doubled over the past

five years. And the decision-making process has been domi
nated by the military since the accession to power of the former
minister of defense in what is often described as a "constitu-
tional coup d'Atat" The South African authorities now use

military force to counter resistance to apartheid within the
country and have systematically extended its use far across

,)
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international boundaries. As we have seen earlier, the targets
are not primarily guerrillas of the African National Congress
(ANC) of South AJrica or even South African refugees but
include trensportation routes and other economic installa-
tions, as well as citizens of neighboring countries, both black
and white, and other foreign nationals.

The white-power system in South Africa has survived through
the use of repressive laws and brutal violence against the ma-

iority of the population. The long history of more than three
hundred years of colonial domination has recorded many brave
challenges which were put down by the use of overwhelming
force, in a pattern similar to other colonial situations. But the
crude methods of the colonial era were not suitable for a rap-
idly developing economy in the postwar years; and thus more
elaborate and comprehensive techniques of repression were
employed especially after the accession to power of the Na-
tional Party (NP| in 1948. Apartheid was imposed systemati
cally to cover every aspect of human behavior. A series of
draconian laws and other measures wgre introduced beginning
in the 1950s in order to create the new apartheid society.

This was also the decade of mass mobilization and extrapar-
liamentary opposition. The regime took extensive powers to
cope with the new upsurge of resistance and did not hesitate to
use the new laws. The 1952 defiance of unjust laws campaign
resulted in the imposition of stronger penalties for any future
campaigns of passive resistance. In 1956, a year after the adop-
tion of the Freedom Charter at the historic Congress of the
People,r 156 national leaders were arrested for high treason.
After four years all of the accused were discharged by the
courts.

By this time a major confrontation had developed between
the mass of the population and the regime. The repressive
organs of the state, including the police force, had been ex-
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panded to deal with the growing nationwide resistance. It be-
came clear that the regime was determined to answer all pro-
test with the full might of the state security apparatus. It is in
this context that Chief Luthuli, president general of the ANC,
appealed to the outside world in 1959 to boycott South Africa
and isolate the apartheid regime. Luthuli's appeal was directed
mainly at South Africa's maior trading partners: if they were to
implement a program of economic and other sanctions against
Pretoria it could help to prevent a maior violent confrontation
in southern AIrica.

But Britain and the other major Western powers had no
intention of interfering in the so-called internal affairs of South
Africa, let alone adopting specific measures to help to end the
system of white domination. However, the crisis that was
building up could not be ignored altogether and the British
prime minister, Harold Macmillan, warned the all-white parlia-
ment in Cape Town early in 1950 to recognize the "wind of
change" which was blowing throughout Africa. Within weeks
the world was shocked by news of the Sharpeville Massacre.

In March 1960 a crowd of peaceful demonstrators gathered at
Sharpeville and Langa to protest against the pass laws which
determined where Africans could live, work and travel. The
police fired, killing 72 people and wounding 185, most of them
shot in the back as they were running away. There followed an
upsurge of anger throughout the country, and thousands of
Africans burned their passes. The regime responded by sus-
pending the pass laws, declaring a state of emergency and
detaining over 20,000 opponents.

The ANC and the newly formed Pan-Africanist Congress
(PAC| were declared illegal organizations and driven under-
ground. All effective methods of nonviolent protest were out-
lawed, and it became clear that the abhorrent system of apart-
heid would have to be removed through armed resistance.
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The regime which had itself created this situation then set
about utilizing the crisis to deliberately inculcate a "war psy-
chosis" in the entire white community, as if the country were
actually at war. White South Africa was to be trained for war
against its own black population: housewives were organized
into shooting clubs, and even schoolchildren were given target
practice.

"In the same way as the world powers are continually prepar-
ing for war, South Africa intends to be ready for internal trou-
ble," the defense minister explained in 1961. A wide variety of
military equipment, including armored vehicles, tanks, aircraft,
naval vessels and large quantities of ammunition, was acquired
from abroad. At the same time, the regime set about developing
a substantial internal armements and ammunition industry in
order to reduce its vulnerability to international boycotts.2

The initial expansion of the military forces was intended
mainly to suppress internal resistance and to intimidate those
who might decide to embark upon guerrilla warfare. It is one of
the few situations in the world where a regime was preparing
for armed resistance well in advance of such a developmeit
taking place.

A second factor which led to acceleration of the military
build-up was the process of rapid African decolonization. The
newly independent African states felt deeply the need to eradi-
cate the apartheid system and spoke openly about it at the UN
and in other international forums. Thus, South Africa devel-
oped a second obiective: to intimidate the new African states
by expanding and displaying its own military might.

A third purpose was to utilize its formal military strength to
defy the UN over the occupation of the trust territory of Nami-
bia. Indeed, in later years, those who argued for sanctions to be
enforced with a naval blockade in o,rder to remove the South
Africans from Namibia were countered by Western claims that
such action would be impossible in the light of South Africa's
substantial naval and military power.
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The fourth reason was thet a militarily strong South Africa
could also be an attractive ally of the West, not only in the
subcontinent but in the Southern Hemisphere as well.

It was for all these reasons, with the central purpose being to
maintain the apartheid system internally, that the regime em-

barked on a massive military build-up during the 1960s. This
process has continued unabated ever since, so that today, with
its acknowledged nuclear weapon capability, the Pretoria re-

gime presents a greve threat to international peace and secu'

rity.

During the post-sharpeville period the regime relied heavily on
its police force to take on the maior responsibility for maintain-
ing internal control. Wide powers were given to a reorganized
paramilitary police force which was integrated with the mil-
itary at various operational levels. At the same time the role of
the security police was expanded. Thus a full-fledged police
state came into being to cope with the resistance of the 1950s

by means of bans and banishments, detentions without trial
and solitary confinement, well-developed and widely used tech-
niques of physical and mental torture and killings in detention.
The outside world became a$tare of the brutal and repressive

control exercised by the regime over more than 80 percent of
the population. Since the police could not fully suppress the
growing spiral of internal resistance, the regime began to sys-

tematically and deliberately expand the overall capacity of its
military forces.

It is by examining the ever-increasing levels of military
expenditure that one obtains a clear idea of the true extent of
militarization that has taken place since 1950. The figures in
table 5.1, showing military budget estimates since 1960, are

based on calculations published by the International Institute
for Strategic Studies in London and recent figures published in
South African Budget estimates. They are in general underesti-
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Table 6.1
South Affica's military budget estimates 1960-61 to 1988-89
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mates and do not cover expenditure by all government depart-

ments. Nevertheless, they give a relatitely accurate indication
of the rate and scale of military expansion since 1950.

Immediately after Sharpeville the annual defense budget of
R 44 million in 1960 shot up to R 129 million in two years and

reached R 255 million by 1966-67. In less than l0 years this
figure almost doubled again to R 500 million by 1974-75, re-

flecting the growth of armed struggle in the neighboring Portu'
guese colonies as well as Rhodesia. Thereafter, with Angola and

Mozambique indipendent, and following South Africa's inva-
sion of Angola in 1975, the budget estimate two years later
amounted to a staggering R 1,300 million. Over the next two
years it increased even more sharply by an average of about
R 500 million per year, reaching the record figure of
R 2,280 million by 1978-79. This was because l0 years' de-

fense expenditure was contracted into five years in order to
cope with the changing geopolitical situation. The military
forces also had to cope with the rapidly escalating armed strug-
gle in Rhodesia as well as growing resistance within Namibia
and South Africa.

During 1979-80 the figure dipped to R 1,800 million but
with the creation of an independent Zimbabwe it rose again to
R 2,455 million for 1980-81. Defense spending increased stead-

ily over the next three years, following Zimbabwe's indepen-
dence and the formation of the Southern African Development
Coordination Conference (SADCCI, until it reached R 3,100
million in 1983-84. It shot up again by R 555 million in 1984-
85 to reach the astounding figure of R 3,755 million, which
accounts for about l5 percent of state expenditure. The budget
estimate for 1985-85 was R4,}74million. Thus, in the
25 years after Sharpeville the defense budget increased one-

hundredfold from R 44 million to over R 4000 million. The
1986-87 budget estimate rose again to R 5,130 million and for
1987-88 to R 5,583 million. The 1988-89 estimate of R 8,200

million is 22.6% higher than the previous year, reflecting an
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increase in internal use of military force as well as South
Africa's escalation of the war in Angola.

By any standard this represents a phenomenal rate of expan-
sion and indicates the high level of pretoria's dependence upon
the use of military force-both to impose its authority within
Namibia and South Africa and to maintain an aggressive pos-
ture throughout the region.

It must be noted, however, that these figures are underesti-
mates since substantial military expenditure is in fact ac-
counted for by other ministries. For example, the Military Intel-
ligence Direcrorate (MIDI is in fact funded by th. D-_qp3$@
of Finance, and military bases are constructed witfi'Tili66m
the Department of Public Wqrks, In addition, much of the cost
of the war in Namibia is drawn from the funds of the ,,South

West Africa Administration." Seen in this context dfuect mil-
itary spending alone constitutes at least 20 perceng or one-
fifth, of all state expenditure.

In order to get an accurate picture of the total cost of the
military and security apparatus, one would have to take into
account a wide variety of other expenditure; including that of
the armaments industry, as well as the police and other secu-
rity forces. This gives some idea of the central importance of
the military and security forces in upholding the apartheid
system, as well as the prohibitively high and'ever-escalating
costs involved in maintaining that system.

The enormous increase in defense expenditure has been accom-
panied by a substantial expansion of human resources. Most of
the military personnel are drawn from the ruling white popula-
tion and removing them from productive employment adds a'
further heavy burden to the apartheid economy.

In 1965, according to official figures, the military forces
numbered 26,5W (army 19,000; navy 3,5@; air force 40001. By
1985 the total number of regular forces numbered 106,400
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{army 76,400; navy 9,000; air force 13,000; medical corps 8,000},

with another 317,000 reserves and a further 21,000 listed in the
South West Africa Territory Force {SWATF}. By conservative
estimates, Pretoria is able to mobilize a force of well over half a
million-mainly white-personnel for military duties. There is
a very high cost to be borne for this level of mobilization which
is still lower than what the regime would like to have available
at its command.

The economy is generally short of skilled white labor, and
for the military to drain it further produces widespread protest
from the business community, as well as from those who are

conscripted. In addition, active service increasingly involves a

risk of death or permanent injury. This and other factors, in-
cluding conscientious objectioq have resulted in hundreds of
young white recruits defaulting on the national service and
call-up duties, with many deserting the country.

All eligible, young, white males are initially conscripted for
a two-year period of national service and thereafter perform
regular tours of active duty. Their commitment ends, at the
earliest, at the age of 55.

A detailed official explanation about the shortage of human
resources was contained in the 1982 Defence White Paper,

which says: "It is in the national interest that the White male
should no longer be utilized as the only manpo\^'er source.
Therefore the SA Defence Force will be more and more depen-
dent on other sources of manpower, such as White females and
members of other population groups, [andl . . . their utilization
is already being based on programmed manpower development
plans which extend to 1990."

The white paper disclosed the following composition of the
full-time force:

Permanent Force
National Servicemen
Voluntary Service Members

28%
46%
3%
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Civilians {including Black Workers}
Auxiliary Service

2I%
2%

It went on to state that "by 1987 the Full-time Force will
have expanded by approximately l7%.... As regards White
females, efforts in the short term will be directed mainly at
expanding the Permanent Force," and as far as "coloured" end
Asian males are concerned "an increase in their numbers is also
envisaged."

With regard to Africans, the white paper specified three
categories: "namely Permanent Force Members, members of
Auxiliary Service and civilians." The permanent force members
were trained with those from the "Bantustans," in the 2lst
Battalion at Lenz near |ohannesburg.

The white paper also revealed thag with the exception of a
"multinational" African unit still to be established 'tlack
members who belong to the combat elements of the Auxiliary
Service are divided into regional units. These regional units will
serye as the nucleus of the independent defence forces of the
states concemed." These defense forces will "be able to contiib-
ute to the protection of their own territories." It'went on to add
that the "expansion of Black regional units in SWA [South West
Africal has been given priority' over those in South Africa and
that as for the large number of African civilians'qerving in the
defense force "the possibility of placing as many of these persons
as possible in uniform is being investigated at present."

Another Defense White Paper in 1984 disclosed that some of
the targets mentioned two years earlier could not be met and
stated that "the Permanent Force presently constitutes a
smaller percentage of the Full-time Force than two years ago."
The permanent force had been reduced to 25.52 percent from
28 percent and the main reason given for this was "the lack of
accommodation for other population groups as well as for
White women in certain centres."
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The real reason is undoubtedly the difficulty of recruiting
people who do not wish to serve in the armed forces. Another
problem is white South Africa's traditional uncertainty about
training Africans for warfare when they can so easily utilize
those skills to fight the apartheid system itself. Thus, the
regime is faced with a situation where it needs to recruit more
Africans, whose lives it believes are more expendable than
those of whites, at the same time having to balance that
with the major security risk involved. How far can it rely upon
the victims of the apartheid system to protect it, particularly
in times of great internal crisis? Understandably, there are
powerful forces within the regime who are deeply opposed to
any substantial reliance by the military forces on nonwhite
personnel.

The 1984 White Paper stated that while the intake of "col-
oured" men had increased by 22 percent, there was no "growth
with regard to Asian men" and "in the case of Black men there
has been an increase of 13 percent." According to the 1985-85
Miliury Balance, out of the total "regulars" in the army of
18,400, some 12,000 are white, 5,400 are black and "coloured,"
and 1,000 are women.

From the early 1970s the regime has given serious attention
to recruiting wdmen for the military forces. Special study teams
were sent abroad and considerable attention was paid to the
Israeli system. However, all these efforts have not led to any
maior increase in white women who, since t\ey began enlisting
on a voluntary basis, have not been offering themselves for
service in great numbers. Those serving at present are esti-
mated to number about 3,500; most are members of the perma-
nent force, deployed essentially in noncombat roles. A further
five hundred white women serve through the smalf voluntary
national service scheme.

The failure in enlisting an adequate number of white women
for the military forces, with the resultant shortage in total
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white personnel and the inevitable increase in the intake of
African, "coloured" and Asian personnel, has caused serious
misgivings within the ruling National party. For example, its
Cape Congress in September 1983 had before it a resolution
calling for compulsory national service for women. This was
turned down by Prime Minister P. W. Botha on the grounds
that training facilities for the Z4,NO eligible white women who
turned 17 each year would cost between R 500 million and
R 700 million to establish, and "the counrry could not afford
such expenditure.'t

With the establishment of special armies for the "Bantus-
tans" the regime hopes, according to the 1982 White paper,
"that such defence forces will be able to contribute to the
protection of their own territories." This forms part of the
overall strategy to develop a system of "regional" defense as
opposed to "borde/' defense only, mainly as a result of the
growing success of underground resistance by the ANC.

Since the early 1950s the South African police {SAp} force'has
operated in support of the military and its paramilitary role on
"border duties" in northern Namibia and Rhodesia during the
latter half of the decade is well known. This paramilitary role
has expanded with the groWth of internal resistance, and today
is equipped with a wide range of weapons which are.primaiily
designed for military purposes.

The 1983 official yearbook on South Africa says, "The SAp is
a national force and is the first line of defence in the event of
internal unrest." The nationwide resistance during 1985 ex-
posed the weakness of this first line of defense as thousands of
troops were deployed in the African townships. Even then it
was virtually impossible to maintain control, and in |uly 1985
the authorities declared a state of emergency which gave wide
powers to the police.
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According to a leading South African lawyer, Sydney Ken-

tridge, under the emergency regulations a policeman "may do

whatever he pleases to maintain what he considers to be law
and order. . . He may shoot, or whip, or tear-gas. However
unnecessary or extreme his action, he knows that he is safe as

long as he acted in good faith. And he is told anything he does

will be presumed to be in good faith."a The minister responsible
for the police, Louis Le Grange, introduced a bill in Parliament
in April 1984 whereby acts or offenses committed outside
South Africa by members of the SAP shall be deemed to have

been committed inside the country.s
Like the military, the police force is acutely short of person-

nel, and in October 1985,the regime announced that it would
expand th"t!p09ryEgglg1qlof whom about half are white)
by 11,000 men, or 25 percent, during the next 17 months. As
the police force has expanded over the years, there has been a

steady reduction in the proportion of white recruits. The police
have their own -Maleoskop Counter-Insurgency-Iraiting Cen-
ter near Groblersilal which by 1983 could handle five thousand
Eiiees ayear in "all espects of counterinsurgency, combating
of urban terrorism and riot control measures."

Soon after the Sharpeville Massacre, a reserve police force was

established consisting of recruits who perform palt-time duties
in their spare time. Within this force there are special units, such

as a diving unit and a radio reserve consisting of radio amateurs.
The military and police forces are integrated in their opera-

tional and command structures, and when the first line of
defense-the police-cannot cope with internal unrest, the
military is called in to assist. On the other hand, specially
trained members of the paramilitary police force are deployed
in operations beyond South Af:ica's borders, on sabotage mis'
sions and for certain "border duties." Both forces are short of
personnel and the police have a much larger proportion of
black personnel than the military.
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In addition to regular police and military units, there are
several special forces (such as the "south West African police,"
the former Koevoet, in Namibia|. For these and other units the
regime has recruited several thousand mercenaries from
abroad, with the largest number coming from "Zimbabwe-
Rhodesia" on the eve of independence. At that time, they also
recruited a large number of black "auxiliary" forces from that
country, and more than five thousand were kept in camps in
the northern Transvaal.6

The mercenaries are not restricted to these special units and
also serve in the standard army of the South African Defense
Force (SADF|. Some "special operations," such as the attempted
coup d'Atat against the government of President Albert Ren€ in
the Seychelles in November 1981, include both mercenaries
and members of the SADF. That force was led by Colonel "Mad
Mike" Hoarg a well-known mercenary commander, but in-
cluded a senior officer of the SADF, which had also provided
the weapons for the group.T

South Alrican legislation requires foreign nationals residing
in that country to serve in the armed forces. Legislation
enacted in April 1984 granted immigrants with permanent
residence permits automatic South African citizenship by
naturalization, so those aged between l5 and LS arenow liabje
for two years' full-time national service, plus 12 years on
the active reserve.s These provisions ere not only encouraging
a larger group of young white men to resist recruitment but
also contribute to the substantial outflow of recent white im-
migrants, as well as deterring others from settling in South
Africa.

It is quite clear that, despite the various measures taken
since l95Q the regime is facing a serious crisis of personnel.
Moreover, the crisis during 1985 revealed the extent to which
the military and police forces are stretched with the regime
unable to assert its authority in many areas.
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P. W. Botha's accession to prime minister in September 1978,
after sendng as defense minister for 12 years, heralded the grow-
ing ascendancy of the military in the white political process, in
which decision making and planning came to be dominated by
security considerations. Soon after taking over from B. f. Vorster,
Botha reorganized the power structure and created the National
Security Management System, which transformed the State Secu-

rity Council {SSCI into the most powerful decision-making body
in the country. He trimmed the bureaucracy, applying the man-
agement methods of the SADF to government. Military men
became his key advisers, and Botha's takeover of the administra-
tion was referred to as a "co-nstitutional coup dhtnt."

The SSC was streamlinqd in 1979 ftom an ad hoc body-
meeting irregularly and subiervient to the cabinet-into a

powerful planning body whose fortnightly meetings precede

cabinet meetings. Technically, the SSC is one of four cabinet
committees (the others deal with economic, social and consti-
tutional affairs| bug according to a prominent Afrikaner scho-
lar, the minutes of other cabinet committees are attached to
minutes of the full cabinet for circulation; while those of the
SSC are not. Decisions of the SSC are not automatically circu-
lated or subiect to confirmation by the full cabinet.

The secretary to the SSC who presided over the reorganization
was Lieutenant General A. f. van Deventer, a high-ranking mil-
itary officer and close confidante of P. W. Botha. He was later
replaced by General Pieter van der Westhuizen, former head of
military intelligence. The SSC, and its secretary act as a kind of
'gatekeepey'' through which inforrration is circulated and
through which all important govemment business must pass

before submission to cabinet. Technically, the cabinet remains a

superior body and may return decisions to the SSC but in prac-

tice it rarely does so, due to the powerful representation of
cabinet ministers and military leaders on the council.
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As a result of widespread speculation about the precise role
of the SSC, and to play down claims that the military were
taking over the administration of the country some details of
its membership, which was hitherto secret, were officially dis-
closed in September 1983. The SSC is chaired by P. W. Botha,
now state president, and includes the next senior cabinet mini-
ster, as well as the ministers of defense, foreign affairs, law and
order, and iusticq as shown in table 6.2. Other members in-
clude the head of military intelligence, the chief of the defense
force, the commissioner of policq the head of the national
intelligence service, and department heads whom the president
chooses to co-opt as "observers," such as the directors of foreign
affairs, iustice, or information.

The statutory responsibility of the SSC is to advise govern-
ment on "national policy and strategy in relation to the secu-
rity of the Republic," and it concerns itself with a wide range of
issues not normally associated with defense and security, in-
cluding foreign and regional policy, labor, sport, cultural and
religious matters, among others. The working committee'of the
SSC draws together government department heads who coordi-
nate departmental activities on security-related matters.

The secretariat of the SSC consists of four branches: adminis:
trative; strategy; strategic communication (responsible for "ad-

vice and coordination in the war of words"|; and national intel-
ligence interpretation. The latter coordinates intelligence
provided by the policg the MID and the National Intelligehce
Service (NIS, formerly the Bureau of State Security [BOSSll.

The SSC also has various interdepartmental committees
where representatives of government departments coordinate
particular areas of security strategy, as shown in table 5.3. The
"grassroots" component of the SSC network is the foint Manage-
ment Centers (|MCf, officially known by their Afrikaans abbre-
viation GBS, and the sub-fMCs, mini-|MCs and Local Manage-
ment Centers. The |MCs correspond roughly with the SADF
military command areas; thus there are nine such centers ser-

Table 5.2

South Afuica's security estabkshment rclative to political structures
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Table 6.3
Membership of the Sute Security Council

vicing geographic areas within the country and another four
covering countries in the region. One study, "The Rise of the
South African Security Establishment," says the "most disturb-
ing" result of the shift in powe( to the security establishment-
especially to the defense force-is "the apparent efforts to de-
stabilize the domestic order of foreign stetes."e

Each fMC is made up of about 60 pfficials and security force
officers and is usually chaired by a brigadier from the police'or
military. The |MCs have specialist committees dealing with
intelligence, communications, and constitutional, economic
and social issues. These are normally referred to by their Afri-
kaans abbreviations as the Gikkom, Komkom and Semkorn-
Below these fMCs are 50 sub-|MCs, roughly coinciding with
the metropolitan regions, consisting of civic officials and local
military and police chiefs. At the lowest level are 448 mini
fMCs, corresponding to municipal councils and including civil
defense officers, fire chiefs, postmasters and other municipal
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officials. Thcse committees are accountable to no one except
the security structures above them. Informal channels have
been established in some ereas with local community orgeniza-
tions, often without their realizing that they are being drawn
into a security and intelligence network.

The preeminent role of the SSC in the overall decision-
making system means in effect a dominant role for the military
and security forces and diminished responsibility for both the
cabinet and white parliament. The establishment of the trica-
meral parliament in an effort to co-opt Indian and "coloured"
people into the ruling white community thus did not represent
any maior inroad into the white power structure. The constitu-
tional reform has in fact concentrated substantial dictatorial
power in the hands of the president resulting in a maior erosion
of "democracy," even for the white electorate.

In the light of these developments it would be true to say
that white South Africa's decision-making system has been
transformed in order to cope with growing internal resistance.
There are very few aspects of civilian life that are not domi-
nated by military and security considerations, and in the pro-
cess the military has acquired substantial political power. It is
therefore true to speak of a "Botha-Malan" regime since that
reflects accurately where effective power lies.

To bring about this transformation, the regime has empha-
sized during the last decade that the threat to white South
Africa is not limited to the border war but represents a "total
onslaught" against the republic which it claims is directed by
the Soviet Union. This can only be countered with a "total
strategy" to resist the "onslaught" at every level. This process
has gone through various stages, and in 1982, the chief of the
SADF General Constand Vilioen announced a new "area de-
fence system" to meet the growing "area wlt" assault by the
ANC. He claimed that the ANC was planning en"etea war" of
widely spread attacks aimed at creating "an atmosphere of
instability" and at dispersing security personnel.ro

Minirtcr of bv A Ordcr

Nli0nrl lntcllil$cc Scryicc
Fomcr SuHu of Sl|tc Sccurity IBOSSI

loint Mrnqqcmcnt Ccntrcs
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Unable to contain massive nationwide resistance during
1984-85, the regime proclaimed the first state of emergency,
which was lifted in March 1985 and reimposed on l2 |une. This
has resulted in a martialJaw type administration in most of the
country, tlie role of the National Security Management System
extended to deal with the day-to-day running of the emergency.
The purpose of this "emergency management system" is to
counter what the state believes is a revolutionary onslaught:
containing political resistance on an ongoing basis; coordinat-
ing a "hearts and minds" campaign that includes improvement
of some social and material conditions in black areas; and
functioning as an early-warning system to locate potential
trouble spots and to avert open revolt.rr

Despite these repressive measures, it has been impossible for
the regime to regain total control of the situation, which has

led to even more extreme means. Having imposed a news black-
out through strict censorship, Pretoria embarked on a massive
campaign of repression in which thousands of young children
have been speciai targets. The International Conference on
Children, Repression and the Law'in Apartheid South Africa,
held in Harare in September 1987, heard some devastating
statistics about police brutality toward children aged five to
eighteen. During the period 1984-85, 300 were killed 1,@0
wounded, 11,000 detained without trial, 18,0@ arrested for
protest activity, and 173,000 held in prison cells awaiting tri.al.

General Viljoen predicted that tlre military would have thc
task of controlling the situation while the politicians work out a
political solution-something that has not happened so far-and
he stressed this point again at his retirement in 1985. Inevitably,
as the confrontation has grown inside the country the military
has been forced to take on additional responsibility for the day-

today physical security of the country and its white population;
and the loss of political authority and control over the majority
African population has resulted in the deployment of massive
force throughout the country. Now that the last line of defense,
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the military forces, are being deployed to maintain civilian
order, South Africa has virtually reached its "security ceiling."

The ever-increasing annual defense budgets have contributed
to the development of a large internal armements manufactur-
ing industry as paft of an overall plan to meke South Africa
"self-sufficient" for all its strategic requirements. But even with
substantial financial resources at its command the regime has

not been able to achieve the intended degree of self-sufficiency
in the production of arms and ammunition.

Even before the imposition of an international arms embargo
by the UN Security Council in 1953, Western companies had

begun to invest heavily in South Africa's new annaments in-
dustry. In 1962,Imperial Chemicals Industries (ICII of Btitain
joined De Beers in revitalizing the African Explosives and
Chemicals Industries Ltd (AECII and set up three factories to
produce tear gas, ammunition for small arms, and antitank and
antiaircraft rockets.

Following the two resolutions adopted by the UN Security
Council in 1963 and 1954 to prohibit the supply of arms-as
well as techn6logy to produce arms-to South Africa, external
collaboration in the development of internal arms production
intensified. Items which could not be manufactured in South
AIrica were delivered"openly to the Pretoria regime, as either
"civilian" or "dual-purpose" products, which were not covered

by certain governments' interpretation of their obligations
under the arms embargo.

In November 1955, Marconi of Britain constructed a modern
radar network along South Africa's nofthern borders and began
a2}-year association with the Pretoria regime, regularly updat-
ing the radar systems and providing modern equipment for new
installations.

South Africa had little difficulty in securing Western cooper-

ation to undermine the international arms embargo, and in
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1955 Defense Minister Fouche was able to boast that he had
already obtained l20licenses to manufacture weapons locally.
South Afric4 he said was "already practically self-sufficient so

far as the production of small weepons, ammunition and explo-
sives were concerned."

Preparations were made in advance to produce military air-
craft and by 1967 the Atlas Aircraft Corporation began con-
structin& under Italian licensg the Aermacchi MB 325 under
the name "Impala." Most of the vital components of these
aircraft were imported from abroad, including initially the
Rolls Royce engines; these were later manufactured in South
Africa under license granted by Piaggio of Italy, which had in
tum received the original license from Rolls Royce in Britain.
This was one way to circumvent the partial arms embargo
imposed by the British government.

The costly process of developing an internal arms produc-
tion capability was partially overcome by the massive annual
increases in the defense budget. Defense Minister Fouche re-
vealed in 1964 that defense contracts worth R 35 million
would be placed with South African industries in thaf year
alone. He added, "The fact that Defence is spending so much is
one of the greatest inducements for new industrial develop-
ment."l2

The adoption of the international arms embargo and threats
of further boycotts served to accelerate industrial development
in certain sectors of the economy and in effect amounted,to
advance preparations for a siege. At the beginning it was g€n€r:
ally considered desirable to promote "import replacement " but
the threat of more effective international measures changed
the goal to one of "self-sufficiency," which was considered vital
for national survival. There was, inevitably, substantial state
intervention in the economy but, due to the prohibitive costs
involved it was impossible to achieve "self-sufficiency''even in
the arms sector which was considered of the greatest strategic
significance.
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The South African Armaments Corporation (Armscor) was
established in 1958 and amalgamated with the government's
Armaments Produition Board in 1977 to form "an autonomous
government organization." Armscor has nine main subsidiaries
and claims to have more than one thousand private subcontrac-
tors. Annual turnover in 1984 was stated to be R 1,600 million,
and its assets then' amounted to R 1,400 million. Armscoy's
chairman, Commandant Piet Marais, said in an interview pub-
lished in 1984 that the company itself employed 33,000 people
but that a total of about 80,000 people are actually involved in
armament production throughout the country. He also dis-
closed that Armscor had facilities "to produce the necessary
volume of items such as ammunition."ls

The cost of simply maintaining existing facilities for the
produetion of arms and ammunition is proving to be quite
expensive. Since a constantly diminishing proportion of de-
fense expenditure is being allocated to equipment, that raises
the costs even further. The assembly and production of
new types of equipment is even more expensive, and when
taken together with the large sums needed to pay smugglers,
middlemen and others in order to obtain vital parts and compo-
nents from abroad, one gets an idea of the prohibitive costs
involved.

The Pretoria regime has over the years tried to popularize the
myth that it is "self-sufficient" in producing arms and ammuni-
tion for its military. This is done not only to justify the enor-
mous cost of establishing an internal armaments industry but
to discredit the international arms embargo and to give the
impression that the SADF is adequately equipped with modern
arms. The South African authorities are not alone in perpetuat-
ing this impression, which is repeated at times with even
greater exaggeration by various Western defense publications.
Thus the widespread belief continues that South Africa is in
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fact "self-sufficient" and meets virtually all of its defense needs
from internal production.

The truth is thag despite the development of a substantial
domestic weepons production capability, the SADF has been
severely hit in certain key sectors, even by the weak and lim-
ited international arms embargo.

The South African armed forces acquire military security
equipment in a variety of ways. Arms which are "made" in
South Africa are those manufactured under formal licensing
and other similar arrangements, or those based on "borrowed"
foreign technology. Those described as "indigenously devel-
oped" items are essentially adaptations of existing overseas
products. Most of these involve a large percentage of foreign-
made comfonents which are impofted either as normal com-
mercial products or smuggled into the country by various de-
vious means.

Second a large quantity of so-called dual-purpose equip-
ment, including sophisticated military radar systems, are ac-
quired on the open market. Where necessary the overseas
government concerned even provides export licenses for re-
stricted items on the grounds that these do not amount to a
breach of the arms embargo. Export licenses are also issued for
purchases made directly by the South African military and
police forces.

Thir4 items which cannot be acquired by the above meth-
ods are obtained by means of well-established clandestine
smuggling operations which are overlooked by the respective
overseas governments and their security and intelligence ser-
vices. The few cases which-have come before the courts, with
some resulting prosecutions, have been exposed largely by the
vigilance of the anti-apartheid organizations and the media, or
because of prompt action by customs officials.

Fourt\ some anns and components which are generally pro-
hibited for export to South Africa by the maior Western coun-
tries are acquired through Israef Taiwan, Chile or other allies.
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M4ny of the problems faced by the internal armaments in-
dustry arise out of the fact that the industrialized sector as a
whole is highly dependent on foreign technology and compo-
nents. A recent Study Group Report issued by the Department
of Industries and Commerce confirmed that "South Africa is
largely dependent on imported technology" and went on to
state that "the acquisition of expertise is facilitated by South
Africa's close ties with many multi-national enterprises con-
trolled from the developed countries." The dependence on for-
eign technology and components becomes a much more serious
problem for the internal arms production industry because of
the high degree of sophistication involved, together with the
relatively low production runs which result in massive over-
head costs.

Although there is considerable secrecy surrounding South
Africa's overseas arms purchases, it is not impossible to make
some realistic estimates. According to a finding of the World
Campaign against Military and Nuclear Collaboration with
South Afric4 "more than half of the total amount spent by
ARMSCOR in acquiring military hardware is in fact spent
ebroad." Evidence presented to the UN Security Council's Arms
Embargo Committee in 1984 stated that "out of an annual
expenditure of R 1.62 billion, over R 900 million is spent over-
seas and only about R 700 million at home."ra

Of course claims of "self-sufficiency'can be made more easily
if one refers to the total payments made by the SADF for its
purchases to enterprises based in South Africa without taking
into account the cost of plant, parts and components acquired
from abroad. The figures can be further distorted by including
items which are made entirely abroad but purchased via either a

Iocal subsidiary of a multinational company or an agent in South
Africa. Thus, the degree of "self-sufficiency" is directly dependent
on the way in which the figures are actually calculated.

Moreover, this method of assessing whether all of the needs

of the SADF are in fact met by "internal" purchases does not
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point to the acute shortages in various critical sectors which
are not being met. A close examination of official documents
gives some idea of the problem even if, for obvious reasons,
they are gross understatements and merely reflect the tip of the
iceberg.

For example, paragraph 37 of the 1984 Defence White Paper
opens with the following sentence: "The provision of sparcs for
highly sophisticated equipment in the SA Air Force has been a
sarious problem." The gravity of the situation comes through in
a later sentence: "As regards the provision of spare parts, priori-
ties have been identified in respect of l0 types ofaircraft which
require specific attention." since the air force has relatively few
types of aircraft, shortages of l0 types of aircraft spare parts
affect the entire air force.

Paragraph 39 opens with another disclosure: "With the phas-
ing out of the Shackleton maritime aircraft towards the end of
1984 the SA Air Force will have no long-range maritime recon-
naissance capability." The South African authorities have been
making strenuous efforts in recent years to acquire new rec-on-
naissance aircraft but have so far failed to obtain any replace-
ment due to the arms embargo. The white paper describes the
situation thus: "The replacement of the long-range maritime
aircraft continues to receive attention."

The situation with respect to the navy is no better. Although
South Africa claims to "manufacture" a few small, missile-strike
crafts, the 1984 white paper concedes that "these vessels only
meet part of the curent and future needs of the SA Navy." In the
next paragraph it is pointed out that the three Daphne subma-
rines "have already seen thirteen years of service" and that the
"replacement vessef SAS Tafelberg has also become obsolescent.
and is being modernized and modified." It is expected that this
will enable "the needs of the SA Navy" to be met "until a new
replenishment vessel replaces SAS Tafelberg." Thus items which
would otherwise have to be scrapped are having their service life
temporarily extended by costly modifications.
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In its conclusion, the 1984 white paper claims that the
success of the SADF during military operations "can be ascribed

to the sound ermaments development of the RSA [Republic
of South Africal and the manufacturing capability developed
over the past decade." The next sentence explains: "Achieve-

ments in the field of local armaments manufacture include
the R4 rifle, the G5 gun, the Ratel infantry combat vehicle,
mine-resistant vehicles, missiles and strike craft." Allowing
for the fact that these "manufactured" items involve a heavy
external dependence, a large variety of arms and related equip-
ment still has to be acquired directly from abroad-or done
without.

Thus the white paper itself concludes: "A maior problem is
that some of the most reliable main armaments are obsoles-
cent." Earlier, it stated: "Objectives in respect of preparedness
programmes and the manufacture of arms could not be fully
achieved owing to a restricted SADF budget during the past five
years and also as a result of the economic recession."

These extracts from just one Defence White Paper point to
the serious problems faced by the military forces in terms of
simply maintaining the existing level of operational capability
in certain crucial sectors, let alone expanding it to meet the
growing crisis faced by the regime. It also exposes the grave
problems associated with having to keep relying on major
'items which are in fact "obsolescent." These difficulties point
to the following conclusions:

l. Those items which are "made" in South Africa are highly
dependent on external sources of technology, plang parts
and components.

2. Items "made" in South Africa are not able to meet the overall
needs of the SADR and the regime itself admits that "some of
the most reliable main armaments are obsolescent."

3. Even the limited and weak arms embargo is depriving South
Africa of some vital military equipment and forcing it to
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4. Further decides that all States shall refrain from any coop-
eration with South Africa in the manufacture and develop-
ment of nuclear weapons [for full text see appendix 5]. .

In an address to the UN Special Committee against Apart-
heid in December 1977, a representative of the British Anti
Apartheid Movement stated: "If the present mandatory deci-
sion is applied strictly, then I am convinced that the South
African defence forces can be denied any further arms and
defence equipment as well as spare parts and components
which will make much of their existing weaponry inefficient
and non-operational: that is, provided that nobody sabotages
the embargo."rs However, since the adoption of the mandatory
resolution results have resembled those following the earlier
decisions of the Security Council: the obiectives of the embargo
have been seriously undermined by the way in which it has
been interpreted and implemented by South Africa's major trad-
ing partners and certain other countries.

In order to try to avoid some of the earlier evasions, the
Secur!ty Council decided to establish a committee to monitor
and supervise the mandatory arms embargo. Despite its rela-
tively weak mandate, the committee initially issued some im-
portant reports, including one in September l980 "on ways and
means of making the mandatory arms embargo more effec-
tive."r6 After reviewing the various problems encountered in
the implementation of the embargo, the committee submitted
l6 important proposals to make it more effective.

One of the proposals was that "the embargo should include
impofts of arms and related material of all types ftom South
Affica." Acting on this proposal, the Security Council adopted
Resolution 558 {19841 which requested member states to "re-
frain from importing arms, ammunition of all types and mil-
itary vehicles produced in South Africa."

The Security Council has therefore only partially adopted
one of the 16 proposals; Resolution 558 does not cover the
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importation of military "related material" and, even more im-
portant, it is a nonmandatory decision. The Western countries
refused to yield on these two points despite intense efforts by
the nonaligned members of the Security Council.

Since then the Security Council has adopted further non-
mandatory resolutions in an attempt to reinforce Resolu-
tion 418 lI977l, but, at present, there is no immediate prospect
of further mandatory measures being adopted by the Security
Council. Meanwhile, its 421 Committee has been left with
virtually no effective role since 1980 largely due to blocking by
Britain and the United States.

One of the main deterrents to making the arms embargo more
effective is the fact that each UN member state determines
how to interpret its own obligations in terms of the mandatory
resolution. There is no reference to the Security Council in
drawing up the necessary legal measures, and no systematic
reports are submitted about their actual operation. Thus we
have a situation where every country uses different rules to
enforce the same embargo; and even the same country has

different regulations from time to time, depending on changes
in government or in government policy.

The existence of major loopholes in national legislation
usually comes to light only when specific cases are publicly
exposed. Then, in most cases, the government in question ex-
plains that the particular transaction is not in breach of the
embargo because it is a "civilian" or "dual-purpose" item, or that
the item is not intended to be used for an essentially military
purpose.

Even where there is clear prima facie evidence of a breach of
national legislation, enforcement still depends on the level of
enthusiasm of the authorities to ensure that adequate investi-
gations are conducted, the offenders apprehended and proper
criminal proceedings instituted. The general experience of anti
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apartheid organizations is that most Western governments
attach very little importance to enforcing even their limited
national embargoes and are reluctant to prosecute alleged of-
fenders.

In the few cases where criminal prosecutions have in fact
taken place, yet another maior weakness in national legislation
has been exposed. The penalties provided for offenses against
the arms embargo are so weak that they do not serve as an
effective deterrent. Besides, most offenders calculate from expe-
rience that the risk of actually being caught and convicted is so
low that they can confidently engege in highly profitable deals
on behalf of the South African regime. Even where particular
cases are exposed and some lead to prosecutions, the govern-
ments concerned do not feel obliged to provide all the available
information to the UN.

The World Campaign has repeatedly emphasized the impor-
tance of making a comprehensive study of all of the relevant
national legislation enacted by individual states with a view to
blocking existing loopholes and making the embargo more
effective. But the Security Council's 421 Committee so far has
not been able to act on this suggestio4. As a result, the World
Campaign has had to conduct some of its own research about
particular aspects of national legislation in order to follow up
specific cases. But such information is only of limited value.rT

In )uly 1985 the British AntiApartheid Movement pub-
lished the most detailed report so far, How Bfitain Arms Apiin,
heid, This comprehensive study of British policy and legisla-
tion provides detailed information about specific breaches and
identifies all existing loopholes and other weaknesses. It also
offers concrete proposals for making the mandatory embargp
more effective.rs Similar studies for several other countries,
including the United States and Federal Republic of Germany,
were prepared for the UN seminar on the arms embargo against
South Africa, held in London in May 1985. These studies con-
firmed the gross inadequacy of most national legislative mea-
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sures, which enables the South African authorities to circum-
vent and undermine the mandatory arms embargo.

In September 1983, six years after the embargo was imposed,

no government had yet informed the Security Council "about

particular licences and patents which may have been revoked
or discontinued by companies or other enterprises within its
jurisdiction."re The ltalian government claimed in fune 1979,

that with respect to the licenses granted for the Aermacchi MB
326 and the Rolls Royce engines "the licences were ceded in
1964 una tantum, that is, without a provision for their termina'
tion. As the supply of technical assistance and spare parts for
both the MB 326 and the Rolls Royce Viper engines has been

discontinued since 1972, the unilateral withdrawal of the li'
cences at this stage would not affect in the least the produc-

tion, and in fact would just result in a net benefit for South
ftf1lgs."2o
, Thus, the Italian government was claiming that a decision

adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter to counteract a

threat to international peace and security could not be imple-
mented because there was no provision for "termination" of the
respective licenses in the original agreement with South Africa.
This raises important questions about the binding aqthority of
mandatory decisions adopted by the UN Security Council
within the ltalian legal system. However, in the above answet
the ltalian government appears to be only concerned about the
possibility of South Africa continuing to produce the licensed
aircraft and engines even if the licenses are terminated, claim'
ing that this would "just result in a net benefit for South
Africa." Presumably their concern was that South Africa would
stop payment of fees and royalties to the holders of the licenses

in Italy.
In November 1986, the World Campaign confirmed that two

companies based in the Federal Republic of Germany had ille-
gally supplied South Africa with submarine construction plans

and called upon the Bonn government to prosecute the of-
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fenders. The West German parliament appointed a special in-
vestigating committee to establish the facts. The evidence sub-
mitted disclosed that P. W. Botha, during his visit to Bonn in
fune 1984, had requested Chancellor Kohl to gtant permission
for the deal. Ten days later, the companies signed a contract
with Sor,rth Africa.

Later the Kohl government stated that official permission
had not been granted and that the matter was under investiga-
tion. Representations were made throughout 1987 by the UN,
the Organization of African Unity (OAUI and several govern-
ments, as well as the World Campaign, but the Bonn govern-
ment insisted that since the illegal deal had not caused any
"severe damage to the external relations of the FRG," there were
no legal grounds for instituting a prosecution. Despite further
representations during fune and fuly 1987, there was still no
indication by the end of September that the authorities would
take any action.

By December 1987, the newly established Ciskei Aircraft
Industries was expected to manufacture the Austrian-designed
HB23 Scanliner and HB23 Hobbyliner light aircraft at its plant
near the Ciskei's new Bisho International Airport, opened in
|uly 1987. The aircraft were to be manufactured under license
granted by HB Aircraft Industries of Haid Austria, in'clear
breach of the UN's mandatory arms embargo against South
Africa. When representations to this effect were made, the-
Austrian government at first hedged, saying it was "still en-
gaged in thorough investigations," and later admitted that Aus-
tria's regulations had a "loophole" which it claimed had not
been noticed. The government said that the minister was con-
sidering which legal measures to take but it might take several
months and probably a yer to decide. The Hobbylirter is ideal
for surveillance and military observation duties; and the Scan-
liner can perform direct military duties.

The arms embargo is extremely weak in the field of licenses,
patents and other arrangements that provide technology to

:lt
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South Africa for its internal arms production. The situation is
made worse by the fact that virtually all of the maior Western
multinationals have subsidiaries or associate companies in
South Africa and are therefore able to pass on technical infor-
mation easily without any monitoring.

In those areas where it is impossible, or too expensive, to
manufacture or assemble particular items within South Africa,
the embargo is undermined by the way in which "arms and

related material" are defined by individual governments.zr For

example, it was revealed that a British firm, International Com-
puters Ltd (ICLI, had supplied computers to the South African
authorities for use by the police and for a South African plant
involved in weapons manufacture. The British government re-

sponded to these representations by stating that since the com-
puters themselves did not form part of a weapons systel& they
were not covered by the embargo.

A second problem related to the fact that although in April
1979 the US administration had announced that it prohibited
cll supplies to the South African military establishment-a
policy that was relaxed under the Reagan administration-
several other states continued to provide what they considered
to be "nonmllitary" items direct to the South African military.

A third problem related to "dual-purpose" or "sivilian"
items-such as aircraft supplied to various companies or civil-
ian purchasers in South Africa-which later were found to be

used by the South African military establishment. A wide vari
ety of aircraft from the United States had been obtained in this
way.

There were also difficulties relating to communications and

radar equipment. For example, the Advokaat communications
system based near Simonstown was described by the South
African defense authorities as a ioint maritime operations cen-
'ter from which the operational command of the maritime
forces was carried out. Howevet the Federal Republic of Ger-

rnany, from whom it was purchased, maintained that the Advo'

ffi,
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kaat was an entirely civilian proiect and did not have much
military significance.

These and other cases show the need for a precise definition
of what constitutes "arms and related material." It has been

suggested that an international checklist of items should be

issued in order to avoid difficulties in determining what items
are prohibited by the arms embargo. Some of the maior areas in
which the embargo needs to be tightened have been described
in detail in several expert studies. A comprehensive study
about computer exports to South Africa published in 1982

revealed that the policy applied by Washington was not as

comprehensive as was generally understood.22
In May 1981, a document published in London showed that

the Plessey AR-3D radar system supplied under license by
Britain amounted to a breach of the mandatory arms embargo.
The foreign secretary Lord Carrington, stated that "the equip-
ment is to be used in the South African civil and military air
control system" and explained that "integration of the opera-
tion of national air traffic control systems is standard practice
in most countries." Furthermore, when conclusive proof wai
provided of a South African military officer being trained by
Plessey to operate the system, Lord Carrington explained, "I do
not regard the presence of the SADF personnel [in the UK] as

having constituted a breach of the government's policy of non-
collaboration with the South African government on military
matters since they were here as part of a private arrangement
directly between the company and their customers."z3

The AR-3D radar was finally integrated into the overall
South African air control and command system by 1982.'This
system facilitates attack missions by South African Air Force
jet fighters, with targets predetermined and programmed into a

computer. The AR-3D radar also enables computerized inter-
ception of aircraft movements in the region, both automati-
cally and manually; and it is not inconceivable that this type of
equipment could be used to disrupt an aircraft's navigational
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systems. This capability suggests the possible cause of the
mysterious air crash which took the life of Mozambican Presi-

dent Samora Machel. At the very least, there is no doubt that
South African radar operators saw the presidential plane stray
from its flight path as this equipment enables them to monitor
flights throughout the region. Why no radio interception or
warning was issued remains a mystery.

A maior Marconi contract with South Africa for the supply

of a tropospheric long-range communications system came to
light in 1975 as a result of the refusal by one of its engineers,

Mr. fock Hall, to work on the proiect. He was suspended and

ultimately left the company, but the system was still exported
directly to the South African Defense Department.x There was

another revelation involving Marconi in 1983, which again

involved radar equipment licensed for export to South Africa.
The British government explained to the House of Commons
that the license was granted on the grounds that "it is for use in
eir traffic control in South Africa and involves no infringement
of the UN arms embargo." A Marconi spokesman said, "We are

updating the existing 5247 surveillance radar system which we

installed in the 1950s." The lane's Weapons System Yearbook

describes the 5247 as a "high-power static radar system used for
defence purposes."zs

A major problem with most of these sales is that Britain and

several other Western countries refuse to disclosg even to their
own parliaments, details of licenses gtanted for the export of
listed items to South Africa. Because of this secrect the facts be-

come known only if there is some unexpected disclosurg and so

there is no way of knowing how many such sales are negotiated'

A wide range of external military and security collaboration with
South Africa also is not covered by the existing embargo.x

The 1982 Defence White Paper in South Africa stated that due

to the over-production of arms in the world and the difficulty of
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penetrating "this highly competitive market," Armscor relied
"mainly on the fact that the products available from the RSA
are operationally evaluated and tested and the highest quality
standards are maintained throughout." Its subsequent cam-
paign of advertising in overseas defense publications was

launched under the slogan "Born of necessity. Tested under
fire."

In September 1982, Armscor invited foreign news corre-
spondents to a champagne breakfast to announce the launch of
the G5 artillery vehicle, with the G5 I55 mm gun mounted
on a mobile six-wheel chassis. Armscor marketing officials
claimed it to be a "world beater" since the self-propelled G5 had
speed and mobility not normally associated with heavy ar-

tillery, which is usually pulled on trailers or mounted on
tanks.27

Armscor announced that its arms exports for the previous
year amounted to R l0 million but that it intended to raise this
figure to between R 100 million and R 150 million per year. A
senior official identified the sales target areas as those coun-
tries with similar conditions to South Africa in South America,
the Middle East, the Far East and Africa.28 Earlier reports that
South Africa had made an agreement to supply Morocco with
Eland armored cars were confirmed in the Military Balanie
1981-82, published by the International Institute for Strategic
Studies in London, which stated that delivery of the armored
cars had been due in 1980.

Despite all the secrecy sunounding South Africa's 4rrns €x:
ports, it is not too difficult to identifu some of its major custom-
ers. Israel has, over the years, developed a close military rela..

tionship with Pretorial several of its weapons have been sold to ,

South Africa and some have been made there. There are several

ioint weapons production schemes, and Israel is obviously an
important customer, as well as a transit point for exports to
other countries. Several fellow-pariah nations, including Tai-
wan, Chile and Paraguay, have decorated Armscor officials and
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South African military officers, evidence that these countries
constitute some of its main customers.

During Britain's war over the Falkland Islands there were

widespread reports of arms and ammunition from South Africa
being airlifted to Argentina. Relying on Armscor sources, one

newspaper claimed that the South African frequency'hopping
radio devices "amazed British soldiers who captured them from
the Argentines."2e

During 1987 there were extensive reports about South Afri
can weapons being obtained for the US-supported contras fight-
ing against the Nicaraguan government. During the revelations
of the lran-Contra scandal further reports suggested that Iran
had also obtained arms of South African origin.

In October 1982, Armscor managed to display some of its
products at the Defendory Expo '82 held in Piraeus, Greece.

When after the second day of the exhibition the Greek govern-

ment was informed of its inclusion, the exhibits were removed
and the Armscor delegation was expelled from the country.
How Armscor managed to gain entry to the exhibition is still
not clear. But its chairman, who was also expelled, was reported
to be expecting'good business" despite the premature closing
of the exhibit. He added that "it was especially satisfying that
our first international show took place in a NATO [North
Atlantic Treaty Organizationl country."3o Among those items
on exhibit were the newly announced frequency-hopping radio
devices, the G5 155 mm howitzer and the Kukri artillery
rocket, as well as videos and slide shows of the G6 and the
Valkiri air-to-air missile.sr

During 1983 and l98d several Western defense publications
carried major feature articles, applauding South African-made
military equipment and helping Pretoria to promote its arms

exports. They, naturally, also carried expensive Armscor adver-

tisements as part of the overall export drive.3z

The South African Samil line of military vehicles and trail-
ers are in fact a mix of several overseas models, owing their

I l*!.t.it
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origin mainly to the Magirus-Deutz and Unimogs of the Federal
Republic of Germany. The four-ton Unimog chassis is also the
basis for the Valkiri 127 mm rocker launcher.

The Valkiri artillery rocket system, claimed to be indige-
nously developed is similar to the Taiwanese Working Bee-6
system. The "indigenously" developed Skorpioen antiship mis-
sile was originally the name under which the South African
Navy deployed the Israeli Gabriel 1l missiles, which are sim-
ilar to the Taiwanese Hsiung-Feng naval weapons. The similari
ties between several weapons systems claimed to be "indige-
nously" developed by South Africa, Israel and Taiwan iridicate
the existence of high-level cooperation between them on sev-
eral proiects.

The Kukri air-to-air missile which the South A.frican govern-
ment claims to be "indigenously' developed is said to have a
unique helmet-mounted sight for target designation but is other-
wise similar to the Matra Magrc missile and uses similar technol-
ogy. The Kukri is also described as the V3B air-to-air missile.

That both South African and Taiwanese missile boats are
versions of the Israeli Reshef fast-attack craft further points to
cooperation between these governments.

The production of the well-publicized G5 155 mm howirzer
was first announced by P. W. Botha in April 1979 when he
claimed that it was South African designed and made from local
steel with South African know-how. This was considered a
"remarkable" achievement for Armscor which had "taken only
24 months from the design to the production stage." Subse-
quently it became known that the gun was in fact acquired
from the Vermont-based Space Research Corporation. The elab-'
orate smuggling operations involved South Africa purchasing
shares in the company, as well as having the system tested in
Antigua before arranging for the smuggling of the equipment,
including thousands of shells, to South Africa. Because of the
ease and speed with which much of the equipment was ex-
ported by the United States and other intermediaries, there
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were several investigations about possible official complicity
in these sales.'According to one report issued in Washington by

the House of Representatives Subcommittee on Africa, there

must have been high-level involvement in bending the rules on

the part of the State Department, the US Army and the CIA to

enable South Africa to acquire the system.s
In an interview in 1984, the chairman of Armscor, Comman-

dant Piet Marais, disclosed details about the Space Research

sale and explained that it arose in the aftermath of the South

African invasion of Angola in 1975 when they were "being

outgunned by quite a few Russian weapons." It is not known to

what extent the G5 has been used in operations by the South

African military forces, and some experts claim that it is not a
system of great value to the SADF. The G5 was only a prototype

and estimated to cost over US $1.3 million, for the mobile

vehicle alone without the gun.

The South African Eland armored vehicles (based on the

French Panhard AML 50/90) and the Ratel combat vehicle
(similar to the French Berliet VxB'170 but believed to be based

on West German eutomotive parts) also form part of the export
drive.

In March 1984, the South African media reported Armscor's

participation in the Fida '84 international military show in
Santiago at the invitation of the Chilean Air Force. Following
its ejection from the Greek exhibition in 1982 and its failure to
participate in any other international exhibitions since then,

the Armscor officials were iubilant and said that in "contrast"

with their Greek experience "our reception has been excel-

lent."3a This is not surprising since South African-Chilean rela-

tions are at a high military level; the former South African

ambassador to Chile, Lieutenant General f' R. Dutton, was re-

placed in 1984 with the retired chief of the air force, Lieutenant

General A. M. Muller.
It is important to recognize that with the end of the Rhode-

sian war South Africa lost its most lucrative arms market. At

rcSll
Ldf{."
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almost the same time the SADF had to reduce its percentage of
arms purchases due to increasing operational costs. Thus, not
only were there increasing overhead costs to be met by reduced
sales but new plants which needed more funds. For example, in
1982 a R l75-million expansion of Pretoria Metal Pres
one of Armscor's three munitions companies,- was completed;

ered from an expansion of arms exports. The efforts to pene-
trate the international market since 1982 have not produced
any significant results and consequently investment in new
production facilities have virtually come to a halt. Short pro-
duction runs inevitably result in very high costs, and when the
items produced have in turn to be offered at low prices, in order
to compete on the international market, Armscor is forced to
bear massive losses.

The South African arms industry is facing an extremely
serious crisis and to continue to produce at the existing level,
let alone expand any of its facilities, an increasing proportion of
very scarce resources will have to be allocated to it.

In the confrontation that is building up in the region, the Pretoria
regime is becoming very anxious about the improved ability of
several neighboring states to protect themselves militarily. For
over two years, senior South African officers have been warning
that Angola, Mozambique and other states in the region have
improved their defenses, and are now equipped with modern
MiG jet fighters and early warning radar systems.s5

Toward the end of 1985 these concerns became so acute that
South African defense publications printed lengthy repofts on
the relative force strengths of neighboring states and military
officers began to give special briefings on the subiect. In No-
vember 1985, one Western defense publication reported warn-
ings by South African military experts "that a sophisticated
radar network has been installed by the front-line African
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states capable of monitoring aircraft movements within South
Africa." They were also reported as believing that "missile
fighter aircraft in hostile African states may now outnumber
the South African Air Force by as much as two to one.ts6

The SADF is clearly in some difficulty. While it may be able

to inflict considerable damage to the economies of individual
African states through destabilization and acts of aggression, it
has long borders with these states and cannot possibly gain any
comfort from the prospect of turning them into hostile coun-
tries.

According to its own admission, South Africa can no longer
count on total air superiority. Shortage of tanks is overcome by
concentrating on equipping itself with entitank missiles. Lack
of new fighter aircraft means that it relies instead on fitting the
existing old ones with new types of missiles. Shoftage of naval
vessels, submarines and helicopters has for years been ad'
dressed by claims that they will soon be manufactured locally'
So far, South Africa claims to have produced two types of
helicopters which are in fact adaptations of existing ones. Sim-

ilarly, the new Cheetah fighter aircraft is the old Mirage, mod-

ernized with assistance from Israel. In November 1986, the
World Campaign also established that Israel had provided

South Africa with two converted Boeing in-flight refuelling
aircraft, which enable the Mirages to have an extended range as

far as Tanzania.

The South African authorities have anticipated that they will
be unable to maintain the white power structure by themselves
and have made strenuous efforts to secure formal treaties with
the major Western powers so as to guarantee direct external
military support at times of crisis. In order to forge a closer
alliance with the West, Pretoria has always emphasized the
"strategic" importance of the Cape Sea Route and even offered
the use of the Simonstown Naval Base to Nato.

[f,'
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south A-frica entered into a formal defense agreement withBritain in 1955 in the form of ,fr. Si*"rrrown Naval Agreemenr,which was based on an exchange of-l.rr.r, between the twocounrries. Twenty years larer, Briiain was for..a io .l-ros.ti ,, 
",a result of domestic- and inrernail;;i anti_apartheid pressure.The agreement has u..n ur.J-rro;;it to facilitate extensivenaval cooperation,but also to 

"uppty-".ride range of militaryequipment to South Af,ric1 o" tt. groura, ,fr.r-rfr.? *", "it*"obligation ro do so under trr. sit-iriJr" agreemenr. under thisguise, the Heath government even wanted to supply helicoptersduring the early t9Z0s and ttri, ,tmosi i;J;; frfi;;ffi;iL.Commonwealth at the Singapor.-r"**j, in l9Zl.South Africa wanted 
"omlthi.rg _orl ,n"" the Simonstownagreement and during.the late t9Zos, ,.r 

"Uout 
pr;;-;r*;;; 

"hemispheric pact to incrude 
""t o"i, countries across theSouth Atlantic but also aurtr.ii, ;ir'*.* Zealand,to coverthe Indian ocean' south airi."r-*inisters visited varioussouth American c1n1ries. 

"J;;;.i;;;d close military linkswith Argentina. The South *ri.*;;ss began to speculateabout the establishment of a South .iif"nri. Treaty Organiza-tion (SATOI.3z

The l9d9 Defence White paper states: ,,The 
considerableharbour and repair facitities atlil";;;*n and elsewhere inour country as well as the modern communication and controlfacilities, all provided,", gr.", ..;."*, are indispensable toAllied naval forces in the St-outh..r'eii"irrr. and Indian Oceanareas'" It then disclosed that a *";il;l; communication net-work was to be constructed to ,rr"bi. 

-S"rrf, 
Africa,s maritimecommand to keen in t31ch witfr ,"y sii-p or aircraft operatinrbetween Australia and South lmerica- ihis project, togetheiwith the new tidal basin and ,ub*.rin.-base at Simonstown.involved enormous'expenditure, ;ii- ;i;;J-;r-;;'k# #,iltr19. a more attractivi ally.

The Advokaat military communicationr
rated in March tgii. rtwas built;;;;:;'J:'J:IJ,T ilii,:T
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by west German companies, with components obteined from anumber of western countries.se At that time it was reportedthat it had substations in Walvir niy i' Namibia and was
9i:._:J1y linked by-,,permanrr, ,t."Js,, with the Royal Navyin whitehall and the us Navy b.r. .ri.n /uan in puerto Rico.aeThe British AntiApartheid tvtovemerrt submitted several doc_umenrs to the UN Security Council in l97S which ,.u."LOdetails about the construction of the Advokaat system with theuse of official Nato Codification systei fo, Sp*., *;;ilin-ment' In the face of conclusive eviience that iouth nr".J[rabeen provided with the Nato ryr,.-, i, r"s claimed that this didnor amount to military collaboration with ttre pretJa;.gr;

Australia apparently stopped using the Advokaat system byearly l97S and South african pr.r, ilpo*s complained openlyabout this. pretoria thereafter.r"i*Jii"t irs sysrem extendedonly-to the Bay of Bengal in the mai"o O.."rr.
Whenever Nato officials and members have been askedabout links with pretoria, the standaJ"rrr., has always beenthat south Africa is outside trt. N.to 

"t " and tlrerefore there isno question of military relationship. uowever;tt il;;li;;had authorized the supreme n'i.ico-mander Atlantic {sA-ctANTl to undertake special studies for operations outside theNato area, especially covering ,,the 
sea lanes for petroleum orother vital supplies."ro rhe Brftish p"rti"*.n, was told in No-vember 1974 that ,,studies t.u, U..o iadg but there is nocommitment on the parr of NATO members ro ."s.;r1"ir."-tively or individually in activities ourria. the nnT6-;f;It is interesting that the Advokaat system, which becameoperational in 1978, covers the northern point of the SouthAtlantic where the Nato area ends_tt e Tropic of Cancer. Be_cause of the extensive operational area of t'he tr;;i;*;Africa claims that it ects as the virtual nerve center for west-ern defense in that part of tt, So"tt.ii Hemisphers.rz

In November l97S the chairman of the Nato Military Com_mittee, Admiral Sir peter Hill_Norton, .rrgg.rt.a that three or
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four Nato members could combine with a group outside the
alliance to monitor what was going on in the Indian Ocean and
in this way a Nato "area of interest" could be established in
addition to Europe.€ One month earlier, in October 1975, the
West German representative on the Nato Military Committee,
Lieutenant General Gunther Rall, was forced to resign by the
Bonn Government when the ANC disclosed that he had visited
various atomic and military installations in South Africa dur-
ing I974, under an assumed name.

One issue on which repeated assurances have been sought
from Nato is the question of whether meetings occurred with
South African officials. When its secretary general refused to
give clear assurances, the British Anti-Apartheid Movement
took up the matter. As a result, Nato Secretary General Luns
wrote to the AntiApartheid Movement on 9 |une l97l:"There
are no contacts between members of the International Staff of
the Alliance with the Republic of South Nrica." However, the
World Campaign established that Dr. Luns himself met se-
cretly with the foreign minister, Roelof "Pik" Botha, in Brussels
on 14 November 1980. Dr. Luns then informed the World Ca*-l
paign that this did not amount to a breach of his undertaking
since it was a private meeting at his own residence.aa There was
increased anxiety about Nato links with South Africa when it
became known that this was in fact the third such meeting
between Secretary General Luns and Foreign Minister Botha,
all in clear breach of an official written undertaking. The Brit-
ish government explained that the South African foreign mini-
ster had met "Dr Luns, not in his official capacity as Secretary-
General of Nato, but as a respected and experienced European
Statesman."a5

Several press reports in 1983 once again led to serious con-
cern about the Nato links with South Africa. The commanding
officer of the Simonstown Naval Base, Dieter Gerhard, and his
wife, Ruth Gerhard, were charged with spying for the Soviet
Union. This followed the arresr of Dieter Gerhard by US au-
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thorities who handed him over to South Africa. After a secret

trial, they were both convicted of high treason in December
1983. Various press reports disclosed that Gerhard had access

to highly sensitive Nato information, as well as detailed techni
cal knowledge about the Seacat missile system, the Sea Sparrow

surface-to-air missile, and the Selenia fire and weapon control
system.46

On the basis of reports about the Gerhard case, as well as

other substantial evidence, one may conclude that there exists
substantial military and security collaboration between South
Africa and certain major Nato powers, as well as with Nato
itself. However, despite these and other links, it has not been
possible so far for Pretoria to obtain replacement naval surveil-
lance aircraft for their aging Shackletons. This is due largely to
the current strength of international anti-apartheid opinion
and the vigilance of committed organizations and individuals'

The overall relationship that exists between the maior Western
powers and apartheid South Africa raises an important ques'

tion as to the nature and degree of future external intervention
that can be expected on the side of the Pretoria regime-partic-
ularly when the survival of the white power system is seriously
threatened. There is no doubt that in the growing internal
confrontation the number of white casualties will begin to
increase, and then both Pretoria and its allies will try to subvert
Western public opinion by appealing for support against "ter-

rorist violence." Pretoria will try to mobilize anticommunist
sentiment in other countries by suggesting that any victory for
African freedom will represent a serious threat to vital Western
interests. Whether, and to what extent, this succeeds will de-

pend on many factors, including the way in which the Western
media present the situation.

For the Pretoria regime it is almost past the point of no retum;
it cannot put the clock back. In September 1981, Defense Min-

"1 "



SOUTH AFRICA,S

NUCLEAR
CAPABILITY
The Apartheid Bomb

There is no longer any doubt about South Africa's nuclear
weapon capability. What is not known is the number of devices

it has in stock and the precise nature of the weapons.
Most of the two hundred aircraft operated by the South

African Air Force can easily deliver nuclear weapons. In addi-

tion, it has both ground-to-ground and air-to-ground missiles,
and there are even reports that it is working on the deployment
of cruise missiles. Thus, it has the means of delivery.

There is a long history of Western nuclear collaboration
with South Africa. Under the "Atoms for Peace" program, the
United States and South Africa signed a SO-year agreement for
nuclear cooperation in 1957. In 1951, South Africa purchased

the Safari I research reactor from the United States and has

received extensive assistance in the nuclear field from that
country, But Britain, the Federal Republic of Germany and

France are also heavily involved, as is more recently Israel,
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which has given a new dimension to the growing international
concern and anxiety about South Africa's weapon capability.

ln 1976 the then president of the South African Atomic
Energy Board, Dr. A. J. A. Roux, said "We can ascribe our de-

gree of advancement today in large measure to the training and

the assistance so willingly provided by the USA during the
early years of our nuclear programme, when several of the
Western world's nuclear nations cooperated in initiating our
scientists and engineers into nuclear science . . . even our nu-
clear philosophy, although unmistakably our own, owes much
to the thinking of American nuclear scientists."

All the available evidence confirms that South Africa's nu-
clear program has been initiated supported and developed to
its present level as a direct result of the ready assistance pro-

vided by its Western nuclear partners. It is these nations that
bear the full responsibility for the development and manufac-
ture of the apartheid bomb.

Although South Africa may by now have several bombs in
its cellar, it is still highly dependent on external sources of
know-how, plant, technology and finance in order to proceed

with its ambitious nuclear plan. Most of this assistance con-

tinues to be provided by the maior Western powers in various
forms. When challenged by antiapartheid protests, each one
individually insists that its own collaboration with South
Africa is "exclusively for peaceful purposes"-a claim persis-

tently made for over 25 years.

It is of the greatest importance to ascertain the nature and

scale of all external nuclear collaboration. If all of the evidence
could be assembled together, it would help to throw light.on
the specific current needs of the apartheid regime, indicate ,

more clearly the nature and scale of its nuclear plan, and focus
attention upon those companies and countries most directly
involved.

However, because of the general secrecy surrounding nu.
clear relations-and especially those connected with South
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Africa-it is impossible to establish all the facts. Even a cursory
examination of the available information reveals that the Rea-
gan policy of "constructive engagement" has made a substantial
contribution to enhancing South Africa's military and nuclear
capability. If this process continues, then the.maior Western
powers will enable Pretoria to emerge as a significant, and
highly dangerous, nuclear-weapon power.

South Africa is known to have substantial uranium resources.
According to the latest official figures, its known "reasonably
assured resources" amount to over 313,000 tons while those in
occupied Namibia are 135,000 tons, making a total of around
450,000 tons under its control. This is a conservative figure and
other more general estimates are much higher, calculating an
amount that is double the above figure for South Africa. These

calculations relate to uranium recoverable from existing pro-

duction centers at costs of less than US $130 per kilogram.
In addition, there are substantial quantities of uranium re-

sources which have not been tapped so far. If all the potential
uranium-bearing deposits are taken into accoun! then the esti-
mated additional resources amount to a further 1,351,000 tons
in South Africa, and fust under 200,000 in Namibia-all still
considered to be recoverable at costs of less than US $130 per
kilogram. Of course, if the calculations are made at higher costs
of recovery, then that substantially increases the quantity of
uranium resources.

South Africa has been producing uranium for over 30 years.

Its current level of production is around six thousand tons per
year, having almost doubled since 1977 when it produced 3,360
tons. Most of its production is for long-term contrects with a
small quantity being sold on the spot market, making it less

vulnerable to short-term price variations.
South AJrica is considered to be the Western.world's third

biggest producer of uranium, after the United States and Can-

I
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ada. However, when one adds Namibla's production of almost
four thousand tons to that of South Africa, it makes a total of
10,000 tons under the control of the Pretoria regime, which is
close to the 1Q300 tons and the 1Q500 tons produced by the
United States and Canad4 respectively.

These figures take on an added significance in the context of
the overall Western uranium production capability for 1984
estimated at around 45,000 tons. Of the major consumers the
United States alone accounts for over 12,000 tons for its reactor
requirements, followed by France 16,700 tons|, fapan (5,000

tons), West Germany (2,800 tons), Britain {1,550 tons), Canada
(1,500 tons) and Sweden (1,300 tons!.

Multinational enterprises based in the United States, Can-

ada, fapan and Western Europe are directly involved in South
African and Namibian uranium production and sale. Some of
them have a long record of collaboration with the apartheid
regime, the most notorious being the British-based Rio Tinto
Zinc which manages the Rossing mine in Namibia and has

South African, British, Canadian, West German and French

shareholders. The fact that South Africa's occupation of Nami
bia has been declared "illegal" by both the United Nations
Security Council and the International Court of fustice has not
deterred foreign interests from exploiting Namibian uranium.
Indeed, encouraged by the "business-as-usual" policy of their
own governments toward Namibia, they have effectively be-

come partners with the apartheid regime in imposing its illegal
rule over the Namibian people.

South Africa's role as a major producer of uranium has -not
only helped to legitimize its illegal occupation of Namibia but
has also provided Pretoria with substantial-and much
needed-foreign exchange earnings. Moreover, taken together
with its huge reserves of uranium, they amount to a formidable
advantage in securing extensive Western support for its own
nuclear program.
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The main governmental research body concerned with nuclear
matters is the National Nuclear Research CenteE which is

based in Pelindaba, not far from Pretoria. Its main facility is the
US-supplied Safari I research reactor, which began functioning
in 1955. Under the general nuclear cooperation agreement with
the United States, South Africa has received substantial know-
how, training and technical assistance since 1957. This in-
cluded adequate quantities of enriched uranium for operating
the Safari I reactor until 1975-when deliveries were sus-
pended in an effort to get South Africa to sign the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPTI.

Also at Pelindaba is Safari 2, claimed to have been designed
and manufactured by South Africa, which began to function in
1957. Its enriched uranium and other needs were also provided
by the United States. These two research reactors enabled
South Africa to acquire vital experience for the subsequent
development of its nuclear programs.

The Safari I reactor, as a result of an agreement between the
United States, South Africa and the International Atomic
Energy Agency {IAEA}, was placed under international safe-

guards in 1967. The reactor is at present operating on fuel
which is rnanufactured by South Africa itself.

At Pelindaba, a hot-cell complex is being built in order to
cerry out postirradiation examination of fuel and of materials
inadiated in the Safari reactors and the two French power
reactors at Koeberg.

Since 1960 South Africa had been working secretly on a

uranium enrichment research program, and in 1970 Prime
Minister Vorster disclosed that they had developed their own
"unique" process for enriching uranium. A year later the Ura-
nium Enrichment Corporation was established to make South
AIrica an independent manufacturer of nuclear fuel.

No one really believed the South African claim of a "unique"
process and very soon evidence was forthcoming of close nuclear
collaboration with enterprises in the Federal Republic of Ger-
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many. The African National Congress (ANCI of South Africa
published several documents and concluded that the enrich-
ment plant was developed with the cooperation of the "State-
owned Society for Nuclear Researctr, Karlsruhe, the Statecon-
trolled company STEAG in Essen and with the agreement and
active participation of the Federal Government in Bonn."

There were vehement denials from Bonn, and by 1975 there
were reports about STEAG's withdrawal of cooperation with
South Africa. South African officials admit that their enrich-
ment process is related to the West German'iet nozzle" method
but also point out that it owes more to the US vortex-tube
concept. With such origins it is certainly not possible to claim
that the enrichment process is "unique" to South Africa.

A pilot enrichment plant was established at Valindaba, yery
close to Pelindaba, and Prime Minister Vorster disclosed its
existence in April 1975. The Valindaba plant was expected to
begin commercial production by the end of. 1987, with a design
capacity of three hundred tons of separative work a year,
enough to provide 75 tons of 3.25 percent enriched uranium,
thus ending the Electricity Supply Commission's (EscornJ de-
pendence on foreign enrichment facilities. If it performs accord-
ing to design, the Valindaba plant will supply enough enriched
uranium for three reactors of the Koeberg type. At the current
cost on world markets of more than $100 a separative work'
unig the plant is expected to save R 20 million a year in foreign
exchangg although it may not be economically competitive for
export at present because of a world surplus of enrichment
capacity.

It is also important to note that South Africa has shown^
interest in the use of lasers for uranium enrichment and

that, among others, Israel is conducting research into this
method.

The details about South Africa's uranium enrichment pro-
cess ere secret, and its enrichment plants are not under any
bilateral or international safeguards.
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South Africa has built a nuclear power plant some 30 kilome-
ters north of Cape Town at Koeberg. France has supplied the
two pressurized-water reactors, each able to generate 920 meg-

ewatts of electricity. Koeberg I was due to become operational
at the end of 1982, with Koeberg 2 to follow a year later.

However, on l8 December 1982, a series of four bomb explo-
sions caused extensive damage to the R 1.8 billion nuclear
power station. The ANC claimed responsibility for the blasts,
in retaliation for the South African military attack on Maseru
nine days earlier in which 42 people-South African refugees
and Lesotho nationals-were killed.

The Koeberg plant suffered substantial damage with the result
that the commissioning of its first reactor was delayed until
March 1984. It became fully operational a few months later.

Earlier there was a serious shortage of fuel for the Koeberg
reactors due to the suspension of deliveries by the Carter ad-

ministration in an attempt to induce South Africa to sign the
NPT and place all its nuclear facilities under international
safeguards operated by the IAEA. South Africa refused to com-
ply with the requirements stipulated by the US Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Act of 1978.

In November 1981, the Pretoria regime announced that it
had obtained the fuel required for the Koeberg plant. It tran-
spired that deals arranged by South Africa's Escom-via two
US-based companies-resulted in enriched fuel belonging to
the Swiss nuclear unit Kaiseraugst being delivered to the
French company Framatome for fabrication into fuel rods. The
130 tons of uranium fuel originally had been enriched for the
Swiss plant at the Tricastin facility in France, where it had been
stored until it was delivered to Framatome.

Since Framatome is partly state owned, the French govern-

ment must have known about the deal but refused to try to
block it. When US legislators raised the possibility of taking
action against companies which undermined its non-prolifera-
tion act, the Reagan administration refused to act, claiming
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that it had no furisdiction over commercial activities which
take place outside the United States and in any case did not
want to take actions which would "produce a deteriorating
relationship" with South Africa.

The Koeberg nuclear power plants are the subject of a safe-

guards agreement entered into between France, South Africa
and the IAEA. The plutonium produced by these reactors can in
theory be secretly diverted to uninspected facilities for repro-
cessing so that it can be used for manufacturing a plutonium
bomb. However, most experts point to the use of enriched
uranium as most likely in constructing the apartheid bomb.

South Africa has obtained considerable benefits from its mem-
bership in the IAEA, which it ioined in fune 1957. Much of its
nuclear program, and particularly its exploitation of South AIri-
can and Namibian uranium resources, has been advanced as a

result of the direct and indirect advantages of membership.
As the most advanced member on the African continenq

South Africa was accorded an important role within the IAEA
and served as a member of the Board of Governors until June
1977. lts growing nuclear weapon capability led to increased
pressures from other African and nonaligned members, and, at
the IAEA General Conference in New Delhi in 1979, its creden-
tials were rejected.

Representations had been made earlier (by the World Cam-
paign against Military and Nuclear Collaboration with South
Africa| to several member states calling for the exclusion of
South Africa from the IAEA in view of the potential danger in
the substantial benefits obtained from its membership. Al-,
though South Africa was prevented from participating in the
1979 conference and has not been allowed to attend any of the
subsequent annual conferences, it still retains full membership
in the IAEA and continues to enjoy all of the benefits that
accrue from it.
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The UN General Assembly has adopted numerous resolu-
tions calling for an end to all forms of nuclear collaboration
with the apartheid regimg but until recently these did not
result in any special initiatives being taken by the IAEA. How-
ever, due to increased anti-apartheid pressure and growing con-
cern about South Africa's nuclear weapon capability, some lim-
ited measures were taken during the 1980s. The first action by
the Board of Governors was taken in September l98l when it
decided to exclude South Africa from participation in the Com-
mittee on Assurances of Supply {CASI.

All efforts to exclude South Africa from the IAEA itself have
so far not succeeded because of the determined opposition of
the Western governments which insist that it remain a full
member on the grounds that international bodies should be
"universal" and open to all states. It is also claimed that by
retaining South Africa's membership the international commu-
nity is better able to restrain the apartheid regime, which
should also be encouraged to sign the NPT and place its unsafe-
guarded facilities under international inspection.

In May 1982, the World Campaign ascertained that the di
rector of the South African Atomic Energy Board was a member
of the Nuclear Energy Action Group on Uranium Exploration
Techniques, organized iointly by the IAEA and the Organiza-
tion for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECDI.
This was in clear breach of UN resolutions calling for an end to
all forms of nuclear collaboration with the apartheid regime.
Despite protests, South Africa was not excluded from any sym-
posium on Uranium Exploration Methods organized by the
group in Paris from 1-4 |une 1982.

Further investigations by the World Campaign revealed that
South Africa's membership of the IAEA was of even greater
importance to the apartheid regime than was at first expected.
The IAEA confirmed that South Africa was a member of several
special working groups on uranium. In six groups established
jointly by the IAEA and the OECD, South Africa was a member
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of all six and served as chairman of two. It therefore played a

central role within all these groups and was not censured or
excluded despite common knowledge of South Africa's illegal
occupation of Namibia and the plunder of its uranium re-
sources. Representations made to the relevant authorities in
the OECD produced the response that since South Africa be-
came a member of the joint working groups as a result of its
membership in the IAEA, all representations should be ad-

dressed to the latter organization.
The World Campaign appealed to the IAEA Board of Gover-

nors at its |une 1982 meeting to remove South Africa from the
ioint IAEA'/OECD Working Groups on Uranium Resources and
Exploitation Techniques but no action was taken by the board,
which later explained that it needed a decision of the full IAEA
General Conference.

On l7 September 1982, a letter was addressed to the General
Conference, repeating the request to exclude South Africa from
the working groups. The UN Special Committee against Apart-
heid sent a supporting cable to the IAEA stating that it was
"most concerned that [the] South African regime is enabled
through these groups to obtain nuclear technology and main-
tain close relations with nuclear experts from other countries."
It called for "immediate action to exclude South Africa from
IAEA working groups and joint working groups in which IAEA
participates."

Despite these representations no action was taken by the
IAEA General Conference in September 1982. It became clear
that much more was needed to get the matter even raised
within the organization. The World Campaign thereafter "

worked in close cooperation with African and nonaligned coun. ,

tries, so that by the next General Conference, in 1983, it be-
came impossible to avoid the subiect.

Nigeria submitted a resolution on behalf of the Group of
77 States which recalled some of the earlier resolutions of the
UN Security Council, demanding thar "South Africa [submitl
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all its nuclear installations and facilities to inspection by the
Agency," and calling upon states to "end all nuclear co'opere-

tion with the South African regime." It further requested the
Board of Governors and the director general to consider imple-
mentation of the relevant Security Council resolutions "in
what relates to the Agency and especially the request to the
Agency to refrain from extending to South Africa any facilities
which may assist it in its nuclear plans and in particular the
participation of South Africa in the technical Groups of the
Agency."

The resolution was adopted on 14 October 1983 with 50 in
favor, six against and 19 abstentions. This created a serious
problem for the IAEA and its members since the resolution
called for action which would be firmly opposed by South
Africa and its close friends. The matter was handled in an

unusual manner: it was suggested that since most of the work-
ing groups were about to complete their task it was not neces-

sary to exclude South Africa from any of them but simply to
wait for the groups to stop functioning. The maior Western
countries claimed that any ection to remove South Africa from
the groups would be tantamount to restricting its membership
rights and privileges, which they would not permit.

A few months after the 19$ Geileral Conferencg the South
African regime sent a letter to the IAEA, stating that South
Africa's nuclear customers "will have to guarantee that the tech-

nology, material and equipment will not be used for nuclear ex-

plosives, but only for peaceful purposes." It also went on to state

that South Africa was prepered to "resume" discussions "on safe-

guards in respect of its semi-commercial enrichment plant but
not its pilot enrichment plant." This response, though limited
and without much real substance, confirms that the South Africa
regime cannot normally be persuaded to comply with interna-
tional requirements unless some action is taken against it.

The stalemate that had developed regarding the working
groups was reflected in the resolution adopted at the 1984
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General Conference which repeated some of the earlier points.
However, it made the important new call that all states "stop all
purchases of Namibian uranium." The vote this time was 57.in
favor, l0 against and 23 abstentions.

By 1985 South A.frica still had not been removed from any of
the working groups and, as the IAEA itself explained to its
General Conference that year, "South Africa, as a member of the
Agency, has the right under the Statute to participate in ac-

tivities open to all Member States, including attendance at
meetings."

Meanwhile, as efforts were being made to secure South Afri
ca's exclusion from the various technical and other groups,
another development came to light. In the 1982 edition of the
uranium "Red Book," published by the OECD and prepared by
the ioint OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEAI and IAEA Work-
ing Group on Uranium Resources, there was a special entry for
the "Republic of Bophuthatswana," with the South African
"Bantustan" described as "a newly independent state in South-
ern Africa."

This entry apparently went unnoticed for almost two years
until the World Campaign protested to the IAEA in October
1983. A request to insert a conection in unsold copies was
refused but an essurance was given that the next edition would
not contain the "erroneous" entry.

The next edition, published in December 1983, contained a
map of southern Africa which had three "Bantustans" listed
with Lesotho and Swaziland, all five described as "independent
states." Once again the matter appears to have gone unnoticed
by anyone within the IAEA or the OECD until it was raised by
Nigeria at an IAEA board meeting on 8 |une 1984. An assurance
was given that a corection would be made.

It is not too difficult to ascertain how these illegal entries
came to be made. The joint working group responsible for
preparing the "Red Book" includes South Africa as a member
represented by Dr. P. O. Toens, head of its Atomic Energy
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Board (later known as the Nuclear Development Corporation of
South Africa [Ptyl Limited].

Western governments which insist on retaining South
Africa as a full member of the IAEA do not appear to notice how
the Pretoria regime stretches the "universality" principle to
gain international recognition for its "Bantustans." Even after
this is done there is no public protest, let alone censure, about
such a gross abuse of membership-not even after attention
has been drawn to the specific improper entries.

At the 1985 General Conference, the resolution submitted
by Nigeria on behalf of the African Group took matters a few
steps further. It repeated some of the earlier demands and made
the clauses referring to Namibian uranium more comprehen-
sive. However, two crucial new clauses were added, requesting
the IAEA "to exclude South African participation from all ex-
pert meetings, panels, conferences, seminars, etc. where such
participation could assist South Africa to persist with its ex-
ploitation of Namibian uranium," "to stop publishing the entry
provided for Namibia by South Africa in the Red Book" and
"also to ensure that no reports or in{ormation relating to Nami-
bian uranium extraction, production and exports are published
without the full consultation of the United Nations Council
for Namibia."

This time the resolution was adopted without any votes
against, though several Western members abstained. Some of
those which had abstained in earlier years now voted in favor
but explained that they still had reservations about excluding
South Africa from any activities of the IAEA since that would
amount to interfering with its membership rights. This shift in
voting pattern was due to the fact that it was becoming politi
cally impossible for even the staunchest defenders of South
Africa's membership to appear to vote against a resolution
setting nuclear policy with the Pretoria regime.

With regard to the "Red Book," it is in future to be prepared

not by the working group which includes South Africa but

I

i
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instead by the secreteriat of the OECD/NEA and the IAEA.
Once again, special arrangements are made to end the role of
the working group and make both organizations responsible for
the publication rather than exclude South Africa from the
group.

The way the South African controversy has been dealt with
within the IAEA shows the powerful pressures which prevail:
South Africa has not been excluded from any of the several
uranium working groups and technical conferences. This situa-
tion persists despite the narrowness of the resolutions, none of
which, so far has called for the suspension or exclusion of
South Africa from membership of the IAEA. All of the working
groups of which South Africa was a member have had their
activities terminated rather than excluding South Africa.

At the time of the controversy, the IAEA maintained that
the working gtoups were in eny case ending and that there was
therefore no need to exclude South Africa from any of them.
However, the OECD/NEA explained to readers of one of its
publications in March 1985: "At this point in time, the sixth,
Newsletter 'R and D in Uranium Exploration Techniques'
should have been issued." It mentioned that the previous one
had appeared in |anuary 1984 and continued:"However, during
the intervening period, developments of a political nature led
to the disruption of the NEMAEA joint work in the uranium
atea."

There is no doubt that membership of the IAEA provides a
geat benefit for the South African regime and specifically for
the development of its nuclear program. Through membership
it is invited to take part in all technical meetings and other'
activities organized by the IAEA and is able to participate in
the same way as other member states. Through such links
South Africa is able to acquire vital technical and other know-
how and to make contacts which are invaluable for its nuclear
plans. It is able to recruit experts, not only for employment in
South AIrica but also to pafticipate in conferences held there.
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In a very real sense membership in the IAEA enhances South
Africa's all-around nuclear capability-including its capacity to
develop and manufacture nuclear \{eapons.

Contrary to the argument that by retaining South African
membership it is possible to restrain its nuclear ambitions,
there is no evidence that membership over all the years has had

this effect. Besides, the arrangements made for IAEA inspection
of the Koeberg nuclear plants arose out of formal agreements
made with France, the supplying country. These arrangements

can be retained.
Another related argument is that if South Africa is excluded

from the IAEA it will not sign the NPT. Despite strong pres-

sures from some of its closest friends, including the United
States and Britain, South Africa has persistently refused to
accede to the NPT. Repeated calls by the international commu-
nity, including several resolutions of the IAEA which have

demanded that South Africa submit "all its nuclear installa-
tions and facilities to inspection by the Agency," have had no
effect.

In any case, there is considerable doubt as to what extent
would South Africa abide by any international undertaking
since it has a unique record of violating most of its interna'
tional obligations. All moves to try and persuade South Africa
to sign the NPT apparently involve continued cooperation with
it in the nuclear field. In some cases where such collaboration
is increased it is even suggested that it can serve as an induce-
ment for Pretoria to sign the treaty.

At the request of the IAEA General Conference in 1986, the
Board of Governors recommended the suspension of South
Africa's membership in the 1987 conference. Initially, it ap-

peared that such a resolution would pass with the required two-
thirds maiority. However, on the first day of the conference, the
US delegation informed the media that, on the following day,

South Africa would make an offer to sign the NPT. The next
morning P. W. Botha announced that South Africa would con-
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sider entering into negotiations to sign the NPI depending on
the outcome of the IAEA conference. Later the same day, the
media were told that "the Soviet Union and the United States

have found a common ground for the South African problem,
and they will not be expelled." There seemed to be little doubt
that the Botha statement had been deliberately secured in order
to discourage the conference from excluding South Africa; and
a decision was postponed until the next General Conference in
1988.

This is not the first time that the Pretoria regime has en-
gaged in maneuvers intended to buy time and give the impres-
sion that it is serious about its "peaceful" intentions. The long
record of negotiations with IAEA reveals its true intentions. As
recently as last year the agency had to break off talks when
Pretoria demanded that it should have the right to withdraw
from agreements "if supreme interests" were "jeopardized." Such
conditions would vitiate any agreement entered into with
South Africa.

In terms of its obligations to the work of the IAEA it is
important to note that South Africa has, since 1979, refused to
make any voluntary contributions to the IAEA's Technical
Assistance and Cooperation Fund. Even more significant is the
fact that by 1984 its outstanding contributions to the regular
budget of the agency amounted to over US $930,000. It made a

payment of about half this sum during 1985, aware that its
default in meeting contributions would result in increased
anti-apartheid pressures during the 1985 IAEA General Confer'
ence. Though its default was not raised by any delegate it is an
added reason for suspending or excluding South Africa frorn
membership in the IAEA.

This account of South Africa-IAEA relations gives some
indication of the powerful role played by South Africa in the
nuclear field, largely due to its importance as a producer of
uranium-and the controller of Namibian uranium-as well as

the general political attachment of the major Western powers
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to the Pretoria regime. It also illustrates the enormous pres-
sures and vested interests that come into play in favor of South
Africa once any anti-apartheid initiatives are taken to reduce or
end external nuclear collaboration with the Pretoria regime.

Although the Carter administration attempted to impose cer-
tain limitations on sales of nuclear technology to the South
African regime, the Reagan administration has reverted to
more comprehensive nuclear collaboration with Pretoria.

Early in 1982, the US secretary of commerce, Malcolm Bald-
ridge, stated that the administration would permit the export of
some nuclear-related items to South Africa and disclosed that
five licenses for specific items had been approved in the past

two years, among them: vibration test equipment which can be

used to test warheads and ballistic reentry vehicles; the Cyber
170-750 computer which can be used to simulate a nuclear
explosion; multichannel analyzers for processing data from ca-

bles at a nuclear test site; 95 grams of helium 3, which can be

used to manufacture tritium for thermonuclear weapons; and a
hydrogen recombiner for the Koeberg nuclear power plant.

In addition, the Commerce Department also intended to
permit the sale of a hot isostatic press that can be used for
making vital components for nuclear weapons, but this {to-
gether with the helium 3l has been held up due to congres-
sional pressure.

In September 1983, the US administration approved a re-
quest from seven companies to provide en estimated $50 mil-
lion worth of technical and maintenance services for the Koe-
berg plant.

In November 1983, reports were published about US at-
tempts to prevent the smuggling of VAX computers from South
Africa to the Soviet Union. Certain items were impounded in
the Federal Republic of Germany, and the rest eventually con-
fiscated in Sweden. This advanced computer system was said to

,i
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be useful for conducting nuclear weapon tests, as well as for
tracking cruise missiles. Apparently US agents were able to act
in time to prevent the equipment from reaching the Soviet
Union but what has not been established is how many such
systems have in fact been supplied to South Africa and for what
purpose.

The Reagan policy of "constructive engagement" with the
apartheid regime has already resulted in substantially in-
creased US nuclear and military collaboration with South
Africa. With support emanating from other Western powers,

the Pretoria regime is determined to press ahead with its ambi
tious nuclear program.

On 6 August 1977 it was revealed that the Soviet Union and
the United States had confirmed through satellite pictures,
that South Africa had made advanced preparations for an un-
derground nuclear test in the Kalahari Desert. President Carter
and several Western European government leaders appealed to
Prime Minister Vorster not to proceed with the detonation. No
explosion was recorded at that time.

However, two years later, on 22 September 1979, the US Vela
reconnaissance satellite detected in the South Atlantic, a dou-
ble flash of light, resembling the signals from an atmospheric
nuclear explosion. This information was kept secret by the
United States until the following month when it was revealed
by the ABC television network. The State Department then
asserted that it had "no corroborating evidence" to verify the
explosion and "no independent evidence" to link it to Soutli
Africa.

Because of considerable domestic and international pres-

sure, the White House appointed a special panel of experts,
who, after their first meeting, according to the Washington
Post of I |anuary l98Q ruled out almost every other explana-
tion for the event except an atomic explosion. Subsequently,
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the same panel met again and produced several revised find-
ings, eventually deciding that the evidence was "inconclusive."

Meanwhile, the media reported that, according to the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency (CIA!, a force of South African naval
ships had been conducting a secret exercise at sea on the night
of 22 September 1979, at about the same latitude and longitude
as the recorded explosion. In addition, a US radio observatory at
Arecibo, Puerto Rico, detected a disturbance in the ionosphere,
a ripple whose path and velocity could only have been caused
by a nuclear explosion.

Moreover, at the Los Alamos Laboratory in New Mexico,
scientists were certain that the Vela satellite had accurately
recorded a small atomic explosioq about seven kilometers into
the atmosphere, over the ocean, on the night of 22 September
1979.

All the available evidence pointed overwhelmingly to the
fact that a nuclear explosion had been carried out and most
experts allocated the responsibility to South Afric4 with some
suggesting that it could have been done with Israeli involve-
ment.

If the United States or any other Western power had placed
the blame on South Africa, they would have had to reduce or
cease their nuclear collaboration with Pretoria and would have
been under serious domestic and international pressure to take
further action against the apartheid regime. The consequences
for South Africa would have been extremely serious; hence the
later "indeterminate" findings of the White House panel were
very convenient for both Washington and Pretoria.

Nevertheless, the maior Western powers, like the rest of the
world, in fact believe that South Africa does have nuclear
weepons. There is also general consensus about this among
international scientists, and some have even suggested that the
22 September explosion could have been a neutron bomb.

There was further anxiety when, in December 1980, a US
reconnaissance satellite wis reported as having sighted another
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flash over the South Atlantic, with undenwater detectors re-
cording unexplained heat and sound originating from the same
point. By February 1981, US intelligence experts once again
discounted reports of a possible nuclear explosion and ex-
plained that the underwater recordings were probably caused
by the descent of a large meteorite. There was an unconfirmed
report in late 1987 of a small nuclear test in northern Natal,
just south of the Mozambique border. This is in the area of an
existing coastal rocket-testing range and suggests the testing of
small nuclear warheads.

Even if South Africa had not actually tested any nuclear
devices, it is the confirmed judgement of the United States and
the other Western powers that Pretoria has nuclear weapon
capability. There are thus more than adequate grounds for
ceasing all forms of nuclear collaboration with the apartheid
regime.

Yet the major Western powers persist in their nuclear collab-
oration. In particular the Reagan administration has increased
its support for the South African nuclear program, a dangerous
and puzzling policy given the instability and desperation of the
apartheid regime.

'This of course enables South Africa to intimidate and black-
mail African states in the region to submit to the will of the
apartheid regime. In the context of overall Western security it
seems uniustifiable that South Africa should provide a nuclear
"umbrella" in the Southern Hemisphere. Moreover, the threat of
an apartheid bomb can be used to persuade the world at a
future date, not to impose effective sanctions or support the
African liberation struggle, for fear that it may provoke a

deadly form of retaliation by an increasingly desperate regime.
It is vital that the world understand and appreciate to what

extent the South African bomb is intended to ensure the sur-
vival of the apartheid system and the grave implications of this
for the international community.

I



RISINC COST

OF APARTHEID
The Economic Crisis

Contrary to the claims and pretensions of South African busi
ness the economy is not and never has been entirely capitalist
in nature nor in the manner it mobilizes and deploys the forces
of production. True enough there is a market economy in
which private property relations predominate. But it is also an
economy dominated by wide-ranging institutionalized barriers
to the right of the black population to sell their labor freely in
tlre highest market, or to gain access to the world of capital
accumulation, or even the right to own land and other property
freely. These barriers emerged not by accident nor by the spon-
taneous evolution of the economr they are the outcome of a
consciously designed socioeconomic system. The objective of
this system has been, and remains, the production of a unique
rate of surplus extraction. Its essential function is to sustain
the costly superstructures of white minority privilege, the high
rate of return on investments, and the commanding power of
capital in the South African economy.r It is the cheap labor
system which stands at the heart of the apartheid economy.
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The system itself is substantially the product of British
colonial policy in the years before the Act of Union in 1910. All
subsequent apartheid laws and policies have their roots in this
colonial past which continues to give the South African econ-
omy its essentially colonialist character. Since lgle this colo-
nial form has been systemically extended and enforced to the
point where today the African worker and the black population
are little more than dehumanized objects of labor-unequal
and without rights in their relations with capitaf and allowed
to earn an income barely sufficient to continue to produce and
to subsist.

As long as the black population remained subdued or were
cowed into accepting their miserable existence, the apartheid
economy flourished, at a late which transformed it into the
most advanced on the African continent. It has evolved a sub-
stantial industrial base and capacity, technologically advanced
and with a supporting infrastructure of banking finance and a
service sector.

The country's economic growth has been accompanied by an
extraordinary degree of capital concentration and centralized
ownership. Seven large corporations control 80 percent of the
shares quoted on the fohannesburg stock exchange. They not
only work closely together but have structural links with the
parastatal institutions which manage the generation of elec-
tricity, the production of iron and steel and oil from coal, the
manufacture of arms and military equipment and much else.
Indeed South Africa is a "cartel economy," akin to the system
created in Germany in the Nazi period. It rests on three pil-
larslghe;1g3g thr.ee insurange groups and the Sl"-l-.+
can, Corporation. Their tentacles spread far and wirie, witElhe
latter occupying a commanding place in the private sector.2

South Africa has been the recipient of vast inflows of foreign
capital in the postwar years, amounting to about 20 percent of
domestic capital formation, as well as transfers of foreign tech-
nology and know-how, all on the basis of a rate of return on
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capital of around 22 percent a year This is three times the
average rate in the advanced industrial countties. The state has
played a major role in fashioning the parameters of the coun-
try's economic modernization process in close partnership with
the cartel of corporations, creating what is in essence an or-
ganic unity in pursuit of a high rate of return on capital, on
cheap labor, the infusion of foreign investment capital and
technology and of imperial dominance of the economies of the
southern African region.

However, this burgeoning industrial power, and with it the
high-cost privileges of the white minority, have always rested
on a narrow colonial-type economic base: the mineral, mining
and agriculture sectors and those branches of manufacturing
and distributive industries which remain heavily dependent
upon an unconstrained supply of cheap black labor. The profit-
ability, and indeed the viability, of the more advanced modern-
izing sectors of South Africa's economy have been critically
dependent upon the intensity and scale of the surplus extrac-
tion rate. This in turn depended on the intensity of black labor
exploitation so that-as in the gold-mining industry-the vol-
ume of profits extracted remained about twice the aggregate
wage bill of the mining companies and four times the wage
costs of their black work force. In agriculture, the systems of
bonded labor relations, hitherto protected by law and now by
convention, ensured a similar high rate of surplus extraction.s

This describes the dual nature of the South African econ-
omy, in which an active internal colonialism produces the
resources required for a fast-developing industrial economy.
The latter has all the trappings of banking financial and over-
blown service sectors/ with exceptional living standards for the
white minority and a degree of openness which has firmly
integrated the economy into the world capitalist market.

Sustaining this dualism in the past decede or more has not
been easy, in the face of rising black political consciousness,
opposition and struggle, increasing workers'militancy, the col-I
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lapse of Portuguese colonialism, the pressure for Namibia's
independence and the international movement of boycotts and
sanctions. All these factors put a new, much higher price tag on
sustaining the political status quo and the structures of the
apartheid economy.

The regime and capital generally responded to the emerging
difficulties and costs in diverse ways. The state's involvement
and intervention in the national economy was sharply acceler-
ated. The instruments of coercion and repression were refined
and considerably enlarged. The bureaucracy required to man-
age and administer the ever-increasing body of legislative con-
trols and restrictions on the black population was similarly
increased. A specific militarist social formation aimed at secur-
ing military self-sufficiency and controlling the southern AJri
can region was set in motiorl with the armed forces occupying
an increasingly political role in directing the state's policies.
Out of these essentials, the massive growth of the apartheid
state machine emerged from the difficulties of keeping the
economic duality in place.

Those difficulties have now reached the point of crisis-the
gravest yet in the history of the state. The 1985 state of emer-
gency signified that the dual economy was under severe threat.
This threat came from three sources. First of all, the transfor-
mation of the black population's alienation into open revolt,
including labor strikes, cast doubt on the capacity of the regime
to govern. Second there was a ground swell in favor of interna-
tional sanctions, and the ban on bank loans was beginning to
hurt. Third, and most damaging was the fact that the costs of
managing the apartheid system and sustaining the dual econ-
omy were beginning to exceed the surpluses generated by the
system. In a word, the raison d'Otre of the apartheid economy
was now in question.

For capital, both domestic and international, South Africa
suddenly became a high-risk and high-cost investment. The
profit rate slumped. The inflation rate, at l5-16 percent, eroded
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the real value of assets. And the collapse of the currency sug-
gested a breakdown,of confidence on a substantial scale, with
large amounts of capital leaving the country. The refusal of
foreign banks to extend credit or grant new loans to South
Africa was traumatic; it meant that this source of funding to
meet the rising costs of apartheid and the wars in southern
Africa had been intemrpted. With the economy in a deep

slump, it became clear that overpowering economic and politi-
cal forces had combined to produce a comprehensive structural
crisis for the apartheid economy, generating schisms of varying
significance within capital, the regime and some sections of the
white population.

Unmistakably, the totality of the crisis now generates the
pressures for what is called political reform within the struc-
tures of capital (inside South Africa and among Western corpo-
rationsl. "Reform" has become the magic word for ending the
crisis. By definition, "reform" consists of an adiustment of the
variables within a given institutional structure, or simply "re-

form" through changes within the system. In the case of South
Africa this would amount to no more than rearranging the
furniture of apartheid and opening certain windows to make
the system appefi more equitable, without altering it in any
fundamental way. This, quite clearly, is not what the majority
of the people and their liberation movement can or will accept.
A prairie fire has been ignited and there now exists in South
Africa's body politic more inflammable material than the Preto-
ria regime can extinguish.In this sense, there exists no serious
long-term hope for the apartheid economy.

Resting as it has on the nanow base of a traditionally high-
profit primary goods sector/ the South African economy has

expanded through a substantial growth in the country's indus-
trial base. Today this accounts for over 32 percent of the gross

domestic product (GDPI. Between 1963 and l98l the industrial
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sector expanded at an average ennual rate of around 7 percent.
But the slump in the economy since l98l has caused a reduc-
tion in manufacturing output and thus a sharp inclease in
unemployment. The primary goods sector-agriculture and
mining in the main-has been more or less stablg contributing
20 percent of the GDP since 1953, growing in terms of output
by 2.3 percent in the period of 1963-72 and by 0.8 percent
between 1973 and 1980. Since then sharp declines have oc-
curred, Iargely as a result ofthe drought which caused the 1983
farm output to fall by 20 percent.

The three years prior to 1986 have seen little change in real
output in either of these sectors of the economy. But slight
growth in the GDP {in real terms) has been due to sharp in-
creases in government spending, associated directly with the
rising costs of the Namibian occupation, the armed interven-
tions in southern Africa and the intensified repression within
the country. Between 1980 and 1984 state expenditure more
than doubled reaching almost 18 percent of the nominal GDP.
The state budget, incurring deficits rising to R 4.3 billion in
1984, has been financed in large part from domestic and foreign
borrowings. This deficit is now running at over 4 percent of the
GDP, compared to around 2 percent in 1980. While military
expenditure is officially put at R 3.7 billion, or 20 percent of
the total state expenditure for the 1984-85 financial yeer, ac-
tual expenditure may be considerably larger since much mil-
itary spending is hidden in what is described as "other current"
and capital spendings. Taken with the expenditure on the po-
lice force, these total 

"borrt 
40 p.t..tttfif,Ert"tqirldgeg-qr

ahout R lo-billiorr- Erti-.tffiJ6ffirnt fil;cral year

"tgg.rt;ffiC;xpenditures could rise to R 15 billion. The
South African defense/police budget has increased by what
some observers calculate as eight hundred percent since the
early 1970s.

The substantial decline in real private capital investment in
the years since 1980 is reflected in the absorption by the state
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Table 8.1

South Afilcan economy in crisis

of a growing share of domestic savings-of which a large part is
business profits. Gross fixed investment (in real terms| fell in
1982 by 1.1 percent over the previous year, by a further
8.6 percent in 1983, and by almost 15 percent in 1984. Since
then there has been no upward movement in such investments.
Gross fixed investment in 1986 was lower than that in 1979
and some one-third below the peak in 1981. Last year witnessed
a record increase in the number of insolvencies and business
liquidations, reaching almost seven thousand compared to
2,400 in 1980,

I'

\

t982 1983 1984 1985 1985

Value of Gold Exports

IUS$ billionsl I 8.7 8 5.5 7.5

GNP IUS$ billionsl 72 72 70 68 5l

Value of the Rand
(annual averete, in USO) 90 80 60 5l 45

Inflation Rate {percent) 14.8 13.2 l5.l l6 t9

Govemment Deficit
(R billionsl 2.4 4.0 4.3 3.9 6.5

Treasury Bill Rate

{percent) r5.6 13.4 19.3 23.0 15.5

Foreign Currency Holdings
(US$ millionsl 485 823 242 310 370

US Bank Claims on South
Alrica {US$ billions} 2.2 2.8 2.9 2.O

Source: South African Reserve Bank and International Monetary Fund.
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Table 8.2
GDP volume change by sector 1963-1984

1983

R millions

. 
.r-.-:::", 1963-72^-f973-80 1980-83 le83-84
prices percent change in volume

h
p
t,,"
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of the black trade union movement and the passage of legisla-
tion which, for the first time, permitted black workers to orga-

nize legally. The membership of black trade unions has tripled
since 1979 to about nine hundred thousand. The country's
industrial relations system, once employer-dominated and arbi-
trary, has suddenly become the center of agitation and mil-
itancy, with wage demands increasingly linked to quasi-politi-
cal demands. The outcome wes that while money wage

earnings rose by 15-20 percent e yeal until 1983, this was

immediately offset by consumer price increases of 15-18 per-

cent e year. Between 1980 and 1983, unit labor costs (adjusted

for productivity gainsf rose annually by l8 percent, while
wholesale prices direct from factory rose by 10-12 percent a
year. The impact on the level of profits must have been consid-
erable, especially if account is taken of the fact that throughout
the 1970s wholesale price increases in South Africa were al-
ways ahead of changes in unit labor costs. Manufacturing pro-
duction slumped in 1985 and 1986 by some 5 percent. The
mainstay of the economy remained gold and other metal and
mineral mining-the classic base of the apartheid economy.

Another key factor which transformed the recession into a

structural crisis was the change in the traditional cushion of

Tible 8.3
Gross fixed investment 1983

Private Enterprises

Public Corporations
Government

1983

R million
at curent prices

12,780
4,569
5,926

1983

Percent of
Total

54.9

19.6

25.5

r98l-83
Percent Change in

Volume
+ 8.3

-23.9
+ 2.9

23,275

Primary Goods Sector
Industrial Sector
Service Sector
GDP at Factor Cost

16,129

26,012
39,206

81,347

2.3 0.8 -14.5 -3
8.9 5.0 - 0.3 -2
5.5 3.9 6.7 I
5.4 3.5 0.4 -2

Source: South African Reserve Bank, Quarterly Bulletin.

The disequilibrium in the economy was compounded by the
seemingly confused monetary policy pursued by the authori-
ties. On the one hand the money supply was sharply increased
to around 20 percent ayear, which is undoubtedly an easy way
to fund the state deficit. On the other hand, money market
rates of interest were pushed to unprecedented heights of as

much as 25 percent in a bid to reduce the high rare of inflation
and to force public and private corporations to arrange short-
and medium-term loans from foreign banks. Within three years
such borrowing totalled at least US $14 billion. International
estimates put the figure even higher. The South African author-
ities also floated long-term bonds in Europe which have raised
an average of R 2.9 billion ayer since 1977.

medium- and long-term) was estimated by
South Africa's aggregate debt at the end of 1983 (short-,of

he International
Monetary Fund {IMF} at $26.8 billion. More recent estimates
put this debt at $32 billion, of which about $14 billion is in
short-term loans. The ratio of this debt to the GDP is now over
33 percent and to annual exports I 15 percent.

One key f.actor, which contributed to the growing pressures
on the economy and to prolonging the slump, has been the shift
in the wage-profit relationship following the militant upsurge

l

r
fl,

li:

I

I

Source: South African Reserve Bank, Quarterly Bulletin.
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flexible black wage earnings, which had hitherto absorbed the
shifts and changes in the terms of trade (the relation between
prices paid for imports and prices received for exports|. This
cushion may no longer exist, in view of the wage pressures
coming from the black trade unions. Since 1980 the unit value
of South Africa exports {export prices} has fallen by 22 percent,
whereas import prices have come down by only 1l percent.
Since 1979, when the price of gold rose to a peak of US $840 an
ounce, the terms of trade have fallen by over 20 percent. The
outcome has been a persistent decrease in the exchange rate,
not only to maintain the volume of exports but to try to
increase it. The exchange rete was brought down in the hope of
overcoming the damaging impact of the deteriorating terms of
trade on the profitability of exports, especially the export of
gold and other minerals. At the same time, imports were
sharply reduced. In 1983 imports fell by over I I percent, in part
due to the recession in demand and in part to the efforts of the
authorities to enhance the level of import subsitution by pro-
ducing more goods locally. The depreciation of the rand and the
temporary imposition of an import surcharge in 1982 {reim-
posed in late 1985| on some 60 percent of imports sharply
reduced the demand for foreign produce. The balance of pay-
ments was kept stable but at heavy cost in terms of domestic
inflation (in part the result of the currency devaluation| and
growing international indebtedness.

The stability of the balance of payments has thus been largely
contrived. In 1981 and 1982, the sharp fall in the price ofgold and
other mineral prices sent the South Africa curent account bal-
ance into sharp deficit. This led to a major borrowing from the
IMF amounting to $1.2 billion, and others on the international
capital market. However, this did not stop the steady outflow of
private capital because confidence in the South African political
situation and in the value of the rand was eroding as-early as
1982, reaching crisis proportions in the first half of 1983. At this
poing the capital balance {inflows minus outflowsl went into a R

ttl

t;l
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1.3 billion deficit. The situation worsened in 1984. According
to IMF statistics, the "erors and omissions" item in the capital
balance-an estimate of capital flight out of the country-
amounted to $2.09 billion (about R 5.5 billionf.In 1985 capital
flight is estimated to have been some $1.2 billion. The sudden
end to fresh international bank lending to South Africa in 1985
caused a panic leading to what amounted to an almost free fall
in the external value of the rand, the closure of the stock
exchange and the reimposition of severe exchange controls.
The two-tier value of the rand was restored-with one rate for
trade/current transactions and the other a depreciated rate for
capital transactions-in an effort to prevent further outflows of
foreign and domestic private capital.

The third factor contributing to the transformation of the
recession into a structural crisis concems the growing absorp-
tion of the country's resources by the state machinery. These
resources had to come from somewhere, but they could not
come from further exploitation of the black population, which
had been pushed to its limits. Nor could the resources come
from some miracle increase in black labor productivity since
such an outcome depends upon the wholesale dismantling of
the structures of apartheid. Finally, recent developments sug-
gest that resources available from international borrowing have
now dried up and are unlikely to be resumed for some years to
come. Public pressure against bank loans to apartheid has be-
come a major political force in the United States and several
countries of Western Europe. Hence, the needed resources can
now come only from corporate profits-and from the white
minority through a calculated cutback in their privileged living
standards. (P. W. Botha actually called for cuts in the salaries of
white civil servants, but was firmly rebuffed!|

It is in this context that, for the first time, the maior multina-
tional corporations have been forced into an agonizing reassess-
ment of the value of their interests in South Africa and into
making a choice as to whether they will continue the risk of
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remaining committed to the apartheid system. There are at
present about three hundred American companies operating in
South Africa with an estimated capital stake of $3 billion. In
1985, some 40 companies halted all or a part of their South
African operations, or some five times as many as in 1984. In
1985 this rose to 50 and in the first half of 1987 to enother 33.

Several American companies are gradually reducing their
South African exposure by selling out to South African corpora-
tions. British multinational corporate exposure in South Africa
is of course extensive. Of the estimated direct foreign invest-
ment, amounting to about $25 billion, some 50 percent comes
from Britain and other member countries of the European Eco-

nomic Community {EECI. The latter's trade interests are sub-

stantial, and their profit income from South African operations
has in the past been a maior component of their aggregate

income. But even here there are indications that a choice of
sorts is under way. A number of British companies have liqui-
dated their holdings in South Africa by selling to South African
interests; and most significant has been the sale of the South
African interests of Barclays and Standard Chartered Bank,
both of which dominated the South African banking scene for
well over a century. Whereas, in the past two decades, about a

third of the growth in the domestic product was attributed to
the operations of foreign capital, this has markedly declined in
the past three years to around 10-15 percent.

How choices will ultimately be made now depends upon-
whether the costs of managing and administering the cheap
labor structures of the apartheid economy can be cgntained,
and it is here that some serious doubts exist. The mining of
gold and other minerals, as well as farming has traditionally
provided the riches which sustained not only the 20 percent
rate of return on capital but also the vast state machinery
needed to administer the maze of race laws.

Even in good times the system was expensive. The country
maintains the expense of l5 different education departments,
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one for each of the so-called homelands and several others. The
administration of the pass laws, which determined where
blacks could livg work and travel, costs over US $150 million a
year (almost R 400 million|.a The budget of the so-called De-

partment of Co-operation and Development, in the ministry
that controls black affairs, came to $1.15 billion (or almost R 3

billion) in 1984, which amounts to l0 percent of the total state

Table 8.4

The big investors in apartheid

rNi
t,;

Source:The Guardian, l5 September 1985.

Note: Foreign investment in South AIrica in 1982

which 54 percent was from Britain and other EEC

of iggg disinvestment totalled $550 million.

Tndb 1983 |USS nl

totalled US $20 billion, of

countries. In the first half
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budget. These funds were used largely for the forced removal of
thousands of blacks from urban townships to the barren and

iobless "homelands." The cost of running these "homelands"
reached an estimated $1.1 billion in 1985, nearly 9 percent of
the state budget. Another $500 million will be paid out to
industrialists for relocating factories in the "homelands." These
funds do little more than finance puppet officials and the bu-
reaucracies concerned with controlling the black population.
The provision of facilities such as segregated toilets in facto-
ries, separate canteens, separate coaches and other segregated
railway transport simply adds to the cost.

To this must be added the $l billion annual military costs of
occupying Namibia (although there is some return from min-
eral exploitationf and waging wars of destabilization against
the Frontline states. In addition, vast sums are spent on propa-
ganda to prop up South AJrica's increasingly embattled society
and win friends abroad.

Into this equation of the rising cost of apartheid must be
added the increasingly nonproductive, parasitic profile of white
employment. Well over 60 percent of white adults are now
directly or indirectly involved in managing the institutions of
apartheid-in the police and armed forces, in the various de-
partments of state, in executive and managerial positions of the
economic infrastructure, and in other forms of nonproductive
employment. As opposition to the regime mounts, this sector
of white employment can only become more extensive and
since the distribution of income heavily favors whites, more
expensive. Capital will ultimately have to bear these costs
without any certainty of social and political stability or a'
resumption of high rates of return on investment. Howeve4
when an Afrikaner millionaire-such as Anton Rupert, owner
of the Rembrandt tobacco empire and much else-declares, as

he did following P. W. Botha's "Rubicon" speech, that "time has
run out for South Africa," he is clearly indicating that capital
may no longer be willing to meet the costs of the apartheid
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system. This fact and its potential implications give a particu-
larly severe twist to the structural character of apartheid's
economic crisis.

How far will capital, both domestic and foreign, go toward
abandoning the Botha administration? This is certainly the
central problem confronting the regime. The regime is aware
that its apartheid policies have supported the profit rate and
provided a system of security for the cheap wage structures
which produced the exceptional economic surpluses that made
South Africa such a profitable area for international invest-
ment and accumulation. Capital is equally aware that keeping
the lid on a revolt by the mafority of the population through
mounting repression and armed violence not only puts in ques-

tion that security but undermines the capital accumulation
process. For domestic business and international corporations,
South AJrica certainly remains too important a prize to surren-
der. Unless driven by overwhelming pressures, they will not
easily accept as a solution anything approaching a far-reaching
redistribution of wealth, income and power-or which could
have a damaging effect on profitability. Despite all the past

rhetoric of business about codes of conduct and the need for
advances in the relative position of black workers, they do not
countenance any basic change in the relative endowments of
wealth and economic power between black and white or in the
political superstructures required to retrench those endow-
ments. Here a difficult but seemingly necessary set of com-
promises from capital may be available for barter. These doubt-
Iessly aim at producing elements of reform of the kind defined
above-rearranging the furniture of apartheid making it super-
ficially less abhorrent and less inequitable, and creating a small
black middle class which can either control or absorb the
tensions inevitable in an otherwise continuing cheap labor
economy. As Harry Oppenheimer of the Anglo-American em-
pire declared in a recent interview with Fortun e magazine, If.

the ANC "will be willing to think again about the use of

t,
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violence and about the rate of change" (emphasis added|, then
clearly a deal in favor of stability becomes possible.

The pressure in favor of a specific reform process-which, like
the Red Queen in Alice's adventures in Througft the Looking
Glass, would produce all the signs of movement in an otherwise
unchanging and entrenched situations-is critically dictated
by the requirements of the mining industry in South Africa.

Gold remains of supreme importance to the South African
economy. This is the position today as it has been for the past
one hundred years. In 1985 the value of gold production
amounted to R 17.4 billion and that of all mining activity (gold,

silver, diamonds, platinum and base minerals| R 28.9 billion.
That latter figure constituted over 25 percent of the GDP and
over 75 percent of aggregate exports. Gold alone now accounts
for one-half of South Africa's exports. The mining industry
absorbs some 70Q000 workers, or 14 percent of total nonagri-
cultural employment. Over 90 percent of these workers are
black, and over 50 percent are eniployed on the Witwaters-
rand-Orange Free State mining complex. Thus, gold production
is, and has been, the principal engine of overall economic
growth and the dominating force in shaping the dual structures
of the apartheid economy, with its unique system of labor
mobilization and control. All industrial growth has depended
on the continued viability of the gold-mining industry a fact .

which has led South African economists to view the economy
as taking the shape of an inverted pyramid with gold and other
mining activity supporting the expanding industrial sector and
the privileges of the white minority.6

The domestic and international significance of gold arises
from its very history-as the money-commodity which, by
virtue of its scarcity and other properties, instantly commands
purchasing power and has for a long period served as the central
medium of international monetary settlements. The South Af-
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rican gold fields of the Witwatersrand, Evander, West Wits,
Klerksdorp and the Orange Free State-extending in a five
hundred kilometer arc-represent the largest known concen-
tration of gold reserves in the world. This is today controlled by
a mining cartel of 38 interlocking companies and managed by
seven mining houses of which the Anglo-American-De Beers
group is by far the most powerful and influential.

With South Africa's gold production running at 650 tons an-
nually in recent years, comprising about 5l percent of world
output, the mining industry is very large by any standard. The
seven interlocking mining {and finance} houses control
100 percent of the gold outpug as well as the output of uranium
and several other important minerals. They manage assets of
over R 50 billion and employ in gold mining alone some 400,m0
workers. From gold mining alone this cartel enjoyed net profits of
R 8.3 billion or some three times the wages paid to the 400,000
black workers employed in the industry. No other industry in
the world can boast of such a unique profit-wage relationship.
This, clearly, is only possible in apartheid South Africa. Few
industries in the world can boast of such ovenuhelming power-
in the national econom, in the degree of capital concentration,
in the command of labor and in fashioning the institutions of the
political, economic and social order. In this fundamental sense,

all South African politics since gold was discovered in 1885 have
been dominated by gold and by the requirements of the gold-
mining industry. The wider question of black labor mobilization
is directly associated with this, and so are the economic and
politidbl supentructures which it necessitates. The central
theme of South Africa's recent history has been the interaction
between the gold producers, the flow of capital investments from
abroad and the regime and infrastructure required to mobilize
black labor. This is as much true today as it has been over the
past one hundred years.

A maior problem for South Africa and its mining industry is
that the price of gold is largely determined by the outside

tN
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world. The relationship between domestic cost of production
and the externally determined price governs the viability of the
industry-and hence the inflow of foreign exchange and foreign
capital-and the overall stability of the economy. As long as
production costs are constently minimized in relation to the
fixed gold pricg the inverted pyramid and the economic base
stay in place. Since 1885 this cost-minimizing exercise has led
to the mine owners acquiring the right to control the recruit-
ment of labor and to fix the wage rate in a manner that pre-
vented any competition in the market for black labor in
general. In time this was institutionalized, with a supporting
structure of race laws,.in a system of contract labor. The system
involved formal controls over the freedom of movement of
black workers, concentrating surplus labor in the "reserves,"
since replaced by "homelands," and imposing on the economy a
wage-setting mechanism that deliberately seeks to minimize

Table 8.5

Sources of labor on gold mines, 1951-1982

Foreign Migrants
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mining costs and maximize the surplus generated from gold
production.

This system now faces serious difficulties. A sharp down-
turn in the gold price since 1979 has forced the South African
euthorities to pay the mining companies for gold produced in a
depreciating rand currency. This gives the mines sufficient
income but leaves the state to face the problem of declining
foreign exchange revenue from sales of gold abroad. A second
factor has been the growing wage demands by black mine
workers. In 1982, the Chamber of Mines, the mining industry's
wage-setting and labor-recruiting cartel, finally extended recog-
nition to the black unions. In 1984, the chamber was con-
fronted with its first legal strike by black miners (the last
strike, an illegal one, took place in 1945 and was violently
suppressed with the support of the armed forces|. The 1984
strike was quickly settle4 though not without violencg deaths
and police intervention, and a 20 percent wage increase was
won. In 1985 another strike was rapidly halted with threats of
mass firings and lockouts, though average wage rates were
increased by a margin just below that demanded by the black
union. In 1987 a challenging strike of over 350,000 black min-
ers, lasting three weeks, was brought to an end after a number
of killings and the threat of mass firings. Wage increases led to
a rise of about 30 percent in the cost of producing a kilogram of
gold between 1983 and mid-I985. In 1983, the average cost was
R 7,680 per kilogram; in the first half of 1986 it was R 13,799,
despite the increased exploitation of higher grade mining ores.

An important outcome of this pressure on gold-mining prof-
its has been the reduced flow of mining taxation into the state
coffers. In 1984 the state received gold-related tax revenue of
about R 2.2 billion, amounting to I1.7 percent of total revenue.
In 1985 this revenue declined to about R 1.8 billion, or
8.4 percent of total state revenue.

Another factor affecting the mining industry has been the
sharp cutback in international investmeng as reflected in the

South
Year Africans Les.

Total
Foreign Grand % For.

Bots. Swaz. Moz. Others'Migrants Total Migr.

I95l 113,092 3t,448 12,246 6,322 91,978
1961 146,605 49,050 20,216 6,784 100,678

t97t 84858 64055 1n,498 5,640 95,4&
1973 81,375 76,403 

'np52 
4825 83,390

1975 101,553 75,397 17,44O 7,356 9r,369
1978 204,318 91,278 17,647 8,259 35,234
1982 257,954 99,034 18,148 9,422 47,r50

31,602 173,596

65,012 241,740
98,055 283,679

I12,480 297,451
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Source: M. Lipton, Capitalism and Apartheid ll985l.
'Ihese are mainly Malawians.
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Table 8.5

GoId mining-wage costs and working Wofits 1983

Number of White Employees

Number of Black Employees

White Salaries and Wages {R million}
Black Salaries and Wages (R millionl
Average Annual Coet per White Worker (Rl

Average Annual Cost per Black Worker (R)

Working Profits of Gold-mining Comapnies (R millionl
Profiu Black Wagc Ratio

47,093

440,678

90/..9
l,5l4.l

19,220

3"135

4,732
3.1

Source: South African Chamber of Mines, Annual Report 1985.

steady liquidation of foreign holdings of mining stocks and
shares until the recent official clampdown on such capital
flight. This was done through the imposition of the two-tier
exchange rate for the rand and the limitation of payment of
dividends on shares held abroad. Finally, the growing interna-
tional ban on the importation of Kruger rand coins is having a
serious effect. Until recently, well over a quarter of the coun-
try's gold output was converted into coins for sale abroad as

part of a $2 million advertising and sales campaign, crucial for
holding up the price of gold in general.

In this situation the mining houses cannot easily consider the
ending of the migrant labor system. For them the costs of creat-
ing a stabilized labor force, involving the provision of housing
and services, would be too onerous to contemplate in the context
of the uncertainties mentioned above. The traditional rhetoric
about the need for a skilled black labor force rings hollow so long
as the companies and the white trade unions maintain a "colour
bar" which provides white workers with an implicit monopoly to
occupy all the skilled iobs in the industry.

In the past decade several of the major mining houses have
sought to extend their investments abroad in wide-ranging

&
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primary and secondary activities. Anglo-American has become
a major investor in Latin American mines and, through its
ownership of shares in the New York commodity house Phil-
bro, has acquired a small but important stake in Salomon Broth-
ers, the powerful New York investment bank. Consolidated
Goldfields, through its London arm, has been acquiring shares
in mines and other ventures in the United States, Australia and
elsewhere. Barlow Rand and Central Mining are similarly ex-
panding abroad. But this expansion has now come up against
rising international opposition to business links with South
African companies. For example, Salomon Brothers, despite its
links with Anglo-American, has ended its banking and capital-
raising connections with South Africa. While these pressures

are still in their infancy, it is clear that the mining companies
are now caught in a double squeeze coming from within and
from without. This undoubtedly augurs an escalating crisis for
the colonialist base of the apartheid economy.

Shifts and changes in the level of employment are generally
associated with swings in the capitalist business cycle and with
technological and other structural changes arising from in-
creases in capital-labor ratio in the production process. In
South Africa this association manifests itself with a vengeence.
The black worker bears virtually the entire burden of each
cyclical adjustment, and this burden multiplies as capital
searches for lower production costs and labor-saving produc-
tion systems. Thus the crisis since 1981, first cyclical and then
structural, has produced a sharp deterioration in the economic
and social conditions of the black working population.

South African economists, even of progressive persuasion,
have been discussing t\e process of "capital restructuring" in
the economy following the onset of the recession and the wider
crisis of profitability. They see some movement toward both
further capital concentration and greater reliance on capital-
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intensive production processes, and, most remarkably, in the
hitherto labor-intensive sectors of white-owned agriculture and
mining. These are the sectors which, historically, have been
organized along essentially colonialist lines. There is no doubt
that there have been some increases in the capital-labor ratio in
mining and agricultural production; but there must be some
doubt as to whether this transformation toward a capital-inten-
sive primary sector has proceeded to the point where the colon-
ialist character of the South African economic base has been
drastically eroded. In mining and farming as in certain areas of
manufacturing there has never existed the easy option for
capital to engage in a systematic trade-off between black labor
input and increasing capital investments. Rather, the depen-

dence on cheap black labor has remained crucial since without
such a dependence the surpluses required to support the high-
cost industrialization process, the privileged standard of living
of the white population and much else would be virtually
impossible to generate.

It may well be that capital is in a dilemma. Any move toward
higher capital investment is an act of confidence-that
markets will expand and that profits sizeable enough to repay
the capital within a reasonable time scale can be generated.
That confidence has been seriously challenged since the onset
of the recession and may indeed have collapsed. By contrast,
all labor-intensive processes are by nature flexible. Shifts
in market demand can be easily absorbed by hiring or firing
elements of the labor force. In the latter case, the costs to
capital of changes in confidence or of market demand are min-
imal.

This seems a necessary context for defining what happened
to the South African labor market in the period since 1980. The
liberalization of trade union regulations in 1979 opened a new
period of adjustment in the wage-profit relationship. This was
followed by severe recession and a structural crisis (whose

causes were of course wider than this factor alone). Hence the
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crisis may be seen as functional in nature in the critical sense

that it was needed in order to produce the counteracting ten-
dencies of high inflation and a sharp increase in black unem-
ployment-that is, counteracting tendencies toward reassert-
ing the cheap wage structure of the apartheid economy.
However, where the capital restructuring argument has valid-
ity is in the fact that the recession and the crisis have led to a

quantum leap in capital concentration and centralization.
Huge conglomerates of capital now dominate all key sectors of
the economy, with balancing interests and stakes in both the
colonialist and the modernizing sectors. This reinforces the
traditional inverted pyramid structure of the economy-with
giant monopolies now decisively managing the economic dual-
ity. Their power has risen sharply and without their support
the Botha regime cannot survive.

The regime does not collate statistics on black unemploy-
ment nor on unemployment in the unskilled sectors of the
economy. Unemployment among the white working popula-
tion has remained insignificant at no more than 2 percent
despite falling output and declining markets. On the other
hand unemployment among the black population has risen to
unprecedented heights. Out of a total black population of
27 million, some 9.5 million are what is described as "economi-
cally active." According to an IMF report in 1984, "unofficial
but highly regarded estimates put the number of black unem-
ployed at between 2rh and 3 million." The Rand Daily Mail of
29 October 1984 also used the figure of 3 million. This
amounts to an unemployment rate of 30 percent. The South
African Research Service (SARSI has estimated that unemploy-
ment in the "Bantustans"-in particular the Ciskei, Bophu-
thatswana, KwaZulu and Gazankulu-has climbed to more
than 50 percent.T According to an economist with the |ohan-
nesburg Consolidated Investment Company, the actual figure
for black unemployment in 1987 was 4.5 million (instead of
the official 3 million| and could reach 7.8 million by the year

i&
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2@0 given the likely continuation of the experience over
the past years of economic Fowth averaging only I percent a

year.E

When confronted with these facts, the regime, and business
people generally, argue that the trend is for black wage earnings
to rise, suggesting something in the nature of a catching-up
process. Between 1975 and 1983 monthly earnings in the min-
ing industry rose by 350 percent to an average level of R 304 a

month; in manufacturing the monthly earnings rose by as

much again to R 385 a month. The gap has been narrowing
between black and white earnings although white earnings are

still four times higher on average. In the past eight years the
cost of living has tripled however, leaving real wage incomes
only marginally higher.

Wage rates may continue to go up as they have since the
legalization of black trade unions in 1979, but the rising unem-
ployment also suggests an absolute decline in per capita in-
comes for the black population and hence in substantial in-
creases in poverty and inequality. According to a paper
presented to the Carnegie enquiry in 1985, 93 percent of pov-

erty manifests itself in the "Bantustans" and among African
families working on white-owned farms. In the Transkei-the
most developed of the "Bantustans"-some 50 percent of fami
lies live below subsistence level.c A total of 1.4 million people

in the "Bantustans" have no income and nearly nine million
people (or one-third of the black population) live below the
poverty line. The conditions of life in the urban townships are

only marginally better. In Soweto, with a population of well
over one million, between 20 and 40 percent live below the
poverty datum line. Some 85 percent of black workers in gold
mining earn wege incomes below the "minimum living level" of
R 419 a month as calculated by the Bureau of Market Research
of the University of South Africa.

Despite the supposed improvements in black wage rates, the
erosion of living standards takes diverse and insidious, though
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seldom acknowledged forms. For examplg in the "Bantustans,"

thousands of African farmers have been systematically dispos-

sessed of their land, with the best land being taken over by state
and private businesses for commercial agriculture. Significant
segments of the population have been-and are being-con-
verted into landless peasants with little or no prospect of em-
ployment. Compensation is rarely given for the loss of these
lands, and when given is often pocketed by chiefs who work
closely with the regime. Nexg wages for black workers are nego-

tiated on the basis of changes in the cost of living index. The
index is an inflation measure and has little to do with social
needs, the burdens placed on the employed by increasing unem-
ployment within families and communities (the "dependency

ratio") or from the loss of subsistence earnings resulting from the
forced removals program. In these terms it has beCn estimated
that employed workers require annual wage increases of 34-
40 percent annually iust to maintain existing living standards.

There is no doubt that today the "Bantustans" are key instru-
ments in the hands of the regime and of capital for enforcing
the relative poverty of the black population. The concessions
made to the urban working class tend to be immediately coun-
terbalanced by a reduction in social conditions of the people

living in "Bantustans." Indeed, as a recent study establishes, the
"Bantustans" are now the "bulwarks of white domination.
. . . [I]ronically, the security and longevity of apartheid lies not
so much in the South African police but in the black govern-
ment appointees" in these "Bantustans." They serve to 'Trag-

ment black solidarity" and are "concentrations of inepressible
black frustrations."ro

The black trade union movement has made notable strides
since 1979. Today nearly two million workers of all races, or
20 percent of the working populatiorl are unionized (compared

to 50 percent in Britain). Despite the fact that there exist on
the statute books some l7 laws that can still be used to restrict
the freedom of the trade union organizations and harass trade
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union officials (the most notorious is the Trespass Act), the
black unions have become a potent force in securing changes in
the wage-profit relationship and in providing a substantial
workers'base to the general liberation struggle. In the three
years 1982-84 there have been 1,199 strikes and work stop-
pages. According to a recent report of the National Manpower
Commission, 1985 saw 389 strikes involving 24Q000 black
workers. In 1987 a number of significant strikes took place,
among others, in the railways and gold mines, which involved
over 500,000 workers. The state of emergency has been em-
ployed to detain a large number of trade union officials and to
cripple their trade unions. Lockouts and mass dismissals of
striking workers have become a feature of business policy as

became evident in the mineworkers'strikes of 1985 and 1987.
The further development of the trade union movement re-

mains heavily circumscribed by legal restrictions and con-
straints on the occupational mobility of workers, the freedom
of association and the geographical mobility of workers under
the influx regulations. These restrictions have been enjoined
by the disparities in education and training producing virtu-
ally insuperable barriers to the movement of black workers
into skilled jobs. As table 8.7 shows, there was no dramatic
change in the racial and occupational composition of employ-
ment between 1970 and 1980. Apart from the legal impedi
ments, there persists a range of informal and social conventions
which also entrench the concentration of black labor in the
most menial and unskilled iobs. It has been suggested that with
the general elevation of the white worker into the managerial
classes and into the burgeoning bureaucracies of the apartheid
system, the resulting shortage of skilled workers opens new
opportunities for black workers to rise up the ladder of skilled
jobs. However, what in fact appears to be happening in the
manufacturing industry is the diminishing need for skilled
workers in the labor process, thus producing built-in barriers to
black advancement.
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Table 8.7

Composition of the labor force in 1970 and 1980
Percent of total

1970 1980

Skilled Workers
White
Black

68.3
2t.t

59.7

28.5

Administrative and Management
White
Black

94.r
t.7

91.7

2.9

Semi-skilled
White
Black

61.0
24.2

72.9

ls.9

Unskilled
White
Black

8.5

79.7

10.5

77.2

Source: South African Central Statistical Services, Bulletin of,Stotistics.

The structural crisis of the 1980s has spawned considerable
debate on whether South Africa's apartheid laws and structures
have now emerged as maior constraints on the evolution of a
liberal "capitalism" and to further economic growth. The indus-
trialists and businessmen who met Oliver Tambo, president of
the African National Congress {ANCI of South Africa, in Lusaka

in September 1985 undoubtedly held to this view. According
to press reports at the time; they argued that economic growth
and the creation of wealth were now critically necessary for
improving the condition of blacks and that this improvement
is only possible through the proclaimed "rationalizing" pro-

cess of the market economy. They see that process as both a

necessary and sufficient condition for making the institutions
and structures of apartheid increasingly irrelevant. In their
view, capitalist industrialization will be a sure factor in dis-

h
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solving the significance of race in South Africa's economic and
political life.

The arguments they used are deceptively simple. Capitalism
and free market relations place a premium on economic pro-
ductivity and the efficient operation of all useable resources.
Thus workers are hired solely on the basis of industrial apti-
tude, management personnel are selected on the basis of mana-
gerial efficiency, contracts are awarded to the lowest qualified
bidder, industrial opportunities exploited on the basis of entre-
preneurial ability, and so on. In this impersonal world, factors
such as class origin, family connection, and race become irrele-
vant. South African economists such as Horowitz, Hutt and
O'Dowd hold to this position.tt It also underlies the current
pleading of South African capital ro the outside world not to
impose sanctions and to assist instead by providing capital,
technology and trade which would allow South Africa to cross
over from apartheid to nonracist but full-blooded capitalism.
Cavin Relly, chairman of the Anglo-American Corporation,
presented the philosophy this way:

Which economic system would best create wealth? Which
political system would best secure the stability required
inter alia to encourage investment both local and foreign?
The answer of the ANC to these questions (universal
suffrage with a measure of nationalisation of the com-
manding heights of the economyf would have a devastat-
ing effect on the country and subcontinent . . . . Growth
will depend on a great number of factors, investment
confidence, the availability of capital and the untrammel-
ling of the people to participate full; ^n a free enterprise
society.l2

This comes from the man who represents the Oppenheimer
empire through the Anglo-American-De Beers group-which
has absorbed very substantial chunks of the South African
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economy into its own feudal-type fief. M. C. O'Dowd also of
Anglo-American, has argued that capitalism and apartheid are

incompatible and predicted that by the 1980s economic growth
would so erode apartheid that a Western-style welfare state

would be inevitable outcome. He wrote this in 1955 and we are

in the 1980s already.
Some of these positions were considered by Herbert Blumer

in a seminal essay published in 1965. He examined a number of
countries including his own, the United States, and found that
the claim that industrialization dissolves the racial factor was

not borne out by the facts. In the southern United States, in
South Africa, and in many colonial and former colonial coun-
tries, the prevailing pattern of racial alignment and its accom-

panying codes become firmly fastened to the industrial struc'
ture. He concluded that

the picture presented by industrialization in racially or-
dered societies is that industrial imperatives accommo-
date themselves to the racial mould and continue to oper'
ate effectively within it. We must look to outside factors
(political struggle and international pressuref rather than
to the maturation of these imperatives for an explanation
of the disintegration of racial mould.r3

What Blumer does not discuss are the factors which entrench
this racial mold; namely how race becomes more than a surro-
gate of class, given the fact that race is more easily defined and

easier to manipulate through the instruments available for
propagating the ruling ideology, including education and social
policy. This gives the racism of apartheid its distinctive charac-

ter, and this is why South Africa's industrialization has been

built around and within the "racial mould."
Despite this definitive analysis, the debate goes on and in

fact has been heightened by the extraordinary nature of the
crisis now engulfing the country. A recent book by Merle
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Lipton takes up the case of Gavin Relly in what is described as

the "dynamics of South African capitalism." Lipton argues that
the trend of capitalist opposition to apartheid is accelerating,
that the power of the capitalist class has not grown along with
their opposition to apartheid, that capitalist dependence on
cheap unskilled labor has been declining with the alleged in-
creasing capital-intensive nature of production, and that these,
with other factors, have led to the surprising situation where
apartheid is sustained not by capital as such, but by politics.
This is the political power of what she calls the "oligarchy." In a
word there is no simple correlation between economic and
political power in South Africa.ra

What is absent from this account is a clear recognition that a
decisive change has occurred to the relative costs and benefits
of apartheid for capital in general, arising not so much from the
"dynamics of South African capitalism" but from the challenge
to the hegemonic mold in which apartheid has been histori-
cally structured. This challenge arises from the transformation
of the black majority's alienated mood into active revolt and
struggle for liberation; the Namibian people's struggle for inde-
pendence; and the collapse of the southern African colonial
system. The costs of resisting these profound changes have
become an exceptional burden on capital itself. This explains
the desperate efforts by capital to restore stability through
"reforms" and to prevent the further economic and political
isolation of South Africa.

The hopelessness of the apartheid economy is now no longer in
question. But its breakup and collapse could well take time and
will surely be accompanied by even greater violence and kil-
ling. The speeches of P. W. Botha suggesr that the capacity of
the South African system to undergo fundamental, or even
meaningful, changes remains severely limited. Even the exer-
cise of intrasystemic change-rearranging the furniture of
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apartheid-is proving extremely difficult and complex. The
influx controls and the group areas regulations are difficult to
abandon, as are the separate and unequal education system and

the "Bantustan" structures. What remains of "reform" are a
series of cosmetic and irrelevant shifts here and there, such as

bringing a few blacks into the largely advisory President's

Council and acknowledging a national citizenship for the
urban black population. Gavin Relly speaks vaguely about the
need to alleviate deprivation and poverty, but fails to define the
structural changes required for this: the redistribution of
wealth, income and political power for the economic liberation
of the black populations.rs

The people's liberation struggle is. sure to escalate. Further,

the international pres$ure for sanctions is certain to be impor'
tant as an associated force, causing a more acute phase in the
crisis of power and the ability of the country's ruling forces to
govern. The Western powers have been pushed by public opin'
ion into adopting partial sanctions, which by themselves will
have only a limited effect. The termination of new commercial
bank loans and the inability of South Africa to borrow from the
IMF, however, are serious attacks on the country's financial
stability, as is the spreading ban on the import of Kruger rands.

In these ways, the liberation struggle within the country has

been widened by the internationalization of the crisis of the
apartheid econoniy, and the West is clearly engaged in a com-

plex and difficult damage-control exercise' Western capital's

large-scale stake in apartheid and its trade links are certainly
important factors in determining crisis-management policies,

and in this respect it is very much on the defensive. If it
becomes evident that South Africa is ungovernable, Western

capital will be forced into a policy course which, as in Zim-
babwe and elsewhere, accepts the new reality while striving to
sustain its influence, and strategic and economic interests. At
the same time, Western capital is transfixed by other equally
crucial and wide-ranging strategic calculations. These concern
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sustaining the surrogate imperial role of apartheid South A_frica
in the southern African region, with the aim of transforming
the region into an anti-communist bastion-even at the risk of
costly military forays by South African armed forces into the
Frontline states. But here again the West faces severe problems.
The policy of "constructive engagement" with the apaftheid
regime has thoroughly alienated the entire region's black popu-
lation, who now view Western capitalism as their enemy. In
this respect, the dilemmas facing South African capital as a
result of the explosive contradictions within South Africa are
compounded by the contradictions and dilemmas implicit in
Western policy. At some moment, not far off, these contradic-
tions will have to be resolved and in a significantly new way-
the West may have to move toward negotiations with Oliver
Tambo and the ANC in much the same way that Britain was
forced to negotiate with Robert Mugabe and his colleagues for a

settlement in Zimbabwe. This possibility, if not eventuality, is
now clearly on the political agenda for South Africa and occu-
pies those minds inside South Africa who manage and benefit
from the apartheid economy.



POLITICAL
ECONOMIES

IN CONFLICT
SADCC, South Africa
and Sanctions

In the Republic of South Africa, and between it and the inde-
pendent states of southern Africa and occupied Namibia, the
most dramatic foims of conflict are military. However, in South
Africa itself, and between it and the southern African region,
the major underlying contradictions are economic. These eco-
nomic contradictions are fundamental and often violently an-
tagonistic. They arose out of the European conquest of south-
ern Africa; and they center today on attempts by the South
African regime to sustain and expand white economic suprem-
acy at home and in the region, while the peoples of the inde-
pendent states of southern Africa, with Namibians and black
South Africans, struggle to overcome it.
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Clearly not all South African goals or tactics are, at least in
any narrow sense, economic. Indeed some have significant eco-
nomic costs to South Africa. The raids on Botswana and the
political blockade of customs negotiations would appear to be
counter to Pretoria's economic interests. Similarly, not all mil-
itary-political tactics are pursued for solely security or power
reasons; sabotage, especially in respect to transport, is an inte-
gral tool of South Africa's regional economic policy.r Nor are all
the tools used to preserve political-economic hegemony neces-
sarily violent. The customs union, export credits and discount
rates on rail traffic are in any normal sense nonviolent; but
they are all instruments used to maintain an exploitative re-
gional economic supremacy and this by its nature inevitably
leads to violence.

The separation of South African political-economic goals,

strategies and tactics from those more narrowly related to
security and power is, therefore, somewhat artificial, even at
an analytical level. As the above discussions of each country
have demonstrated, South African regional policy is based on a
"total strategy" aimed at what is perceived by the South African
regime as a "total threat" to its basic interests-and ultimately
to its survival. However, it is useful to look more specifically
at political-economic aims and instruments, both to under-
stand a central element in the regional struggle and to under-
line the fact that the conflict in southern Africa is not merely a

tale of random, episodic violence. The present economic rela-
tionship between South Africa and the independent southern
African states is sustained and sustainable only by the threat
and reality of quite overt economic and military violence.
South Africa's economic relations with its neighbors, so long as

it retains the apartheid system, cannot be basically comple-
mentary nor mutually beneficial. At best, the "partnership"
South Africa seeks is that which Lord Malvern described as

existing in the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland: a white
rider on a black horse.
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South Africa's basic objectives in the region are economic,
political and security hegemony. The three interlock and are
mutually reinforcing, even if they conflict in any one case.

Economic hegemony is important because it pays. South
Africa's economic growth in the 1970s was relatively modest,
under 4 percent annually. In the 1980s it has been even lower.
The most dynamic element was exports to independent south-
ern African states, which accounted for as much as a quarter of
total growth.z Further, the South African economy is con-
strained by its domestic market and by foreign exchange. The
relatively small home market is more restricted for many pro-
ducts than its size would suggest because of apartheid's impact
on black incomes and, therefore, purchasing power. Conse-
quently, export expansion is critical to sustained growth and
profitability, particularly in manufacturing. Furthermore, while
South A-frica has a Jelativqly internalll. integ{4te4_Egolomy
{remarkablv so for a country of its economic size and level of
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capital goods and a number of intermediate inputs. The
demand for these imports tends to grow more rapidly than
overall output.3 Therefore, rapid export growth is necessary to
avoid crippling import capacity constraints. Despite its diversi-
fied raw materials and traditional gold export base, South
Africa can sustain the needed rate of export growth only if it
can build a dynamic export sector in manufactured goods. The
most logical markets for many products-due to lack of domes-
tic alternatives as well as physical and institutional proxim-
ity-are in the independent states of southern Africa.

Regional economic predominance is perceived by the current
South African regime (as it was by its Afrikaner republican and
British colonial predecessors) as far too important to leave to
market forces, let alone to free market forces. This economic pre-

dominance is the result of systematic, selective state and enter-
prise policies in transporg fiscal matters, enterprise structuring
investment, and provision of personnel and knowledge.a Present
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South African state and enterprise regional policy is in large
measure directed toward consolidating protecting and expand-
ing that pettern of economic predominance and dependence.s

Security hegemony interacts with economic hegemony,
which reinforces South African security because it renders
attempts to effective liberation in any sphere difficult. This is
especially true in respect to ttansport, where denial of access to
South African routes could at present throttle the economies
and state apparatus of Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland Zim-
babwe, Malawi and, probably, Tambia. However, it is also the
case in respect to revenue for customs union members and to
import sources and export markets {including that for labor}.
All these dependencies could be reduced, but their multiple
existence allows South Africa to impose high initial costs in
sectors of its choice. It is a deliberate and serious act when
Pretoria brandishes the threat of economic sanctions against its
neighbors in an attempt to defuse the growing international
trend toward sanctions against itself. Those economies would
be much weakened by forced, instant disengagement by and
from South Africa.

Equally, however, violence by South African "security" forces
and their proxies is critical to the maintenance of economic
hegemony. Dominance in the key transport sector is neither
geographically nor economically natural. Ultimately, it can be
ensured only by action to keep other southern African routes
wholly or partially nonfunctional.5

Both the Southern African Development Coordination Con-
ference {SADCCI and South Africa perceive transport as vital.
For SADCC countries-Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, Swaziland Tanzani4 Tambia, and Zimbabwe-
transport is the key to liberation; to South Africa, it is a tool for
continued domination.T South AJrica has used sustained vio-
lencg as well as direct economic means, to ensure that the
trensport links to Lobito Bay, Maputo, Beira and Nacala have
been intermittently available, limited in capacity, or closed
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entirely. The war on the Beira-Zimbabwe transport links, for
example, is a war about economics as much as politics.

Political dominance is also linked to economic hegemony in
a two-way relationship-at least in the sense of ensuring that
independent states do not seriously pursue economic libera-
tion, successfully mobilize international pressures on Pretoria,
or provide effective external support to the South African liber-
ation struggle.

Since economic disengagement is costly in the short term, it
can only be carried out by a government with a clear political
program. South Africa's strategy-using whatever means possi-

ble from economic incentives through sabotage deterrents*is
to ensure that such programs are not pursued on a sustained
basis. Thus, influential groups in neighboring countries must
be convinced that disengagement from South Africa is not in
their interests, so that such programs will lack a firm national
base and may even cease to be canvassed seriously.

Economic power can also be used as a weapon for influenc-
ing other political programs. Economic pressures, as well as

terror raids, can be applied against those who support the South
African liberation struggle or mobilize external pressures on
South Africa. Lesotho's coup d'Atut in fanuary 1985 is a case in
point. Conversely, acceptance of South A-frican consent, or mild
disapproval, as a binding constraint on political programs

would guarantee that these did not threaten South Africa's
regional economic interests. The seminal consultancy study in
South Africa by Deon Geldenhuys, outlining the uses and tac-
tics of economic destabilization, related primarily to limiting
political projects of independent states and not to the defense
of economic interests as such.8

This relationship between politics and economics presuma-

bly underlies South Africa's vehement, and often violeng antip-
ethy to SADCC and passive attitude toward the Preferential
Trade Area (PTAl.e SADCC is overtly political and has an
explicit political project of economic disengagement for which
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it mobilizes external and domestic resources. The PTA is much
more technically economic, more market and less state in-
terventionist; perhaps as a result, it is to date far less oriented
in any political project of economic liberation than SADCC,
even though in 1986 it denounced South Africa and very
sketchily advanced the idea of regional trade as a route to
disengagement.

South Africa's regional objectives interlock; therefore, it needs

a strategic approach to achieving them, not an episodic tack-
ling of one case at a time without regard to the broader picture.
South Africa has perceived this requirement. Even if the "total
strategy" and "constellation" formulations {South African mil-
itary economic and political hegemony over all southern
Africa) include a good deal of rhetorical overkill for domestic
purposes (and in their fullest presentations seek the impossi-
ble|, they do constitute operational strategies which may be, to
a substantial degree, attainable.r0 They form a framework for .

particular actions and for gauging their relative success or
failurg their strengths and limitations. This fact can be missed
because there are at least five strategic elements, and these are
not totally consistent in the abstract: economic incentives,
economic threats and penalties, a dual outward-looking ap-
proach involving a forward or "strike kommando" policy
coupled with one of "constellation" or political-economic domi-
nation, and an inward-looking laager approach.

The first strategic element is the provision of economic incen-
tives to cooperation. South Afric4 and especially, but not only,
its business community, has a preference for this approach when
it does not perceive its interests to be under severe and imme-
diate threat. One reason for this preference is that the use of
force disrupts exports and related profits, while incentives do
not. Another reason is that the use of incentives or "carrots"-
and of "mutually advantageous" agreements-when successful,
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gives a degree of consent and stability unlikely to be achieved
by either naked economic force or physical violence.

The range of possible incentives is very broad. The Southern
African Customs Union (SACUI-whereby railway income, im-
port duty and other related charges are collected iointly and
distributed by South Africa to other members (Botswana, Lesotho
and Swaziland)-is a maior example.rr So are the various arrange-

ments providing locomotives, wagons (over three thousand in
the case of Zambia and six thousand in total) and technical
assistance to southern African state railways; and preferential
rail rates offered to exporters and importers using South African
Transport Services (SATSI railways and ports.r2 Export credit is
another "cattot," one which is increasingly effective in the cur-
rent foreign exchange crisis in most of southern Africa. Even if
prices are marked up 20-30 percent to cover the credit cosg
18 months to pay is a major incentive to an importer or central
bank with almost no foreign exchange to hand and little or no
access to normal commercial credit. Specific, and often transi-
tory, incentives are also numerous, such as the South African
market quotas given for television sets and fertilizer made in
Swaziland (since effectively withdrawn!.

It should not be assumed however, that the incentive element
of the overall strateg'y is benign. In the first place, benefits to one
southern African state may be highly damaging to the economic
interests of others*and may increase the difficulty of operating
a regional project of political-economic liberation. The customs
union, for example, protects South African exports to Botswan4
Lesotho and Swaziland from competition from other SADCC
states {except for Zimbabwe and Malawi}. South African credit
facilities $eatly hamper Zimbabwean exports to Zambia even
when they are substantially lower in cost. The contract rates on
external traffic are carefully tailored in an attempt to undercut
those of the Mozambican rail and port system,r3

Further, the appearance of generosity is often either totally
false or at the least conceals a radically unequal division of
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gains. Because SACU payments are effectively made two years
in arrears, inflation and import growth fully cancel out the
apparent 4l percent revenue bonus. In most years, Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland would derive more revenue from an
independent tariff and excise system than they do from
SACU.'4

However, the barriers to greater domestic production, in-
creased regional trade through SADCC or PTA, and imports
from low-cost sources outside Afric4 are very real. Even in the
short-term, concentrated dependence on South African sources
of goods and services entail higher import bills and transporta-
tion costs; and in the medium- and long-term, there are signifi
cant obstacles to structural change and development. Provision
of rolling stock and technical assistance to railways also serves

South African interests.rs This service creates an incentive to,
and a body of lobbyists for, using South African routes; and it
improves the efficiency of the southern African railways using
SATS. As SATS has a surplus of obsolete equipment, the rental
fees almost certainly exceed any alternative earnings on the
loaned equipment.

These "positive" incentives have always been combined with
"negative" aspects, such as penalties and deterrents-the sec-

ond strategic element. The threat or reality of withdrawal of
the incentives is in itself a powerful stick, as shown when SATS
withdrew locomotives loaned to Zimbabwe in 1980-81. As
with incentives, deterrents vary. Cutting back on the hiring of
migrant labor or reducing the terms of transfer of earnings are
weapons that have been used against Mozambique and, less
systematically, against Lesotho. Selective interruption of the
flow of key goods-especially peroleum products, fertilizers
and grain-to SADCC states purportedly for "technical" reasons
has in fact been linked to political and security demands. AII
the independent states of southern Africa, except Angola and
Tanzania (which do not import or export via South Africa), have
been beaten with this stick more than once since the formation

ti
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of SADCC in 1980.t6 "Technical problems" in relation to mov-
ing exports, such as Zimbabwe steel and Botswana beef, are the
complement to similar import delays,rT such as those in late
1986 following the passage of sanctions legislation by the US

Congress and the Zimbabwe- and Zambia-led campaign for
effective Commonwealth sanctions.

The most dramatic deterrents are specific acts of economic
sabotage and the promotion of general insurgency. These have

formed the core of the strategy with respect to Angola and have

become the dominant element with respect to Mozambique. In
Zimbabwe and Lesotho these tactics have been used selec-

tively, and elsewhere in the region they have been used on a

more occasional basis. This "outward-looking strategic orienta'
tion" runs parallel to incentives and deterrents, and its most
dramatic variant is the "strike kommando" policy. This is the
third strategic element, typified by the South African raids on
Maseru, Maputo, Harare, Lusaka, Livingstone, Mbabane and

Gaborone at the single strike level and by repeated invasions of
Angola at the level of sustaining advances beyond South AIri-
ca's frontiers.

This strategic element makes use of economic sabotage

against targets such as bridges, dams, railroads, pipelines, mines
and oil installations; and it makes use of general economic
destabilization through direct actions by the South African
Defense Force (SADF) combined with surrogate activity. Thus
the cost of this policy to the target states and their people is

very high, in both military and economic terms.
The aims of the "strike kommando" policy are not entirely

economic gains sought by South Africa. Indeed, in narrow eco-

nomic terms it is costly to South Africa; extra military expendi'
ture probably exceeds $2 billion a ye^r; the disuse of the Ma'
puto port escalates freight costs to South African firms; power

shortages result from loss of Cahora Bassa power supply, and so

on. Only if South Africa's aim in Angola is to install a regime
that would resume trade and provide a dependable petroleum
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supply, do these forward policy tactics there appear to offer
specific economic benefits to South Africa. The outward-look-
ing strategy is designed to protect the political economy of
apartheid by keeping opponents far from the frontiers and by
reducing to rubble the economies and polities of unfriendly
neighbors, especially those whose geography provides alterna-
tive outlets to the sea and who depend little on South African
investment. In that sense, this policy is economic, protecting
systemic profitability even at the penalty of particular costs
and losses.

The other aspect of the outward-looking approach-the
fourth strategic element-is political-economic. This is com-
plete South African regional hegemony, as articulated in P. W.
Botha's 1979 Carlton Center presentation of the "constellation
plan."ts This strategy seeks a "co-prosperity sphere," with com-
mon economic policies, coordinated security, and at least tacit
acceptance of South African political leadership in a region
stretching ftomZaire through Mozambique and from the Cape
to the Ruvurna and Congo rivers. In less ambitious variants, the
political element is reduced to demands on neighboring states
to prevent mobilization of opposition to Pretori4 and the secu-
rity aspect to forcing these states to refuse bases, or presence, of
South African liberation movements and external armed forces.
The economic elements-trade, trensport, technical and finan-
cial assistance*are then dominant and the number of regional
participants flexible, with Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, a
"multiparty" Namibia, Zambia, Mozambique, Malawi and Zim-
babwe as the desired core.

This approach is attractive to the private sector, from the
point of view of production, export and profit expansion, but it
is not by any means benign and does not confer equal gains. By
strengthening economic links with South Africa, it increases
the leverage against a political economy of liberation. An exam-
ple is the 1980-8 t threats by Pretoria to end its trade agreement
with Zimbabwe. Further, while primarily based on incentives
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and benefits, this approach can and does make use of threats or
penalties to secure specific policy changes by southern A-frican
states.

Finally, the fifth strategic element is an inward-looking or
"into laager" approach. This element seeks to concentrate
South African strength within its borders, behind strong de'

fenses and with minimum dependence on external sources of
supply.

South Africa has few critical imports from the region, with
the short-term exception of labor for the gold mines. The reduc-

tion in use of the port of Maputo, Cahora Bassa power and

migrant labor, and the freezing out of certain Swaziland, Bots-

wana and Zimbabwe goods could be viewed as inward looking.
On the export side, a comparable strategy of retargetting out-
side the region does not appear to exist. Indeed, the thrust of
the South African Foreign Trade Office {SAFTOI is in quite the
opposite direction.re However, a strategy highly inward looking
in respect to security, political stance and South African im-
ports could also seek to preserve export markets, especially
those for transport services, as a means of creating dependency

and retaining vital foreign exchange income.

The tactical instruments used to implement South African
strategy are numerous and varied, as the presentation of strate-
gic elements suggests. Tactics vary in channels of operation
and therefore in degree of coordination and control. For exam-
ple, the customs union anangements are government to gov-

ernment, regularly reviewable and instantly terminable. In con-

trast, existing South African investment in other African
countries is historically determined, not speedily {if at all}
removable, and owned by private enterprises whose interests
may or may not be consistent with Pretoria's overall strategic
concerns. An example of the latter point is Anglo-American's
stake in Angolan diamond mines which are a target of South
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African surrogates. However, because the continued operation
of many South African investments is critical to the host econ-
omies (such as the diamond mines in Botswana), their con-
tinued operation could be put in peril by Pretoria. Thus, exist-
ing investment is to some extent a lever the South African
regime can use.

New investment is an intermediate case. The South African
authorities can directly, via pressure on companies, or indi-
rectly, by creating economic chaos in the potential host coun-
try ensure that such investment does not take place. But it has

no power to ensure the reverse unless the investor is a south
African state corporation. Private firms will not rush in unless
they see a realistic prospect of stable profits, including a con-
tinuation of the South African economic tactics which led it to
favor the investment. ,Thus, when Pretoria favored-or ap-
peared to favor-investment in Mozambique after Nkomati,
there was a flurry of visits but very little actual investment
because the general economic situation was unpromising and
because businesses were skeptical of how long the detente
might last.

South Africa has used several tactics simultaneously or in
sequence in relation to particular countries or sectors/ and it
has developed multipurpose tactics suitable for furthering sev-
eral strategic elements. The first point is well illustrated by the
transport sector and the second by Renfreighg the South Afri
can clearing and forwarding agency dominant in the region.

As stated earlier, the bottom line in blocking the implemen-
tation of SADCC's transpoft policy has always been sabotage.
The costs, both financial and to independence, of using the
SATS system have been perceived to be so high that most states
in the region are firmly committed to SADCC routes to the sea

and will not diveft their traffic unless forced to do so. The
exceptions are Lesotho, which has no overland options, and
Swaziland which benefits from South African transit traffic.
From the 1975 blockage of the Benguela railway to Lobito Bay,
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Angola, which has never been effectively reopened, through the
current defense of the Beira route by Mozambique and Zim-
babwe against South Africa's proxy forces, much of the South
African violence has centered on transport disruption and

blockage.
However, a variety of other tactics have been used, such as the

provision and then withdrawal of railway rolling stock. A 1985

development was the use of "fighting rates," or cut'price con-

tracts, designed to offset the advantages of the Mozambican rail
and port routes. This tactic can be potent, especially in relation
to Zimbabwe.m The emergence of "fighting rates" has been facili
tated by SATS' increasingly commercial orientation and by the
increasing overvaluation of Mozambican meticais and underva-

luation of the rand. From late 1985 to late February 1986, as the
Mozambican government moved to offer counter rates, the rand

rose from US $.35 to US $.45, undercutting the SATS campaign.2r

Trade promotion also reinforces transport dependence, as

imports from South Africa and exports to South Africa must go

via SATS routes. Further, SATS insists on relatively balanced

traffic, in its own commercial interest. This means, for exam'
ple, that Zambian imports from or via South Africa lead to
effective pressure to balance traffic by rerouting copper exports
away from the Tanzanian port of Dar es Salaam to East London.

The last major tactic used in the transport sector is a less

evident one: clearing and forwarding. South Africa's two maior
clearing and forwarding groups, Rennies (a SAF Marine subsidi
ary, and thus SATS! and Manica Freight Services (an Anglo-
American group) have been merged as Renfreight. The new
company is controlled by Old Mutual (an insurance company),

which has acquired SAF Marine, with a significant minority
holding by Anglo-American and additional cross-links via Bar-

clays National. This company dominates not only South AJri-

can clearing and forwarding but also that of the landlocked
SADCC members and of Mozambique. Its links with SAF Ma-
rine and its dominance of shipping agencies mean that it di-
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rectly and indirectly dominates the South African Shipping
Conferences which cover Beira and Maputo, as well as South
African ports.22

Renfreight is a multipurpose instrument. At the simplest
level it earns profits and foreign exchange because clearing and
forwarding is lucrative. It is also in a position to route freight
via SATS (with whom SAF Marine has strong mutual-interest
links even if now separately owned) because, in practice, ship-
ping agents have wide latitude in recommending and choosing
routes for their clients. Renfreight has every reason to use that
position since its associates in SATS-Anglo-American, SAF
Marine, Old Mutual and Barclays National-stand to profit
from business routed via South Africa, through rail and port
charges, insurance, ancillary services, related goods purchases,
ship cargoes and so on. In gross terms, these gains are larger
than the clearing and forwarding fees themselves. Further, Ren-
freight prefers to take its profits in rands not in inconvertible
regional currencies.23

Finally, the internal commercial logic of a regional clearing
and forwarding company means that detailed data on cargo by
content, bulk and weight, value, source and route must be on a
computer in fohannesburg. Effectively, this means it is availa-
ble, by one means or another, to South African authorities for
analysis {of sources and prices to counter with trade credits or
data to SAFTO, and of stocks and flows of key commodities)
and, when desired, as a means for implementing selective de-
lays and,/or sabotage.

As the chapters on individual countries have shown, South
Africa does not act in an identical way against all independent
southern African states. Dominant strategic elements and tac-
tics differ markedly and are used in different combinations.

In the case of Zambia, the dominant strategic element has
been the "co-prosperity sphere," with a systematic campaign
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since 1965 to build up export trade and transport linkages. This
has been notably successful despite Zambia's very real effort to
identify alternative sources of imports and to develop intra-
SADCC transportation routes.2a An additional factor is that
South Africa has perceived the Zambian president, Kenneth
Kaunda, not as sympathetic, but as committed to dialogue.

Therefore he is seen as a potentially valuable interlocutor with
the leaders of liberation movements and other Frontline states,

but also as one who would react very negatively to sustained
economic and military aggression,

This is not to overlook a persistent subtheme of more vio-
lent actions, such as the campaigns in southwestern Zambia
adiacent to Namibia, the training of the Mushala gang the
delays in goods deliveries, in addition to the raids on African
National Congress {ANC} offices in Lusaka and on non-ANC
camps, offices and houses in Lusaka and Livingstone. These
eppear to have been designed to warn Zambia of the dangers of
more active support for liberation movements, of breaking off
dialogue or of failing to develop economic links.

From a South African perspective, the approach has worked
rather well. First, Zambia's severe economic and technical prob-

lems-flowing primarily from the sanctions imposed or.t Rhode-
sia (Zimbabwe| and the collapse of the copper market-have
made the government unable and unwilling to incur additional
costs. Extended trade credit and massive rolling stock loans are

critical to Zambia. Second, South Africa has built up a percep'

tion of itself as a relatively fair economic dealer and a compe-

tent economic partner in the eyes of elements of the Zambian
elite and even of the urban labor force.2s These perceptions
have been critical to its trade and transport campaigns, but
have been undermined by the raids and by the restrictions on
transit traffic. Zambia is now shifting its trade toward Dar es

Salaarn and Beira.
A somewhat harder line has been taken by South Africa with

respect to Zimbabwe-one constrained by the f.act that Zim-
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babwe is an important export market and investment site.
Another constraint is the reality that a prosperous Zimbabwe
using Mozambique transport routes and taking SADCC export
markets away from South Africa would be a major disaster
for both the economic and security aspects of the political
economy of apartheid. South Africa has apparently had dif-
ficulty in identifying ways to reconcile this dilemma, but the
strategy seems to be to exacerbate internal conflict in Zim-
babwe, to prevent the use of Mozambican transporation routes
and to keep its economy, much more resilient than Zambia's,
off balance.

One aspect of South Africa's policy toward both Zambia and
Zimbabwe, which is physically external to those states, is the
blocking of intra-SADCC transportation routes. In the case of
Zambia, this means primarily the Lobito Bay line; and in the
case of Zimbabwe, the Beira and Maputo links. Here, too, Z;im-
babwe's response has posed a dilemma for Pretoria. The Zim-
babwe army not only defends the communication routes to
Beira and Tete, but acts with the Mozambican armed forces
against South Africa's proxies, the Mozambique National Resis-
tance {MNR}. Tanzanian soldiers joined the Zimbabweans in
this role in 1986, as did Malawian forces which aided the
defense of repair crews on the Nacala line.

South Africa's stance in respect to the three small BLS states
also varies. With Botswana, it has used the largely "co-prosper-
ity sphere" of economic dependence (markets in, investment in,
and mine workers from Botswana matter to South Africa but
also keep Botswana dependentf. This has been backed by
threats in order to deter the government from pursuing any
political-economic liberation beyond the verbal level. How-
ever, Pretoria has begun to perceive this approach as increas-
ingly unsuccessful. Botswana has refected advantageous cus-
toms union revisions linked to recognizing "Bantustans,"
turned down water export deals even when this imperilled
other desired investments, begun to canvass alternative import
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sourcing and transportation routing. Botswana has been a driv-
ing force in the formation and promotion of SADCC, which is
headquartered in Gaborone. Each step has been cautious and
limited, but the direction is the same and the impact cumula-
tive. The attacks on Gaborone and the crescendo of threats
preceding and following them, represent fairly desperate efforts
to force Botswana to reverse its course. As there is no evidence
that it has succeeded in that, South Africa is presumably con-
sidering what new coprcive tactics might be more effective and
meanwhile threatening more raids.

Since Swaziland perceives itself as so vulnerable to South
African sabotage and economic destabilization, Pretoria's overt
strategy has been overwhelmingly one of offering-though
often not delivering-incentives. There, South African aggres-

sion has been almost wholly against liberation movements and
sympathizers, in addition to the sabotage of Swaziland's alterna-
tive routes to the sea in Mozambique.

In respect to Lesotho, the South African blockade amounted
to the imposition of sanctions, and there have been few incen-
tives other than limiting the market access to Lesotho labor.
The bottom line of the proposed water project is that South
Africa needs the water and thus will eventually have to support
the profect. Coercion until 1986 mainly involved raids, both
direct and by proxy. These were partly for domestic political
consumption, partly out of genuine belief in some quarters that
ANC military operations were mounted from Maseru, and
partly to remind Lesotho of its vulnerability. The blockade, the
most serious form of economic destabilization, was used in
spite of the fact the economy is almost entirely South African
owned and supplied.

The question arises as to whether South Afriea's strategy and
tactics for regional hegemony take the form of a seamless web
of diabolically Machiavellian (or "Kissingeresque"! cunning; a
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wandering minstrel show lurching from one flurry of crisis
management to another; or an inchoate mass of internal contra-
dictions and insoluble conflicts among South African objec-
tives. The answer is probably none of the above alone, but a
combination of all of them.

South Africa does have regional interests, which have been
defined in fairly stable terms for almost two hundred years,

since the early nineteenth century. Regional strategy since
1970 has been intensely ideological and remarkably consistent
in objectives-the preservation of apartheid at home and the
acquisition of Lebensraum, especially economic and security,
throughout the region. However, the balance among strategic
elements and tactics has shifted sharply over time with tempo-
rary, selective reversals of course overlying a secular trend
toward rising levels of violence. The political economy of re-
gional hegemony has been operated pragmatically, responding
to perceptions of attainable targets based on changes in domes-
tic and regional, national and international contexts, and ad-
justed in light of the results.

While a coherent regional policy has emerged from the con-
sistency of objectives, the interests of white South African
individuals, subclasses and institutions are not identical, nor
are their perceptions of the most effective ways of pursuing
them always congruent. Indeed, as demonstrated by the docu-
ments captured by Zimbabwean and Mozambican troops who
took the MNR central base at Gorongosa in August 1985, there
can be quite antagonistic factions within the same institutions.
It is worth reviewing some of the divergencies and shifts in
balance to gain insight into their underlying causes.

At an individual level, for example, the Gorongosa docu-
ments suggest that the hardline militarist advocates of the
"strike kommando" approach viewed some politicians as shar-
ing their perceptions while seeing other politicians and some
military leaders as having different and antagonistic percep-

tions. The debate within the armed forces among advocates of
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the forward strategy, a mixed approach, or an inward-looking
approach has been visible for over five years. While apparently
emotionally attracted by a "strike kommando" forward policy
stance, President Botha has a real concern for direct economic
interests and'a perception that Portugal's overextension on the
colonial periphery led to its collapse at the center. He and his
colleagues oil the State Security Council {SSCI have developed
from their divergent individual opinions a mixed approach,
involving the five strategic elements.

Institutions have interests and perceptions which are not
necessarily identical to those of the state. SATS, particularly
under former General Manager Loubser, is a clear example.26
The officials of SATS view "transport diplomacy" as a hege-
monic tool and the organization itself as a major, quasi-inde-
pendent actor, which has led to a fairly consistent "co-prosper-
ity sphere" approach. Loaning wagons and rolling stock, setting
rates and discounts to get business, and strengthening the role
of SAF Marine (then a SATS subsidiary) in regional clearing and
forwarding have been among its tactics.

SATS needs traffic, especially for its Eastern Cape ports, and
has limited chances of finding this domestically.zz Thus reason-
ably functional internal rail services in the independent states
funnelling into the SATS network provide the necessary vol-
ume of operations. However, perceptions of SATS officials are
not wholly based on narrow self-interest, nor are they benign.
They see continued regional transport dependence as critical to
South Africa's economic and regional dominance and SATS
itself as an agent able to work toward those ends with inde-
pendent African states and institutions that could not or would
not readily negotiate or work with the South African govern-
ment.28

They also see provision of rail links and rolling stock in
terms of leverage. A decade-long program of constructing the
two link lines which make Swaziland a rail corridor from the
Transvaal to the Natal ports increases flexibility for SATS in
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respect to South Africa's own external trade. It is a means of
ending South African dependence on the port of Maputo and
increasing SATS'ability to compete with Mozambique's trans-
port system for Zimbabwean and Tambian cargo.

Since transport dependence is key to South Africa's regional
strategy, undoubtedly any attempts to break from this depen-
dence will be forestalled by the apartheid regime. If Dar es

Salaam, Nacala, Beira and Maputo are eventually able to handle
the external trade of the core landlocked states of Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi, then South Africa is likely to
step up economic and military harassment of these states.

Subclass interests also differ. The standard conflict is busi-
ness versus the military, which is an oversimplification. There
are three distinguishable capitalist subclasses in South
Africa, which broadly conelate with the main white political
groupings.

The first can be termed "high capitalism" and encompasses
the South African transnational corporations {especially the
Anglo-American-De Beers-ex-Barclays National and Rembrandt
groups|; the large domestic corporate groups (Gencor, Old
Mutual); some local subsidiaries or affiliates of transnational
groups, with headquarters abroad (Standard Bank, Shell, BP);

and certain parastatals (notably SATS, Electricity Supply Com-
mission [Escom] and SAFTO]. For this subclass, the bottom line
is the preservation of capitalism in South Africa (with apar-

theid dispensable if necessary to that end) and expansion
within the region. Violence and destabilization are perceived as

costly and damaging to profitability, though not unacceptable
as tactics to attain a "co-prosperity sphere," or "constellation "

in the region or to avert socialist revolution at home. Economi-
cally, this subclass totally dominates South Africa. Politi'
cally*for historic reasons and because its perceived interests
are distinctively different from those of most white South Afri
cans-it is surprisingly weak and able to influence state policy
only at the margins.2e lt is the "colonial" capitalist class, primar-
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ily English-speaking "liberal" and most often aligned with the
Progressive Federalist Party (PFP| .

"Middle capitalism" comprises a greater number of firms, rang-
ing from moderately large corporations to efficient family enter-
prises, and is predominantly Afrikaner in character and culture.
This subclass is less able to perceive its capitalist viability as

separable from the apaftheid state orfrom South African regional
hegemonl'. Exports are important to many firms in this group
(who are SAFTO's main clients|, and for some {such as the Kirsch
Croup founded in Swaziland| regional links go deeper. While
broadly in favor of a "co-prosperity sphere," this subclass is less

ceftain.of its ability to cope with independent African states or
to con{fiete with domestic or other foreign interests in them.
Politically, this subclass is National Party {NP}, with all of the
contradictions which characterize that party.

What the above interests have in common is the promotion
of export markets to generate profits, with government support
for their expansion. Economic destabilization and sabotage de-

signed to force economic policy changes, though not similar
measures related to purely political obiectives, can be useful if
the pressures are effective, the "sanctioned" state reverses its
policy, the destabilization is wound down and the independent
state's economy snaps back. Permanent destabilization directed
at creating and perpetuating economic chaos as an end in itself
{as in Angola and Mozambique} has little attraction for these
profit-centered enterprises.

"Petty capitalism" can be typified by the small-town commer-
cial establishments and the small capitalist or large-scale peas-

ant white farmer. Its direct interest in regional economic links
is low and its perception of any broader class interest almost
equally so. This is numerically the largest, though economi-
cally the weakest, of the capitalist subclasses, and its does not
perceive itself as able to survive in any context except apar-

theid. For these "petty capitalists," P. W. Botha's domestic "re-

forms" are much too radical and far reaching; and the basic aim

#
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of their desired regional policy is to combat the swaart gevaar
(black peril) by force and outside South Africa's borders. They
are generally Conservative Party {CPl backers.

That South A.frican strategy is flawed and its tactics not
consistently successful-or on occasion counterproductive-is
no reason to write it off as insignificant or easy to overcome.
Neither is the fact that domestic resistance and regional ani-
mosity cannot be cured by "co-prosperity spheres" or "strike
kommando" policies, but only through an end to apartheid.

South Africa is much more powerful than the independent
states of southern Africa, both economically and militarily; it is
willing to use that power to inflict damage on its neighbors and
to reward acquiescence. Its identification of its own interests
may be flawed and its post-1975, and especially post-1980,
strategy largely a series of ad hoc responses to unexpected (but
not always unpredictable) external events. But its identifica-
tion of methods that most inflict costs on SADCC (in terms of
human suffering as well as dollars) has been only too accurate.
Its ruthlessness in inflicting these costs-especially with re-

spect to transport which both South Africa and SADCC per-

ceive as the backbone of regional political-economic hege-

mony-is apparently virtually unlimited.

SADCC is the symbol and tangible embodiment of the political
economy of southern African liberation. It is a political-eco-
nomic profect of the independent states of the region-Angola,
Botswanq Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, T anzania,
Tambia and Zimbabwe-perceived by apartheid South Africa
as a dangerous enemy of its regional hegemony. If SADCC is
able to carry out its programs, especially in transport, it repres-
ents a potentially mortal threat to South Africa's political-
economic predominance in the region. To assess this program
for economic liberation, a more detailed analysis is necessary of
SADCC's historical, institutional and operational character.
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ln 1979 there was hope that Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) would
soon be independent under black majority rule. The cost of the
war was becoming too high for Rhodesia, and right-wing at-
tempts in both Britain and the United States to recognize the
internal "Zimbabwe-Rhodesia" settlement had been forestalled.
But the leaders of the Frontline states {Angola, Botswana, Mo-
zambique, Tanzania, Zambial knew that Zimbabwe's political
independence would not mean economic independence. Presi-

dent Seretse Khama of Botswana, who became the first chair-
man of SADCC, summarized their assessment that "economic
dependence has in many ways made our political independence
somewhat meaningless." In |uly 1979, the finance ministers of
the Frontline states met in Arusha, Tanzania, to discuss a new
type of economic cooperation, which would include independ-
ent Zimbabwe, recognizing its geographical and economic cen-

trality in the region.
SADCC was launched in Lusaka on I epfl-l-1290 a few days

b"ffiZiffi;6w6't-indbpendence celebrations Ttre new group

had been expanded in the interim to include Lesotho, Swaziland
and Malawi, in order to encompass all the independent states in
the region. The African leaders were fully aware of the difficul-
ties of the new venture. Their economies had suffered from the
crisis of the international economic system. Terms of trade for
their major expofts, such as copper, cotton and coffee, had deteri-
orated by 50 percent in iust four years, 1975-1979. Foreign debt
had risen to over 30 percent of export earnings for most.s They
had no illusions that regional coordination could change that
global context. Zambia and Mozambique had been victims of
economic sabotage when their bridges, rail lines, and irrigation
works were bombed by Rhodesia during the Zimbabwe irlde-
pendence talks at Lancaster House. The Frontline leaders

realized that a desperate South Africa would use the same tabtic.
It was also clear by 1980 that "autonomous" national devel-

opment projects were not working in the Third World, particu-
larly for low income economies. The Frontline economies were
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fragmented, dependent on primary commodities and very much
tied to their former colonial masters. Botswana, Mozambique
and Zambia were dependent on South Africa for regular food
supplies, trade and transport. International sanctions against
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) had left the Zimbabwean economy more
fully integrated into South Africa's, which provided altemative
sources, markets and trade routes. However, the members
brought to SADCC experience of multilateral cooperation
among their economies. The most innovative example was the
Tanzania-Mozambique Permanent Commission of Coopera-
tion, which directly influenced some SADCC provisions, such
as production complementarity and countertrade.

In the closing speech of the SADCC summit in Gaborone in
fuly 1984, the late President Samora Machel of Mozambique
summarized the nature of the new regional cooperation when
he said, 'We have built an organization from our own realities
and experience and not from patterns imported from abroad."sr

SADCC is a multigovernment organization, not a supranational
one, and decisions are made by consensus. Implementation is
decentralized as each proiect is the responsibility of one'or
more states. Projects are proposed by directly involved states,
and agreed to, ordered according to priority, or reiected as

regional program elements by all the member states.32 Conse-
quently, the central bureaucracy is small although technical
personnel in the sectoral coordinating units and associated
programs number almost one hundred.

The choice of this centralized series of consensual confer-
ences reflects the bitter experiences of Tanzania in the East

A-frican Community {EAC), of Zambiaand Malawi {before inde-
pendence) in the Central African Federation (CAFI, of Portu-
guese colonial rule in Afric4 and of SACU. The EAC became an
entity in itself, almost a fourth state in East Africa. The CAF
drained revenue from Zambia and Malawi to expand produc-
tion in Rhodesia. SACU benefits South Africa, as once "Portugal
in Africa" did Portugal.
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SADCC is explicitly political, not in the sense of any overall
domestic ideological congruity-that could be counterproduc-
tive even to try-but in declaring that economic links are not
made in a vacuum. Economic conditions and relations in south-
ern Africa had never been left to "market forces." In addition to
the bias of the economic unions mentioned above, the colonial
states intervened regularly to force labor production from Afri-
cans and to limit access of their goods to markets. Lucrative
subsidies from the colonial governments went to white farmers
and mining companies, while Africans were taxed to the point
of malnutrition. Examples abound from each state,33 but a few
from Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) can serye as reminders. The Kyle
Dam was built there to aid the sugar industry. The South
African Huletts Corporation persuaded the government to fi-
nance construction of the dam ($4 million|, with the corpora-

tion contributing only $50Q000.3a In another example, data

from independent Zimbabwe show that white commercial
farmers had not been particularly "efficient," with many contin-
uing to farm solely because of the largesse of the state, through
price subsidies, extension services, provision of irrigation, and
other inputs.35 As far as their contribution to state revenue,

even in 1980 three in four paid no income tax.35

SADCC analysts are, therefore, wary of using "apolitical,"
expert-controlled, cost-benefit analysis, which has been high
cost and low benefit to Africans for centuries. Efficiency is a
contributing factor but not a sufficient condition for economic
growth and in any case can be defined only in relation to
specified obiectives. Diversity in production, sources and

markets, and distribution of goods and services are greater
priorities in economies trying to emerge from colonial domina-
tion. SADCC's ultimate goal, therefore, is restructuring the
southern African economies. The colonial legacy of infrastruc-
ture, production and distribution is not acceptable, economi-
cally or politically. However, equally important, SADCC has no
powers to impose any changes; restructuring will occur only to
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the extent determined by each government. SADCC's more
modest role is to create a new regional economic context for
national change-with new infrastructures, agricultural re-
search, shared training facilities, production coordination and
intraregional trade expansion. SADCC is equally committed to
constructing equitable patterns of regional interaction in order
to pursue common interests.

This SADCC analysis clearly complements its first stated
goal: to reduce economic dependence on South A.frica. This is a
practical goal, for even with a free South Africa, dependence
would be undesirable. However, this goal is also a political
expression of repugnance for a regime and an economy which
survives solely by repression of the domestic maf ority and of its
regional neighbors. Again, SADCC is realistic about the diffi-
culty of achieving this goal. First, dependence can be reduced,
not eliminated. Second, since SADCC members include Bots-
wanq Lesotho and Swaziland, whose economies are captives of
South Africa, and Malawi, whose government has made heavy
use of South African proiect finance and maintains substantial
trade links, the economic ability and political will to reduce
dependence varies considerably. Despite this, at the Harare
annual qonference in |anuary 1986, held iust days after the
South African blockade provoked a coup in Lesotho, the new
minister of planning and economic affairs Michael Sefali said
Lesotho would "resist any attempts aimed at reducing her to a
status of subservience . . . and fully participate in all SADCC
programmes."3T

The obiectives of SADCC to increase economic development
through regional coordination and to reduce dependence, espe-
cially on apartheid South Africa, were not simply left at vague
declarations. The steps toward these long-term goals have been
small, but many; they have been determined, but practical.
SADCC now has over four hundred proiects, costing almost
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$6 billion, of which half are either completed implemented or
actively under negotiation.3s Transport is considered the first
priority-to refurbish old lines, build new ones, and improve
training and operational coordination. For the five landlocked
states, Mozambican ports can serve overseas markets, and the
Southern African Transport and Communications Commission
(SATCC), coordinated by Mozambique, has been praised by the
donors. Of 207 projects (over $4 billion|, 37 percent are fully
financed and another 6 percent are under negotietion. Since

1982, over 20 projects ($50 million) have been completed, in'
cluding a microwave link among all the states.3e

Second in the priority list is promotion of food production to
reduce economic vulnerability; only Zimbabwe, and possibly

Malawi, are likely to continue to be food exporters in the near

future. Over 58 agricultural proiects have secured some fund-
ing (exceeding $214 million), and many are under negotiation.rc
One typical food project is the sorghum, millet, gtoundnut and

legume research, all peasant-produced, drought-resistant food
crops. The field tests are occurring at multiple points in the
nine countries, with emphasis on small peasant usability.4r

The agriculture sector also coordinated requests for relief
during the drought of l98l-84, so that the different countries
would not be competing with each other; $23 million was se-

cured, and $ll3 million for rehabilitation was partially se-

cured.cz This cooperetion continues to be important since

drought persisted in 1985-87 in Botswana and parts ofAngola,
Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. By 1985, the
early warning system to detect impending food shortages na'
tionally and throughout the region was largely in place.In this
first regional system of its kind each member coordinates one

to three sectors.a3 For example, Botswana is in charge of agricul-
tural research and animal disease control, while Lesotho is
responsible for soil and water conservation.

The third priority is industry coordinated by Tanzania. The
objective is to set up production complementarity, with indus-
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try promoted in all the economies, but planned to avoid compe-
tition. For example, each state will produce textiles, but textile
chemicals will be produced only by Botswana and Tanzania.aa
With regard to cement production, since all but Botswan4
Lesotho and Swaziland produce this material SADCC poten-
tially is able to expolt cement. No new plants will be srarted,
and studies will ascertain demand for additional cement pro-
ducts. Movement toward coordinated implementation of natu-
ral fertilizer production plans appeers to be progressing. In
contrast, plans to coordinate tractor production seem to have
failed.as Licenses to transnational corporations have been given
for the same product: Leyland has spent 3.5 million kwacha in
Tambia to make the same type and range of vehicle as the
Mutare plant makes in Zimbabwe.a5 Production complementar-
ity can be seen as an attempt to preclude Zimbabwe's potential
domination, since it already accounts for 37.5 percent ,of
SADCC industrial output and 54 percent of SADCC heavy in-
dustry.a7

Mining directed by Zambia, is a vital sector to many of the
economies, but coordination began late and has not yet pro,
gressed very far. The mining sector is the most fully integrated
with South Africa and more particularly with one corporate
gropp.As one SADCC official joked,'SADCC does not have to
worry about regional co-ordination of mining; Anglo-American
Corporation already does it!'aa Or as economist Duncan Clarke
points out, "Investment linkages thread a financial and eco-
nomic pattern of regional interdependence which is deeply
rooted"-and which has survived major upheavals in the re-

Bion.rc To date, SADCC has not addressed minerals marketing
or mining legislation, but has concentrated on the easier deci-
sions of inventory of mineral resources, small-scale minerals
studies, training and identification of diversification, down-
stream processing and production.

In a real sense, SADCC will always be on the brink of failure,
for its goals are very long term, but its proiects and its new
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1986-1990 perspective plan look only to the next five years.

Development and dependence reduction constitute an ongoing

process, and there will be no "final victory." Partly due to the

drought, the international economic crisis and poor national
planning-but also substantially related to South African ag-

gression-seven SADCC economies had declines or stagnation

itt output per capita since 1980; real gross domestic product
(GDPI of SADCC as a whole has fallen. Several SADCC

members have reduced imports since 1979.50

Yet the first years of SADCC also show real successes.

SADCC seems to have passed the first test of economic coordi'

nation in that cooperation, not rivalry has increased. Member

states attend meetings enthusiastically to argue through prob'

lemsl counterparts in specific ministries know each other per'

sonally and learn to resolve differences more easily. These less

tangible benefits now have some concrete results. The Malawi

road spur to the Dar es Salaam road in Tanzania was cgnpleted
in six months, and a fishery proiect is assessing possiKilities for
coordinated exploitation of Malawi's Lake Nyasa marine re'

sources although only a few years back, Malawi and Tanzania

had very limited relations and argued acrimoniously over their
precise boundary.sr In October 1984,Zimbabwe ameliorated

ihe Malawian fuel crisis, caused by MNR attacks on the rail
line, by shipping 3.5 million liters of gasoline to Malawi.sz In
addition, capital has entered the region which might not have

come otherwise; and certainly, aid to Angola and Mozambique

has been at a higher level than it would have been if received

bilaterallY.sa

As regional coordination moves into the second half of its first
decade of existence, more difficult questions will arise. The

coordination of SADCC has not threatened the political status

quo of any of the states. In fact, the decentralized nature is
designed exactly to avoid that issue. However, if the ultimate

i]'
,il

ri
iti
'i,.
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goal is to restructure economies, elements of the ruling classes
and of basic national economic interests will be challenged at
some point.

The crisis of the international capitalist system will not go
away; since the 1970s the "upward swings" havp been shallow
and for short periods. To deal with the crisis situation, SADCC
economies will have to make hard choices about production,
not simply promote full capacity of existing industries. It may
not make sense to rescue parts of the Tanzanian industry or to
modernize pafts of the antiquated Zimbabwean industry. As
SADCC is organized now, those decisions will be made solely at
the national level. For the region to ameliorate the vagaries of
the international crises, however, such national decisions
should more regularly and fully include coordinated considera-
tion of the regional context. If not, SADCC will remain quite
vulnerable to outside forces.

SADCC also has not established an investment code for the
region. Until a uniform code is signed international capital can
play one economy against the others; but to sign one code
would mean far greeter economic congruence than SADCC
officials can envisage today or perhaps in the future.

Foreign exchange shortages in all member states except Bots-
wana have deterred trade; SADCC has responded with encour-
agement of bilateral countertrade. If Mozambique's trade is in
deficit to Tanzani4 it is up to Mozambique to find goods to
export that Tanzania needs. The deficit is eliminated by addi
tional trade. SADCC says that the foreign exchange crises will
only be resolved by beginning with greater production and then
promoting trade to absorb that production-the opposite of
normal common market theory.

Questions that SADCC has not yet addressed also affect its
long-term effectiveness. The wage differential among workers
on various projects from different countries has not been dis-
cussed. The nature of management has not been discussed by
Swaziland, which coordinates manpower training or by
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SATCC.S4 It appears that SADCC is accepting without ques-

tion, hierarchical management, with the technically skilled in
quite superior salary categories and with little worker partici-
pation in decision making or at least the member states pursue

various formulations and modifications of that model' The
preoccupation seems to be to find and train personnel, not to
raise questions about social relations of production. This ap-

proach avoids controversy in the short-term, but may under-

mine SADCC, as the process of developmeirt even at present

differs greatly between member states.
Dependence on South Africa is being reduced only at the

price of greatly increased dependence on Western capital. Until
recently, the Soviet Union ignored SADCC, stating that the
problems arose from colonialism, and preterred bilateral links.
However, all the developed socialist countties, except Hungary,

attended the 1986 and 1987 consultative conferences, and dis-

cussions are under way concerning a working relationship be-

tween the Council of Mutual Eeonomic Assistance {CMEA) and

SADCC. The People's Republic of China is helping to repair the
Tazara railway and a line in Botswana. The vast maiority of
funds, however, are coming from Western donors. For example,

the sectoral offices, such as SATCC and the food security office
in Zimbabwe, have only small portions of their budgets pro'

vided by the members. The Scandinavian countries are the
primary source of SATCC finance, and the United States, Aus-

tralia, Canada and the Federal Republic of Germany are sup-

porting the food security division. SATCC officials admit that
there are no short-term plans for full financing by members.

One suggested that technicians could be transferred to SATCC

as a contribution, but that has not yet occurred even in Zim-
babwe which has qualified personnel who might be spared from
national service.ss

In addition, the local currency component of most proiects

remains modest. For example, 87.1 percent of the food security
budget is in foreign currency; as is 100 percent of the agricultu-
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ral research budget.so In industry 25.5 percent of the budget
will be financed by foreign exchange.sT In several cases, how-
ever, domestic input and national contributions have clearly
been understated or left out because the published information
was designed to attract the external funds needed to cornple-
ment them. Flows of capital to SADCC to implement these
profects are a short-term success, but plans for regional self-
financing are necessary to sustain SADCC.

To date, donor interference has been limited, and SADCC
has protested sharply and effectively when it has occurred. The
United States financed the sorghum-millet research project at
the regional level, but put in an exclusionary clause saying that
Angola, Mozambique and Tanzania could not benefit. This
precipitated several discussions, as well as condemnation by
President Nyerere who singled out the United States for repri-
mand at the 6 |uly 1984 SADCC summit meeting at Gabo-
rone.s8 The United States altered its formulation to one specify-
ing what it would (as opposed to what it would not| finance,
accepted that all findings would be available to all SADCC
members and financed the regional and six country compo-
nents. But.it took another year before other donors, such as
Canada, agreed to support the three initially left our.

The Western donors will continue to offer funds to try to
insert their own agendas into SADCC. The United States
Agency for International Development (USAIDI prides itself on
helping "small farmers," by which it means private farmers who
may become "master farmers," and producer cooperatives are
not on its agenda. The Scandinavian countries have criticized
SADCC members for their agricultural policies, without men-
tioning the role of international commodity prices in contrib-
uting to the African food crisis.se

The SADCC leaders are quite aware of outsiders' agendas.
The question, which will only be determined by the process, is
whether SADCC will reject, modify or accept the "suggestions.,,
To date it has acted on its stated view that all suggestions,
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comments, criticisms and dialogue are welcome but that, be-

cause SADCC and its members are responsible to their peoples,

decisions must be southern African.
However, the policy may be different for energy, coordinated

by Angola, than for forestry coordinated by Malawi. The decen-

tralized nature of SADCC makes funding procedures complex
for donors, but on occasion gives them much room to me-

neuver. One critic of SADCC's dependence on Westem capital
stated that Western strategy is no longer to divide and rulg but
to "regroup and dominate; SADCC is only co'ordination of
donors, for donors."60 An alternative view is that SADCC has

coordinated the donors and set a regionally determined agenda

which has reduced the leverage of donors over individual
SADCC states. Certainly, in its first eight years, SADCC has set

its own priorities and has halted the more blatant ettempts at
interference. Further, its annual conferences are the only regu-

lar multilateral consultative group meetings called organized
documented and run by the recipients. However, plans for a

greater share of national capital in the proiects and for national
experts as consultants on proiects, as well as policy studies,

must progress substantially before SADCC will escape such
criticisms.

Moves to secure foreign enterprise technical and financial
participation have increased since 1983 within and outside the
region. The Beira corridor is backed by an interlocking set of
largely private-sector-financed Zimbabwean and Mozambican
companies. The 1985 industrial sector and 1987 annual consul-
tative conference specifically provided for foreign enterprise
participation, as did the 1987 SADCC mission to the United
States; and the 1987 Overview paper focussed on productive
sector investment and the role of enterprises.6r

To concentrate solely on overall foreign funding propor-

tions, which SADCC itself said, in its 1985 Organization of
African Unity (OlUl summit paper, were unsustainably and

undesirably high,ls to miss two critical points. Firsg they are
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higher than envisaged in 1979-80 because the external eco-
nomic position of SADCC's members has been much worse
than could reasonably have been foreseen-largely as a result
of world recession, drought and South African aggression. To
make a rapid start and to sustain concrete action, SADCC had
to resort to increased use of external resources. While this does
lead to a medium-term problem, no other choice would have led
to a significant operational program.

Second, SADCC's dependence-reduction objective is not
theoretical and undifferentiated but contextual and specific.
Dependence on South Africa is the immediate threat. Substitut-
ing dependence on grants ind soft loans from a range of do-
nors-to restore and upgrade the five SADCC port corridor
transport systems-for dependence on SATS is seen by SADCC
as a step forward. SADCC's claim is not that it has achieved its
aims but rather that it has taken the first step.62

South Africa initially ignored SADCC, apparenrly in the hope it
would disappear, but has since decided that SADCC is an
enemy. At Nkomati in March 1984 prime Minister Botha
called it the "counterconstellation." In contrast, pretoria sees
the PTA as posing little threat; and it can be easily penetrated
by South African transnationals, which can maintain at least
49 percent ownership of their subsidiaries and still benefit
from the lower tariffs. The rules.of-origin code allows major
exceptions to local-origin-content rules for products. This
means that Swaziland for example, could help South African
goods enter the PTA via SACU.63 Finally, the history of prefer-
ential trade areas shows that the stronger sectors dominate.
What may look like a surge in Zimbabwean trade could well be
South African, with Zimbabwean products largely produced by
South African subsidiaries in Zimbabwe. Zimbabwean public
and private capital might have 5 t percent or more of the shares,
but corporations such as Anglo-American have no problem
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controlling production and financial decisions with limited
ownership interest if they dominate management and external
marketing, and determine access to technology via licensing
and patents.n The PTA only requires that a "maiority'' of the
management be nationals.

The result of years of economic sabotage by South Africa
underlines the necessity for SADCC. As the Botswanan vice-
president Peter Mmusi stated: "It had been said that good fences
make good neighbours. We know the hard realities of living
with bad neighbours-and we will keep our fences in good

repair."65 Certainly, SADCC needs peace, or coordinated de-

fense, for the new transport links to work and for production to
increase.

The choice by South Africa to attack SADCC profects shows,

in fact, its vulnerability to coordinated economic links in the
region. Having most regional external trade in goods and services
flow through apartheid South Africa does not make good eco-

nomic sense. Zambia, Zimbabwe, Malawi and Bostwana could
save over $3@ million a year on transport costs alone if the
Mozambican lines were open to regular traffic. Furthermore, for
many impofts, South African sources are more expensive, even
with tariff preferences, than regional or global sources.

The first comprehensive estimates of the cost to its neighbors
of South African aggression were prepared by SADCC for the
1985 OAU summit.66 These cover the period 1980-84 and total
just over $10 billion. For comparison, this exceeds total foreign
grant and loan aid to the region, 40 percent of exports from
SADCC countries and l0 percent of their GDP for the five-year
period. In fact, the SADCC estimates appear to be low; and even

$12-13 billion would be a conservative figure. By 1985, on this
basis, the annual loss was running at $4 billion a year, about

$70 per capita for a group of countries whose average annual
output is perhaps $500 per capita. For Mozambique the costs
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now exceed 50 percent of GDP, and for nonoil GDP in Angola
the share is close to half.

In 1986, a more elaborate analysis of the cost addition and
GDP loss side was carried out for a report to the United Na-
tions Children's Fund (Unicef).02 This concluded that loss-based
estimates for 1980-85 inclusive were of the order of $25-
28 billion, equivalent to an entire year's regional output. Work-
ing from output under actual conditions, as opposed to proba-
ble output trends in the context of peace (based on 1979-81
trendsf, GDP losses were estimated at $25-30 billion. For An-
gola the estimate was $15-18 billion; for Mozambique $5.5-
6.5 billion; and for the other seven SADCC member states $5-
5 billion. The Angolan and Mozambican economies have been
totally crippled by war; the others have borne heavy additional
defense and transport costs, as well as limited sabotage losses.

The Unicef report Children on the Front Line presents a
stark picture of the human costs of South Africa's "destructive
engagement" with the independent states of southern Africa.
Several million Angolans and Mozambicans have been driven
from their homes by tenorist action. Most are displaced inter.
nally but over one million have fled to neighboring countries.
In Mozambiqug the disruption of production and transport,
and of export earnings to buy food has placed 5.9 million
human beings at risk of starvation.68 In Angola the number at
risk is almost two million.

Deaths caused directly by South Africa or its surrogates are
probably of the order of 200,000 people. Another 20Q000 peo-
ple have died from starvation, half of these in the 1983-84
famine in southern Mozambique when terrorists disrupted or
destroyed both the means of production and the ability to
deliver relief food. However, the greatest number of lives have
been lost through the dislocation and destruction of health
services. The Unicef report estimates that in the 1980-85 pe-
riod 534,000 Angolan and Mozambican infants and children
under five died who would have lived had there been peace, and

t
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predicted 130,000 similar deaths in 1987. In total, counting
other health-related deaths, over one million human beings

have died in southern Africa as a result of South Africa's ac-

tions. This is, in the words of the Unicef representative in
Mozambique, j'a holocaust."6e

SADCC is not a mode of production or a transition-to-social-
ism proiect. There is no consensus among its members for such

a proiect and to promote it would abort its proglam of economic

liberation, for which consensus does exist. Equally, however,

while SADCC operates on the basis of consensus, it is not a

least common denominator orgenization. Its relentless con'
demnation of South African aggression and destabilization-
and its growing involvement in the question of sanctions

against South AfricaTo-clearly are less radical than those some

of its members take nationally, but also go well beyond the
purely national positions of others. These coordinated state-

ments and actions do have more impact than those that are

purely national-and disparate. In the process of coordina-

tion (and, some would say, consciousness raisingl, SADCC

members now see more clearly the overall nature of South

African political economic hegemony, as well as the different
national abilities to bear costs and assume risks to overcome

that dominance.

Sanctions against South AJrica as a means of inducing or coerc'

ing changes in its internal system, its withdrawal from Namibia
or-less frequently-an end to its regional aggression have

been advocated more or less seriously for over 20 years. Action,
however, has been limited to concentrating on military equip'
ment, sports and entertainment, and in certain professional

fields. A parallel oil sanctions effort by the Organization of

Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPECI, while imposing real

costs on South Africa, was systematically evaded and dissolved

in the buyer's market of the early 1980s. Only for a brief period
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at the end of the 1970s did extensive economic sanctions on a

global or near-global basis appear even remotely likely.zt
The position changed sharply in 1985-85, when there were

greater and more general demands than ever before for eco-
nomic sanctions against South Africa. This was due to the
increasing use of violence to protect the apartheid system at
home, the continued duplicity of "reform" promises and a grow-
ing realization by the international community that apartheid
was inherently evil and not reformable. Also the failure of
attempts to negotiate a South African withdrawal from Nami-
bia and the rising tide of regional aggression, notably the
strikes against Gaborone, Harare, Lusaka and the Gulf Oil
installations in Cabinda, increased international demands for
economic sanctions.

Actual steps were taken on trade and trade promotion, invest-
ment and loans, technical cooperatiorS petroleum, air links and
some consular facilities. These reached a new level of intensity
in late 1986 with the imposition of substantial sanctions mea-
sures by Canada, Australia, New Zealand the United States and
the Scandinavian countries, and the lesser measures adopted by
the European Economic Community (EEC). Sanctions pressure
increased in late 1987, with Sweden and Norway imposing full
trade embargoes, and 48 Commonwealth countries agreeing to
"widen and tighten" economic senctions against South Africa.
While not in themselves crippling these measures did impose
costs and create momentum for further pressures. Ironically, the
most effective sanctions came from investors and lenders. The
rising crisis of apartheid at home and the costs of regional aggres-
sion have rendered South Africa's economy less dynamic and
more constrained by foreign exchange. Increasingl, corporations
have seen it as prudent to phase down or sell all or part of their
South African interests, while world cunency and financial
markets have passed a resounding vote of no confidence with the
rand falling 50 percent against the dollar and over 60 percent
against stronger currencies.
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As a result, South Africa has been forced to reschedule exter-
nal loan repayments and has negligible prospects of securing
net new-loan or investment capital from abroad until its do-

mestic situation and international image alter radically.zr 6
this period, the foreign exchange earnings from trade and trans-
port with SADCC countries have been crucial to South Africa,
and the magnitudes now estimated suggest the net earnings are

roughly equivalent to amounts needed to pay the interest on

outstanding debt.
Broader, more effective economic sanctions against South

Africa than those currently in place would impose heavy costs

on its neighbors and would certainly include the tightening of
South African retaliatory sanctions in the region, as well as

intensification of "strike kommando" strategies. This would
cause lreat difficulty for several SADCC states and could bring
some economies to the verge of collapse.Ts However, studies
carried out at the end of the 1970s suggested that the costs to
the region could be sharply reduced, especially once Zimbabwe

attained independence.
South Africa has threatened that economic sanctions against

it will be matched by retaliatory actions against its neighbors-
most specifically by expelling hundreds of thousands of mi-
grant and seasonal workers from Lesotho, Mozambique, Bots-

wana, Malawi and Swaziland, and by cutting off petroleum
products.Ta What action the regime will actually take is less

clear. Upgrading "strike kommando" raids would be virtually
certain. Petroleum supplies would be halted because they are

based on imported crude oil. Exports based on South African
inputs might well continue since sanctions evasion requires
maximizing, not minimizing, export earnings. Transit traffic
restrictions might be selective for the same leason' Even labor
import cutbacks would probably be selective; neither the crip'
pling of the gold-mining sector (the one export sector which is,

in practice, sanctions proof), nor the creation of an explosive
enclave of desperate people in Lesotho, would seem a rational
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course of action. In 1986-87, mining industry pressure led to
partial retraction of the decision to repatriate all Mozambican
miners by early 1988.

Pretoria's reaction would depend in part on whether it be-
lieved that damage to a particular neighbor would cause that
neighbor to collaborate in sanctions evasion andfor to press the
world community to relax sanctions. fust as South African
threats have joined the global chorus saying that sanctions
would be bad because they would injure the independent
southern African states, so carrying out the threats might un-
dermine global support for sanctions once imposed.

SADCC's response to the potential reality of economic sanc-
tions against South Africa has evolved rapidly. At the 1985
Arusha Summit, seven member states, including Lesotho, made
clear their support for sanctions.Ts Two remained silent, but did
not dissent. Claims that the seven have said otherwise in pri-
vate are fraudulent. SADCC members have also made clear
their belief that the basic cause of violence in the southern
African region, as in South Africa itself, is apartheid and that
South Africa's attempts to sustain apartheid are imposing crip-
pling costs on governments and people in the region.To

SADCC has commissioned studies and consultations on the
impact of sanctions against South Africa, and probable South
African response, with a view to identifying concrete measures
to speed up the process of reducing economic dependence on
South Africa and vulnerability to South African action. SADCC
has chosen to view sanctions as within the parameters of inten-
sified struggle and as an opportunity to advance the political
economy of liberation. Its most evident responses-accelerat-
ing work on the Dar es Salaam, Beira and Nacala transport
corridor proiects over 1985-87 and planning the reopening of
the Limpopo line in 1988-are practical measures to reduce
short-term costs of South African sanctions against the region
and long-term dependence on South Africa, as well as to prepare
for international sanctions against South Africa.
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The costs to the region of economic sanctions against South
Africa can be broken down into six main components: trans-
port and communications, imports, exports (including labor|,
finance, security and Lesotho. Lesotho requires ettention as a
special case because it is not fust landlocked but "south Africa-
locked."

Any costing must be schematic and tentative for three rea-
sons. First, detailed information has not been collected and
analyzed. Second, the extent and nature of the sanctions will
affect the costs; and third as will the nature, extent timing and
effectiveness of southern African responses. The following
analysis presupposes that sanctions would cover at least petro-
leum, military and technology imports. It also presumes that
SADCC states will not serye as sanctions-breaking conduits,
nor will they instantly sever all economic links with South
Africa, and that South A-frica will, for its own reasons, continue
some links. The analysis also takes account of the fact that
South Africa will almost certainly increase "strike kommando"
raids on key economic targets, especially transport and energy,
and continue high levels of support for proxy forces (National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola [Unita], MN&
Lesotho Liberation Army [tLAl, Super-Zapu], but assumes it
will stop short of full-scale invasions except in the case of
Angola.

Transport relates to the six SADCC members crucially de-
pendent on South African routes. Only Tanzania and Angola
would be unaffected. Of the others, only Mozambique, Swazi-
land, Zambia and, with the reopening of the Nacala line, Ma-
lawi could survive economically using presently functional
transport routes which do not transit South Africa. In respect to
petroleum transport, however, only Lesotho could not be sup-
plied-assuming that both the Beira and Dar es Salaam pipe-
lines were functional, as well as the refineries at Dar es Salaam,
Ndola, Maputo and Luanda. Similarly for air transport and
communications, the SATCC project has already reduced the
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use of South African facilities and links to the point that total
severance would be inconvenient rather than crippling.

In respect to imports, South Africa is a major source for
several countries, but in every case alternative sources exist
and quite often at a lower cost. Some examples of regional
sources for basic imports are: Zimbabwe and Malawi for grain;

Zimbabwe and to a lesser degree, Malawi and Tanzania for
manufactured goods; Mozambique for coal and cement; Angola
for petroleum, and so on. The problems are twofold. First, no

source is effective unless existing transport routes function.
Second, in Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, where 85-
95 percent of imports come from or via SouEh Africa, there is
virtually no commercial capacity to make use of global sources,

a gap compounded by the South African company Renfreight's
dominance of clearing and forwarding.

South Africa is not the primary market for the goods export
of any SADCC member except Lesotho. Most expofts to South
Africa could be redirected, albeit at a cost. Again the transport
routes for exports, other than to South Africa, are crucial. For

labor, the situation is different. Lesotho is totally dependent on
the earnings from migrant workers in South Africa, and the
dependence of Mozambique, Botswana, Swaziland and Malawi
is also significant.

Financial flows from South Africa to SADCC states are pri-

marily of two types: via SACU and export credits. SACU flows
are critical to Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, but the actual
underlying import-excise revenues depend on there being im'
ports to ta)(, not on their sources or the fiscal structures used.

For the heavily indebted countries with limited access to trade
credit, a rupture in South African supply could cripple imports.

Lesotho faces very particular problems. All ground transport
is via South Africa. Virtually all imports are from or via South
A.frica. About three-quarters of employment and foreign ex-

change earnings flow from migrant labor exports to South
Africa and SACU payments. Total sanctions against Lesotho by
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South Africa could, without corrective action, quite literally
mean economic strangulation and widespread starvation.zz

The nature of the costs, in effect, outlines the countermea-
sures required. The transport requirement is easy to identify.
Except for Lesotho, it consists of rehabilitating and protecting
the Nacala, Beira and Maputo (Limpopo line) trade corridors.
Rehabilitating and protecting the Lobito trade corridor is
highly desirable but not essential. In cffect this would reverse
the effects of South Africa's sustained campaign against
SADCC transportation routes by implementing the priority
project in the SATCC program on a selective and accelerated
basis. The problems beyond that are logistical and manageable.
These involve rerouting Botswana traffic, developing onward
transit facilities for petroleum products from Mutare and
Ndola, coordinating traffic flow and route capacity allocations,
adding to rolling stock, locomotive and truck fleets. While
SATS would likely recall loaned equipment, presumably its
return could be denied or phased to allow arrival of replace-
ment units.

Trade problems, apart from labor, turn on transport and
commercial institutions. Alternative sources exist. The basic
problem is getting the goods to and from the landlocked states.
In the special case of electricity, the basic reguirement is three
high tension lines: Cahora Bassa to Maputo; Maputo (or the
Cahora Bassa-Maputo line| to the Swaziland grid; and connect-
ing the Zimbabwe and Botswana grids with a high capacity
link.

To use external trade sources and markets, Botswan4 Swazi
land and Lesotho each needs an independent import/export
house with global information sources and contacts. The practi-
cal way of creating them rapidly would be joint ventures of the
respective development corporations, either with northem trad-
ing houses, including major international trade co-ops such as

the Scandinavian Wholesale Cooperative Federation, or with ex-
isting Zimbabwean extemal trade houses. Similarly, with respect
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to clearing and forwarding joint ventures with non-Renfreight
firms with external contacts are needed along the lines of
Mozambique's joint venture with Agence Maritime Internatio-
nale (AMI of Belgium|. These steps are desirable and would pay

even in narrow cost terms, sanctions or no sanctions.
Reducing the loss of jobs in South Africa requires forward

planning of alternative employment, especially in rural areas.

Numerous public works progrems for afforestation, irrigation,
anti-erosion, water supply, schools and clinics, roads, local
warehouse and community center projects can be undertaken
largely by unskilled and semiskilled labor. The problems are in
identifying programs and their design, determining the require-
ments for skilled personnel, tools and materials, then mobiliz-
ing these and the finance to procure them.

In respect to finance, the "loss" of SACU can be fully offset
by fairly moderate upgrading of existing national customs and
excise services to undertake collection. National import and
excise tariffs must also be instituted, if import flows are main-
tained. Alternative trade finance would need to be mobilized-
possibly from noncommercial sources-to substitute for South
African.

The transition to new transport and trade patterns would
not be instantaneous or problem free. Thus, reserve stocks
would be needed for key goods such as fuel, food, fertilizer and

tools, inputs into manufacturing, spare parts {especially for the
transport sector). These stocks should be built up to 90-
120 day levels in the landlocked southern African states.

Given the present uncertainties in delivery dates, and South
African engineering of shortages to exert pressure, such re-

serves are desirable whether there are sanctions or not.
Lesotho's survival will require international support, includ-

ing an airlift capable of carrying 150,000-50Q000 tons ayear,
depending on whether only petroleum products or all imports
have to be moved. This could be mounted from Maputo to the
new Maseru international airport. The Tanzania/Zambia airlift
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after sanctions were imposed on Rhodesia was technically
more difficult. the problem is one of cost. Similarly, to provide
income for 5Q000-200,000 workers expelled from South Africa
and to sustain the foreign exchange for imports (and therefore
tax revenue| would require major external financial support.

Security aspects of sanctions relate to the fact that, to sur-
vive, SADCC states need operative transport, communication
and energy installations. South African strikes against existing,
rehabilitated or new facilities in the context of sanctions could
be even more devastating than its existing pattern of armed
aggression. Security issues extend well beyond the scope of this
chapter. However, the recent past makes two points clear. First,
sabotage can render many projects key to the political economy
of liberation impossible to implement or nonoperational. Sec-

ond, national and coordinated southern African security opera-
tions, such as those undertaken by Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Tanzania and Malawi can limit the damage done by South
African aggression.

Without improved security, all cost reduction measures and
projects, especially in transport and energy, will be vulnerable
to South African military strikes; but broader regional defense
coordination could substantially reduce the damage of such
strikes, as well as increase. the costs to South Africa in fuel,
personnel and equipment. Further, it is likely that the interpo-
sition of a multinational or northern blocking force (Common-
wealth or Scandinavian) with real damage-infliction capacity
would deter South Africa from carrying out a high-profile strike
program.

A rough estimate of 1987-1990 costs to SADCC states to
prepere for South African retaliations against sanctions is
$6 billion. Of this, about $1.8 billion would be for transport
and energy rehabilitation and development (approximately
one-half funded); $1.5 to $2 billion for enhanced security;
$1.5 billion for employment (labor intensive public works) and
creation of self-employment (agriculture, artisan productionJ

l
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for workers expelled by South Africa; and the balance, trade
loss or diversion costs, plus a Lesotho airlift. However, by 1990,
gains (on transport and. energy cost savings, production by
repatriated workers, increased regional trade) could be in the
$1.25-1.75 billion range and would tend to grow thereafter
while costs decreased.Te

It would be dangerously romantic to assume that, even if
these steps are successful, sanctions against South Africa
would not impose severe costs on Lesotho, Botswana, Zim-
babwe, Swaziland and Zambia. But these steps could reduce
them to bearable levels. Furthermore, almost all of the sanc-
tions cost-reduction measures are part of the political economy
of southern African regional liberation and once completed
would provide substantial gains.

Finally, with the present annual cost of South African aggres-
sion and economic destabilization already running at perhaps

$6 billion a year, and rising, it serves no practical purpose to
talk of the costs to southern Africa of imposing sanctions on
South Africa. The costs of coexisting with apartheid are immea-
surably higher, and the region is already suffering from selec-
tive sanctions imposed by its powerful neighbor. The imposi-
tion of comprehensive international sanctions would mark
another stage in the struggle for regional economic liberation
and, to the extent they succeeded, would further the welfare of
the states and peoples in southern Africa.



10
DESTRUCTIVE
ENCACEMENT
The United States
and South Africa
in the Reagan Era

There is an enormous wisdom in this land, and one
prays it will be granted the necessary time to manifest
itself. . . . The machine gun will guarantee reasonable
time, I think. When you return to America assure your
people that Afrikaners will use their machine guns if
forced to do so. . . . [We canl buy time, probably through
the remainder of this century. But with every moment
gained, more wisdom is gained too. And the day will come
when the bright lads from Stellenbosch and Potchef-
stroom will lead the way in conciliation.

Our Zulu and Xhosa-they're the most patient, won-
derful people on this earth. . . . I think they can wait,
intelligentl; till the sick white man sorts things out.

-|ames Michener, The Covenant
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ln The Covenant, Mrs. Laura Saltwood |ames Michene/s
fictional Anglo-South African liberal who expresses these
hopes, is "banned" by the South African government after a
1979 speech advocating that Africans should learn English, not
Afrikaans, so that they can read "the greatest body of learning
and literature in the world." saltwood's offense is an improbable
one for a "banned" person. And so are the opinions she ex-
pounds to her distant American cousin Philip Saltwood a visit-
ing geologist. Her words would fit more appropriately a South
Africa Foundation executive, or Chester Crocker, who,by 1979,
still an academic, was already sketching out the policies he
would later oversee as President Ronald Reagan's assistant sec-

retary of state for Africa.
Michener's mammoth book, published in 1980 incorporated

wholesale the prevailing historical myths characterizing South
Africa's racial groups. His saga gives the leading role to the
Afrikaners, portrayed as intolerant and racist but far more vivid
as individuals than his black characters or even the Anglo-South
Africans. South AJrican history is depicted as an epic of warring
tribes, the conflicts rooted in the prejudice of the more backward
Afrikaners. But there is still hope:'The Afrikaner politicians I've
met are at least as prudent as the American politicians I know,"
concludes Philip, "I'm going to put my faith in them."r

Under President Reagan, the United States did place its faith
in South Africa's political leaders, relying both on their guns

and their wisdom. Reassuring Pretoria that the two powers

shared a common interest in a Soviet- and Cuban-free stability
in the subcontinent, Washington argued that long-term secu-

rity also required movement toward power sharing at home and
an international settlement in Namibia. With an activist diplo-
macy of "constructive engagement," the United States tried to
persuade South Africa and pressure its African opponents to
arrive at a settlement.

Other Western countries were more skeptical about the
possibility of solutions, but they were willing to let Washing-
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ton take the initiative. No major power took active steps to
disengage itself from Pretoria. By the end of 1984, it was clear
that Western policies had again helped to buy time for the
South African state. South Africa's neighbors, meanwhile the
victims of intensified attack, had lost time for desperately
needed development. Pretoria's steps toward detente in I984
proved tentative at best. Namibia was no closer to freedom. In
South Africa the reform process had produced a new constitu-
tion excluding Africans, which the overwhelming majority of
blacks saw as entrenching a slightly modernized apartheid.

As Reagan's second term began it was increasingly difficult
to maintain even the pretense that US engagement was "con-
structive." Sustained rebellion in South Africa's black town-
ships, beginning in late 1984 and continuing through 1985 into
1985, ignited an unprecedented response abroad, not least in
the United States. Daily demonstrations by the Free South
Africa Movement et the South African embassy in Washington
expressed outrage at US complicity, as well as South African
repression. The drumbeat of publicity sapped the confidence of
foreign bankers and businessmen, who feared both continued
instability and critics at home.

As several Western countries banned new investments in
South Africa, President Reagan was forced by members of his
own perty to accept limited sanctions to head off stronger
action by Congress. The action was only temporarily successful
because in 1986 Congress overrode a presidential veto to im-
pose limited sanctions against South Africa.

Simultaneously, however, both Congress and the administra.
tion were giving in to the far-right campaign to aid South
Africa's Angolan surrogate the National Union for the Total
Independence of Angola {Unita}, thus bolstering Pretoria's re.
gional aggression. Aid to other Frontline states was beset with
crippling congressional restrictions.

This seeming contradiction, penalizing both the apartheid
regime and its regional victims, was deeply rooted in patterns

l
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governing US policy long before the advent of Ronald Reagan

and reflected the diversity of forces in US society affecting
Africa policy.

THE POLICY CONTEXT

The faith the Reagan administration placed in Pretoria was

not an original invention. Analyzing policies by contrasting

those of one US administration with those of enother pays insuf-

ficient attention to the tendencies, policy lines and coalitions
that persist from the term of one president to the next. There is a

continuity in policy, which sets parameters and limits signifi
cant new directions. Serious sanctions against South Africa, on

the one hand and open proclamation of support for the apartheid

regime, on the other, are ruled out of the policy debate in ad-

vance. Within any one period policy is not totally unified-the
State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIAI, the

White House and other executive branches, Congress, transne-

tional corporations and private pressure groups, each has differ-

ent emphases and separate effects on policy.z

The difference lies in the balance of emphasis within each

administration. This in turn depends both on its internal politi
cal base and on the changing obiective reality in southern
Africa. Since 1960, the dominant tendency in US policy, under
both Democratic and Republican administrations, has been

conservative Realpolitik or pragmatism, which subordinates
most foreign policy issues to preserving US world leadership

vis-l-vis the Soviet Union and the more general threat of social
revolution. The most common corollary is that the United
States should stick with familiar allies, even if they are colonial
powers, white-settler regimes, or right-wing dictatorships. Ad'
justments to rising nationalism or concern with racism or

human rights are, from this perspective, sentimental distrac-

tions from the real business of defending US interests.
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With respect to southern Africa, the most explicit formula-
tion of this perspective was in the Nixon-Kissinger National
Security Study Memorandum of 1969, which postulated that
the white regimes were destined to stay in power and control
the pace of change.3 In practice, this assumption dominated
policy both before and after 1969, until it was rudely chal-
lenged by the fall of Portuguese colonialism. Even then, it
remained the operating assumption when dealing with South
Africa.

The dominance of this assumption, in Democratic as well as

Republican administrations, is reflected above all in consistent
US opposition to substantive sanctions against Pretoria. Even
the arms embargoes adopted by Presidents Kennedy in 1963
and Carter in 1977 were primarily symbolic and hedged with
qualifications. They also left Pretoria's economic lifeline to the
West-and trhus the basis of its military power-intact.

What did distinguish Democratic administrations was their
relative openness to the variant theme of "establishment liber-
alism." This perspective can be summarized in the theses that
adjustment to "moderate" nationalism is the best bulwark
against radicalism and Soviet-bloc expansion; that the United
States must be flexible and undogmatic in analyzing Third
World developments; and that there must be some effort to
identify with Third World aspirations. Democratic sensitivity
to African opinion and greater willingness to take symbolie
steps that would offend Pretoria were heightened by the need to
pay attention to black opinion and human rights sentiment at
home.

Yet the more liberal variant of Africa policy held only a

marginal position within the foreign policy mainstream.It had
most influence in the opening years of the Kennedy and Carter
administrations, which coincided with the periods of uncer-
tainty following the massacres at Sharpeville in l95l and
Soweto in 1975. But in each case idealism lost its bloom, reform
becoming less urgent as the white regimes in the early 1950s,
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and South Africa again after Soweto in the late 1970s, reestab'
lished "stability." The Carter administration did persist with
negotiations on Zimbabwe and Namibia, but these rested on
the premise of cooperation with South Africa. Reform in South
Africa, officials argued, could be encouraged by the progressive

involvement of Western capital, under such reformist codes as

those for factory workers advocated by the Reverend Leon

Sullivan, a black American clergyman.
For Democrats as well as Republicans, moreover, the com-

mon axiom of anticommunism and de facto ties with South
Africa paved the way for regional intervention, which had the
effect of buying time for Pretoria. In the 1950s, the Republican
Eisenhower administration made the strategic decision to elim-
inate Patrice Lumumba in the Congo lTairel for fear that his
nonaligned stance might give advantages to the Soviet Union.
But Eisenhower's Democratic successors also gave priority to
securing a pro-Western Congo over advancing the demise of
white minority rule to the south. As an Africa Bureau memo
during the fohnson administration puts it, "The need to prevent
a major Communist success ranks above almost every other
consideration."a The maxim was well illustrated by US coopera-

tion, albeit embarrassed, with white mercenaries in repressing

the 1954 Congo rebellions.
A decade later, the second act of direct US intervention in

the region was played out in Angol4 again on the initiative of a
Republican administration. The United States joined South
Africa in trying to block the People's Movement for the Libera-

tion of Angola (MPLAI from power. This was defeated when
Cuban troops came to the aid of the MPLA and the US Congress
barred further CIA involvement. A crucial factor in this differ-
ent outcome, was the greater strength of anti-interventionist
and pro-African sentiment in the United States, stemming both
from the Veitnam War experience and from the growing influ:
ence of blacks among Democrats in Congress. But the legisla-
tive check to US intervention was an exceptional event. The
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cold war mainstream, among Democrats as well as Republi
cans, saw Angola primarily as a case of Soviet-Cuban gains
against the United States rather than in the context of African
liberation and South African invasion.

In the aftermath of Angola and Soweto, anti-apartheid senti
ment in the United States continued to gro\ry, with solidarity
groups supporting Zimbabwe, the divestment movement blos-
soming in universities, churches and local governments, and
the formation of the national black lobby, TransAfrica. In Con-
gress, both the Black Caucus and the House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Africa became more prominent loci of exper-
tise on and sympathy with African concerns. But such views
had little direct influence on foreign policy. As the Carter
administration finished out its term, old cold war priorities
were already being revived, supplanting greater sensitivity to
African opinion.

US policy makers with a more liberal bent could congratu-
late themselves on Zimbabwe's successful transition to inde-
pendence. Against strong pressure from the right to endorse the
internal settlement of lan Smith and Abel Muzorewa, a waver-
ing US administration and British realists had listened to Afri-
can insistence that the guerrilla leadership could not be ex-
cluded from power. Pro-African lobby groups and congressional
liberals helped prevent the premature lifting of sanctions. In
the end a classic British decolonization scenario had been
played out, ending the guerrilla war and the prolonged interna-
tional legal crisis. With vigorous diplomacy, the West had
provided the framework for a broad-based setttrement, pressur-
ing black guerrilla movements to compromise and reassuring
whites that their essential interests could be preserved. Mu-
gabe's victory smashed the expectation that "moderate" Afri-
cans chosen by whites could win a free election against guer-
rilla liberators, despite South African subsidies and the
sympathy of an interim administration. Yet the new govem-
ment was ready to cooperate with the West.
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There was even some indication that leading circles in the
United States might apply a liberal reading of the Zimbabwean
outcome to South Africa. If violence comparable to that in
Rhodesia (Zimbabwe| should engulf the South African hear-

tland, the results would be unpredictable, greater international
involvement inescapable. The United States, with its assumed
global responsibility and history of racial conflict, was particu-
larly concerned. "The formulation of new approaches to the
problem is urgent," said an influential US government report in
early 1981, adding that violence could intensify and spread.
"Time is running out," it warned.s

The report Time Running Out was the most visible result of
"establishment-liberal" efforts to find an appropriate US re-

sponse. The Study Commission on US Policy toward Southern
Africa, sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation and chaired by
Ford Foundation head, Franklin Thomas, had begun its work in
early 1979 with a budget of over $2 million. As the Rhodesian
drama moved to its climax, the commissioners undertook an

elaborate process of study and consultation on the crisis in
South Africa.

In spite of the urgency of its title, this report issued two
years later went only slightly beyond the policies of the early
Kennedy or early Carter years. Moreover, it came when Wash-
ington opinion was moving in the opposite direction, against
expanding symbolic disengagement from the white-ruled re-
gime. Its conclusions were destined to serve less as a guide to
government policy than as a marker of the leftward limits of
respectable opinion.

Strikingly, the commissioners made no recommendations
regarding Namibia or South Africa's role in attacking Angola
and backing Unita guerrillas there. Avoiding these controver-
sial topics, they proposed the general regional goal of aiding
economic development in black states. In South Africa, the
commisioners concluded that white minority rule was doomed
and affirmed the need for "genuine power sharing" preferably
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achieved with a minimum of violence. Allying the United
States with such constructive change could minimize growth of
communist influence and the prospect of all-out civil war, they
argued.

The commissioners reiected sanctions such as trade embar-
goes or divestment, while acknowledging that these eventually
might be needed. Instead they recommended far more limited
actions. The US government should broaden expoft restrictions
on arms and nuclear technology, continue strong publ'ic con-

demnation of apartheid expand contact with blacks and aid for
black organizations within South Afric4 and prepare for possi-

ble cutoffs of minerals from the area. US firms should refrain
voluntarily from new investment and abide by the Sullivan
principles.

Even measures such as voluntary restrictions on new invest-
ment were seen as daring in the context of mainstream opinion
among US leaders. Opinion polls indicated that public opinion
might have been willing to go further; however, e survey among

members of the elite Council on Foreign Relations showed no
significant support "for any action that might bring effective
sanctions in any forms against South Nrica."6

As the commissioners recognized the military threat facing
South Africa was far from that which had defeated Ian Smith in
Rhodesia {Zimbabwe}. New student demonstrations and strikes
in 1980 marked the most intense resistance activity since 1977.

The African National Congress (ANCI of South Africa carried
out its most dramatic sabotage attack to date, inflicting some

$8 million damage at the SASOT coal-to-oil plant. In Namibia,
South Africa had failed to eliminate the guerrilla capacity of
the South West A-frica People's Organization {Swapo}, in spite of
repeated claims to have destroyed their base camps in Angola.
But there wes no immediate challenge to South African control.
Time had not yet run out.

Without the expectation of an imminent collapse of South
African authority, the liberal call to adiust to a future of maior-
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ity rule was easily drowned out by the clarion calls of anticom-
munism. The caution of the post-Vietnam War era had limited
staying power in the US political arena; and Africa policy was
inevitably affected by the resurgence of cold war perspectives.

This trend was already in evidence under the Carter admin-
istration, where National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
rivalled his predecessor, Henry Kissinger, in willingness to give
priority to superpower competition over other issues. A strik-
ing indicator of the rising influence of this perspective in Afri
can matters came in May 1978, when Brzezinski hinted that the
United States should restore aid to Unita and Carter denounced
Cuba as responsible for the uprising inZafue's Shaba province.
Simultaneously, a South African raid killing hundreds of Nami-
bian refugees at Kassinga went without effective US rebuke.
The message was clear-in the US policy context, the Cuban
"threat" to Africa far outweighed the threat from South Africa.
US negotiators gained South African agreement to the principle
of independence for Namibia, but Washington was unwilling to
exert similar pressure to implement the plan.

More generally, events far removed from southern Africa-
in the Horn, Afghanistan, Iran and Central America-were all
by 1980 pressed into service to portray the need for the United
States to stand up against the threat of Soviet-backed world
revolution. Reagan's election both reflected and reinforced this
trend.

In the Carter administration, the cold warriors had to pay
some attention to more cautious or pro-African constituencies
in the administration, in the Democratic party and among the
public. In Reagan's Washington, however, such voices were
excluded from the internal policy debate. The "regionalists,"
the human rights advocates, the moderates advising recogni-
tion of the limits of US power, lost the fragile beachhead they
had held during the Carter administration. Instead, the right
wing contended with the extreme right wing for influence in
the halls of executive power, while radical, liberal and even
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centrist forces could only build counterweights and check the
tilt from the outside. The Reaganauts were riding a rising wave

to the right, their only question how far and how recklessly to
ride it.

THE REACANAUT LINEUP

Most accounts of Reagan-era Africa policy have focussed on
the ideas of Assistant Secretary of State Crocker. As important
and skilled at bureaucratic survival as Crocker has been, this
emphasis is misleading. In previous administrations, the Africa
Bureau generally held a perspective more accommodating to
African interests than other power centers within the govern-

ment. Although its political spectrum was shifted considerably
to the right, the Reagan administration was no exception to
this general rule-its ideological center of gravity has been to
Crockels right.

Reagan himself provided the best characterization of his
own regime when he foked in mid-1981, "sometimes my right
hand doesn't know what my far right hand is doing."z 15.
Africa Bureau's Realpolitik evolved within the context of more
extreme views. The right hand acc,ommodated itself to the far
righg seeking to achieve what was realistic in the goals they
shared.

The internal balance between right and far right was affected
by a variety of factors-the stances taken by different individu-
als within the administration, the weight of public and congres-

sional pressure on the left or on the right, and the obiective
constraints of events overseas. Although the media's rough
categorization of Reagen's men as "ideologues" and "pragma-

tists" was generally a useful guide, individuals could and did
shift their positions. In comparison to Central American policy,
where the far-right campaign to overthrow the Nicaraguan gov'
ernment clearly dominated any tendency toward detente or

I

ti
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negotiation, the Africa Bureau gained greater protection for its
professedly conciliatory strategy. Compromise was more possi-
ble in the case of Mozambique, for example, than in Angola
which was already a potent symbol for the far right.

Even at the height of diplomatic conciliation, in 1983-84, the
purportedly "evenhanded" constructive engagement still tilted
decisively toward Pretoria. But the shifting balance between
pragmatist and ideologue did affect the nuances and timing of
policy. And the results deviated sufficiently from the ideologues'
hopes that they repeatedly attacked the State Department's will-
ingness to "conciliate communists" in southem A.frica.

The heart of the extremist approach was a virtually exclu-
sive emphasis on the need to combat revolution and Soviet
expansion, combined with lack of embarrassment at alignment
with South Africa. The settlement in Zimbabwe was seen as a
victory for "Marxist terrorists," in spite of Mugabe's postinde-
pendence moderation and cool relationship with the Soviet
Union. The United States, it was asserted, should back efforts
to roll back guerrilla victories and install pro-Western govern-
ments in Mozambique and especially in Angola, a special target
because of Cuban troops there and the memory in the policy
community of US defeat.

President Reagan's instinctive sympathies lay with this glo-
balist ideology he had preached for years. "All he knows about
southern Africa," one of his own officials privately commented,
"is that he is on the side of the whites."8 He might have added,
without fear of contradiction, "and against the Cubans." The
hardline perspective, benefitting from its correspondence to
the president's world view, had significant support within the
Republican party. Lobbyists for South Africa, such as Donald de
Kieffer and fohn Sears, were well connected in the Reagan
camp.e Senator |esse Helms was only the most prominent of its
advocates among Senate Republicans.

Within the administration, "neoconservative" feane Kirkpa-
trick at the US mission to the United Nations {UN} preached
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opposition to the Soviet Union and Third World revolution as

fervently as any pure-bred rightist. ln a 1979 Commentary
article that impressed President Reagan and led to her appoint-

ment, she argued that rightist "authoritarian" regimes, what'
ever their faults, were natural allies of the United States and

potentially reformable. Leftist "totalitarian" regimes and move'

ments, however, were irredeemable.to
Another advocate of giving priority to enticommunist

causes was William f. Casey, director of the CIA.rr Casey, one of
the founders of the CIA, had been a tax lawyer, head of Nixon's
Securities and Exchange Commission, and a founder of the
National Strategy Information Center, a right-wing think tank
in New York. Casey took over as Reagan's campaign manager

for the last six months preceding the 1980 election and re'

tained close ties to the president. In his confirmation testi-
mony he spoke of the necessity of "unleashing the ability of the
organization to initiate and carry out its obiectives," and during
his tenure the pace of covert operations quickened, despite the
caution of some experienced CIA professionals. According to
Leslie Gelb, writing in the New York Times of I I fune 1984,

covert operations had increased fivefold since 1980, to an ongo-

ing total of 50. About half were in Central Americq "with a

large percentage in Africa as well." Casey repeatedly argued for
giving increased support to Unita in Angola.

At the State Department, the abrasive and forceful Alex'
ander Haig initially filled the top post. The general, who had

served as deputy to Kissinger, White House chief of staff during
Nixon's final days, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(Natol Supreme Commander, held views well positioned be'

tween right and far right. Several of his appointments, includ-
ing Crocker, disappointed right-wing ideologues.

In many respects, however, Haig faithfully hewed to the
extremist line, earning the praise of neoconservative pundit
Norman Podhoretz.r2 Haig spoke of "going to the source" in
Cuba to stop revolutionary ferment in Central America. In
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1979, while serving as president of United Technologies Corpo-
ration, he had testified ro the House Subcommittee on Mining
echoing a favorite south African theme. The enormous mineral
wealth of southern Africa, he said was threatened by a ,,re-

source wa1' fostered by "soviet proxy activity in the Third
World."r3 The "loss" of southern A-frica "could bring the severest
consequences to the economic and security framework of the
Third World." His racist insensitivity was well illustrated by
his habit, in Nixon's National Security Council (NSC) staff
meetings, of playfully beating the table like a jungle drum
whenever African topics were discussed.

Reagan campaign adviser Richard Allen, considered an asset
by the far righg started out at the NSC. One of the founders of
the conservative Georgetown University center for strategic
and International Studies in Washington, D.C., elen had
served a short stint in the Nixon White House, where Kissinger
reportedly regarded him as a member of the ,,sandbox 

right.,,
Frcm 1972 to 1974 Allen served as a foreign agenr for the
Overseas Companies of portugal, trying to improve the image
of Portuguese colonialism in Washington.ra He resigned from
the NSC under a cloud of suspicion over financial dialings in
|anuary 1982, becoming a Distinguished Fellow at the far-right
Heritage Foundation in Washington. But he was present during
the crucial first year, which set the tone of US hostility to*.rd
black Africa. Allen's Africa aide, Fred Wettering who had
served as CIA station chief in Mozambique in 1975-1977 and
was a leading advocate of a hostile US approach to Mamist
regimes, continued to hold the NSC Arrica post until late 19g4.

Allen was replaced ar the NSC by William F. Clark, one of
Reagan's California cronies, who admitted he had no knowl-
edge of foreign policy before he was appointed as under secre-
tary of state in l98l.t5 Clark shared the president,s hardline
instincts. since he was a forceful advocate of increased military
intervention in central America and of a posture of increased
"strength" toward the Soviet Union, Clark's high position reas-
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sured ideologues who feared the influence of "moderates" on

the White House staff.
George Shultz's appointment as secretary of state in mid-

1982 and Clark's replacement by Robert McFarlane at the NSC

the followin g ye^r established a somewhat more favorable cli
mate for more pragmatic right-wing views, already established

in the State Department's Africa Bureau.r5 Sharing the obfec-

tives of global counterrevolution, these practitioners of Realpo-

litik argued that a successful US policy had to take into ac-

count the limits posed by real conditions in southern Africa,

using the carrot as well as the stick with left'wing regimes.

Keeping an anxious watch over their right shoulders, the Africa

Bureau pragmatists managed to win administration tolerance,

if not always enthusiastic backing for negotiations.

Crocker, the strategy's chief spokesman, had directed'Afri-
can Studies at Georgetown University's Center for Strategic

and International Studies from 1976 to 1981. He had written
prolifically about US foreign policy in Africa, offering what he

billed as a hardheaded alternetive to the "romantic illusion" of

Carter's "regionalist" policies.rz US policy, he argued should

take account of both the Soviet threat and local realities, and

"raise the price of Soviet involvement in both regional and

global terms."
Although he had supported the white'dominated internal

settlement regime in Rhodesia and criticized the liberal realists

in the US government who had persisted in negotiations,

Crocker was willing to see hope for good US relations with the

new government in Zimbabwe' Not only were the election

victors committed to "moderation," but the dominant Zim'
babwe African National Union {Zanul had no debts to the

Soviet Union, which had backed the rival Zimbabwe African

People's Union (Zapu). Perhaps the West could take advantage

of the new situation.
The British success in aiding Rhodesia's transition to inde-

pendence, moreover, might provide a model for Namibia' Brit'

l

I
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ain had played a dominant role as mediator, using its acknowl-
edged bias against the guerrillas as leverage on both sides.rs The
British pressured Zanu and Zapu. by threatening to accept a
settlement excluding them and encouraged South African and
Rhodesian whites to make concessions by supporting them on
particular issues. A conservative US administration with a suf-
ficiently active diplomacy might assume a similar role in defus-
ing the continuing war on the Namibian-Angolan front. The
United States could deliver an independent Namibia to Africa
while reassuring south Africa that it could retain its regional
influence. As a special bonus for both South Africa and the
United States, Angola could be induced to send the Cubans
home. Southern Africa could again become a "soviet-fre e,, zone.

The focus on getting the Cubans out of Angola is in part
explained by Crocker's need to appease the ideological cold
warriors. After all, Senator fesse Helms held up Crocker,s ap-
pointment until August 1981, bombarding him with questions
testing his willingness to uphold the anticommunist cause.
Protecting himself against Helms and keeping the support of
the president required repeated reaffirmations of anticommu-
nist shibboleths.

But the tilt to South Africa in the Crocker strategy was not
merely an internal Washington ploy. It also expressed the in-
stinctive sympathies and underlying strategic assumptions of
the so-called moderates themselves. Although Crocker had a
reputation as an Africanist scholar, one can search his writings
in vain for either sympathy or detailed knowledge of any part of
the continent save white South Africa.

Crocker shared the view-common to the right and far
right-that the Cubans and the Soviets were the,destabilizing,,
factors in the subcontinent. The instability following the t9i
coup in Portugal had led to increased non-African involvement,
he commented in a 1979 article, at the same time noting ,,a

broad decline in European willingness to support African sta-
bility."r Western European involvement, including portuguese
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colonialism, apparently did not count as non-African involve-
ment, which could only be Cuban or Soviet. Africans might see

gains in the end of the colonialist era, but Crocker, in contrast,
revealingly remarked in November 1982 that the maior purpose

of "constructive engagement" was "to reverse the decline in
security and stability of southern Africa which has been under
way now since the early and mid-1970s."20

The slogan "constructive engagement" had already entered

the South African debate in reference to the role of foreign
investment. Merle Lipton, of Britain's establishment think tank
Chatham House, had argued in I97 6 that industrialization was

improving the situation of South African blacks and that spe'

cific reforms by foreign companies could accelerate the process.

Crocker's version put the emphasis on political action, explic-
itly putting his faith in the verligte {enlightened) politicians.

US political scientist Samuel Huntington, infamous for his
diagnosis of an "excess of democracy" in Western societies, put
the thesis to the South African Political Science Association in
1981, citing South Africa's need for skillful and authoritarian
leadership to implement reform and avoid revolution. Effective

repression, he noted, might contribute to the "relatively happy

outcome" of a "quadri-racial polity" in which each ethnic group

had a share of power/ without the drastic consequences of a

nonracial franchise.2r
In South Africa, Crocker argued, the United States should

encourage "white-led change." The South A-frican government,

controlled by Afrikaner reformers, deserved encouragement
and reassurance. It needed protection from the threat of vio'
lence and Soviet intervention, so it could make changes with-
out fear of losing control. If the United States made clear that it
shared those goals, Crocker argued repeatedly, then South Afri
ca's white oligarchy could be persuaded to make concessions

that would enhance the long-term stability of its position and

win greater international acceptability. The militarily inferior
Africans would iust have to wait, be ready to make concessions
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when necessary and recognize that the US diplomatic initiative
was "the only game in town."

Crocker took the diplomatic task seriously, aided after April
1982 by Frank Wisner as his deputy who, unlike Crocker, won
respect from African diplomats for his low-key professional
stance.22 But not even the most persistent diplomacy could
counter the flawed assumption that stability could come from
tilting to Pretoria. South Africa's position was fundamentally
different from that of white Rhodesia.

The settlement in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), the advocates of
"constructive engagement" seemed to forget, came only after
the Smith regime was decisively weakened by international
sanctions and guerrilla warfare. Sanctions imposed to date on
South Africa were far weaker than those inconsistently en-
forced against Rhodesia. And while guerrilla warfare was per-
sistent to Namibia and beginning in South Africa, it was not yet
a serious drain on South African resources. Without changes in
these basic factors, no settlements were on the horizon.

The advocates of "constructive engagement" might urge
moderation on South A-frica's rulers. But their own strategic
decision in favor of closer ties, together with the administatra-
tion's overall stance further to the right, sent a clear signal to
South Africa that there would be no penalty for intransigence.
Washington bolstered Pretoria's capacity to delay at home and
intervene abroad emboldening the hawks and postponing the
day of reckoning.

TILTING TO PRETORIA

Only days after Reagan's inauguration, the South African re-
gime launched its largest raid to date on Mozambique, killing
12 people in the capital city. The raid, following a speech by
Secretary of State Haig condemning "rampant international ter-
rorism," was fustified by the South Africans as an attack on
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"terrorist bases" of the banned ANC. Throughout Africa the
action was seen as a dramatic symbol of the new Washington
team's support for the apartheid regime, an impression that was

to be repeatedly confirmed.
"Let this be the new beginning of mutual trust and confi

dence between the United States and South Africa, old friends,

like Minister Botha, who are getting together again." The spe-

cific reference, from Under Secretary of State Clark's toast to
Foreign Minister Roelof "Pik" Botha in May 1981, was to Bo-

tha's experience as ambassador to Washington from I975-1977.
But the theme of mutual confidence pointed to the future.
South Africa's leaders, Crocker had written in a "Scope Paper"

for the May meetings in Washington, "are deeply suspicious of
us, of our will, from the 1975-76 experience and the Carter
period."za

In Crocker's view, the first step was to convince South Africa
that the United States shared the same regional obiectives. The
"top US priority," Crocker had told the South Africans in April
in Pretoria, "is to stop Soviet encroachment in Africa." Accord-

ing to the May "Scope Paper," the new relationship with South

Africa "should be based upon our shared hopes for the future
prosperity, security and stability of southern Africa, construc-
tive internal change within South Africa and our shared percep-

tion of the role of the Soviet Union and its surrogates in
thwarting those goals."

Crocker advised the secretary of state to tell the South Afri
cans that "we cannot afford to give you a blank check region'
ally." Perhaps the check was not entirely blank. But Pretoria

could count both on Washington's explicit desire to reestablish
"confidence" and on the unspoken awareness that beyond

Crocker, who was still not confirmed for office, were forces

even more sympathetic to South Africa. This left room for quite

a substantial overdraft. Small-print reminders that it would be

nice to reach a settlement in Namibia could be postponed for
later payment.
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Pretoria's "total strategy" had, by early 1981, suffered set-
backs at the regional level. The key to the stretegy in 1978 and
1979 had been building a "constellation of states" under South
African leadership, making it possible to rely primarily on
economic and political influence rather than direct military
power. But this depended on a favorable political outcome in
Zimbabwe, an expectation punctured by Mugabe's landslide
election victory announced on 4 March 1980. One month later
on I April, the official launching of the Southern African Del
velopment Coordination Conference {SADCC}, a grouping of
independent African states in the region, put an end to the idea
of a formal Pretoria-centered constellation.

As the Botha regime intensified military intervention
against its neighbors, the signals from Washington blinked
bright green. The attack on Mozambique in |anuary did not
result in a rebuke from Washington; instead Pretoria watched
as US-Mozambican relations deteriorated. In March the Mo-
zambican government expelled several US diplomats, charging
they had been part of a CIA intelligence network that had
targetted the government, as well as South African exiles.
Washington retaliated by cutting off food assistance.

Mozambique's action came only one day after President Rea-
gan had strongly endorsed friendship with South Africa on
nationwide television. In response to a question from broadcas-
ter Walter Cronkite, the president rhetorically declaimed: "Can
we abandon a country that has stood by us in every war we've
ever fought, a country that is strategically essential to the free
world?" Praising the remark, the South African Broadcasting
Corporation noted that the US president had "disposed of the
ambiguity and the veiled hostility which in recent years have
characterized Washington's approach to this country."24

Two weeks later, five high-ranking military officers visited
the United States at the invitation of a private far-right organ!
zation, the American Security Council, meeting with NSC and
Defense Department officials, as well as with UN Ambassador
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Kirkpatrick. The State Department was reportedly "taken by

surprise."
Such incidents in early l98l might be interpreted simply as

signs of inchoate policy: Crocker was still unconfirmed, a pol-

icy review on southern Africa was begun but not completed,

and the stance toward Angola was being contested from all
sides. But South African actions soon provided a litmus test for
the new administration.

In 1981, the pace of military action in the "operational zone" of

southern Angola intensified, culminating in mid'August in the

largest penetration of Angolan territory since 1976. Operation
Prote4 with a force of 11,000 men, went beyond the periodic

raids of previous years to occupy much of Cunene province'

Official US reaction, billed as "evenhanded," echoed South
Africa's justifications of its action. Deploring "escalation of
violence in southern Africa regardless of its source," Secretary

of State Haig reminded a press conference of the threat of
Cuban forces, Soviet advisers and Soviet arms. These arms, he

added, had "been used to refurbish Swapo elements that move

back and forth freely across that frontier and inflict bloodshed

and terrorism upon the innocent noncombatant inhabitants of
Namibia."25

The following week the United States, breaking with its
European allies, vetoed a UN Security Council resolution con-

demning the South African invasion, opposing even the verbal

condemnation approved on a similar occasion in 1980. Crocker,
in a maior policy speech two days before the UN veto, said the
United States "should sustain those who would resist the siren

call of violence and the blandishments of Moscow and its
clients."26

Implying that the South African action should be seen as

defensive, he blamed the Warsaw Pact for suppofting guerrillas

in Namibia and South Africa and noted that South Africa "has

clearly signalled its determination to resist guerrilla encroach-

ments and strike at countries giving sanctuary."
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Crocker regarded limited South African concessions as a
rational strategy to insure greater stability. So advising Preto-
riq US policy makers also sought to decrease the cost of mak-
ing ioncessions by promising concomitant gains: closer US ties
and the ouster of "soviet surrogates." Closer ties were proffered
in advance, however, and the prospect that the Soviet-sup-
ported Cuban presence in Angola could be removed by Wa-
shington's. negotiating strategy was remote. Therefore the cost
to South Africa of not making concessions and of escalating its
military response was reduced. US pressure for "internal re-
form" receded into near invisibility. On the Namibian question,
which dominated the diplomatic picture, the United States
could not deliver a Cuban withdrawal and a Swapo sufficiently
emasculated to cajole Pretoria into a settlement.

Most importantly, raising the costs for South African intran-
sigence, by using pressures to make the continued stalemate or
escalation less attractive, was ruled out in advance. This option
was excluded not only on the premise that South Africa as the
dominant regional power must be placated, but also because it
might conflict with the priority goal of attacking the Cuban
presence. Even if the State Department were willing to compro-
mise, Reagan's ideological supporters would certainly obfect.
Whatever South Africa's leaders did, they could be confident
that Washington would not impose penalties.

Crocker might have thought he could convince the Angolan
government to accept linking Cuban troop withdrawal to Nam-
ibian independence, promising as incentives peace and im-
proved economic ties, while working on the language of an
agreement acceptable to Angola. At a simple empirical level,
"linkage" was obvious and accepted by all parties. Angola and
Cuba had long taken the position that the troops would leave
once the threat from South Africa was removed.

But the meaning of "linkage" depended entirely on context
and timing. To accept a formal linkage between the two issues
was to put Namibian independence-a cause with virtually
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universal international and legal legitimacy-on the same level

with Angola's sovereign decisions on self-defense against South

Africa, For African and most international opinion, the Cuban
presence as defense against South Africa was at least as legiti-
mate as that of US troops in Western Europe. The "sphere of

influence" concepts of Washington or Pretoria, a "Monroe doc-

trine" for southern Africa, could not be conceded legitimacy.

Such issues might be finessed by diplomatic wording, but the

United States repeatedly reinforced Angolan doubts on the

central issue of security. If, in fact, Cuban troops were to be

withdrawn, while South A-frica still occupied Namibia and

maintained its support for Unita guerrilla actions, what assu-

rance could Angola have that its enemies would not try to
move in for the kill? This question would remain even if direct

South African attacks on Angola were suspended. Angolan
acceptance, therefore, depended on building confidence that
South Africa was ready to accept an independent Namibia not

under its military influence or that the United States would
compel South Africa to accept such an errangement.

In |une 1981, Under Secretary of State Clark pledged to the

South Africans that the United States would ensure that Cuban

troops left Angola, so that South Africa might feel secure

enough to accept a Namibia settlement. lnstead of pressuring

South Africa to leave Namibia so the Cubans could leave An-
gola, the United States stressed the reverse sequence, giving

South Africa a ready-made excuse for delay.

The United States also disqualified itself as a credible media'

tor by favoring Unita. Although this fell short of the full'scale
support the far right demanded, it sufficed to raise suspicions in
Luanda that Washington, as well as Pretoria, sought the down-

fall of the Angolan government.
Candidate Reagan had said he would provide Unita's forces

with weapons, "to free themselves from the rule of an outside

power, which is the Cubans and East Germans."zz But in 1981,

the administration failed to repeal the Clark amendment, in
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spite of a 66 to 29 repeal vote in the Senate. The measure was
blocked by strong opposition within the Democratic-controlled
House Foreign Affairs Committee and lobbying by US compa-
nies, as well as Africa-related groups in Washington.

One major reason for caution was the fact that US compa-
nies, including the giant Gulf Oil Corporarion, had invest-
ments in Angola. These companies regarded the Angolan gov-
ernment as a trustworthy "businesslike" partner and were
skeptical about efforts at destabilization. With good working
relationships in Angola, they could hardly be expected to sacri-
fice profits to satisfy right-wing ideologues in the White House
or Senate.

Even some voices close to the South African security estab-
lishment warned against going too far in Angola. Mike Hough,
director of the Institute of Strategic Studies in Pretoria, noted
that aid to Unita would inqrease Soviet and Cuban involve-
ment. Support "massive" enough to bring |onas Savimbi to
power, he added, would mean the United States would "have to
prop him up as they did the government in South Vietnam."28

Crocker's diplomatic strategy also imposed some caution. If
US intervention grew too blatang it could further antagonize
African countries and upset European allies with investments in
Angola. The Soviet Union might well match the new aid. And if
Luanda felt Washington would stop short of nothing but its
overthrow, negotiations would be beside the point. Still Crocker
endorsed political support for Unita and tried to use the threat of
escalation to pressure Luanda into accepting "linkage."

Savimbi arrived in Washington for a visit in December 1981.
The same month Crocker met Angolan Foreign Minister Paulo

|orge in Paris, lecturing him on the need to brign Savimbi into
the government and dismissing Angolan concerns about de-
fense against South Africa.2e Suspicions repeatedly surfaced
that the United States was violating the spirit if not the letter
of the Clark amendment, through CIA encouragement of Unita
backers such as Israel, Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Zeire. ln
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fanuary 1982 Savimbi told journalists in Morocco, "A great
country like the United States has other channels. . . . The
Clark Amendment means nothing."ao

The Washington tilt to Pretoria was not only visible on the
Namibian-Angolan front. Observers noted resumption of pre-
vious staffing levels for military attachds, attendance by two
South African military officers at a US Coast Guard air and sea

rescue mission, and visas issued for October visits for two
South African Police (SAPI generals. These measures, com-
mented a State Department official in November 1981, were
altering the "intangible atmosphere" of bilateral relations with
South Africa. The critics were wrong in seeing such moves as

"tangible carrots," he added.3t

More substantial "carrots" were on the way, however. First
the sluice gate was opened wider for strategic exports, allowing
small exceptions to flow through such as airport security
equipment. Revised export regulations in 1982 lifted the ban
on sale of nonmilitary items to the South African military and
police. Licenses were issued for export of two powerful compu-
ters to the government's Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research.

So lax were the controls that they were, ironically, used as

cover for diversion of equipment to the Soviet Union. Two
shipments of components for a Digital Yax Il/782 system were
intercepted by US customs officials in Sweden and Federal
Republic of Germany in November 1983. Routinely approved
for export to South Africq the computer became a "serious
security concern" when discovered en route to the Soviet
Union.32

In general, security-related trade with South Africa increased
significantly. Trade in computers, for example, was running at
more than twice the $78 million annual averege of the three
years after the Carter administration imposed its 1977 controls.
Commerce Department license approvals for security-related
exports totalled $547 million in 1981, almost as much as the

I
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$577 million for the three previous years combined. In 1982,
with all but the most sensitive items excluded from licensing
requirements, approvals under license amounted to $585 mil-
lion. Sales under separete munitions list regulations also rose
sharply.33 Restrictions on nuclear-related exports were also loo-
sened, despite a continuing clispute over Pretoria's failure to
agree to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NpTl.

Equally welcome in Pretoria were US efforts to assuage
South Africa's growing economic woes. Gold fell from an aver-
age price of some $613 per ounce in 1980 to $460 per ounce in
l98l and $350 per ounce in mid-1982. The balance of payments
on current account dipped to a $4 billion deficit in 1981, forc-
ing an accelerated turn to international capital markets. By
mid-1982 financial analysts were speculating that pretoria
would again turn to special International Monetary Fund (IMF|
credits. In November the IMF approved a $l.l billion credit
facility. The congressional Black Caucus had appealed to the
Reagan administration to vote against the loan, but the United
States enthusiastically endorsed the South African application,
deciding the issue with its 20 percent share of the vote. The
allocation was comparable to the increase in South Africa's
military expenditures from 1980 to 1982.34

The IMF loan was accompanied by a sharp rise in US bank
lending. In the l8 months from [anuary l98I through fune
1982, US bank loans outstanding to South Africa increased by
some 245 percent. The total reached $3.7 billion in 1982 and
$4.5 billion in 1983. Over the same period, US direct invest-
ment declined slightly, from $2.5 billion to $2.3 billion, reflect-
ing the generally difficult circumstances of the South African
economy.3s The inflow of loan capital, however, was a sign that
South Africa could count on its Western economic backers in
time of need.

Thus, midway through Reagan's first term, the primary effect
of "constructive engagement" had been to encourage South
Africa in its more aggressive regional policy. By 1983, however,
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it became harder to postpone counting the costs. In Pretoria's
national security establishment some argued that it would be

better to accept objectives more limited than the overthrow or
constant destabilization of hostile regimes, to explore a modus
vivendi that might cut war costs and win international credit
for moderation.

In Washington there was increasing criticism of "construc-

tive engagement" by Congress and others. Even among the
policy's supporters there was recognition that the tilt might
have gone too far, undercutting the spirit of compromise it was

supposed to foster. Not least important, Western European
governments were increasingly concerned at the damage done
to their interests by the escalating warfare. The United States

might be conceded the diplomatic initiative, but Europe had
even more at stake in the region than Washington-not only in
South Africa but also in the countries that were its targets.

THE HALTING DETENTE

In l98t the tilt toward South Africa quickly became the domi
nant feature of Reagan administration policy. In the supposedly
"evenhanded" approach, the "other hand" stretched out to Preto-
ria's opponents was, at best, hesitant. There was little effort at a
serious dialogue with Angola or Mozambique, and a virtual
boycott of contacts with the ANC and Swapo.

Washington initially tried to woo the newly independent
Zimbabwe, approving Carter plans for boosting bilateral aid
but parlaying the Harare connection into an asset for Washing-
ton's regional strategy proved elusive. Regardless of its tensions
with the Soviet Union, Harare was not to be recruited in a

crusade against Cuban troops in Angola or other efforts to
"reassure Pretoria." Meanwhile, South African attacks on Mo-
zambique directly imperilled Zimbabwe. South Africa supplied
arms to exploit discontent among former guerrillas of foshua
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Nkomo's Zapu in Matabeleland and delayed rail shipments to
Harare. Such actions fell short of those against Angola, Mozam-
bique or even Lesotho, but the threat of escalation was unmis-
takable. US development aid was hardly adequate compensa-
tion for an overall US policy that encouraged South African
aggression.

Gradually, however, regional negotiations gained momen-
tum. From 1982 and 1983 the balance in Washington shifted
toward compromise, affected by more moderate oficials replac-
ing hardliners in the administration. Professional diplomat
Wisner ioined the Crocker team in April 1982. Shultz took over
from Haig as secretary of state in fune. And National Security
Adviser Clark, Reagan's far-right watchdog, was replaced by his
"realist" deputy, McFarlane, in October 1983. Outside the ad-

ministration, anti-apartheid groups and Africa sympathizers in
the House of Representatives mounted a steady challenge to
Reagan's South Africa tilt. The November 1982 election
brought a larger Democratic majority and a more critical mood
to the House of Representatives. Hearings exposed the loosen-
ing of export controls and questioned US complicity in South
A.frican destabilization of the Frontline states. The divestment
movement continued a steady advance over the 1982-1984
period. With states and cities such as Michigan and Boston
ioining the drive public funds withdrawn from companies in-
volved in South Africa approached the $l billion mark.36

The 1982 IMF loan to South Africa led to an extended
legislative battle over the US contribution to the fund's capital.
A compromise resolution, passed in November 1983, mandated
that the United States "actively oppose any facility involving
use of Fund credit by any country which practices apartheid."
In the same session, amendments to the Export Administra-
tion Act imposing penalties on South Africa first passed the
House of Representatives. The measures had little chance of
gaining Senate approval, but would be contended through-
out 1984.
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Pretoria, gauging reaction in the United States, increasingly
had to weigh the prospect that Congress and the public might
take action on their own. The administration remained appar-

ently indifferent to criticism from the center and left, but its
flexibility in granting new "carrots" to South Africa was ham-
pered by the prospect of congressional reaction.

Another influence that Washington could not entirely ig-

nore was the stance of its Western partners. Even with Mar-
garet Thatcher's Conservative administration in London or the
Helmut Kohl coalition that took over in Bonn in late 1982,

Reagan's officials found little sympathy for hardline opposition
to the Angolan and Mozambican governments. None of the
other members of the UN "contact group" on Namibia-the
Federel Republic of Germany, France, Britain and Canada-
supported the Pretoria-Washington "linkage" concept. The Eu'
ropean Economic Community (EECI and the Commonwealth
secretariat, as well as the Scandinavian countries, actively
backed SADCC; they could see that their aid proiects and

economic opportunities were directly threatened by South Afri-
ca's destabilization campaign.

France, after the election of President Frangois Mitterand in
May 1981, was most outspoken in disagreeing with Washing'
ton on southern African poilcy. Paris broke with Washington
to vote for a September l98l UN Security Council resolution
demanding withdrawal of South African troops from Angola
and hosted Angolan President fos€ Eduardo dos Santos later
that year. An economic cooperation agreement was signed with
Mozambique in December 1981. Two years later France offi'
cially withdrew from the "contact group" on Namibia.

Bonn, too, with its special interest in Namibia, encouraged

contacts between Swapo and the German community there,

and urged Washington to be more forthcoming in negotiations
with Angola and with Swapo. Britian, for its part, had especially
great economic stakes and other interests in Zimbabwe. British
troops had stayed on as advisers and trainers with the postinde'
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pendence Zimbabwe army. And yet Zimbabwe, as the land-
locked hub of SADCC's plans for improved regional transpofta-
tion, was vitally endangered by South Africa's campaign against
Mozambique. The oil pipeline from Beira and rail connections
to both Beira and Maputo were repeated targets. London was in
no danger of being converted to sanctions against South Africa,
which might endanger the enormous British business interests
there, but the unrestrained ventures of Pretoria's hawks were
also bad for business.

In fune 1983 US Under Secretary of State Lawrence Eagle-
burger restated the themes of "constructive engagement" in a

major speech. Some observers attached great importance to the
stronger language he used to condemn apartheid, and to his
avoidance of words such as "pro-Soviet" and "linkage."37 It was
not a red light for Pretoria, but the subtle shift at least indicated
a yellow "caution" light.

By the time of Eagleburger's speech, moreover, Pretoria, as

well as Washington, was having to ask some hard questions
about the results of the destabilization policy. The far right in
both capitals might want to pursue the maximum objectives of
"rollback," or permanent destabilization of neighboring states,
but there were also those concerned with the price tag,

In 1982 there was no sign of restraint. A new fune attack on
Angola came just as then US roving Ambassador Vernon Wal-
ters was in Luanda reassuring the Angolans that there would be
no escalation. In December the South African Defense Force
(SADFI launched an attack on Maseru, Lesotho, killing
42 people. Simultaneously, commandoes targetted the oil depot
in Beira, Mozambique, where supplies vital to Zimbabwe were
stored. In 1983, South African military pressure mounted, with
a steady escalation of supplies to the Mozambique National
Resistance (MNR) in Mozambique and continued occupation
of southern Angola.

In August 1982 Mozambique's government put the country
on a war footing and launched a diplomatic offensive to mobi-

I

t

i
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lize Western pressure on South Africa. Maputo aimed at con'
vincing key leaders in the West that Mozambique was not, and

indeed never had been, a Soviet satellite and that the blame for
escalating conflict in the region, endangering Western invest-
ments as well as prospects for development, lay with South
Africa.

Crocker had long argued that the United States and South
Africa could live with the Mozambique Liberation Front (Fre'

limo), the ruling party, given the independent role the Maputo
leadership had played in the Zimbabwe settlement and the low
level of Soviet military presence. US diplomacy only began to
reflect this view, however, after a meeting between Secretary of
State Shultz and Mozambican Foreign Minister foaquim Chis-
sano in October 1982. A State Department statement in fanuary
1983 acknowledging South African sponsorship of antigovern'
ment bandits in Mozambique was another signal taken seriously
in Maputo, leading to further talks between the two countries.

Mozambique also sought to influence Washington and Pre-

toria by appealing to Western Europe. On a European tour in
October 1983 President Samora Machel won a sympathetic
hearing from Thatcher and Mitterand, as well as from officials
in Lisbon. South African Foreign Minister Pik Botha, visiting
European capitals in the wake of the Machel trip, was told
repeatedly that South African attacks were damaging Western
interests in the area.

This added to the questioning among South Africa's leaders,

who clearly had the military capacity to create ever-increasing
chaos and destruction-but at what cost, and to what end?

The advocates of a "total strategy" first had to consider South
Africa's increasing economic weakness. In the second half of
1982 the gold price recovered, rising from a low of $300 per

ounce briefly to top $500 per ounce in fanuary 1983. Still, the
real gross domestic product (GDP) fell I percent in 1982. Then
the gold price began another steep dive, plunging to almost

$a00 by the end of February and below the $400 mark by the
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end of the year. Real GDP declined 3 percent in 1983. Other
economic indicators showed similarly disturbing trends. The
rand exchange rate against the dollar, which had hit $1.85 in
mid-I980 was down to $.85 by mid-1982. A brief recovery was
then followed by a steady decline in 1983 and 1984 ro under
$.60 by mid-1984. With the added problems of drought, rising
interest rates and inflation, South Africa faced its most serious
economic crisis in 50 years.

Consequently the costs of war loomed larger. On the western
front, in Namibia and Angola, military and other subsidies cost
more than $l billion ayear. Stilf the prospect of overthrowing
Luanda was blocked. The Angolan army was reinforced in l98B
with new Soviet aid and strengthened by internal reorganization.
The costs to Pretoria in December 1983 of its latest Angolan
invasion were unexpectedly high, in men and material, as the
Angolans effectively used new defense equipment including heli
copter gunships and MiG fighters. The Soviet Union delivered an
unprecedented direct and explicit waming to pretoria that it
would aid in countering any new South African escalation.

In the east, the cost was less direct expenditure than lost
economic opportunities. Boycotting the port at Maputo blud-
geoned the Mozambican government, but it also made transpor-
tation more expensive for South African business in the north-
ern Transvaal Province. Chaos and bankruptcy in Mozambique
removed a potential market. Sabotaged power lines meant
South Africa had to do without electricity from Cahora Bassa in
Mozambique.

Since 1982 Frelimo had improved its military capacity by
reorganizing in smaller guerrilla-style units. But pretoria was
able to continue its escalation by increasing infiltration and
supplies to their surrogates, the MN$ however, the MNR s

character as a mercenary organizetion was a liability to the
South Africans. Although it caused chaos and sapped confi-
dence in the Mozambican government, it had no political pro-
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gram or credible leadership. Furthermore, its most vocal repre-
sentatives abroad were former Portuguese settlers. In military
terms, it perhaps could be installed in power, but then South
Africa would have to provide support, and the military odds
would change dramatically as South Africa's clients lost the
advantage of the offensive.

By mid-I983 a balance sheet for the hardline military option
showed a mixed picture. The toll of destruction was enormous,
particularly in southern Angola and in Mozambique. Drought
added to the devastation in Mozambique while the continuing
MNR campaign targetted and largely crippled relief efforts.
Both Angola and Mozambique had been forced virtually to
suspend development plans while struggling for survival. Con-
fidence in a socialist future, and even in the capacity of the
governments to provide basic security and subsistence, was
ebbing.

But without the capacity to install its clients in power, Preto-
ria's success in curbing Swapo or the ANC was problematic.
Swapo camps in Angola were raided but its low-level guerrilla
warfare in Namibia seemed unimpaired. Politically, the move-
ment continued to erode South Africa's efforts to build an "inter-
nal" political altemative in Windhoek. Pretoria was buying time
to boost its prot€g€s, bur time could not substitute for political
credibility. As for the ANC, its sabotage attacks were gaining
visibility and expanding its supporr emong blacks. The wide-
spread geographic dispersion of targets-from the Koeberg nu-
clear plant in Cape Town to air force headquarters in Pretoria-
refuted any suggestion of cross-border raids. Some guenilla ca-
dres were captured inside South AJrica, others killed in attacks
on Maputo and Maseru, but these dramatic incidents not only
failed to stem ANC sabotage, they also helped to build the
guerrillas' prestige among black South Africans. Most whites
might be persuaded by the external threat hypothesis, but that
propaganda backfired among blacks. Even some prominent white
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government supporters began to say that someday it would be

necessary to talk to the ANC.
It was this context, more than US initiatives, that led to

limited successes for US regional diplomacy. Taking advantage
of the desire for respite from war in Luanda and Maputo, and of
Pretoria's apparent willingness to limit its objectives, US diplo-
mats helped to facilitate negotiations, taking the lead on the
Angolan front and responding to the Mozambican initiative
on the other side of the continent. To translate the appearance
of detente into real restraints on Pretoria, however, would
require penalties for South African violations; and that was
still excluded from Washington's options. Washington, as well
as Pretoria, would accept thankfully the restrictions placed
on Swapo or the ANC, but neither would genuinely accept a bar
to further counterrevolutionary intervention in Angola and
Mozambique.

The first sign of limited detente came in February 1984; a
US-brokered agreement for South African troop withdrawal and
restrictions on Swapo guerrillas in southern Angola. In March,
Mozambique and South Africa signed the Nkomati Accord,
which bound the two states to forbid any violent acts against
each other from their territories. Although Maputo pledged its
continued "moral, political and diplomatic" support for the
ANC, South African officials and the majority of international
observers characterized the agreement as a sign of a "Pax Preto-
riana." The term, however, was misleading not only because it
exaggerated the imminence of peace, but also because it ig-
nored the concessions South Africa would have made if it had
implemented the security treaty and lifted its economic sanc-
tions against Mozambique.

Given the military and economic odds they faced, even be-

fore the escalation of l98l-1983, the Mozambican leadership
saw the Nkomati Accord as a victory. In spite of overwhelming
material predominance, Pretoria had failed to install a political
alternative and neither South Africa nor the United States had
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been able to impose a break in Mozambique's ties with the
Soviet Union. In addition, Maputo would continue moral and
diplomatic support to the ANC. Granted, limits would be im-
posed on possible ANC use of Mozambican territory to support
guerrilla operations in South Africa, but, reasoned Frelimo, that
would be a relatively minor tactical retreat for the ANC, with
its strong base of support inside South Africa. Moreover, it
would be reaffirming the long-held Mozambican position that
it was simply not possible for adjacent states to offer the same
kind of rear-base support to the ANC that the Mozambican and
Zimbabwean movements had enjoyed.3s

Mozambique, in implementing the treaty, restricted the
ANC to a small diplomatic office in Maputo; several hundred
ANC members left the country, but probably more significant
for Pretoria was the widespread perception of the pact as a
victory for South Africa. Most of the Frontline states, as well as

the ANC, shared this view that Mozambique had conceded
most; and Maputo found it hard to bridge the gap of under-
standing. This perception was more significant for Pretoria
than the additional transit difficulties caused for guerrillas of
the ANC. For Prime Minister P. W. Botha, Nkomati bought
diplomatic credit and a European trip. South Africa basked in
its image as a peacemaker while the Reagan administration
cited the new trend as a victory for their policy of "constructive
engagement."

The gains for both signatories were short-lived, however. In
South Africa the focus shifted to the rising internal revolt,
impossible to blame on guerrilla infiltration. And in Mozam-
bique it soon became clear that the MNR was still receiving
external support and that material assistance was coming
through South Africa, The security situation improved in some
areas of Mozambique, enabling new relief supplies to reach the
drought- and war-battered countryside. But in other areas of the
country, including Maputo province directly adjoining South
Africa, attacks on civilians escalated.
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Documents captured by Zimbabwean and Mozambican
troops when they took the MNR central base at Gorongosa in
August 1985 showed that South African military intelligence
officers had actively violated the Nkomati Accord by continu-
ing arms supplies, with the approval of their superiors. The
evidence revealed disagreements among South Africa's leaders

on implementing the agreement. But it was clear that the advo-

cates of diplomacy were either unwilling or unable to stop the
parallel military track targetting Maputo.

President Machel visited Washington in September 1985,

carrying the proof of Pretoria's duplicity. The visit resulted in
Reagan's reaffirmation of detente, countering the far-right crit'
ics who called for support of the MNR as anticommunist free-

dom fighters. But the United States, it seemed, was unwilling to
mobilize more coercive pressures on South Africa to respect the
treaty.

Across the continent, detente was even less effective. South
Africa had taken more than a yeal. to withdraw troops from
southern Angola, originally scheduled for March 1984. Moves
toward explicit US support to Unita had heartened the hawks
in Pretoria and derailed talks with Luanda. Pretoria had re-

leased Swapo founder Toivo ia Toivo, but was not ready to end
the long-practiced tactics of delay over Namibia. Since Wash-
ington was reluctant to compromise on its anti-Cuban and pro-

Unita stand, South Africa could hardly expect condemnation
for its failure to make similar concessions.

By 1985, accordingly, the regional situation had reached a

new stalemate. Detente had halted far short of independence
for Namibia. South African aggression had been reduced from
its peak intensity, but that change was only in small part due to
Washington's diplomacy. Moreover, this was a precarious and
limited accomplishment. Inside South Africa, an unprece-
dented escalation of internal strife was making a mockery of
the claim that "constructive engagement" was promoting re'
form. The temporary setback to guerrilla action imposed by
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slower infiltration through Mozambique proved secondary to
the fact that the primary base of opposition to the South Afri
can regime lay within the country. Popular resistance, multifa-
ceted and persistent, nonviolent and violent, aroused an ex-

traordinary response from sympathizers overseas. It also
showed signs of shaking the confidence of Western business
and political leaders in the apartheid regime.

WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON?

In November 1984, Randall Robinson of TransAfrica, Dr. Mary
Berry of the US Civil Rights Commission and Delegate Walter
Fantroy of the District of Columbia staged a sit-in et the South
African embassy in Washington. Their anest marked the begin-
ning of daily demonstrations at the embassy by the Free South
Africa Movement. The symbolic action, with arrests day after
day for an entire year, sparked and sustained an upsurge of anti-
apartheid demonstrations in dozens of cities and universities
around the country. The black-led demonstrations symbolized
the commitment of US black leadership to play a role in US
policy toward South Africa. The racial and political diversity of
ttre demonstrators symbolized a broad-based reiection of racial
division and injustice, a call to the US public to reaffirm opposi
tion to racial oppression whether at home or abroad. The "con-

structive engagement" policy of the recently reelected Reagan

administration was pilloried as an unholy alliance with racism.
The popular anti-apartheid movement in the United States

in 1985 was stimulated by resistance in South Africa, conveyed
to the world by unprecedented media attention. Built on years

of anti-apartheid work around the country, the movement was

catalyzed by the blatant Reagan tilt toward the South African
regime. It became a force that neither US business nor Congress
nor even the Reagan administration could ignore. But its very
strength held weaknesses as well.
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Many of the enti-apartheid supporters in Congress were in-
clined to limit their backing to the most symbolic and least
substantive sanctions against South Africa. Moreover, neither
the media nor the demonstrations adequately portrayed the
links between Pretoria's internal repression and its regional
aggression. South Africa incurred little additional penalty for
escalation of attacks against its neighbors. Mainstream com-
mentators and politicians joined with the far right in portray-
ing the Angolan conflict as only peripherally connected to
South Africa, if at all. With that connection obscured, policy
makers considering Angola were far more inclined to follow
well-worn anticommunist impulses than to link the conflict to
the novel and perhaps short-lived anti-apartheid clamor.

To understand US policy on southern Africa in Reagan's
second term, one must pay attention to the unprecedented
growth of anti-apartheid pressure, to the still well-entrenched
opposition to substantive sanctions against Pretoria and to the
continued ability of right-wing elements to exploit anticommu-
nist sentiment in favor of a regional tilt to Pretoria.

The swell of the anti-apartheid movement overseas arose
both from the failrue of "reform" in South Africa and the steady
growth of South African liberation forces. Unlike the decade
after Sharpeville, when repression had imposed a discouraging
break in the momentum of liberation, resistance in the post-
Soweto decade was too strong and multifaceted to repress suc-
cessfully.

By l98l Prime Minister Botha's reform agenda was taking
shape in new legislation, with such steps as legalizing black
union membership and granting 99-year leases on some homes
in black townships. The verkrampte (f.ar-right! wing of the
National Party in South Africa conjured up visions of a slide
from piecemeal reform to black domination. After P. W. Botha,
under strong pressure from businessmen, expelled the ver
kramptes in early 1982, he presented constitutional proposals
billed as the first step toward power sharing. The changes,
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however, were seen by blacks less as concessions than as part of
a strategy to entrench their subordination.

The rising black trade union movement, for example, made
use of the leeway provided by the new labor legislation, but it
was also facing harassment leading to identification of the
"state" as a central obstacle to real progress. Purported reform of
the pass laws, which lessened restrictions for Africans with
urban residence rights, was even more fatally flawed. Pass law
arrests doubled between l98l and 1983, and fines were raised
for employers hiring illegal workers. But the culminating insult
to rising African aspirations was the new constitution, ap-
proved by white voters in a November 1983 referendum. It
provided for three separate parliamentary chambers, for whites,
"coloureds" and Indians, with a white majority and a white veto
on matters of "common interest," as well as a new executive
presidency with increased powers. Most significantly, the ar-
rangements excluded any national role for Africans.

The United Democratic Front (UDF), a broad coalition of
hundreds of groups of all races, came together in I 983 to oppose
the new constitution. This new body campaigned for a boycott
of the Indian and "coloured" elections and for a nonracial vision
of the future South Africa. Black consciousness groups and
trade unions, while not all willing to join the new coalition,
were equally vehement in rejecting the govrenment's plans.

Detaining many UDF leaders fust before the vote, Pretoria
claimed a mandate for the new system despite a turnout of less

than 5 percent. On 14 September, P. W. Botha was sworn in as

president, with Pretoria's Angolan protege fonas Savimbi the
most prominent African leader in attendance.

As Botha took office, police were battling protesters in black
townships, opening a new round of conflict that would rage
unabated throughout the next two years. The rapid growth of
the UDF was an indicator of an even broader proliferation of
organizations embodying black confidence and militance. The
growth of the black and nonracial trade unions established a
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potentially critical base of political as well as economic influ-
ence. The ANC gained increased legitimacy, and demonstrators
chanted calls for the exiled leaders to bring them arms. The
ANC, for its part, told its followers that the guerrilla cadres and
arms infiltrated at high pricei into the country could only do
part of the job. The people themselves, the ANC 1985 New
Yeay's message stressed, would have to "meke South Africa
ungovernable."

Over the next year, before Pretoria banned television came-
ras from the townships, the pictures of police and soldiers
shooting African youths made a powerful impression through-
out the world. Funerals attended by tens of thousands served as

new occasions for confrontation with authority when police
tried to disperse mourners. A mid-1985 state of emergency over
much of the country, thousands of detentions, the removal by
arrest or sometimes death of a whole stratum of black leader-
ship-all failed to restore order.

The world's view of events was also affected by the powerful
media presence of government critics. The UDF's Allan Boesak,
who also served as head of the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches, eloquently addressed overseas audiences in tones
reminiscent of the US civil rights leader Martin Luther King |r.
Winnie Mandela, wife of imprisoned ANC leader Nelson Man-
dela, openly defied her banning order, commanding interna-
tional attention from press and politicians. Recently "un-
banned" Beyers Naud€, who was head of the South African
Council of Churches, spoke with dignity and urgency of his
white compatriots'failure to understand the depth of the crisis,
his credibility due, in part, to his own elite Afrikaner back-
ground. Naud€'s predecessor, Bishop Desmond Tutu, was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in October 1984, using the
platform he gained to call incessantly for outside pressure to
end apartheid.

The Free South Africa Movement demonstrations captured
the attention of the media and the public, accelerating both the
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nationwide divestment movement and the congressional move
to legislate sanctions. If the surge of public pressure emerged
suddenly, however, it was not without deeper roots, particu-
larly the burgeoning divestment movement. For over l5 years,

sometimes more actively and sometimes less but never stop-
ping altogether, a network of church people, students and other
activists had demanded that US companies get out of South
AJrica. In the 1970s, after the Soweto upheaval, the movement
focussed on university campuses, where students called for
university funds to be removed from companies with subsidiar-
ies in South Africa or from banks that had made loans to its
public and private sectors. The US companies responded by
arguing that they could stay in South Africa and promote re-

forms, adopting equal employment codes of conduct such as

the Sullivan principles.
As the years passed this excuse wore thin while the divest-

ment movement simultaneously broadened its appeal. From
1980 through 1983, states as diverse as Nebraska, Michigan,
Maryland Massachusetts and Connecticut passed divestment
legislation. The city of Philadelphia pension fund sold off
$90 million in stocks in 1981, and during 1982 cities and states
withdrew more than $300 million from companies with South
African ties. The Washington, D.C. City Council approved a

divestment bill in 1983. In August 1984 New York City voted
to divest pension funds from companies with South African
subsidiaries, potentially affecting some $500 million in assets.
Boston enacted a similar measure the same month.

Early in 1985 New York City passed an additional measure
forbidding city deposits in banks that loan to the South African
government. "We were talking big bucks here, and money
speaks," remarked the city's assistant controller. One of the
nation's largest banks, Citibank, irnmediately announced it
would phase out such loans. Pittsburgh and New York City
acted later in the year to restrict purchases from companies
involved in South Africa, and divestment action was under
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consideration in more than half the US states. In March, the
American Chamber of Commerce in South Africa, still fighting
the demand for withdrawal, warned the South A-frican govern-
ment that failure to eliminate apartheid could produce disas-
trous economic results.

By the end of 1985, divestment actions by US state and local
governments had mandated almost $4.5 billion to be with-
drawn from companies involved in South Africa, including
some $2.5 billion with the concunence of the Democratic-
controlled legislature and Republican governor of New |ersey.
A wave of student demonstrations leading to hundreds of ar-
rests increased the pressure on universities. Columbia Univer-
sity finally yielded to student demands in the fall, and almost
30 universities opted for divestment during that year. Free
South Africa movement demonstrators around the United
States targetted the sale of Kruger rands, substantially cutting
into sales and forcing numerous dealers to stop importing the
South African Bold coin.ec

The most substantive escalation in economic pressure came
in August 1985 when international banks, led by Chase Manhat-
tan and other US banks, refused to roll over short-term loans to
the private sector in South Afric4 representing almost two-thirds
of South Africa's forc_ten-dsbt_qlover $20jillion. As the ex-
change rate of the rand dropped precipitously, Pretoria declared a
moratorium on debt repayment into 1986. Bankers denied that
political considerations had caused the movg but it came shortly
after a speech by P. W. Botha that failed to sarisfy demands for
change. Political reform also dominated the agenda as Swiss
banker Fritz Leutwiler attempted to negotiate a settlement. The
panic had started with banks in New York, where the city coun-
cil had already prohibited city deposits in banks making loans to
the South African government. Undoubtedly, fear of new domes-
tic repercussions was a factor in the bankers'minds.
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Africa was reflected in the continued low exchange rate for the
rand, which even dipped below $.40 after the state of emer-
gency was declared. South Afriffi-gconomists argued that
the economy had a solid base for recovery, but, more and
more, renewed confidence was seen to depend on political
reform as well.

Actions from Western governments, more openly political
and less easily reversed than those by private bankers, were
hotly contested. Scandinavian countries were seriously consid-
ering embargoes on all economic ties with South Africa. After
the Botha government imposed a state of emergency in fuly
1985, France recalled its ambassador, announced a ban on new
investment in South Africa and introduced a UN Security
Council resolution calling for similar voluntary action by other
countries. The resolution passed 13 to zero, with Britian and
the United States abstaining. The member nations of the EEC,

in spite of reluctance in Bonn and London, agreed in September
to maintain bans on oil and arms exports, and to withdraw their
military attachOs from Pretoria.

When Commonwealth leaders met in October, Britain was
again the principal obstacle to action as African states and
India argued for comprehensive and mandatory sanctions. A
compromise agreement finally included a ban on Krugerrand
imports and an end to government loans or financing of trade
missions to South Africa. The leaders of the 49-member group
threatened stronger action if South Africa had not begun to
dismantle apartheid within six months.

In the United States, the sustained controversy echoed in
the halls of Congress as well as on the streets. In 1984 sanc-

tions, including a ban on new investment in South Africa, had
been attached to the Export Administration Act, and passed in
the House. Leaders of the effort, including Congressman Wil-
liam Gray of the congressional Black Caucus, were infuriated
when the House failed to stand up to administration and Senate
pressure to gut the bill, which died as a result. During the
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primery election campaign the Reverend fesse |ackson made
southern AJrica a prominent issue.

In 1985, congressional sanctions backers launched a major
new effort. A bill introduced by Congressman Ronald Dellums
of California mandated comprehensive sanctions, Congress-
men Gray and Wolpe introduced the Anti-Apartheid Act of
1985, sponsored in the Senate by Senator Edward Kennedy and
others. The draft bill barred new US investment in South
Africa, loans and computer sales to the South African govern-
ment and the import of Kruger rands.

In fune the Gray-Wolpe bill won overwhelming approval
in the House of Representatives, with one-third of the Re-
publicans joining Democrats in the 295 to 127 vote. After
compromising with the Republican-controlled Senate to defer
the ban on new investment for possible action a year later,
the House passed a revised version by 380 to 48. In September,
in a final concession to head off Senate approval and a pre-
dicted congressional override of his veto, the president issued
an executive order with his version of the compromise mea-
sures.€

The Reagan team that responded to the new situation in
1985 still comprised the same personnel in the essential Srate
Department posts. At the UN the vocal Kirkpatrick had been
replaced by the more discreet Vernon Walters, who was, how-
ever, said to share a similar hardline perspective. The most
notable addition to the White House staff was Director of
Communications Patrick Buchanaq a fanatic ideologui who
opposed criticism of South Africa and deplored the lack of
enthusiasm for the anticommunist crusade. In the debate over
sanctions in September, National Security Adviser McFarlane
reportedly prevailed over Buchanan's no-compromise position.
In December, largely because of conflicts with White House
chief of staff Donald Regan, McFarlane resigned.

Reagan's shift, imposing sanctions, however limited was a
dramatic measure of the impact of public antiapartheid senti-
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ment. As a signal to Pretoria, however, it was decidedly ambigu-
ous. Although the executive order incorporated measures such
as bans on the import of Krugerrands and on new loans to the
South African government, it was subject to discretionary rev-
ersal by the president. And it omitted the threat of future
sanctions in the case of South African intransigence.

Even the strongest version of the Anti-Apartheid Act fell far
short of comprehensive measures actually intended to weaken
the apartheid state. It was understood by its sponsors to be a
first step, a signal that could have an impact only if seen as a
portent of stronger sanctions to come. The president's action
instead indicated to Pretoria that these measures marked the
limits of US sanctions. In November 1985, the United States
and Britain reinforced this message by vetoing mandatory UN
sanctions against South Africa in response to its continued
occupation of Namibia. The package of "mandatory selective
sanctions," on which France abstained and all other Security
Council members voted in favor, included an oil embargo, a ban
on new investment and other trade restrictions.

Reagan's executive order, some argued had effectively
checked the momentum of sanctions. After a year of daily
actions, the Free South Africa Movement demonstrations at the
South African embassy had lost much of their publicity value
and were.cut back to occasional rallies.

But the check was temporary. For the first time, sanctions
had become a serious issue in the political mainstream. As the
escalation of crisis and repression in South Africa continued,
the 1985 congressional session produced even more dramatic
results than in 1985. In May, South African attacks on Bots-
wana, Tembia and Zimbabwe put an abrupt end to the media-
tion efforts of the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group
(EPGI. Sponsors of a new antiapartheid act brought their pro-
posal to the floor of the House of Representatives on the eve of
the 1Oth anniversary of the Soweto uprisings, just as Pretoria
was declaring a new state of emergency.
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On l8 |une, Congressman Dellums proposed his comprehen-
sive sanctions bill as a substitute for the limited measures
introduced by Congressmen Gray and Wolpe. To the astonish-
ment of its supporters, the Dellums bill passed by an over-
whelming voice vote. The House action, coming even as the
United States and Britain were vetoing yet another Security
Council sanctions resolution, put sanctions opponents in the
administration and the Senate on the defensive.

The State Department announced a reexamination of policy
and tried to defuse criticism by seeking a black ambassador for
South Africa. Republican Senate leader Dole told journalists,
"We need somethin& some positive thing to forestall action."4r
President Reagan defended his policy in a speech described as
"nauseating" by Bishop Tutu, and as inadequate by Republican
Senator Richard Lugar, chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee. In August, the Senate voted 84 to 14 for a
sanctions bill, including bans on new investments and loans,
on landing rights for South African Airways and on imports of
coal, steel, iron, uranium agricultural products and textiles.
Although the House agreed to the Senate's more limited ver-
sion of the bill, President Reagan vetoed it. But, on 2 October,
Congress overrode the president's veto. For the first time, offi-
cial US policy toward South AIrica included sanctions that
were substantive, albeit far short of comprehensive.

THE NINE LIVES OF
"DESTRUCTIVE ENGAGEMENT"

The sanctions victory was an impressive accomplishment for
the anti-apartheid movement. The "constructive engagement"
premise giving priority to conciliating Pretoria was surely
ready for burial. In fanuary 1987, the Advisory Committee to
Secretary of State Shultz gave its own iudgement that "the
administration's policy of constructive engagement has failed
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to achieve its objectives" dnd called on the government to work
for strong multilateral sanctions.cz The same month Shultz
himself met with President Oliver Tambo of the ANC, a signifi-
cant symbolic shift.

Like apartheid, however, the "constructive engagement" pol-
icy seemed to survive repeated death sentences. Reviving con-
gressional momentum toward stronger sanctions was difficult.
The administration made no secret of its opposition even to
those sanctions already enacted into law. Implementation was
reluctant, and the search for bureaucratic loopholes sometimes
produced blatant defiance of congressional intent. Public ran-
cor was growing between Washington and Pretoria, but what-
ever his transgressions, P. W. Botha could still count on admin-
istration officials to lobby against increasing sanctions.

The Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, for example, banned import
of uranium or uranium oxide from South Africa or Namibia. A
Treasury Department interpretation in March 1987 deemed this
inapplicable to imports for reexport to third countries, the more
significant portion of US uranium imports. Similarly, a ban on
imports from South African parastatal corporations was vitiated
by a State Department ruling excluding l0 "strategic minerals,"
including chromium, ferrochromium, manganese, titanium and
even cobalt. The fact that many such minerals were available
from other African states was even used as an additional reason
not to boycott South Africa, since Zimbabwean chromium and
Zambian andZairean cobalt had to transit South Africa.

Perhaps the most telling contradiction to congressional in-
tent was the US veto in February 1987 of a Security Council
resolution containing a sanctions package roughly similar to
the Anti-Apartheid Act. Section 401(e) of the act explicitly
called for such action, as part of an active campaign for multi-
lateral sanctions against South Africa. The policy would have
made commercial as well as political sense. Making coal sanc-
tions mandatory for example, could have increased the pres-

sure on South Africa significantly; holding European countries
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such as the Federal Republic of Germany to restrictions on
computer exports similar to those legislated in the United
States could hamper gains at the expense of US companies.

The US veto, nevertheless, as well as a subsequent veto of
sanctions on the Namibian issue, was virtually unnoticed in
the US political arena, except by the small core of Africa sym-
pathizers in Congress who took note. The one-year anniversary
of sanctions legislation offered the opportunity to push for new
measures/ but most legislators preferred to move on to other
issues. The media blackout and relative quiescence in South
AJrica easily permitted the retreat of A.frican issues to their
customary low ranking on the Washington agenda.

Even more serious for southern Africa, however, was the fact
that US condemnation of apartheid was matched by encourage-
ment for Pretoria's regional wars, with signals from Congress as
well as from the Reagan administration. Even as anti-apartheid
legislation was making its tortuous way through Congress,
support for South African military operations in Angola was
rising. Aided in large part by ignorance of the regional context,
but even more by a deliberate propaganda campaign to change
the terms of debate, the far right launched an all-out crusade to
support anticommunist "freedom fighters" in Angola and Mo-
zambique. Democrats, as well as right-wing Republicans, joined
in challenging the State Department's southern Africa policy as
insufficiently anticommunist.

The crusade gained only limited momentum in the case of
Mozambique, although restrictions were placed on aid. Unlike
Angola, Mozambique had neither the legacy of direct US inter-
vention nor the conspicuous presence of Cuban troops. And
Mozambique's diplomatic offensive had convinced key US pol-
icy makers that the South African-backed MNR was not a
credible alternative. When President Machel visited Washing-
ton in September 1985, far-right ideologues denounced Reagan
for meeting with a "Marxist dictator," but legislation iniro-
duced to aid the MNR failed to win White House support.
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On Angol4 the far right found strong backing for their effort
to present the conflict as a cold war battle unrelated to South
Africa. Even in May 1985, when South African commandoes
were surprised in the act of sabotaging oil storage tanks at Gulf
Oil installations in Cabinda and were found carrying Unita
leaflets claiming credit for the attack, neither the South Afri-
can connection nor Unita's willingness to endanger US lives
and property aroused outrage in Washington. Only days later
President Reagan sent a message of support to a Unita-hosted
international gathering of anticommunist rebels organized by
New York Republican millionaire Lewis Lehrman.

Even more helpful to the hawks in Pretoria's State Security
Council were subsequent events in Congress. The Angolan
attack was downplayed in the debate on aparthei{ and in [une
1985 the Senate voted to repbal the Clark amendmeng which
had banned US intervention in Angola. The margin was 53 to
34, with 17 Democrats joining the Republican majority.

Both the President and the Senate were signalling support for
South Africa's surrogate in Angola instead of moving toward
stronger condemnation of South African regional aggression.
The day after the Senate action, in a parallel tilt, the House
caved in to Reagan's campaign for support to the contra insur-
gency in Nicaragua. In fuly, the House also repealed the Clark
amendment by a vote of 236 to 185, on the same day the Senate
passed its weaker version of the AntiApartheid Act.

These simultaneous actions could only confirm African im-
pressions that US southern Africa policy, even when not con-
sistently indifferent or hostile to African liberation, remained
hopelessly confused. In Pretoria it made sense to conclude that,
in actuality, the old cold war verities took priority over new
anti-apartheid rhetoric.

In the last half of 1985, in addition to imposing an internal
state of emergency, Pretoria egain stepped up its attacks on
neighboring countries. SADF chief General Constand Vilioen,
justifuing a raid on Botswana only days after the Senate's repeal
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of the Clark amendment, said the action was necessary to
counter terrorist actions by the banned ANC. Moreover, he
added, the possibility of an international outcry had been "very
carefully debated and thought out.i'

The US government responded by withdrawing Ambassador
Herman Nickel from Pretoria for consultations, a significant
diplomatic move, but there was no sign that the Reagan admin-
istration would concede "punitive sanctions" in response to
South African aggression. In three separate votes in fune 1985,
the UN Security Council condemned the Cabinda and Bots-
wana attacks and denounced the unilateral South A.frican in-
stallation of an interim government in Namibia. But Western
pressure prevented the adoption of new UN sanctions.

In 1985 and 1987, the interventionist forces gained strength in
both Washington and Pretoria. In February 1986, |onas Savimbi
visited Washingtoq the culmination of a more than $500,000
public relations campaign. He received a White House commit-
ment to supply at least $15 million in covert aid including
Stinger missiles. Congressional proposals to gtant openly far
larger sums were held in abeyante, amidst skepticism from De-
mocrats in the House and Senate intelligence committees. The
Africa Bureau cautioned against going too far and totally upset-
ting the prospect for continued negotiations. But the opposition
was too little and too late, crippled by the prevalent tendency to
isolate the Angolan and South African issues.

Regional aggression, clearly, was unlikely to hurt Pretoria's
standing in Washingon and mryht even win favor, especially if
Angola was the target. South African troops had secured Unita's
headquarters aginst an Angolan government offensive in Sep-

tember 1985. Far from provoking additional sanctions pressures,

the South Africans subsequently gained an open, albeit still offi
cially "covert " alliance with Washington on that front. Even the
mid-1985 raids on Botswan4 Zimbabwe and Zambia had little
direct effect on Washinglon opinion, their impact seen primarily
as evidence of the failure of the Commonwealth mediation effort.
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In September 1985, even as the sanctions bill was gaining
momentum, an amendment to restrict aid to Unita presented

by Lee Hamilton, chairman of the House Intelligence Commit-
tee, was defeated 229 to 185. Sixty-three Democrats joined
Republicans in licensing the administration's covert aid. tn
April 1987 a similar amendment faile4 by an eight to seven
vote, to pass in Hamilton's own committee. Admissions by
Savimbi that South African troops had ioined in defending his
headquarters in 1985 had little impact on US legislation.In the
mainstream US political context, South Africa's regional war
was virtually invisible and largely irrelevant.

Within the anti-apartheid movement there was a growing
ewareness of the regional dimension of apartheid. The Rever-
end |esse fackson's southern Africa trip in August 1985 drew
some media attention, and SADCC's Beira corridor appeared in
more and more news reports. The tragic and suspicious plane
crash which killed President Machel and his companions
shocked supporters of southern African liberation into a new
sense of urgency. Key legislators launched new initiatives for
increased aid to SADCC.

These efforts were clearly insufficient to overcome inertia
and indifference, however, and were vulnerable to right-wing
assault. The State Department pledged support to SADCC. Sev-

eral of the most ardent right-wing advocates in the administra-
tion, suCh as CIA Director Casey and White House Communi-
cations Director Buchanan, left office. But |ackson's proposals

for a summit meeting of Frontline presidents with President
Reagan were brusquely rejected. (Reagan found time, however,
to meet with KwaZulu Chief Gatsha Buthelezi in November.|

New South African raids on Zambia and Mozambique in
1987 received criticism from the State Department. Indeed, the
administration sharply criticized the May 1987 raid on Ma-
puto, which killed three Mozambicans. The US statements
provoked an angry response from South African Foreign Mini-
ster Pik Botha. But the administration remained opposed to
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further sanctions, and its lobbying in Congress for aid to
SADCC was on a low level. Even such nominal support for
southern Africa was under intense attack from the far right.

In a series of votes in May 1987, senators targetted the
Frontline states, calling for sanctions against Angola and res-
trictions on aid to other African countries. The measure were
largely symbolic, but were significant because large numbers of
moderate and liberal senators joined in the extreme right-wing
campaign. Despite the Democratic maiority in the Senate, the
votes positioned Congress's upper chamber to the right of the
Reagan administration itself on the issue of South Africa's war
against Angola, Mozambique and other African states,

Two key votes came during the Senate debate on supplemen-
tal foreign aid funds for fiscal year 1987. An amendment by Dem-
ocratic Senator Dennis DeConcini of Arizona condemned the
"Soviet-Cuban build-up in Angola and the severe human rights
violations of the Mancist regime in Angola." It also called on Pres-

ident Reagan to consider restrictions on US business dealings
with Angola. The amendment passed 94 to zero, without debate.

The vote was a striking indication of the dominance of cold
war perspectives on southern Africa. The amendment's lan-
guage was extreme, accusing the Soviet Union of "aggression
and subversion in southern Africa" and "the most blatant for-
eign intervention in post-colonial history of Africa." The
MPLA, recognized as the legitimate government of Angola by
every country except South Africa and the United States, was
accused of having "illegally seized power' in 1975.

Passage of the amendment came as little surprise. Congress
has consistently voted against Arigola since the |uly 1985 re-
peal of the Clark amendment. Congressional observers, how-
ever, were shocked at the unanimity in the DeConcini vote.
Not one senator recalled the Clark amendment. No one men-
tioned South African aggression against Angola, or challenged
the premise that US interests lay in allying with South Africa
rather than independent Africa.
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An additional amendment by Republican Senator Larry
Pressler of South Dakota bared aid to any country which did
not condemn "necklacing' (a form of execution that occurred in
violence against government collaborators in black townships|
and expel "terrorists" who supported such "necklacing" in South
Africa. This amendment met with some opposition. Senator
Carl Levin of Michigan noted that aid to the Frontline states
wes "an integral part of the strategy to end apartheid." But many
senators feared a negative vote would be interpreted as endorse-
ment of "necklacing" and the amendment passed 77 to 15.

The Pressler and DeConcini amendments, attached to a sup-
plemental appropriation bill given little chance of passage,

were largely symbolic, but they foreboded more substantive
measures. In May, Senate Republican leader Robert Dole, to-
gether with Democrats Lawton Chiles of Florida and Ernest
Hollings of South Carolinq introduced a bill to increase US
sanctions against Cuba and to impose an almost total trade
embargo against Angola. Dole also joined fesse Helms and 25
other senators in holding up the approval of a new ambassador
to Mozambique, challenging the Reagan administration policy
of cooperating with the government of Mozambique, rather
than supporting the South African-backed MNR.

In late 1987 the prospect was continued incoherence in US
southern African policy. In fune, the divestment movement
received a boost when the Reverend Leon Sullivan himself said
his principles for US companies were not enough and called for
corporate withdrawal and comprehensive sanctions. New legis-
lative sanctions stood some chance of becoming an issue in the
fall, but lobbyists working for aid to southern Africa were still
handicapped by a lack of public awareness of the regional
dimension of apartheid. In 1988 and 1989, if awareness does not
increase, it seems likely that most US politicians will continue
to feel free to condemn apartheid while simultaneously voting
to victimize countries attacked by the epertheid regime.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ANC
ARMSCOR
BCP

BDF
BDP
BLS

BNP
BOLESWA
BOSS

CAF
cAz
crA
cro
CONSAS
COREMO
COSATU
CPL

DCS
DTA
EEC

ESCOM
FAPLA
FLEC

FNLA

African National Congress (South Africa)
Armaments Corporation {South Africa}
Basutoland Congress Party
Botswana Defense Force

Bechuanaland Democratic Party (Botswana|

Botswanq Lesotho, Swaziland
Basutoland National Party
Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland
Bureau of State Sepurity {South Africa}
Central African Feieration
Conservative Alliance of Zimbabwe
Central Intelligence Agency (United Statesl

Central Intelligence Organization (Rhodesia!

Constellation of Southern African States

Mozambique Revolutionary Council
Council of South African Trade Unions
Communist Party of l,esotho
General Security Directorate {PortugaU
Democratic Turnhalle Alliance {Namibial
European Economic Community
Electricity Supply Commission {South Africal
People's Armed Forces for the Liberation of Angola
Front for the Liberation of the Cabinda Enclave
(Angola)

National Front for the Liberation of Angola
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Patriotic Front-Zimbabwe African Peoples Union
International Police for the Defense of thc State
(PortugaU

Preferential Trade Area
Mozambique National Resistance (see MNRf
Rhodesian Front
South African Broadcasting Corporation
South African Council of Churches
Southern Alrican Customs Union
Southern African Development Coordination
Conference
South African Defense Force

South African Foreign Trade Office
South African Police
Southern African Transport and Communications
Commission
South African Transport Services

Special Air Service

Special Branch
State Security Council (South Africaf
Southwest Africa
South West African National Union (Namibial

South West Africa People's Organization (Namibia|

South West Africa Territory Force

United African National Council (Zimbabwel

Mozambique National Democratic Union
Uirited Democratic Front {South Africaf
Unilateral Declaration of Independence

United Democratic Party (Lesothof

United Nations
United Nations Children's Fund
National Union for the Total Independence of Angola

United Nations Transitional Assistance Group

{Namibiaf
United States

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army

FPLM
FRELIMO
FRG
FUMO
CDP
GDR
GNP
GRAE
IAEA
IMF

IMC
IMC
ISC

LESOMA
LLA
MFA
MFP
MID

MNR
MPC
MPLA
MPR
NATO
NIS
NP
NPT
NSC

OAU
OECD

OPEC

PAC
PAIGC

PF

PF.ZAPU
PIDE

PTA
RENAMO
RF

SABC

sAcc
SACU
SADCC

SADF
SAFTO

SAP

SATCC

SATS
SAS

SB

ssc
swA
SWANU
SWAPO
SWATF
UANC
UDENAMO
UDF
UDI
UDP
UN
UNICEF
UNITA
UNTAC

US

USSR

ZANLA

Mozambique People's Liberation Forces

Mozambique Liberetion Front
Federal Republic of Germany
Mozambique United Front
Gross Domestic Product
Democratic Republic of Germany
Gross National Product
Covernment of the Angolan Republic in Exile
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Monetary Fund

foint Management Centers

foint Monitoring Commission (Angoly'South Africa|
foint Security Commission lMozambique/South
AfricaI
League of Socialists of Malawi
Lesotho Liberation Army
Movement of the Armed Forces (Portugalf

Marema Tlou Freedom Party (Lesotho|

Military Intelligence Directorate (Rhodesia, South
AfricaI
Mozambique National Resistance (see Renamo|
MultiParty Conference {Namibia}
People's Movement for the Liberation of Angola
Popular Movement of the Revolution (Zaire|
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
National lntelligence Service (South Africa!
National Party (South Africal
Non-Proliferation Treaty
National Security Council (United States!
Organization of African Unity
Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
Pan-Africanist Congress
African Party for the Independence of Guinea-Bissau
and Cape Verde
Patriotic Front
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ZANU
ZANU.PF
ZAPU
zBc
ZIMOFA
ZRP
ZPRA
ZNA

Zimbabwe African National Union
Zimbabwe African National Union-patriotic Front
Zimbabwe African People's Union
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation
Zimbabwe.Mozambigue Friendship Association
Zimbabwe Republic Police
Zimbabwe People's Revolutionary Army
Zimbabwe National Army

APPENDIX 1

AGREEMENT ON NON.AGGRESSION AND
GOOD NETGHBOURLINESS

between the Govemment of the People's Repubkc
of Mozambique and the Government of the

Republic of South Afilca

The Government of the People's Republic of Mozambique and the
Govemment of the Republic of South Africa, hereinafter referred to as

the High Contrecting Parties;
RECOGNISING the principles of strict respect for sovereigrrty and

territorial integrity, sovereign equality, political independence and the
inviolability of the borders of all stetes;

REAFFIRMING the principle of non-interference in the intemal
affairs of other states;

CoNSIDERING the internationally recognised principle of the
right of peoples to self-determination and independence and the prin'
ciple of equal rights of all peoples;

CONSIDENNG the obligation of all states to refrain, in their inter-
nationel relations, from the threat oruse offorce against the territorial
integrity or political independence of any state;

CONSIDERING the obligation of states to settle conflicts by peace'

ful means, and thus safeguard international peace and security and
justice;

RECOGNISING the responsibility of states not to allow their terri-
tory to be used for acts of war, aggression or violence against other
states;
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CONSCIOUS of the need to promote relations of good neighbourli-
ness based on the principles of equality of rights and mutual advantage;

COI.IVINCED that relarions of good neighbourliness between the
High Contracting Parties will contribute to peacg security, stability
and progress in Southern Africa, the Continent and the World

Have solemnly agreed to the following:
ARTICLE ONE
The High Contracting Parties undertake to respect each other,s

sovereignty and independence and in fulfilment of this fundamental
obligation, to refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of the
other.

ARTICLE TWO
ll The High Contracring Parties shall resolve differences and disputes
that may arise between them and that may or are likely to endanger
mutual peace and security or peace and security in the region, by
means of negotiatioq enquiry medietion, conciliation, arbitration or
other peaceful means, and undertake not to resort, individually or
collectively, to the threet or use of force against each other's sover-
eignty, territorial integrity or political independence.
2| For the purposes of this article, the use of force shall include jnter

alia-
af attacks by land, air or sea forces;
bf sabotage;
c| unwarranted concentration of such forces at or near the interna-

tional boundaries of the High Contracting Parties;
d| violation of the international land air or sea boundaries of

either of the High Contracting Parties.
3l The High Contracting Parties shall not in any way assist the armed

forces of any state or group of states deployed against the territorial
sovereignty or political independence of the other.
ARTICTE THREE

lf The High Contracting Perries shall not allow their respective terri-
tories, territorial waters or air space to be used as a basg thorough-
f.are, or in any other way by another state, government, forefun
military forces, organisations or individuals which plan or prepaie
to commit acts of violence, terrorism or aggression against the
territorial integrity or political independence of the other or may
threaten the security of its inhabitants.

2l The High Contracting Parties, in order to prevent or eliminate the
acts or the preparation of acts mentioned in paragraph (l| of this
article, undertake in particular to-

a)

bl
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forbid and prevent in their respective territories the organisa-
tion of irregular forces or armed bands, including mercenaries,
whose obiective is to carry out the acts contemplated in para-
graph (l) of this article;
eliminate from their respective territories bases, training centres,
places of shelter, accommodation and transit for elements who in-
tend to carry out acts contemplated in paragraph (l I of this article;
eliminate from their respective territories centres or depots con-
taining armaments of whatever nature, destined to be used by
the elements contemplated in paragraph ll I of this article;
eliminate from their respective territories command posts or
other places for the command, direction and co-ordination of the
elements contemplated in paragraph (ll of this article;
eliminate from their respective territories communication and
telecommunication facilities between the command and the
elements contemplated in paragraph (lI of this article;
eliminate and prohibit the installation in their respective terri-
tories of radio broadcesting stetions, including unofficial or
clandestine broadcasts, for the elements that carry out the acts
contemplated in paragraph (l) of this article;
exercise strict control, in their respective territories, over ele-
ments which intend to carry out or plan the acts contemplated
in paragraph (I) of this article;
prevent the transit of elements who intend to plan to commit
the acts contemplated in paragraph (ll of this article, from a

place in the territory of either to a place in the territory of the
other or to a place in the territory of any third state which has a
common boundary with the High Contracting Party against
which such elements intend or plan to commit the said acts;
take appropriate steps in their respective territories to prevent
the recruitment of elements of whatever nationality for the
purpose of carrying out the ects contemplated in paragraph { 1) of
this'article;
prevent the elements contemplated in paragraph (l I of this arti
cle from carrying out from their respective territories by any
means acts of abduction or other acts, aimed at taking citizens of
any nationality hostage in the territory of the other High Con-
tracting Party; and
prohibit the provision on their respective tenitories of any logis-
tic facilities for carrying out the acts contemplated in para-
graph {l} of this article;
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3l The High Contracting Parties will not use the territory of third
states to carry out or suppoft the acts contemplated in paragraphs
{ll and (2} of this erticle;
ARTICLE FOUR
The High Conuacting Parties shall take steps, individually and col-

lectively, to ensure that the international boundary between their re-
spective territories is effectively patrolled and that the border posts are
efficiently administered to prevent illegal crossings from the terrirory of
a Hlgh Contracting Party to the territory of the other, and in particular,
by elements contemplated in Article Three of this Agreement.

ARTICLE FIVE
The High Contracting Parties shall prohibit wirhin their territory

acts of propaganda that incite a war of aggression against the other
High Contracting Party and shall also prohibit acts of propaganda
aimed at inciting acts of terrorism and civil war in the territory of the
other High Contracting Party.

ARTICLE SIX
The High Contracting Parties declare that there is no conflict

between their commitments in treaties and international obligations
and the commitment undertaken in this Agreement.

ARTICLE SEVEN
The High Contracting Parties are committed to interpreting this

Agreement in good faith and will maintain periodic contact to ensure
the effective application of what has been agreed.

ARTICLE EIGHT
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as detracting from

the High Contracting Parties' right to self-defence in the event of
armed attacks, as provided for in the Charter of the United Nations.

ARTICLE NINE
I I Each of the High Contracting Parties shall appoint high-ranking

representatives to serve on a foint Security Commission with the
aim of supervising and monitoring the application of this Agree-
ment.

2) The Commission shall determine its own working procedure.
3l The Commission shall meet on a regular basis and may be specially

convened whenever circumstances so require.
a) The Commission shall-

a) Consider all allegations of infringements of the provisions of
this Agreement;

b) advise the High Contracting Parties of its conclusions; and
c) make recommendations to the High Contracting Parties con-
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cerning measures for the effective application of this Agreement
and the settlement of disputes over infringements or alleged
infringements.

The High Contracting Parties shall determine the mandate of their
respective representatives in order to enable interim measures to be
taken in cases of duly recognised emergency.
The High Contracting Parties shall make available all the facilities
necessary for the effective functioning of the Commission and will
iointly consider its conclusions and recommendations.
ARTICLE TEN
This Agreement will also be known as "The Accord of Nkomati".
ARTICLE ELEVEN
This agreement shall enter into force on the date of the signature
thereof.
Any amendment to this Agreement agreed to by the High Contract-
ing Parties shall be affected by the Exchange of Notes between
them.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the signatories, in the name of their respec-
tive governments, have signed and sealed this Agreement, in quadru-
plicate in the Portuguese and English languages, both texts being
equally authentic.
THUS DONE AND SIGNED AT the common border on the banks of
the Nkomati River, on this the sixteenth day of March 1984.

SAMORA MOISf,S MACHEL
MARSHAL OF THE REPUBLIC
PRESIDENT OF THE PEOPLES
REPUBLIC OF MOZAMBIQUE
PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
MOZAMBIQUE

PIETER WILLEM BOTHA
PRIME MINISTER OF THE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
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APPENDIX 2

MESSAGE FROM THE ANGOTAN HEAD OF STATE
to the Uniteil Nations Secretary-Generu|

on the Ptoblems of Southern Africa

Handedto United.Nations Secretary-Genenllavier Perez ile Cuellar in
New York on Taesday 20 November 1984 by Elisio de Figueiredo,
Ambassador of the People's Repubkc of Angola to the IJnited Nations

His Excellency Dr favier P6rez de Cuellar, Secretary-General
of the United Nations Organisation, New York

Mr Secretary-General:

I have the honour to address myself to Your Excellency to inform you of the
steps taken by the Govemment of the People's Republic of Angola with the
essential objective of guaranteeing the independence of Namibia, through the
fulI implementation of United Nations Security Council resolution 4gS/78,
achieving the withdrawal of South AJrican forces from the south of Angola,
securing international guarantees for Angola's security, independence and ter-
ritorial integrity, and contributing to the establishment of lasting peace in
Southern Africa.
As I stated publicly on 25 August 1983, on the occasion of your memorable
visit to Luanda, the People's Republic of Angola has always shown its willing-
ness to co-operate in the search for an adequate solution to the Namibian
problem, thereby taking the first important step towards the establishment of
the iust and lasting peace we want for our peoples and the international
community.
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While ratifying the determinetion of the people and Government of Angola to
continue to fight against the racist invaders, I reiterated our willingness to
continue diplomatic ection to seek a iust solution, and I reaffirmed the follow'
ing positions of our Party and Government:
l. The immediate and unconditional withdrawal of the South African forces

occupying part of our territory;
2. The immediatb implementation of Sccurity Council resolution 435/78lead-

ing to the true indepcndence of Namibia;
3. The cessation of South African aggression against Angola;
4. The cessation of all logistical support for the Unita puppet bandE.

On the basis of these positions, some of which had already been stated in the
statement of the Foreign Ministers of the People's Republic of Angola end the
Republic of Cuba of 4 February l98t and are also contained in the ioint
statement of l9 March 1984 of both governments, we have held both direct and
indirect talks with representatives of the governments of thc United States and
South Africa, with a view to achieving the above obiectives.

These principled positions put forwerd by Angola are a categorical reiection of
so-called'linkage'-reiected by almost every govemment in the world and by
world opinion-which seeks to make the implementation of resolution 435/78
contingent on the prior or parallel withdrawal of the Cuban military contingent
legally present in the People's Republic of Angola at the request of its Govern-
ment and in accordance with Article 5l of the United Nations Chaner.

On the contrary, the implementation of resolution 435/78 and with it the
independence of Namibia, is a fundamental factor which, togethcr with the
cessation of direct or indirect aggression and threats against Angola and help
from abroad for the counter-revolutionary bands, will make it possible within
an adequete period to enoure our security and the subsequent progressive
withdrawal of Cuban internationalist troops from Angola, as stated very pre-

cisely in the above mentioned joint statements of Cuba and Angola of February
1982 and March 1984.

In the course of our talks with represenutives of the United States held in
Luanda on 5 and 7 September, we presented them with a platform for negotia-
tions to be conveyed to the Government of South Africq containing five points.

I here transcribe the full text of the said platform presented by the People's
Republic of Angola:
l. The completion of the process of withdrawal of South African forces from

the territory of the People's Republic of Angola and control by FAPLA of
Angola's state borders.

2. A solemn statement by the Republic of South Africa in which it pledges to
honour and to contribute to the implementation of United Nations resolu-
tion tE5/78 on Namibian independence.

3. A ceasefire agreement between the Republic of South AJrica and SWAPO.
4. A statement by the Government of the People's Republic of Angola reiterat-

ing its decision, in agreement with the Government of Cuba, to proceed with

I
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the stan of t}e withdrawal of the Cuban internationalist contingent, only
when the implementation of regolution a35l8 is under way.

5. The signing within the p.remet€rs of the UN Security Counci! which
would act as guarentot of an intemational agreement between the govern-
ments of the People's Republic of Angola, the Republic of South Africa, the
Republic of Cuba and a representative of SWApO, in which would bc defined
the rerpcctive undertakings for achieving Namibia's independence, and the
Suerentees for the security and territorial integrity of the people's Republic
of Angola and lesting peace in South-West Africa.

This agreement would consider:
l. United Nations troops heving been establiehed in Namibia, together with

the UN authorities, within the prescribed period the Republic of South
Africa would completely withdraw its armed forces from Namibia, with-
drawing first the air force and the unite on the bordcr with Angola, which
would come under the immediate responsibility of the United Nations
troops,

2. As soon as the air force had completely withdrawn from the territory of
Namibia and there remained of the South African troops only one thousend
five hundrcd infantrymen, Angolo and Cuba would proceed with the with-
drawal of five thoussnd Cuban internationalists from the troops grouped in
the south, as a gesture of good will.

3. The Cuban troops would not clrry out 4ny kind of deployment of military
units or any type of manoeuwe south of the l6th parallel.

4. With regard to the remeining numbers of Cuban troope grouped in the south,
they would be withdrawn to Cuba over a maximum pcriod of three years.

5. If any act of aggression or threat of imminent aggreseion against Angola by
South Africa were note4 the entire agreement would be euspendedor an-
nulled.

6. The Republic of South Africa would undertake from the very etart to ceese
all support of the Unita bands, and the United Nations authorities would
have to verify the dismantling of the Unita bases on Namibian territory.

7. The withdrawal of Cuban troops stationed in Cabinda province and other
regions in the north of the People's Republic of Angolq including thc
country's capital, would be programmed in accordance with a timetable to bc
established for this purpose by the People's Republic of Angola and Cuba.

As Your Excellency can confirm, the pladorm directly states the problems that
must be resolved to secure the implementstion of resolution 435/78 and
therefore, the independence of Namibia, as well es other Etepe to guarantee the
disengagement of South African forces from our territory and the establish-
ment of lasting peace in the region, which would creste the requisite condi
tions to proceed with the disengagement of Cuban internationalist troops from
southern Angola; all this, of coursg within the framework of an international
agreement subscribed to by all the parties concerncd and guaranteed by the
Security Council.
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Subsequently, and as proof of the seriousness with which Angola is carrying
out the negotirtiono, on 9 Octobcr this ycar we presented a text which comple-
mented the pletform and rigorously expressed our precise proposals with rcgard
to the Cuban military personnel.

The full text of the documcnt is as followsl
The People's Republic of Angola and the Republic of Cuba, in exercising their
sovereign rights, and within the framework of Article 5l of the United Nations
Charter, agree to proceed in the following manner in respect of the internrtion-
alist contingent of Cuban troops, eo long as the points formulated in the
platform of the People's Republic of Angola for an international agreement on
independcncg security and peace in South-West Africa lAngola and Namibia!
are accepted carried out and respected.

Firsq on the grouping of Cuban troops in the south of Angola IATSI
l. \tYithin 24 months of the entry of thc UN troops contingent for the imple'- ;;;;;il ;ii;il; council rcsolution 4ss/7s, the is,ooo men of ihe\

preeent line defending the south of Angola-Namibe-Lubango-Matala-
famba-Menongue-will be withdrawn in thc following menner:

- after the l6th wee\ within a four-month period, S,fiD men.

- between the l2th and l6th montl\ enother 5,0(X) men.

- between the 2&h and 24th month, a further 5,0(X) men.

During this period, the Cuban troops would at no time croes the l5th
Parallel, which is l60km from the Namibian border and l,360km from the
Orange River.

2. The remaining troops of the AT$ comprising approximately 5,0(X) men,
deployed behind the said linq would be withdrawn between the 32nd and
36th month.
During that third year, these troops would at no time cross the lSth Parallel
which is more than Sfl)km from the land border with Namibia and l,7fl)km
from the Orange River. That is, as from the 24th month, no ATS utrit would
cross the l3th Parallel.

Thus, approximately 2Q0fi) men of the total number of Cuban troops in
Angola would withdraw in 36 months.

Second on the remaining Cuban troops in Angola:
l. The remaining Cuban troops which have nothing to do with the defenge of

the south of the country and no relationship to Namibia or South Africa, eg

pointed out in point S-VII of the platform, would be withdrawn from Angola
in accordance with en independent timetablc to be agreed upon by the
Peoples Republic of Angola and Cuba when the time comes.

These remaining troops would also et no time cross the lSth Parallel.

Angola and Cuba ehall establish the dates indicated as the maximum limits
for the ATS to stay in Angola, reserving the right to cut short thoee periods if
security and territorial integrity so permit. In the same spirit, both govem-
ments, exercising their prerogatives of sovereignty, shsll determine the
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moment and the eppropriete timeecale for the withdrawal of the remaining
forces, once Angola's integrity and eecurity are fully guaranteed.

2. Pan of those troops are in Cabinda, which ie l,350km from the river border
{the Cunene Riverl with Namibia and separated from the rest of the territory
of the People's Republic of Angola by a strip of Zaitean territory and by the
Zaire River.
Cabinda is t550km from the Orange River,
Another part of this force would be in Luanda and the surrounding area
(Bengo and Kwanza Nortef, Luanda is Cabinda's rear, in view of the fact that
it is only here that there can be the air and naval forces capable of going to
the help of Cabinda in the event of aggression, as well as the ground forces
which would be transported by air and ship.
Luanda is 945km from the river border (Cunene River) with Namibia and
2,l45km from the Orange River.

Other units could be stationed in northern and eastem provinces and in
strategic points north of the lSth Parallel which ensure communications
and supplies to those provinces.

3. That is, the remaining forces would be very far from the southern border, and
their mission, together with FAPLA" is to defend the tenitorial integrity of
the People's Republic of Angola against aggression from the north and nonh-
easg and more especially against Cabind4 as has already happened.

4. The People's Republic of Angola does not have the organised menpower
resources with the required educational level, or the available material and
financial resources to wage a war against the Unita bands and other puppet
organisations, and simultaneously to replace the Cuban troops and arma-
ments at strategic points in the south" centre and north of the country.
Angola has to give priority to fighting the bandits who, supported trained
and equipped from abroad, have caused and are continuing to cause the
country substantial human and economic losses.

At the same time, and if agreement is reached in the present negotiations, in
only 36 months it will have to replace the strength in men and equipment of
the grouping of Cuban troops in the south and assume responsibility for the
installations and positions occupied by them,
For this reaso4 it is only after such replacement has been carried out and
peace and internal order has been guaranteed that Angola itself will be able
to take on the tasks whicll for the country's security and integrity, are
performed by the remaining Cuban military personncl.

This will require time, substantial resources and a tremendous effort in the
training of skilled and technical personnel. To demand more of our yount
State, after five centuries of colonialism, fourteen years of struggle for
indepcndence and almost ten years offighting ageinst foreign aggression and
subvereion organised from abroad, would reflect a lack of realism and a lack
of consideration for our people.
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Angola has given proof of its good will and seriousnesg in seeking pcace.

Angola cannot make concessions which would be suicidal to it$ national
integrity and ite political and social progress, forgetting the sacrificeg made
by tens of thousands of its finest sone and daughters.

Angola, Mr. Secretary-General, has given proof of its willingness and serious-
ness in seeking peece, but it cannot accept an arengement which does not take
into account the criteria outlined here or which does not fully respond in a
satisfactory way to all the issues related to the rapid independence of Namibia,
the disengagement of South African troops from our territory and the cessation
of all external help for the Unita puppet bends.

In other words, and reaffirming what is stated et the end of the complemcntary
text, it is not possible either to demand or to expect of Angola concessions
which would be suicidal to its netional integrity and the development of its
political and social progress, and would mean forgetting the sacrifices made by
tens of thousands of its finest gons and daughters.

Mr, Secretary-Genera! conscious of the fundamental role played by the United
Nations in respect of the independence of Namibia and the implementation of
resolution 435/78, we consider it indispensable not only that Your E:rcellency
should be fully informed of how the netotietions are goiry but algo that, at an
oppoftune moment in the not too distant future, that your repres€ntetive
should take part in them, so thit you may also make your valuable and
necessafy contribution to our efforts.
Finally, I should like to say to you, Mr. Secretary-Ceneraf that Angola has
carried out these negotiations in close co-ordination with Cuba and hag its full
support. At the same time, the leadership of SWAPO has also been informed
about the evolution of the negotiations.

I should like to request of Your Excellency that this letter be circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly and the Security Council.
Please accept, Mr. Secretary-General, the assurances of my highest considera-
tion.

IOSE EDUARTTO DOS SANTOS
hesiilent of the Pcople'o Reptbllc of AWpla

Ieaucd by Informrtion I)eprttmGlrt of the Centrd Commieecc of
the ItPLA-Workcre'Prrty, Luradr, PeoplCc Rcpublle of Angoh

The Tlmee PrdlrrA KlAiloml21th Novembcr,lW
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RESOTUTTON 43s {19781
Adopted by the Security Coancil'at its 2087th meeting

on 29 Septembet 1978

The Secwity Council,
Recallingits resolutions 385 11976l and 431 (19781, and &12

{le78l,
Having consideted the report submitted by the Secretary-

General pursuant to paregraph 2 of resolution in the Security
Council on29 September 1978 15/128591,

Taking note of the relevant communications from the
Government of South Africa addressed to the Secretary-
General,

Taking note also of the letter dated 8 September 1978 from
the President of the South \flest Africa People's Organization
(SWAPOI addressed to the Secretary General (S/I28411,

Reaffirming the legal responsibility of the United Nations
over Namibia,

L. Approv es the report of the Secretary-General lS/ 12827 | Iot
the implementation of the proposal for a settlement of the
Namibian situation (5/126361 and his explanatory statement
Is/t286el;

2. Reiterutes that its obiective is the withdrawal of South
Africa's illegal administration of Namibia and the transfer of
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power to the people of Namibia with the assistance of the
United Nations in accordance with resolution 385 (19761:

3. Decides to establish under its authority a United Nations
Transition Assistance report of the Secretary-General for a
period of up to 12 months in order to assist his Special Repre-
sentative to carry out the mandate conferred upon him by
paragraph I of Security Council resolution 431 (19781, namely,
to ensure the early independence of Namibia through free and
fair elections under the supervision and control of the United
Nations;

4. Welcomes SWAPO's preparedness to co-operate in the
implementation of the Secretary-General's report, including its
expressed readiness to sign and observe the cease-fire provi-
sions as manifested in the letter from the President of SWAPO
dated 8 September 1978 {S/l28all;

5. Calls on South Africa forthwith to co-operate with the
Secretary-General in the implementation of this resolution;

5. Declarcs that all unilateral measures taken by the illegal
administration in Namibia in relation to the electoral process,
including unilateral registration of voters, or transfer of power,
in contravention of Security Council resolutions 285 11976l,
431 (19781 and this resolution are null and void;

7. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security
Council no later than 23 October 1978 on the implementation
of this resolution.

d
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l2 February 1982

His Maiesty
King Sobhuza Il of Swaziland
Mbzbane
SWAZILAND

Your Mricsty

I have the honour to refer to verious discueeions and correspondence
between the Forcign Ministerg of the Kingdom of Swaziland and the
Rcpublic of South Africa which resulted in mutual rgreement bctween
our reEpcctive Governmcnts to the effect that both Governments ere
aware of the fact thrt international terrorigm, in all ito manifestrtions,
poses e rcel thrcet to international peace and security and that our
respective Governmentg should take stepe to protect our respective
statca and nrtionals against this threat.

Thcreforc, I now have the honour to inform you th.t the Government of
the Republic of South Africa proposes the following Agreement between
our respective Govcrnments:

ARTICLE I

The Contracting Parties undertake to combat terrorism, insurgency
and subversion individually and collectively and shall call upon each
other wherevcr poesible for such assistance and steps as may be
dcemcd nec€ssery or expedient to eliminate this evil.
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ARTICLE 2

In the conduct of their mutuel rclatio$ thc Contractiru Prrties ghell

funhermore respect cach othe/s independencq eovercignty and territoriel
integdty and shrll rcfrein from thc unlarvhrl thrcat or we of force end
from any otler act which is inconsistent with the purposee etrd
principles of good neighbourlineso.

ARTICLE 3

The Contracting Panies ghall live in peace and funher develop and
maintain friendly relations with each othcr and shall therefore not ellow
any activities within their rcapcctiyc territories directed towards the
commissiotr of any ect which involvcs a threat or uge of force againet
each othe/s territoriel integrity.

ARTICLE 4

The Contracting Parties shall not allow within their respective territories
the installation or maintenance of foreign military bcgcs or the presence

of foreigrr military units cxcept in accordancc with their right of sclf-
defence in the event of armed attacks as provided for in the Charter of
the United Nations rnd only after due notificetion to the other. Should
the Government of the Kingdom of Swaziland agrec with the
abovementioned provisions, this letter and your affirmative reply thereto
shall constitute an Agreement between our two Governmentg.

Please accepg Your Maiesty, the renewed essurance of my highest
consideration.

P. W. DOTNA
Prime lllinietcr of tho Republic of South Africr

lTth February, 1982
My Dear Prime Minister,

You are hereby authorise to sigrr on bchalf of Swaziland the letter of
Understanding on Security Matters between the Kingdom of Swaziland and
the Republic of South Africa in reply to the letter dated l2th Februery, 1982
from the Prime Minister of the Republic of South Africa.

SODEUZA II
Irrgwcaygne, Ring of Swrzihnd
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lTth February, 1982

Honourable Prime Minister

I have the honour to refer to your letter of 12 February 1982 which reads as

follows:

"I have the honour to refer to various discussions and correspondence
between the Foreign Ministers of the Kingdom of Swaziland and the
Republic of South AJrica which resulted in mutual agreement between
our respective Governments to the effect that both Govemments are
aware of the fact that international terrorism, in all its manifestations,
poses a real threat to international peace and security and that our
respective Governments should take steps to protect our respective states
and nationals against this threat.

Therefore, I now have the honour to inform you that the Government of
the Republic of South Africa proposes the following Agreement between
our r€spective Governments:

ARTICLE I

The Contracting Parties undertake to combat terrorism, insurgency and
subversion individually and collectively and shall call upon each other'
wherever possible for such assistance and steps as may be deemed
necessary or expedient to eliminate this evil.

ARTICLE 2

ln the conduct of their mutual relations the Contracting Parties shall
furthermore respect each other's independence, sovereignty and territorial
integrity and shall refrain from the unlawful threat or use of force and
from any other act which is inconsistent with the purposes and
principles of good neighbourliness.

ARTTCLE 3

The Contracting Parties ehall live in peace and further develop and
maintain friendly relations with each other and shall therefore not allow
any activities within their respective territories directed towards the
commission of any act which involves a threat or use of force against
each other's territorial integrity.
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ARTTCTE 4

The Contrecting Perties shall not allow within thcir respcctive tcrritories
the installation or maintenance of foreign military bases or the prcocncc
of forcign militery units except in eccordancc with their right of relf-
dcfence ia the event of armed attacls ee provided for in the

Chcrter of the United Nations and only aftcr due notification to
the othcr.

Should the Governmcnt of thc Kingdom of Swazilend agrce with the
abovementioned provisions, this letter and your affirmativc reply thcrcto
shall constitlrte an Agreement btween our two Govcrnments.

Please accept, Your Maiesty, the renewed assurance of my higheet
consideration."

Duly authorised by His Maiesty King Sobhuza U, I havc the honour to
inform you, Mr Prime Minister, that the Goverament of the Kingdom of
Swaziland agree to the abovementioned provisions and regard your letter and
this reply as constituting en agreement between our two Governmente.

Please accep! Mr Prime Minister, the aesurance of my highest consideration.

I}IAAANDLIT FRED DL/IIIINI
Prime lllinietcr of tlrc Kinsdon of Swrzilrnd

TIIE EONOI'N,ABLE P. W.IOTIIA
Prime llliaistcr of thc Rcpublic of South Afrier, Cqrc Torvn

EMBARGOED AND TO BE CHECKED ACAINST DEI,TVERY

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT Of THE REPUBTIC
OF SOUTH AFRICA AND T}TE GOVERNMENT OF THE
KINGDOM OF SWAZILAND RETATING TO SECURITY MATTERS

lotNT STATEMENT BY THE HONOURABTE R F BOTHA, MINISTER
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA, AND
THE HONOURABLE R V DLAMINI, MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
OF THE KINGDOM OF SWAZITAND:31 MARCH 1984

During discussions between the Honourable R F Botha, Minister of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of South Africa, and the Honourable R V Dlamini,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Swaziland in Pretoria today, it
was decided to make public, on behalf of their respective Governments, thc
existence and contents of an Agreement relating to Security Matters.

/fr'
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After having been granted full powers by the South A.frican State president in
Council and His Maiesty the late King Sobhuza II of Swaziland, respectively the
Honourable P W Botha, Prime Minister of the Republic of South Africa, and the
Honourable M F Dlamini, former Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Swaziland,
concluded the Agreemeng which came into force on 17 February 1982, on
behalf of the two Governments.

The introductory paragraph of the Agreement expresses the awareness of the
two States that international terrorism, in all its manifestations, poses a real
threat to international peace and security as well as their agreement that they
should take steps to protect their respective States and nationals against this
threat. The Agreement accordingly records the undertaking of the Parties to
combat terrorism, insurgency and subversion individually and collectively as
well as their right to call upon each other for such assistance and steps as may
be deemed necessary or expedient to eliminate this evil.

The Parties are required to respect each others independence, sovereignty and
territorial integrity in the conduct of their mutual relations and to refrain from
the threat or use of force as well as any other act which would be inconsistent
with the purposes and principles of good neighbourliness.

In order to facilitate the maintenance and development of peace and friendly
relations between the two States, they are required not to allow any activities
within their respective territories which are directed towards the commission
of any act which involves a threat or use of force against each other's territorial
integrity.

The Parties are also required not to allow the installation or maintenance of
foreign military bases or the presence of foreign military units within their
respective territories except in accordance with their right of self-defence in
the event of armed attacks and only after due notification to the other.

PRETORIA
3l MARCH 1984
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RESOLUTTON 418 lr977l
of 4 November 1977

The Security Council,
Recalling its resolution 392 11976l of 19 fune 1975, strongly

condemning the South African Government for its resort to massive
violence against and killings of the African people, including
schoolchildren and students and others opposing racial discrim-
ination, and calling upon that Government urSently to end violence
against the African people and to take steps to eliminate apafiheid and
racial discrimination,

Recognizing that the military build-up by South Africa and its
persistent ects of aggression against the neighbouring States seriously
disturb the security of those states,

Further rccognizing that the existing arms embargo must be
strengthened and universally applied without any reservations or
qualifications u/hatsoever, in order to prevent a further aggravation of
the grave situation in South Africa,

Takingnote of the Lagos Declaration for Action against Apartheid,
Gravely concerned that South Africa is at the threshold of

producing nuclear weapons,
Condemning the South African Covernment for its acts of

repression, its defiant continuance of the system of. apartheid and its
attacks against neighbouring independent States

Considering that the policies and acts of the South African

*,
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Government are fraught with danger to international peace and
security,

Recailing its resolution l8l (1963| of 7 Augusr 1963 and other
resolutions concerning a voluntary arms embargo against South
Africa,

Convinced that a mandatory arms embargo needs to be universally
applied against South Africa in the first insiance,

Acting therefore under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,

l. Determines, having regard to the policies and acts of the South
African Governmenq that the acquisition by South Africa of arms and
related materi€l constitutes a threat to the maintenance of inter-
national peace and security;

2. Decides that all States shall cease forthwith any provision to
South Africa of arms and related materiCl of all types, including the
sale or transfer of weapons and ammunition, military vehicles and
equipment, paramilitary police equipmeng and spare parts for the
aforementioned and shall cease as well the provision of all types of
equipment and supplies and grants of licencing arrangements for the
manufacture and development of nuclear weepons;

3. Calls upon all States to review, having regard to the obiectives of
the present resolution, all existing contractual;urangements with and
licences granted to South Africa relating to the manufacture and
maintenance of arms, ammunition of all types and military equipment
and vehicles, with a view to terminating them.

4. Further decides that all States shall refrain from any co-
operation with South Africa in the manufacture and development of
nuclear weepons;

5. Calls upon all Stares, including Stares non-members of the
United Nations, to act strictly in accordance with the provisions of
the present resolution;

6. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council
on the protress of the implementation of the present resolution, the
first to be submitted not later than I May 1978;

7. Decides to keep this item on the agenda for further actio& as
appropriate in the light of developments.

Adopted unanimously at the 2046th meeting.

APPENDIX 6

RESOTUTION s58 (19841

Adopted by the Security Council at its 2564th meeting
on 13 December 1984

The Secwity Council,
Recallingits resolution 418ll977l of 4 Novembet 1977, in which it

decided upon a mandatory arms embargo against South Africa,
Recallingits resolution 421 ll977l of 9 December 1977, by which it

entrusted a Committee consisting of all its members with the task of;

amont other things, studying ways and means by which the
mandatory arms embargo could be made more effective against South
Africa and to make recommendetions to the Council,

Taking note of the Committee's report to the Security Council
contained in document S/14179 of 19 September 1980,

Recognizing that South Africa's intensified efforts to build up its
capacity to manufacture armaments undermines the effectiveness ol
the mandatory arms embargo against South Afric4

Considering that no'State should contribute to South Africa's arms
production capability by purchasing arms manufactured in South
Aftica,

l. Reaffirms its resolution 418 (19771 and stresses the continuing
need for the strict application of all its provisions;

2. Requests all States to refrain from importing anns, ammunitiori
of all types and military vehicles produced in South Africa;

3. Requests all States, including States non'members of the United
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Nations to act strictly in accordance with the provisions of the present
resolution;

4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council
Committee established by resolution 421 ll977f concerning the
question of South Africa on the progress of the implementation of the
present resolution before 3l December 1985.

NOTES

Introduction

l. Estimates by SADCC members and others.
2. Chitdren on the Front Line-The Impact of Apartheid, Destabili'

zation andWadare on Children in Southem Aftica (UNICEF, fanuary
1987|. This report uses official government figures of 100,000 military
and civilian war deaths in Mozambique from 1980-85, and a further
100,000 deaths in southern Mozambique 1983-84 as a result of the
disruption of food production and interference or prevention of food
relief distribution. The report estimates at least another lfi),fi)O
deaths in Angola in this period from war-related famine and its effects'
War-related deaths among infants and children are estimated at
380,000 in Mozambique and Angola 1980-85, through disruption of
food production and destruction of health facilities. In 1986, these
figures are given as 14Q000 and a similar figure was anticipated for
1987. That totals 960,000 deaths to the end of 1987, excluding direct
military and civilian fatalities in the latter two years. Thus the figure
of one million dead in the two countries alone since 1980 is probably
conservative.

3. Unicef, Maputo. Roy Stacey, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Afri-
can Affairs in the US State Department et a UN-sponsored conference
on the emergency appeal (Maputo, April 1988), described the situation
in Mozambique as "one of the most brutal holocausts against ordinary
human beings since World War Two."

4. On 25 April 1985, over a year after the signing of the Nkomati
Accord the South African foreign minister, R, F. "Pik" Botha, stated in
parliament:

I
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"There was of course a time when we helped to train Renamo
and assisted it. . . . Renamo's requests for aid were acceded to. I
wish to confirm today that in similar circumstances in southern
Africa, we should do it again." (S A Hansard, 25 April 1985, col.
42r41
5. Chapter L After publication of the Gorongosa diaries, captured

in 1985 at the main MNR base in central Mozambiqug which revealed
that the South Africans had repeatedly violated Mozambican sover-
eignty, broken the terms of Nkomati, and continued to fly in supplies,
"Pik" Botha confirmed that the documents were genuine:

"One can go through all those entries in the diary . . . the infor-
mation tallies with the flights undertaken by the air force. That
is true. The times of our meetings [with MNR] in pretoria are
correct. The times that they indicated I had been present, are
correct." {S A Hansard 6 February 1985, col. 353)

He later claimed the violations, such as building a clandestine air
strip, were "technical."

6. Chapter 3. Letters between Savimbi and Ramires de Oliveira of
the Portugese eastern military command in 1972, dealing with supply
of arms, ammunition and medicine, and confirming the use of Unita
members in other countries to gather information on MPLA for the
Portuguese. Found in security files in Lisbon after the Portugese coup
d'Atut, some of these letters were first published in leune Afrique in
Paris and later in The Times of London, A padre involved as go-
between has also confirmed to the editors the regular contacts be-
tween Unita and Portuguese military intelligence, maintained through
timber merchants, Duarte and Oliveira.

7. For the best analysis of "total strategy" in its historical context
and its application, see Robert Davies and Dan O'Meara, "Total Strat-
egy in Southern Africa: An Analysis of South African Regional policy
since 1978," lournal of Southern African Studjes I l, no. 2 {April 19851.
See also fohn de St forre, "Destabilization and Dialogue: South Africa's
Emergence as a Regional Superpower." CSIS Afuica Notes, no. L6 ll7
April 19841.

8. For further information on South Africa's nuclear capability, see
Chapter 7; publications and testimony of the World Campaign ageinst
Nuclear and Military Collaboration with South Africa, Oslo; Robert S.

faster, "Pretoria's Nuclear Diplomacy," CSIS Afuica Notes, no. 8l {22
|anuary 1988).
9. Edward Mortimer, FinancialTimes, London, 29 March 1988.
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10. Commonwealth Eminent Persons Croup on Southern Africa,
Mission to South Africa: The Commonwealth Report (London: Pen'
guin Books, 1986).

Chapter l. MozIUBIQUE: Vlcrurls oF APARTHEID

l. O Seculo lllustrado, no. 1896, 4 May 1974' The photograph was

taken by Eduardo Gageiro.
2. Ken Flower, interviews with authors. From his personal archives,

Flower also supplied a copy of the photograph with the new caption
written on it by his deputy, Ken Leaver. Over a three'year period from
14 November 1982, Flower was interviewed on a number of occasions,

all in Harare. Some interviews were lengthy; others to check or clarify
details were brief. Flower died in Harare in September 1987, three
weeks before publication of his autobiography, Sewing Secretly lLon'
don: Iohn Murray; Harare: Quest, 1987f. In the book he confirms the
meeting with Maior Silva Pais and many of the other details he told
the authors.

3. For a full account of this period, see David Martin and Phyllis

fohnson, The Struggfte for Zimbabwe: The Chimarcnga War {New
York Monthly Review Press, l98l|.

4. Two CIO officers who asked not to be identified, interviews with
authors, Herare,25 November 1982,8 February 1984, and 18 February

1985. At the time of the first two interviews, both men were still
serving officers in the CIO. It mey seem odd to the reader who is

,.rttaw"i" of postindependence Zimbabwean realities that people who
had served the rebel Rhodesian regime would wish-and be allowed-
to continue working in Zimbabwe's main intelligence organization. In
part, this arose from constraints imposed upon the Mugabe Sovern'
ment by the Lancaster House agreement giving certain protections to
Rhodesian civil servants. But, more importantly, it arose from Mu-
gabe's policy of reconciliation and the need to retain professional

skills while Zimbabweans were receiving special training.
s. rbid.
5. The term "reeducation center" may have a sinister ring' But the

Portuguese cenfto de rceducagdo could equally well be translated as

"reform center'or "retraining center," terms that do not carry the same

connotation.
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7. The Mozambican government has refused to use the names
MNR or Renamo, instead describing the group as bandidos armados
which in English mean$ "armed bandits." It is a phrase widely accepted,
even by Western ambassadors in Maputo. The British ambassidor

Jehstg1!,gr3 interviewed in fanuary 1984 on the eitE6-frT-ro?l66ilF
Radio- Mozambique iust before relinquishing his post, said he fully
agreed that the MNR was no morethan "armed bandits." His successor

. T.tiq Yilglcin the Queen's birthday party speech on 13 fune 1985, said
"Britain and Mozambique would go together in search of peace, dia-
logue, observance of the law, defeat of the armed bandiis and the
future prosperity of Mozambique." Another senior Western ambassa-
dor in Maputo described them as "a disparate group of gun-slingers,
thugs, white Portuguese opportunists and other assorted anti-Frelimo
types who lack any vision or programme for the future." The scale of
atrocities the MNR has committed is massive and well documented.
Their terrorization of the population has included acts such as cutting
off ears, noses or lips, and hacking people to death with pickaxes.

8. Over a period of three years the authors interviewed, on a
number of occasions, four of the seven CIO officers involved in the
creation and operations of the MNR in its Rhodesian period. Flower
spoke on the record about the CIO role in creating the MNR and
includes details of this period in his autobiography. Of those directly
involved, May was the only one of the CIO/MNR team to "defect,'to
the South Africans after Zimbabwe's independence. According to
Flower, there was a "gentlemen's agreement" in the CIO that none of
his officers would be recruited by the South AJricans without his
knowledge. May broke the agreement, taking a number of files with
him to Pretoria. He is reputed to have become a brigadier in the MID
before moving to Britain in late 1984. There he became "edito/,of
Chief Executive magazine owned by the Dutch shipping magnare
fohan Deuss, who is heavily involved in supplying Middle tast oil to
South Africa in breach of sanctions.

9. Flower, interviews; CIO officers, interviews.
10. Evo Fernandes, interviews with authors; Lisbon, April and |une

1984. Fernandes was removed as MNR Secretary-general in early 1997,
during feuding within the leadership, and was made head of "research,i
He disappeared in Lisbon in mid-April 1988 and the portuguese police
announced a few days later that his body had been found outside the
city with a bullet in the head.

ll. Domingos Arouca, interviews with authors, Lisbon, April and
|une 1984. He spoke bitterly egainst the MNR.and particularly against
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Cristina and Fernandes who, he sai4 had blocked his attempts to
obtain a rear base in Rhodesia for Fumo. Arouca announced his resig'

nation from Fumo in late t 98 I and his withdrawal from politics on the
grounds of "ill health." This was "after talks with South Africa and after
realizing South Africa was not.interested in an independent Mozam'
bique but only in putting preseure on Mozambique."

12. Frelimo, Statement, Dar es Salaam, 25 August 1964; foaquim
Chissano, interview with authors, Maputo, December 1985. Further
details were supplied by Chissano, then minister of foreign affairs, who
for many years during the liberation struggle was Frelimo's head of
security. Milas is believed to have Sone to Egypt and then Sudan after
fleeing Dar es Salaam. The authors picked up his trail again in Ethiopia

early in l97d where he had been news editor of Radio Voice of the
Gospel in Addis Ababa for some years, and traced him to Nairobi
where he was involved in the Kenya Planned Parenthood Association.
He worked for the UN agency Habitat and later became chief informa-
tion officer for another UN agency in Nairobi, UNEP. Femandes said

that Milas was in Kenya as the MNR's deputy representative for
Africa.

13. The MNR was so strongly identified with Matsangaiza that it
was widely knowlt as the "Andr€ movement" and its members as

Matsangas or Machangas.
14. folo Santa Rita, Star, |ohannesburg l8 March 1985. Following

Cristina's death, the two brothers Adriano and Boaventura Bomba,

both prominent in the MNR leadership, disappeared. A former Mozam-
bican iournalist, Santa Rita provided the first detailed report of Cristi'
na's death. Quoting MNR sources, he said Boaventura had been behind
the murder of Cristina and that subsequently both Bombas had been

killed. "Boaventure accused Cristina, who was a white man, of being
totally under South African control," wrote Santa Rita. 'The row
reached such a level that the MNR president, Mr. Afonso Dhlakama,
wanted Boaventura to be executed for treason." The MNR alleged that
Cristina had been killed by Frelimo "agents," but in the middle of an

MNR training base in South Afric4 this seems highly implausible.
The much more probable explanation is that he was a victim of the
internal feuding which had been a characteristic of the MNR since
Dhlakama's takeover.

15. Flower, interviews; CIO officers, interviews. Flower was insis-

tent that Vorster rejected his approach for support and that such
support was only forthcoming after P. W. Botha took over as South
,q,fiican leader in late 1978. This assertion appears to be borne out by

I
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the statements of clo instructors stationed at odzi that no south
Africans or South African supplies appeared there until 1979.

15. CIO paymastcr.administrator, interviews with authors. Details
of these two phases of the transfer were given in these interviews.

17. CIO senior instructor, interview with authors, Harare, 16 fanu-
ery 1985.

18. Mozambique National Planning Commissioq Economic Re-
pot, (Maputo, fanuary 1984f.

19. National Statistical Directorate, Mozambique National plan-
ning Commission, Statistical information lg75-19g4 (Maputo|; Mo-
zambique National Planning Commission, Export figures,- lggb and
1986 (Maputof.

20. National Railways of Zimbabwe. By early 19g6, this trade was
reduced to less than l0 percent, but it began to increase again later in
the year and throughout 1987.

21. Eastwood to Mugabe, 26 fune 1981, Report. Captain Eastwood,s
repoft, which white colleagues referred to as'The Bibie,', was prepared
for a briefing for Mugabe on the MNR and the situation in Mozam-
bique. Reading it again in early 1985, the aurhors are left with the
distinct impression that it was intended to scare the new Zimbabwean
government. If this is correct, then Eastwood's statistics for the MNR
at that time may be too high. The report warns Mugabe against
committing troops to Mozambique: "should Zimbabwean troops be-
come actively involved in the war in Mozambique it is axiomatic that
each of the aforesaid links (to Beira and ruaputo| will be forfeited as a
reprisal." Later in the report, Eastwood says, "The strategic dangers of
such involvement on our paft have been pointed out on a num-ber of
occasions. worse-case analysis means we will lose both links to the
coast. Under such circumstences Zimbabwe may es well apply for
Homeland status."

t 22. IVINR documents found 5 December l98l at Garagua, Mozam-
I bique (hereafter cited as Garagua documents|, which included minutes
\ of meetings in November 1980 at Zoabostad the main MNR training\ camp in South Africa.

23. rbid.
24. A report on this meeting was subsequently obtained by the

Zimbabwean authorities from villagers crossing from Mozambique.
25. Garagua documents.
25. senior Frelimo officials told us of the abundance of evidence to

prove the Malawi-MNR connectio& including highly compromising
documentarion found at Gorongosa in Augusi tiss. us 
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officials are equally open about this connection, and late in 1985, the
British government made formal representation to the Malawi Sovern-
ment requesting the termination of support for the MNR.

27. Heru\d, Harare, 24 fune 1982.
28. Paul Fauvet, "Thq SADCC Summit in Maputo," for the Mozam-

bique News Agency (hereafter cited as AIMI, July 1983.

29. Observer, London, 20 February 1983.

30. "Documentation about the Accord of Nkomati," AIM, May
1984. The first item in this dossier "The Nkomati Agreemenc An
Historical Perspective" contains details of the points Crocker made
during his visit. Although this was a historical landmark in the pro-

cess leading to Nkomati, the visit went badly, the abrasive Crocker
clashing with Chissano, then foreign minister. Thereafter, Crocker's
deputy Frank Wisner, an able career diplomat, handled contacts with
the Mozambican govemment.

31. Lawrence Eagleburger, Address to National Conference of Edi'
torial Writers, San Francisco, 23 |une 1983.

32. AIXI "Doc-umentation about the Accord of Nkomati."
33. Mozambican government officials, interviews with one of au'

thors, Maputo, December 1985.

34. ANC Information Department, Statement, Lusaka, 16 March
1984.

35. West Africa (Londonf, 2 April 1984.

35. Mozambique National Planning Commission, Economic Re'
pott.

37. Southern African Research & Documentation Centre (hereafter

cited as SARDCI, Report, Maputo; December 1985.

38. Ministry of Internal Trade, statistics supplied to authors, Ma-
puto, December 1985. Other statistics in this section were supplied by
the relevant ministries.

39. Mozambique National Planning Commission, Economic Re'
port.

40. Mozambican government officials, briefings to authors, Ma'
puto, December 1985.

41. The Portuguese connection may need some explanation here.

In the wake of the Portuguese coup d' Aut inApril I 974, before Mozam'
bique's independence, Portuguese business interests were subiect to a
series of nationalizations by the soldiere who seized power in Lisbon.

forge fardim wes one of those affected. Another was Manuel Bulhosa, a

one-time business partner of fardim and, until its nationalizetion, the
orvner of the Maputo oil refinery SONAREP. Bulhosa, reputedly Portu-
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gal's richest businessman, employed Femandes ostensibly at his Lis-
bon publishing house Livraria Berrrend. He also employed forge Cor-
reia, who replaced Fernandes as MNR representative in Europe when
the latter became secretary general. These Portuguese MNR ripresen-
tatives came and went at will in Lisbon, which became MNR prope-
ganda headquerters, notwithstanding Mozambique government pro-
testetions. It became clear early on that they had hrghly placed
contacts among Portuguese civilian and military leaders who refused
to accept Frelimo.

42. Bulhosa had denied to the Mozambican government that he
was supporting the MNR" but proof of his links emerged in August
1985 in the Gorongosa documents.

43. Details of the agreement between Machel, Mugabe, and Nye-
rere are from briefings by officials of the three governments.

44. MNR documents found 28 August 1985 at Gorongos4 Mozam-
bique (hereafter cited as Corongosa documentsf. These documents in-
cluded daily diaries kept by the MNR One entry refers to a meering in
Pretoria on 23 February l98d only rhree weeks before Mozambique and
South Alrica signed the Nkomati Accord giving the objective of the
meeting as: "Planning the war in the face of the situation taken up by
South African republic." The South Alrican team at that meeting was
very high-powered indeed and included the head of the MID General
Pieter van der Westhuizen and the commander of special forces General
Andr€ Liebenberg both since promoted. The contents of the documents
were revealed at a news conference in Maputo on 30 September 1985 by
Mozambique's minister of security Colonel Sergio Vieira and subse-
quently published in two volumes by the Mozambican Ministry of
Information (Maputq I 985f .

45. From l98l to March 1986, at least 34 foreign-contracted
workers, known in Mozambiq\e as co-operantes, were murdered 55
kidnapped, and five wounded by the MNR. They included nationals of
Brazil, Britain, Bulgaria, China, France, the German Democratic Re-
public, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Romania, the Soviet Union, Sri Lanka,
and Sweden. At least l2 priests and nuns were among those murdered
and kidnapped. As a resulr of the South Africa-directed offensive
against foreign-aid workers, most were withdrawn from the country-
side bringing development proiects to a standstill.

45. "Meanwhile, official South African sources have been leaking
to journalists and Mozambican officials information implicating indi-
viduals in other nations, including Portugal, which is Mozamblque,s
former colonial ruler, Oman, Saudi Arabia and the Comoros, in arms
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shipments to the resistence movement" {Washington Post, 23 }anuary
tq8Sl. Ivlachel also did not appear to believe that these were the
principal sources of supply to the MNR' In a speech in December 1984

Le said "south Africa is still the key to the problem."
47. MNR diary, l2 September 1984, Gorongosa documents' There

has been some confusion as to whether Viljoen described Pik Botha as

a "traitot" or "treacherous," This arises from a mistranslation of the
documents. The entry in the diary uses the word traigoeirq correctly
translated as "treacherous."

48. Africa Research Bulletin {ARBf, hereafter cited as 22, no. 9 (15

October 19851; S A Hansard (5 February 19861'

49. ARB 22, No.9 {15 October 1985}.

50. Financial Mail, |oannesburg 4 October 1985.

51. Mozambican government officials briefing to authors, Maputo,

December 1985.

52. In one such attack at the AnSonia state farm, 55 workers were

killed. The wounde4 who were evacueted to hospitals inside Malawi,
found themselves.sharing wards with MNR casualties from the same

ettack.
53. Dossi6r of evidence of Malawi's involvement with MN& Sep-

tember 1985. A copy of the dossier is in the possession of authors.
54. Mozambican government officials, briefings to authors; and

Zimbabwean government officials, briefings to authors. Details of this
period were given in briefings by government officials in Mozambique
and Zimbabwe.

55. As well as personal briefings, a variety of sources ere drawn

upon for chronology and quotations including ARB, Herald {Harare[
Liberution (Parisl, SABC, sevetal South African newspapers, AIM, and

its excellent published record of this period entitled Samota-Why He

Died.
56. Carlos Cardoso, "samora: A Possible Target?", AIM, l6 October

1986.
57. Noticias deBetua,5 February 1988.

58. There were nine survivors. Among those who died with Machel
were Luis Maria de Alcantara Santos, minister of transporq |ose Carlos

Lobo, deputy minister of foreign affairs and former ambassador to the

UN; Aquino da Braganga, director of the Center for African Studies at

Eduardo Mondlane University; Fernando Honwana, personal assistant

to the president; and most of the rest of Machel's personal staff,

including his private secretary, press attach€, official photographer,

interpreters, and other support staff.
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59. The governments of Tanzania and Zimbabwe have large popu-
lar domestic support for their military commitments, and theii citi-
zens are active in civilian support for Mozambique. The Zimbabwe-
Mozambique Friendship Associarion {ZIMOFAI has a large member-
ship and is a dynamic mobilizer of funds, food and materiafsupport for
"displaced people" in Mozambique..In Tanzania, 13 million ihiUings
were raised within a few months of launching a solidarity fund drive
for Mozambique. Thal amount {after a series of devaluations made
necessary by actions of the IMF) equals some US $400,000. yet Tanza-
nia is one of the world's 25 poorest nations, and as most of the money
came from the peasant sector, it represented a massive contribution of
solidarity. Solidarity fund drives were also launched in Belgium, Hol-
land, and Zimbabwe. As people in different countries became con-
scious of what was happening the international mobilization for Mo-
zambique took on dramatic new proportions.

60. The authors have in theirpossession five different photographs
taken at the White House during the visit by an MNR delegation,
which included Luis Serapi{q a professor at Howard University and
MNR representative in the United States; forge Correia, then chief
MNR propagandist in Europe; and Arturo de Fonesca, MNR represen-
tative in the Federal Republic of Germany. See picture section.

51. Charles Redman, 13 fuly 1987. The MNR represenrarive wes
again Serapiilo.

62. Economist (London!, I I fuly 1987.
53. New YorkTimes,2S May 1987.
54. Senate testimony by Chester Crocker on United States-Mozam-

bique policy, 24 fune 1987, released verbatim by the State Department.
55. Mark von Koevering a 3O-year-old Mennonite agronomist from

Michigan working on a seed multiplication project in Homoing said
the invaders were dressed in new camouflage uniforms, were very well
equipped and were "shooting every person and building in sight."

66. Guardian, London,25 July 1987.
57. Roland Hunter, who is still in prison, \,vas an aid to the main

MNR contact in South African military intelligence, Colonel Charles
van Niekerk (later Brigadierf. He handled large amounrs of money on
behalf of the military making payments to MNR leaders. He wit-
nessed new AK 47s being loaded into aircraft at South Africa's military
headquarters destined for Mozambique, and was told by his superiors
that this operation codenamed "Mila" was successful and cost.effec-
tive. Those released were Trish and Derek Hanekom.

68. Francisco Pelucio Silva {Uniceff, Maputo.
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59. Margaret L. Knox, Washington Post, 5 January 1988.

70. rbid.
71. rbid.
72. SARDC, Report; and Reginald H. Green et al., Childten on the

Front Line-The Impact of Apartheid"Desubilization andWarfarc on

Chilitren in Southem Africa, prepared for Unicef, January 1987.

73. Mozambique government and United Nations Development
Program {UNDPI, "The Emergency Situation in Mozambique: ?riority
Requirements for the Period 1988-89' (Maputo: UNDP, March 19881.

74. Green et al., Children on the Front Line.
75. President |oaquim Chissano, Press conference,4 December 1986.

Chapter 2: Zn$r,sswE: APARTHD,ID's Du,emue

I. The names the various perties used in the 1980 elections are

confusing. In the April 1979 "intemel settlement" election, in which
Mugabe'J and Nkomo's paftiee did not participate, the Reverend Nda'
baningi Sithole had registered and used the name Zanu despite having
been deposed as its leader four years earlier. This forced Mugabe s

party to run under the name Zanu'PF in 1980' Nkomo had hoped that
his and Mugabe's pafties would run under the name Patriotic Front.
But this would not have resolved who would be the leader, and Mu-
gabe's party chose to run on its own. In the event, Zanu'PF took 53

perceoi of the votes cast, Nkomo's Patriotic Front 24 percent, end the
UANC only 8 percent. In the "intemal settlement" election l0 months
earlier, the Rhodesians had claimed that Muzorewa's party had taken
67 percent of votes cast.

i. Eschel Rhoodie, The Real Information Scandal (fohannesburg:

Orbis SA (Ptyl, 19831. Rhoodie was secretary for information of the
South African government and was one of the casualties of the "Mul'
dergate" information scandal which also brought down the then prime
minister B. |. Vorster. According to Rhoodie, one of South Africa's
many secret projects was code-named Operation Chicken. This in-
volved funding some Zimbabwean nationalist leaders, and he specifi'
cally mentions Muzorewa, Sithole, and fames Chikerema as beneficiar-
ies of South African largesse. Approximately US $l million were

committed to the 1979 Muzorewa campaign and, in l98Q some four
hundred vehicles costing about US $2.5 million. Muzorewa's three
seats cost Pretoria US $75O000 each.

I
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3. British Parliamentary Human Rights Group, Free and Fairt The
1979 Rhodesian Election (London: 1979f. This report was prepared by
observers on behalf of the British parliamentary Human Righ; Group.

4. For the background on Sithole's removal, see Martin and fohn-
son, The StruggJe fot Zimbabwe.

5. Ministry of Informatioq Harare, 4 March 19g0.
5. From inforsration obtained the Zimbabwean euthorities are cer-

tain that the killers were forrrer Rhodesian soldiers who had gone south
in 1980 and ioined the sADF. At a press conference in stockholm on 25
september 1981, Mugabe said the assassination had been carried out by
former Selouc Scouts (Herald,Hararq 26 September lggl).

7. Zimbabwe Ministerial Starement to House of Assembly, l0 Feb-
ruary 1983, Hansad Parliamenury Debates, vol. 6, no. 2g. Among the
many incidents Evans and Hartlebury admitted to was gaining eotry to
the house of the authors (disguised, we believe, as eleitricians| to try
to photograph the manuscript of a previous book, The StruggJe for
zimbabwe. They failed in that mission because the book waJJtili at
the research stage and writing had not yet begun.

8. Herald., Harare, l3 September 1981. The minister of state (secu-
rity) Emmerson Munangagwa is reported to have said that the blasts
were recorded by seismographic stations as far away as Malawi where
they registered between 1.8 and 2.7 on the Richter scale.

- 
9. Gericke was originally anested on suspicion of spying for South

Africa. It was during quesrioning that police began to foius on his
possible role in the Inkomo sabotage.

10. Varkevisse/s role in Gericke's escape continues to raise ques-
tions. He was accompanied to the Central police Station in Harari by
another man who has never been identified. It is thought that Varke-
visse/s role in the 'hot extraction" may have been-',involuntety.,,
According to former colleagues, his wife Marisa and two childreq aged
nine and five, along with some of his propeny, had been ,,removid,'

from his- home prior to his role in Gericke's escape. His colleagues
believe they may have been taken hostage to ensure his coopera-tion
and that the unidentified third man went with him to thi police
station to ensure that he did what he had been told. One point which
may lend credence to this interpretation is that whereai others in-
volved in operations for South Africa in Zimbabwe were given jobs in
the SADF, MID and so on, Varkevisser was not. When lasiheari of, he
wes a salesman in Cape Town.

I l. The extent of the damage at Thomhill has been widely misre-
ported. A SADCC document, "Estimates of the Cost of South African
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Destabilizatior!" to the OAU summit in 1985 seys that l3 planes were
destroyed. This is incorrect. In all, l0 planes were damage4 five of
whieh were write-offs. According to Zimbabwean air force documents,
five Hunters were damaged. Three were totally destroyed and the
other two repaired in Zimbabwe. Four Hawk fighters that had iust
arrived from Britain were damaged. One was a write-off, two were
repaired in Britain and one locally. In addition, a Cessna 337 was
completely destroyed.

12. Times, London, 28 August 1982.
13, On 27 April 1980, there were 5,267 guerrillas at Assembly Point

Papa. The contents of the seven truck loads the government found
included l5 BIO recoilless rifles,27 82 mm mortars, 34 ZGU-Is, five
12.7 anti-aircraft guns, six SAM-7 missiles, l4 assorted missiles rang-
ing from rifle grenades to 122 mm rockets, seven 57 mm field guns, 13

GRAD-P 122 mm rockets, one 50 mm mortar, and two 75 mm recoil-
less rifles. The discovery of the cache, the authorities presumed, pre-
vented more armaments from being brought in on that route.

14. The Zimbabwean government obtained copies of the railways
manifests showing the arms that had been unloaded at Dett. In that
period the instruction to unload would have had to come from a white
officer in charge.

15. Senior members of PF-Zapu subsequently conducted an inter-
nal enquiry into the property purchases to ascertain where the money
had come from and who had authorized the expenditures. This report
has not been made public. But a document in the euthors'possession
lists 52 properties purchased by Nkomo in his individual capacity, by
PF-Zapu as a party, and by PF-Zapu-owned companies. The report
shows Nkomo as director of Walmer Ranching Company, and as

owner of Walmer Farm {5,139 hectares} and Makwe Farm (2,570 hec-
tares). PF-Zapu as e party is shown as owning 20 properties. These
include l0 farms, two slaughterhouses, two hotels, a manufacturing
company, a building a hauling firm, a garage, a supermarket, and a

store. At the time, the other properties were owned through PF-Zapu
companies such as NITRAM, of which Nkomo was a director. Many of
these companies were seized by the government after the discovery of
the arms caches on the premises of some of them. Allegations that the
caching was part of a plot was "a straightforward lie," Nkomo said.

16. ZRP records.
17. Dube and Nzima were brought before Harare Magistrates'

Court on 4lanuary 1983. The prosecutor said they would be charged
with murder and attempted murder. On l0 August 1983, they were
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found guilty in the High Court of murder and sentenced to death. Both
men denied the charges, claiming they had been abducted and forced
to eccompany the bandits. The iudge Mr. fustice Waddington dis-
missed their claim as "inherently improbable" and ruled that their
original statements to the police were made freely and voluntarily and
were admissable as evidence, Appeals against sentence and conviction
were dismissed by the Supreme Court on 4 April 1984. Thereafter, the
two men appealed for clemency. The appeal was rejected, and they
were executed in Harare on 7 April 1986.

18. ZRP records. The details were supplied to the South Africans as
part of Zimbabwe's case proving Pretoria's involvement in resupplying
bandits.

19. Benson Dube, Statement during his trial in the High Court,
Harare, August 1983.

20. fudia Ncube, Starement to ZRP.
21. Hillary Vincent Ndhlovu, Statemenr to ZRp.
22. HeruId, Harare, 4 February 1984.
23. Zimbabwean government officials, briefing to authors, Harare,

fanuary 1986.
24. Z,RP records.
25. Radio Truth, transcript, 30 November 1983.
26. Zimbabwean govemment estimate.
27. fohn Sprack, Africa's Sixth

er,"'l ournal of C ommon-

29. R. Riddell, "Zimbabwe's Manufactured Exports and the Ending
of the Trade Agreement with South Africa" (Confederation of Zim-
babwe Industries, December 1981, Mimeographed|. '

30. New YorkTimes,19 April 1981.
31. New YorkTimes,l February 1981.
32. This occurred immediately prior to the resumption of pumping.

The cost of repairs was US $ll million.
33. ARB 23, no. 5 {15 fune 19861: 8079.
34. rbid.
35. Mission to South Africa: The Commonwealth Report: Findrngs

of the Commonweahh Eminent Persons Group on Southern Africa
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1985).

35. A State Depeftment official told the authors about the meeting
with Sithole. Details of his approach to the South African embassy
were made public by the Zimbabwean aurhoriries.
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37. Daily Telegtaph, London, 23 fanuary 1987.

38. FinancialTimes, London,30 October 1986.

39. ZRP records.

Chapter 3. ANcoLA: THE SrRucctE CoNrmurs

l. For a full list of those tried, see fohn Marcum,The Angolan
Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1969|, l:34. Apart from four
officials of the UPNA (former name of UPA/FNLA} who were tried in
absentia, it is overwhelmingly a list of well'known MPLA members,
many of whom spent years in prison.

2. The author, closely associated with the MPLA since the mid-
1950s and working as President Neto's information secretary after
independence, bases this statement on the testimony of many of those
former prisoners.

3. Obsewer, London, 7 May 1961.
4. For a well-documented account of this period, see Robert Dave-

zies, Les Angolais {Paris: Editions de Minuit, 19551, 23-30. A French
priest, he describes the links between the capital and the villages, the
people who went back and forth, and the leaflets brought from Luanda

to the countryside. Ciel, a young man then in a rural area, is quoted:
"The people were fed up, They wanted to rise up . . . and they wanted
to know how to do it." After the 4 February l96l events in Luand4 he

said, armed settlers arrived in ieeps "to tell the people not to do what
the others had done in Luanda," because if they did "they would finish
them all off." The local population, Ciel said, got wind of a secret
settler plan to massacre them on 20 March. The people rose up on l5
March, with whatever crude weapons and implements they could
mustet preempting the massacre by five days. The commander who
mobilized his group, Ciel said, had taken part in the 4 February events
in Luanda.

5. Ibid., 35. Interviewed by Davezies, a former FNLA chief of staff
,ivho went over to the MPLA, Jos€ Kalundongo, said that there were
never more than three thousand men trained at the FNLA s Kinkuzu
camp in Zaire tnd that they remained there for months because

Roberto "wanted them at the base at the disposal of photographers,
mainly Americans." Refening to the fact that training was given by
Americans, he went on to say: "Anyway, one wonders why Mr Holden
Roberto, after having refused Algerian volunteers, eccepted the ser-
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vices of the American officer Bernard Meinherz, a Vietnam veteran
engaged to direct the FNLA's military wing" (Ibid., 212).

5. Citing "four official sources," the New york ?imes of 25 Sep-
tember 1975 said that the CIA started ro send arms and funds io
Roberto in 1962.In an article printed in the Congressional Record of.
l5 December 1975, a former White House aide was cited as saying that
during Lyndon fohnson's administration, Washington's policy *as "to
play both ends againsr the middle," adding that the CIA;'had ihe habit
of picking out single individuals and making them our guys" (Ernest
Harsch and Tony Thomas, Angola: The Hidden History of Washing-
ton's Wu [New York Pathfinder press, 1976], 2l].

7. Marcelo Caetano, Depoimento (Rio de faneiro and S:Io paulo:
Distribuidora Record, 19751, 180-181.

8. An assimiladofuom Bi€ province, Savimbi was in Lausanne, Swit-
zerland in 1952, the year after the start of the armed struggle, studying
political science after dropping out of medical school in portugal. Hi
ioined the MPLA; but later, at a conference et Makerere University in
Uganda, he met Tom Mboya, the Kenyan politician known for his
strong American ties, who is said to have prevailed upon him to leave
the MPLA for the FNLA. A subsequent visit by a US State Department
official bearing a checkbook appeers to have convinced him to take
that course. A similar offer made at the time to an MpLA official now
working with the Angolan government was refused. Savimbi soon
became "foreign minister" in GRAE, whose overseas mentors doubtless
hoped that this would bestow a national image on the FNLA' then
headed by elements associared with the royal family of the old Kongo
Kingdom. However, in fuly 1964, at the All-African Meering of Heads
of state in cairo, savimbi resigned from the FNLA in charactiristically
flamboyant style, publicly accusing Roberto of tribalism and of ,having
been a "United States creation" since 1951. He denounced the US
advisers working with the FNLA and the army's lack of activity. The
way was open to him to reioin the MPLA. He travelled to Brazzaville,
where he met Agostinho Neto and other leaders, and he stated that his
condition for rejoining was to be made vice-president with responsibil-
ity for foreign affairs. The answer to this arrogant demand wai simply
that no appointments could be made without democratic collective
decisions. Savimbi did not wait. He returned to Europe, and nothing
more was heard of him for the next two years, apart from the fleeting
creation in Switzerland of something called Amangola, "Manifesto of
the Friends of Angola."

9. On 5 Mey 1972, for example, the Tanzanian newspaper the
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Standard announced that Unita had doneted two thousand kilograms
of surplus maize from its cooperative farms to Zambia to help that
country overcome shortages aggravated by the Portuguese blockade of
Zambian goods in the port of Beira. On 12 May, under the headline
"Meize gift 'a foke'," the Standard published the MPLA spokesman's
refutation. Refening to Unita's "imaginary people's co-operatives," the
spokesman said:|1If they had surplus maize to give away, why not give
it to the people of Angola, some of whom are starving in the liberated
areas because of Portuguese bombing and destruction of their crops
with herbicides?"

10. Costa Comes, interview with editors, Lisbon, April 1984.
Il. Times, London, 23 August 1982.
12. f. Sotto-Maior, A histdria de uma traiQAo {Luanda: Ediq6es Al-

vorada, 19851, l5-30. This recent book quotes extensiv€ly from the
documents related to Savimbi's collaboration with the Portuguese
military and contains photocopies of many of them.

13. Ibid., 3l-33. Sotto-Maior quotes a letter published in the Portu-
guese weekly Expresso from a former soldier in the colonial army in
Angola: "In early 1969, I cannot remember the precise date at the
moment, I was a member of a military force which passed through
Gago Coutinho, headquarters of the battalion, in transit. We received
orders to proceed in vehicles to a place between Gago Coutinho and
Cangumbe. . . . We stopped about twenty or thirty kilometres away
and mounted security in the area. MPLA operations were becoming
increasingly intensive and effective in the east. Two coloured people, I
think, went off into the bush. They came back accompanied by local
people in a visible state of deprivation and by a number of young
guerrillas, ragged and armed, and I even remember one of them was
quite debonair. It was a Unita detachment which had long had rela-
tions with the PIDE [Portuguese security policel in Gago Coutinho and
had given itself up in order to fight the MPLA which, as I said was
already showing itself to be the best organised force throughout the
east. . . . They got into our vehicles and we arrived at Gago Coutinho
at night. We were met by a major in charge of operations in the zone,
the local head of the PIDI Martins, and an African aged about 40,
bearded, wearing glasses and with a gold chain on his chest, who I
Iearne$was negotiating this strange collaboration on the Unita side. It
was he who received his colleagues, put them in a semi-circle and
made them sing what I learned to be the Unita anthem. We were then
ordered to withdraw." Commenting on the letter, the Portuguese news-
paper Expresso said that from many similar eyewitness accounts and

$
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documents in their possession, it appeared that the then pIDE director
in Angola Anibal de S{o fos6 Lopes had contacts with Savimbi since
before 1959, although it was not known if they had ever met.

14. MPLA, Statement, Lusaka, 25 March 1970.
15. MPLA, Statement, October 1973, The statement announced the

thwarting of the Chipenda plot, saying: "Hand in glove with world
reaction/ the colonialists were preparing for the final attack. Their aim
was the physical elimination of the most illustrious leaders of the
genuine liberation movements in the portuguese colonies. To this end
they formed alliances with reactionary forces within the respective
liberation movements, in the MPLA's case using the mindlessnlss of a
former leader who, through personal ambition, became a turncoat,
giving a fudas kiss while betraying his comrades. playing the enemy,s
game of divide and rule, he used tribalism, seeking to drag some
members of his tribe along with him in his inordinate ambition. But
the colonialists and trairors failed. They had overlooked the fact
that the new generarion had been moulded by the valiant MpLA and
that the yourh know what they want and why they are fighting.,,

16. Frelimo, the Mozambican liberation movement, also sulfered
the effects of agents infiltrated into it. But it was fortunate in that the
Tanzanian authorities took action against these agents. This was true
in the case of. Lezarc Nkavandame, who tried to split Frelimo along
tribal lines, and of Frelimo vice-president Uria Simango, who tried to
oust the other leaders after the assassination of president Mondlane
and who was deported from Tanzania.

17. To the Point, I |une 1974. This South African magazine re-
ported that on a visit to Mozambique soon after the coup d'itat, Costa
Gomes said on several occasions that he was sure the people of the
"overseas territories" would chose between the "extremes; of ihe status
quo and independence.

18. Noticics, Luand4 22lune 1974.

, 19. Communiqu€, Lisbon, funta of National Salvation, g August
1974.

20. The proclamation stated: "At this time when the people are
called upon to assume their historic responsibilities in an iniepindent
Angol4 concealed interests are busying themselves, seeking to distort
the- meaning of what you have been fighting for for thirteen years.,, It
called upon the people and the guerrillas to carry on the struggle,,for a
democratic, popular and progressive regime, for one indivisibli nation,
for territorial integrity and for independent and sovereign participa-
tion in the free concert of nations."

1
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21. Another secessionist scheme was denounced at a press confer-
ence in Luanda by Lrlcio Lara on 5 December 1974. He said that an
individual had presented himself to the MPLA asking to do propa-
ganda work in the Lunda region in northeast Angola. On closer exami-
netion, it was found that he was born inZaire and had held r:sponsible
posts in the Zairean political party MP\ and that in addition to
Zairetn citizenship and MPR membership cards, he had an MPLA/
Chipenda card. This person, described by Lrlcio Lara as a "good family
man" with three wives and a great number of children, also had on him
a plan for the establishment of something called the "State of Moxico,"
to include Lunda, Moxico, and Kuando Kubango, Angola's eastern
provinces.

22. Times, London, 7 lrnuery 1975. "sources in Washington now
eay that the CIA first decided that steps must be taken to help the anti
communists among the Angolan nationalists in fanuary 1975. The 40
Committee, which supervises the CIA, then approved sending
$300 000 to the FNLA."

23. Guafiian, London, 30 May 1974.
24. This was repofted to the US secretary of state Dr. Henry Kissin-

ger by his consul general in Luanda Tom Killoran, after a meeting with
Neto. Killoran, who opposed US involvement in Angola, was removed
from his post by Kissinger and refused promotion, thus destroying his
diplomatic career.

25. fohn Stockwell, In Search of Enemies (New York: W. W. Norton
& Co. Inc.; London: Andre Deutsch, 1978) 85-87, 16l-162. Stockwell
resigned from the CIA in 1975.

26. Argus, Cape Town,25 August 1984.
27. Stockwell,In Search of Enemies, 187. "To the CIA, the South

Africans were the ideal solution for central Angola. . . . Especially in
the field, CIA officers liked the South Africans, who tended to be bluff,
aggressive men without guile. . . . Quietly South African planes and
trucks tumed up throughout Angola with iust the gasoline or ammu-
nition needed for an impending operation. On October 20, eher a

flurry of cables between headquarters and Kinshasa, two South African
C-130 airplanbs, similar to those used by the Israelis in their raid on
Entebbe, feathered into Ndjili Airport [Kinshasal at night to meet a

CIA C-l4l flighi and whisk its load of arms down to Silva Porto
[Kuito]. CIA officers and BOSS representetives met the planes at Ndiili
and jointly supervised the transloading. At the same time, St. Martin
requested and received headquarters'permission to meet BOSS repre-
sentatives on a regular basis in Kinshasa. Other CIA officers cla-
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moured for permission to visit South African bases in South-West
Africa. On two occasions the BOSS direcror visited Washington and
held secret meetings with fim Potts. On another, he met with the CIA
station chief in Paris. The COS, Pretoria, was ordered to brief BOSS
about IAFEATURE [code name for the CIAs Angola operation], and
nearly all CIA intelligence reporrs on the subiect were relayed to
Pretoria so his briefings would be accurate and up to date."

28. fohn Vorster, Interview Newsweek,May 1976."Q: Would it be
accurate to say that the US solicited South Africa's help to turn the
tide against the Russians and Cubans in Angola last fall? A. I do not
want to comment on that. The US government can speak for itself, I
am sure you will appreciate that I cannot violate the confidentiality of
government-to-government communications. But if you are making
the statement, I won't call you a liar. Q. Would it also be accurate to
say you received a green light from Kissinger for a military operation
in Angola? A. If you say thet of your own accord I will not call you a
liat."

The Washington Post, 24 December 1975, suggested that "the
United States, in its anti-Communist idiocy, seems hellbent on mak-
ing another of the colossal blunders that brought us Vietnam. The
reference, obviously, is to Angola. . . . Incidentally, the United States
might have a larger reservoir of Angolan goodwill to draw upon if we
had given some small measure of support to the Angolans in their
struggle to overthrow the Portuguese colonizers. Instead we chose to
maintain our alliance with Portugal. And now the Portuguese are gone,
we are throwing in with the South Africans."

29. Stockwell, ln Search of Enemies, 164.
3O. GranmaWeeHy Review {Havana}, 14 February 1982. An article

in this issue, "The Angola Campaign," gives a very detailed Cuban
military history of the evenrs of 1975-76.

31. rbid.
32. Ibid. See also foint Angolan-Cuban Statemenr, 4 February 1982:

"With a view to achieving its plans to liquidate the Angolan revolu-
tionary movement, on 14 October 1975 the Government of the United
States of America sent the South African army against Angola, taking
advantage of the fact of the racist South Africans'illegal occupation ol
Namibi4 which still persists to this day. In less than 20 days South
African troops advanced more than 700km inside Angolan tenitory.
Meanwhile, from the north/ foreign regular and mercenary forces were
moving threateningly close to the capital. lt was at that moment that
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President Agostinho Neto requested Cuban military cooperution" (em-
phasis added). The author, in Angola at the time, was told at rhe
highest level of the importance of sraving off the invading armies until
independence on I I November, before which date the Cuban combat
troop contingents could not arrive in the country.

33. Stockwell,In Search of Enemies, 67-68.
34. Daily Telegraph, London, February 1976. "More than

&l0m[illion], mainly from the American CIA, is to be spent on the
employment of British mercenaries in Angola."

35. Stockwell, ln Search of Enemies,234-235.
36. Angolan government, White Paper on Acts of Aggression by

the Racist South African Regime against the people's Republic of
Angola,1975-1982 {N.p., n.d.}, 12.'The damage caused to the people's
Republic of Angola by the big South African invasion of 1973-76
amounted to an extremely high sum, repre$enting a heavy burden for a
young country freed from colonialism which was starting on a new life
of independence. In a repoft submitted to the United Nations at the
time, this damage was estimated to be US $6.7 billion."

37. Stockwell,In Search of Enemies,204.
38. Didrio de Luanda,S fanuary 1975.
39. Stockwell, In Search of Enemies,2O4-ZOS.
40. Ibid.,.lg3.
41. |oint Angolan-Cuban Statement,4 February 1982. "The Govern-

ments of Angola and Cub4 merely one month after the expulsion of
the racist South African troops, on 22 April 1976, agreed on a pro-
gramme for the progressive reduction of those forces. In less than a
year, the Cuban military contingent was reduced by more than one-
third, a process which was halted because of fresh external threats to
Angola. . . . In mid-1979, the Governments of Angola and Cuba again
agreed to start to carry out another programme for the gradual reduc-
tion of Cuban forces. Almost immediately afterwards, in September
that year, the South Africans carried out repeated large"scale acts of
aggression against Cunene and Huila provinces."

42, Angolan government, White Paper, 16-17.
43. Ibid., 24-25.
44, IntemationalHeraldTribune, Paris, 14 February 1981.
45. Sunday Telegraph, London, 2b March 1981.
46. "Texas Guns Were for Angola Rebels," Obsewer, London, 17

May 1981.
47 . U S State Depatment Documents on Southe rn Africa Leaked to
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American Press, May-lune 1981 (Swapo Westem Europg N.p., n.d.,
booklet of photocopiesf .

48. AfticaNews, l0 March 1985. The US biweekly quot$ Dr. Steve
Weissmarl staff director of the House Forergn Affairs subcommittee
on Africa: "I think it is unlikely the South Africans will agree to a
timetable for Cuban withdrawal that Angola can accept. They want
the Cubans there so [South Africa] can be seen to be working alongside
the US against the Soviets.'

49. Registered South African military operations against Angola up
to August l98l were 1,517 reconnaissance flights, one hundred bomb-
ing raids, 50 strafing incidents, 25 ground reconnaissance opetations,
57 troop build-ups, four paratroop landings, 34 ground attacks, seven
shelling operations, and nine mine-laying and other operations.

50. The partial sabotage of the oil refinery cost US $12,550000 to
repair and a further US $24 million in oil not exported between De-
cember l98l and fanuary 1982, when the refinery was again fully
operational.

51. When Savimbi visited the United States in fanuary 1986, a
Madison Avenue publicity firm was hired at a cost of $500,000 to
proiect him to an American audience and tell him how to dress.

52. Windhoek Obsewer,20 November 1982. "Dr. fonas Savimbi,
the Unita leader, who had become a God-like legendary figure in the
eyes of the white South Africans, but who lives at the mercy of South
Africa's armed forces, having a very comfortable bungalow complex
virtually on the border, from where he can direct his vast business
operations with certain South African interests and involving Angolan
teak, ivory and other valuables."

53. Human losses as a result of South African aggression in l98l
were assessed as 205 soldiers kille4 389 soldiers wounded and 1,085
missing 158 civilians killed and 255 wounde4 and 15O000 homeless
peoplg inhabitants of Cunene province who fled north to seek refuge
from the bombing fighting and occupation and were taken care of by
the Angolan authorities.

54. In the central highland town of Huambq in March 1983, the
author had occasion to speak to a prisoner, a former Unita political
commissar named Teodoro Silva Gidello, who spoke of a Unita con-
gress held in the border area in Iuly 1982. Some members, he said had
been expelled at the congress. It was said they wanted to organize a
coup dLut against Savimbi because they were fed up with fighting a
war they could not win. Among those expelled, he sai4 were |orge
Sangumba and Samuel Chiwale.
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55. Africa News, 3 December l984. "Escalating tensions within the
anti-government Unita movement erupted into open fighting earlier
this year, with the Ovimbundu [Umbundul leadership of the rebel
group openly executing its opponents. In interviews with recent deser-

ters from Unita in Lubango and in the central city of Huambo, Africa
News has learned that the South African-backed dissident group,
while certainly not on the verge of collapse, is experiencing serious
internal difficulties. . . . In an attempt to capitalize on these problems,
the Angolan government has given a great deal of publicity to recent
defections by Unita members and has widely publicized its long-
standing amnesty for Unita soldiers and civilians who voluntarily
turn themselves in. The biggest defection occurred in early November
when 45 soldiers and 285 civilians who had been living with the rebel
movement for over seven years surrendered to authorities in the
southern province of Cunene. . . . [A farmer], who is of Kwanyama
ancestry, charged that Unita members from Angola's largest ethnic
group, the Ovimbundu, had been systematically isolating and killing
members of other ethnic groups, such as the Kwanyama, the Gangela
and the Chokwe."

56. Daily Telegraph,2S December 1983.'S. Africa may have to quit
Angola. . . . South African forces faced the prospect last night of being
forced to make a strategic withdrawal from southern Angola. They
have encountered stiff opposition from Angolan and Cuban units. . . .

[There were no Cuban units in the area.l General Constand Vilioen,
chief of the SADF, returned to Pretoria on Monday night after spend-
ing four days in the operational area with his troops and personally
taking over command of a deteriorating situation. . . . General Vilioen
said Swapo was . . . ducking under the protection of Angolan govern-
ment Fapla and Cuban forces when faced by the South Africans."

57. Financial Mail, |ohannesburg 13 fanuary 1984.
58. Sunday Times, fohannesburg 25 November 1984. "Pretoria is

reportedly furious with a decision by Angolan President dos Santos to
send a memorandum to the UN Secretary-General, Dr. P€rez de

Cu€llar, setting out Luanda's position on the thomy issue of Cuban
withdrawal. . . . The leaks contradict the solemn assurences given by
all the parties to the Cape Verdean talks that the negotiations would
be conducted with maximum secrecy."

59. Sunday Express, fohannesburg 25 November 1984.

60. Obsewer, London, ll November 1984.
61. "The Selling of fonas Savimbi: Public Relations Firm Paved

Guerrilla's Way," Washington Post, 9 February 1986.
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62. FinancialMail, |ohannesburg l8 October 1985.
63. Ibid. "SA denied having senr rroops to help Unita, but intelli-

gence sources allege that the anti-Swapo drive was merely a smoke-
screen for the troops sent to Mavinga. These sources also confirm
MPLA allegations that the mechanised Fapla columns advancing on
Mavinga were attacked by SAAF bombers, and that SA's 82 Battalion
(Buffalol fought with Unita till the end."

. ,64. Sun4ay Times, fohannesburg 22 September 1985. "Calling for
help from the United Stares, he said the alleged Soviet involvement itt
the fighting introduced a new element to rhe civil war."

55. "Pretoria Seeks US Help to Rescue Unita from Defeat in An-
gola," Times, London, 24 September 1985; Daily Telegraph, London, 28
September 1985. "An urgent diplomatic effort is being made by South
Africa to win American help for Dr. fonas Savimbi's pro-western Unita
movement in Angola now under pressure from a major offensive by
Manrist government forces (Daily Telegraphl.

65. Stockwell,ln Search of Enemies,l93.
67. Washington Post,30 and 3l March 1985.
58. Citizen, |ohannesburg 3l March 1986.
69. Sunday Star, fohannesburg 14 September 1986.
70. CapeTimes, Cape Town, 9 January 1987.
7-1. Daily Dispatch, East London, 5 fune 1987. This reporr quotes

Professor Mike Hough, Director of the Institute of Strategic Studies of
the University of Pretoria

72. Guardian, London, 14 May 1987.
73. "SA's Aid to Unita Over, Says Official ," Star, |ohannesburg 29

May 1987. The article points out that this claim by Washington-based
Chitunda "conflicts with the statements of Unita leader Dr. |onas
Savimbi that South Africa does provide military supplies."
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1 Frontline Southern Africa is the

1 first detailed analysis of the impact of
r South Africa's "totai rtr"t.gy" o.,

southern Africa. The editors and
i authors, with unique access to primary

sources of information, have collectively
produced a devastating indictmenr of
South Africa's involvemenr in political,
economic and military destabilization.

Caption for back cooer phongraph:

Policc and rroops of the occupying
South African forces break up a SVApO
rally in \findhock, Namibia. Thc South
Africans havc constructcd a military and
cconomic infrastructurc in Namibia in
prcparation for fururc dcstabilization.
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